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Abstract

This study examines the relationship between tonal phonetics, tonal reduction and
orthographic patterns produced by Me’phaa Vátháá speaking teachers. It discusses
¯ ¯¯
these patterns in the context of Indigenous education in Mexico and of the language
ideologies held by the teachers, which have parallels to those held by speakers of
Spanish and practitioners of language revitalization. Its main finding is that tones
undergo phonetic changes which reduce their relative psychoacoustic distances, and
this combines with the writing practices of the teachers (in which they repeat the
words to themselves at varying speeds) to produce hesitation when writing the tonal
markers. This is framed in an ideological process of privileging writing as the ideal
form of language revitalization, and of rejection of variants and spelling ‘mistakes’,
which results in further linguistic insecurity by the teachers. This has repercussions
for the revitalization of the language, in that teachers sometimes choose not to write in
Me’phaa Vátháá, particularly in contexts involving technology such as social media,
¯ ¯¯
out of fear of making ‘mistakes’.
In studying these phenomena, this study also describes the processes of tonal
reduction in Me’phaa Vátháá and describes its similarities and differences with the
¯ ¯¯
reduction described for other tonal languages such as Mandarin, Thai and Triqui.
Tonal reduction processes in Me’phaa Vátháá are not an exact match to any of these
¯ ¯¯
languages, which suggests that, while reduction is universal, it has language-specific
expressions, which suggest that reduction typologies should be further studied. In
addition to this, the study offers a report on the process of tonal spelling learning by
adults who didn’t receive this training as children. This is relevant to both educational
and language planners, as well as to practitioners of language revitalization.
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1.

Me’phaa Vátháá Language and Writing
¯
¯¯

The teachers of the Me’phaa Vátháá community in Guerrero, Mexico, report that
¯ ¯¯
they have difficulties spelling the tonal diacritics in their language. This dissertation
attempts to explain these difficulties by studying the phonetics, current orthographic
practices and spelling ideologies surrounding Me’phaa.
¯ ¯¯
The present chapter describes the linguistic context of the Me’phaa language and
¯ ¯¯
one of its variants, Me’phaa Vátháá, spoken in Guerrero, Mexico. It also describes the
¯ ¯¯
history of writing in the Me’phaa language, and the process leading to the present lin¯ ¯¯
guistic standards and material production practices, which Me’phaa Vátháá teachers
¯ ¯¯
feel are not adequate for the teaching of their variant. The final section will present
the structure of the dissertation and a summary of each of the following chapters.

1.1. The Me’phaa Language
¯ ¯¯
Me’phaa (exonym: Tlapanec) is a linguistic grouping, belonging to the Otomanguean
¯ ¯¯
family and spoken in the state of Guerrero in Central Mexico. The term grouping
(INALI, 2008) refers to a cluster of closely related languages, which are in turn referred
to as variants. The use of the term grouping as an alternative to language is meant
to capture the great internal diversity behind labels like Me’phaa (or Zapotec or
¯ ¯¯
Nahuatl) and it should be thought of as similar to the way in which Arabic and
Chinese are referred to as languages, even though they contain diversity to the point
of having dialects that are mutually unintelligible (Holes, 2004; Norman, 1988, 2003).
For reasons of clarity, and to parallel the usage of Me’phaa speakers, Me’phaa will
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
be referred to as a language throughout this work, with the caveat that it contains
widely divergent variants within it.
Me’phaa variants are spoken by approximately 135000 people older then 5 years
¯ ¯¯
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old (INEGI, 2015; Lewis, Simons & Fennig 2013a). In terms of vitality, its variants are
classified as vulnerable in UNESCO’s Atlas of World Languages in Danger (Moseley,
2010), which means that “most children speak the language, but it may be restricted
to certain domains (e.g., home)”1 . Me’phaa is part of the Otomanguean language
¯ ¯¯
family, which contains other large groupings/languages such as Tu’un Savi (Mixtec),
Hñähñú (Otomı́) and Dixhá (Zapotec). Figure 1.1 shows the location of Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
within Mexico and in relation with other Otomanguean languages.

Figure 1.1: Otomanguean languages in Central Mexico
Me’phaa is mapped using the exonym Tlapanec (number 13).
¯ ¯¯
Source: Magnus Pharao Hansen and Wikimedia Foundation.
As shown in figure 1.2, Me’phaa belongs to the Tlapanec-Mangue sub-branch of
¯ ¯¯
1

Ethnologue classifies the Malinaltepec/Mañuwiı́n variant of Me’phaa as level 5:Developing in
¯
¯ ¯¯
the Expanded Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale EGIDS scale. A language in level 5 is
defined as a language in “vigorous use, with literature in a standardized form being used by some
though this is not yet widespread or sustainable” (Lewis et al., 2015). From the observations of the
community conducted by the author of this dissertation, Me’phaa shares characteristics of languages
¯ ¯¯
at stages 6, 5 and 4 of Fishman’s Graded Intergenerational Disruption GIDS scale (Fishman, 1991).
Languages at stage 6 are “used orally by all generations and [are] being learned by children as their
first language”, which is true of Me’phaa. Languages at stage 5 are “used orally by all generations
¯ ¯¯
and [are] effectively used in written form throughout the community”. It is true that the language is
used by all generations, but as will be discussed in section 5.6.1, the language is not used in writing
throughout the community. Finally, in stage 4 languages “literacy [...] is transmitted through
education ”. This is true of Me’phaa, but it is also true that literacy in Me’phaa is not used outside
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
of school.
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the Western branch of the Otomanguean family (Rensch, 1976; Kaufman, 1990).
This sub-branch contains the Me’phaa language in Mexico, as well as two dormant
¯ ¯¯
languages, Subtiaba from Nicaragua and Mangue/Chorotega from Costa Rica. These
languages were spoken in Central America due to migrations of Proto-Me’phaa speak¯ ¯¯
ing people down the Pacific coast, between the years 800 ce and 1200 ce, which were
caused by the expansion of peoples from the Valley of Mexico into the Me’phaa ter¯ ¯¯
ritory (Quirós Rodrı́guez, 2014).
Otomian

Otomı́
Mazahua

Matlatzinca
Chichimeca (Jonaz)
Oto-Pamean

Pamean
Chinantec

Western OM
Tlapanecan
Tlapanec-Mangue
Manguean

Me’phaa
¯
¯¯
Subtiaba
Chiapaneco
Mangue
Chorotega

Oto-Manguean

Chocho
Popoloca
Popolocan

Ixcatec
Mazatecan

Zapotecan
Eastern OM
Mixtecan
.

Mixtec
Trique
Cuicatec

Amuzgo

Figure 1.2: Languages in the Otomanguean Family
Source: Lewis et al. (2015)
Me’phaa is spoken in the state of Guerrero, and table 1.1 describes the names
¯ ¯¯
of the main variants of the language. Figure 1.3 shows the spatial distribution of
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the towns that are the traditional centers for each variant. This work focuses on the
Me’phaa Vátháá variant, centered around the town of Zilacayotitlán, approximately
¯ ¯¯
27 kilometers south of the town of Tlapa de Comonfort. It is in contact with one of the
largest variants, Me’phaa Malinaltepec/Mañuwiı́n. Figure 1.3b shows the distribution
¯ ¯¯
¯
of towns where Vátháá and Malinaltepec/Mañuwiı́n are reported to be spoken.
¯
Variant name

Mi’phaa Mı́Nuı́ı́
¯¯
Me’phaa Mañuwiı́n,
¯ ¯¯
¯
Me’phaa Xkua Ixi
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯
Ridiı́
¯¯
Me’paa Wı́’i In
¯¯
¯¯
Me’phaa Xma’ı́ı́n
Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
Me’phaa
¯¯
Marúxı́ı́
Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
Me’phaa
¯¯

Tsı́ndı́ı́
Xirágáá
¯
Vátháá
Aguaa
¯ ¯¯

Town that is the INALI denomination
traditional center
of the variant
Tlacoapa
Central Tlapanec
Malinaltepec
Central Lower
Tlapanec

Ethnologue denomination

Acatepec
San Lucas de
Teocuitlapa
Azoyú
Zapotitlán Tablas
Nanzintla
Zilacayotitlán
Huitzapula

Southwest Tlapanec
Northwest Tlapanec

Acatepec, Me’phaa, tpx
-

Southern Tlapanec
Northern Tlapanec
Western Tlapanec
Eastern Tlapanec
Northwestern Upper
Tlapanec

Azoyú Me’phaa, tpc
-

Tlacoapa Me’phaa, tpl
Malinaltepec Me’phaa, tcf

Table 1.1: List of Me’phaa variants
¯ ¯¯

Sources: INALI (2008) and Marlett (2010)

1.2. Me’phaa Phonology
¯ ¯¯
There are specific descriptions for the phonology of two Me’phaa variants, Malinal¯ ¯¯
tepec/Mañuwiı́n (Suárez, 1984; Carrasco, 2006a; Navarro Solano, 2012; Black, 2004)
¯
and Acatepec (Cline, 2013), as well as a general description of the phonology of the
language used in the writing standarization process (Carrasco, 2006c), and descriptions of some phonological phenomena for Azoyú (Wichmann, 2006). The language
has contrastive voiceless-voiced-aspirated stops (e.g. <p>, <b>, <ph>) as well as
prenasalized stops (e.g. <mb>, <nd>). It has four fricatives (<f>, <s>, <x> (/S/),
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Figure 1.3: Distribution of Me’phaa Variants
¯ ¯¯
(a) Towns that are traditional centers of a variant. The Aguaa variant of
¯ ¯¯
Huitzapula is not shown; it is approximately 77 km west of Nanzintla.
(b) Distribution of towns where Malinaltepec/Mañuwiı́n Me’phaa and Me’phaa
¯
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
Vátháá are reported as spoken. Sources: INALI (2008) and Marlett (2010).
<j>2 ), but the fricative <f> is not reported in Me’phaa Vátháá. The language also
¯ ¯¯
has the phone [v] which is a word-initial allophone of the phoneme /w/, spelled as
<v>. It also has the phone [G], which is an allophone of /g/ (). The language
has four nasal phonemes (<m>, <n>, <ñ>3 , <N>). However, the velar nasal <N>
is not reported in Me’phaa Vátháá. Finally, Me’phaa has three affricates (<ts>,
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
<ch>, <dx>), two liquids (<l>, <r>) and two approximants (<w>, <y>). Table
2
This phoneme has been described as the velar /x/ by Carrasco (2006a,c), and as the glottal /h/
by Navarro Solano (2012) and Marlett (2012). This dissertation will provisionally treat this sound
as a glottal.
3
This phoneme has been described as the palatal nasal /ñ/ by Carrasco (2006a,c) and
Navarro Solano (2012), and as the nasalized palatal approximant /j̃/ by Marlett (2012). This
dissertation will provisionally treat this sound as a palatal
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1.2 shows the consonantal phonemes of different Me’phaa variants, with those absent
¯ ¯¯
from Me’phaa Vátháá enclosed in parentheses. In addition to this, table 1.3 shows
¯ ¯¯
examples of consonantal minimal pairs in Malinaltepec/Mañuwiı́n Me’phaa. One of
¯
¯ ¯¯
these pairs, the naka ‘I go’ ∼ nakha ‘it’s burning’ pair is also present in Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
Vátháá.
Stops
Aspirated
Prenasalized
Fricative
Affricate
Nasal
Lateral
Tap
Approximants

Bilabial
p
b
ph
mb
(f)
m

Dental
t
d
th
nd
s
ts
n
l
r

Palatal

x
ch

w

Velar
k
g
kh

Glottal
’

j
dx
ñ

(N)

y

Table 1.2: Consonantal phonemes of Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
The symbols correspond to those in the current orthographic standard
(Carrasco, 2006c). Symbols in parenthesis are not reported for Me’phaa Vátháá.
¯ ¯¯
Sound pair
d-r
ch - dx
l - ts
p - ph
k - kh
j-y
n - ñ

Minimal pair
diga’ [diĂ£gaP Ă£]
¯¯
nacho [naĂ£ÙoĂ£]
Ă
¯
lákhi
[la £kh iĂ£]
xapa
[SaĂ£paĂ£]
naka
[naĂ£kaĂ£]
Ă
júva’ [hu £waP Ă£]
Ă
¯
iná
[iĂ£na £]

‘guava’
‘I am in a hurry’
‘moth’
‘table’
‘I go’
‘They live’
‘leaf’

riga’
¯¯
nadxo
¯
tsákhi
xapha
nakha
yúva’
¯
iñá

[RiĂ£gaP Ă£]
[naĂ£ÃoĂ£]
Ă
[tsa £kh iĂ£]
[SaĂ£ph aĂ£]
[naĂ£kh aĂ£]
Ă
[ju £waP Ă£]
Ă
[iĂ£ña £]

‘hibiscus’
‘You go’
‘elf’
‘small broom’
‘It’s burning’
‘pumpkin guide’
‘hole’

Table 1.3: Consonantal minimal pairs in Malinaltepec/Mañuwiı́n Me’phaa.
¯
¯ ¯¯
Sources: Carrasco (2006a) and Carrasco (2006c).
The k-kh pair (naka∼nakha) is also reported for Me’phaa Vátháá.
¯ ¯¯
The phone in the glottal stop position needs to be clarified. This sound, represented with the glyph <’>, has been described as the glottal stop phoneme /P/ by
(Marlett, 2012), and as a marking of vocalic laringalization by Carrasco (2006a,c)
and Navarro Solano (2012).
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Me’phaa has been reported to have five vowels: Two high vowels (<i>, <u>),
¯ ¯¯
two mid vowels (<e>, <o>), and one mid-low vowel (<a>). These vowels have
phonetic manifestations similar to those of Spanish vowels. Me’phaa vowels also have
¯ ¯¯
the features of length, nasality and putatively glottalization (see above). Table 1.4
provides examples of featural minimal pairs in Me’phaa Vátháá.
¯ ¯¯
Feature
Minimal pair
Length
idu
[iĂ£duĂ£]
‘eye’
iduu
[iĂ£du:Ă£]
‘his eye’
Nasality
xti’thii [StiP Ă£th i:Ć£] ‘he is wet’ xti’thiin [StiP Ă£th ĩ:Ć£] ‘they are wet’
¯
¯
Glottalization agu
[aĂ£guĂ£]
‘shrimp’
a’gu
[aP Ă£guĂ£]
‘woman’
¯ ¯
¯ ¯
Table 1.4: Vocalic feature minimal pairs in Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
Like many other languages in the Otomanguean family, Me’phaa is tonal. A tonal
¯ ¯¯
language is one in which the pitch of a morpheme changes its lexical or grammatical
meaning (Yip, 2002). The Acatepec and Malinaltepec/Mañuwiı́n variants of Me’phaa
¯
¯ ¯¯
have been documented as having three contrasting level tones: high, mid and low.
Table 1.5 shows minimal pairs for these tones in Malinaltepec/Mañuwiı́n. In the
¯
current practical orthography used for these variants (Carrasco, 2006c), the high tone
Ă Ă
is indicated by an acute accent (e.g. rı́ná [Ri £na £] ‘salty’), the low tone is indicated
by a line underneath the vowel (e.g. agu [aĂ£guĂ£] ‘shrimp’), and the mid tone is left
¯ ¯
unmarked (e.g. idu [iĂ£duĂ£] ‘eye’). Syllables can also have combinations of level tones
to create contour tones such as high-mid (e.g. khayóo [kh aĂ£jo:Ć£] ‘he is hanging on
(to something)’) or low-mid-low (e.g. xedeee [SeĂ£de:ŔŃ£] ‘their cow (of people I know)’).
¯ ¯
The range of possibilities for level combinations will be discussed in section 3.3.3.
High
Ă
[ ba: £] ‘besides’
Ă
[ñu: £]
‘soot’
Ă
[ţa: £]
‘open legs’

Mid
Low
m
Ă
mbáá
mbaa [ ba: £] ‘terrain’ mbaa [ ba:Ă£] ‘big’
¯¯
ñúú
ñuu
[ñu:Ă£]
‘string’ ñuu
[ñu:Ă£]
‘dough’
¯
¯
Ă
tsáá
tsaa
[ţa: £]
‘vertigo’ tsaa
[ţa:Ă£]
‘nectar’
¯¯
Table 1.5: Tonal minimal pairs in Malinaltepec/Mañuwiı́n Me’phaa.
¯
¯ ¯¯
Source: Carrasco (2006c).
The ñúú∼ñuu∼ñùù set is also reported for Me’phaa Vátháá.
¯ ¯¯
m

m
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1.3. Me’phaa Writing
¯ ¯¯
The Me’phaa language has a long history of being written. Before the Colonial period,
¯ ¯¯
the town of Tlapa was part of the Kingdom of Tlapa-Tlachinollan ‘Over What’s Red
- Place of Burned Fields’, founded in 1299 ce and made a vassal of the Aztec Empire
between 1439 and 1468 ce (Hinojosa Baliño, 2016). The rulers of Tlapa produced
codices in the International style of Aztec glyphs (Justeson, 1986; Vega Sosa, 1992).
These glyphs were used to represent place names and transactions such as tributes,
and they were used not only by Aztec speakers of Nahuatl, but also by speakers of
Zapotec, Mixtec and Me’phaa (Vega Sosa, 1992). Figure 1.4a shows different versions
¯ ¯¯
of the glyph for the city of Tlachinollan, and figure 1.4b shows different versions of
the glyph for the town of Tlapa (Vega Sosa, 1992, 35). These glyphs were pronounced
according to the language of the scribe, so the word ‘wind’ in figure 1.4c is pronounced
di’yan in Me’phaa and ehécatl in Nahuatl. The word ‘deer’ in figure 1.4d is ayan’ in
¯ ¯¯
Me’phaa (Nahuatl mazatl ) and the word ‘grass’ in 1.4e is read as mi’yan in Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
4
(Nahuatl malinalli ) (Vega Sosa and Oudijk, 2012) .
During the Colonial period the Spanish administration used Indigenous languages
within the legal system because there were not enough colonial administrators to
transmit the languages to the general population. In practice it was easier for priests
and administrators to learn the local languages, which entailed compiling grammars
and setting the languages in writing. Most manuscripts were written in Nahuatl
and Mayan languages (and Quechua and Guaranı́ in South America), but numerous
documents were also written in Zapotec, Mixtec, Me’phaa and others (Oudijk, 2003).
¯ ¯¯
During the 1800s there was some philological work on the Indigenous languages
of Mexico (Cifuentes, 1994); Orozco (1864) published a linguistic work describing the
towns where Me’phaa was spoken and compared the language to others in the area.
¯ ¯¯
4

The glyphs in figures 1.4c-e refer to some of the year bearers (Vega Sosa and Oudijk, 2012).
These are the days in the 260-day calendar (Mayan ts’olkin) which coincide with the beginning of
the 365-day calendar (Mayan haab)
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Figure 1.4: Hieroglyphs used by Me’phaa scribes
¯ ¯¯
Source: Vega Sosa (1992) and Vega Sosa and Oudijk (2012).
However, there was no formal Indigenous education to speak of, and the efforts of
the Mexican state were aimed at assimilating the Indigenous population into Mestizo
culture and the Spanish language (Bertely Busquets, 2002). The philologist/assimilationist approach did not vary much in the early 1900s (see section 5.3), and the only
works published were those by linguists. There were descriptive works written by
León (1912), Lehmann (1915), Sapir (1925), Schuller (1928), Radin (1933), SchultzeJena (1938), Weitlaner (1941) and Lemley (1949), concerned with word lists and with
the linguistic filiation of Me’phaa.
¯ ¯¯
The first educational material published in Me’phaa was the Giant’s Book by
¯ ¯¯
missionary Hubel Hemley in 1955. The work by the community started in 1977, with
the signing of the Agreements for the Writing of the Me’phaa Language, drafted by
¯ ¯¯
educational authorities. During the 1980s textbooks were published by educational
authorities, community radio stations and missionary organizations, but this resulted
in three different non-standardized scripts being used for the language. In 1988 the
first standards for Me’phaa Vátháá writing were published (Weathers and Carrasco
¯ ¯¯
Zúñiga, 1988), but they were “massively rejected by teachers from different regions
because they were written using the speech of a single region, Malinaltepec” (Car-
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rasco, 2006c, 16). The late 1990s and early 2000s saw several meetings of a total of 167
educators who spoke different variants of Me’phaa, and this resulted in the publica¯ ¯¯
tion in 2006 of the Xtángoo xú mi’tháán ajngáa me’phaa ‘Norms for the Writing of the
¯
¯ ¯¯
Me’phaa Language’, the new standard supported by educators from multiple variants,
¯ ¯¯
the National Institute for Indigenous Languages (INALI) and the General Directorate
for Indigenous Education (DGEI). After the publication of this norm, the DGEI publishes only one version of Me’phaa Vátháá textbooks, using the standardized writing
¯ ¯¯
but also lexical items from the largest variants (e.g. Malinaltepec/Mañuwiı́n).
¯
1.4. The Me’phaa Vátháá Language and its Teachers
¯ ¯¯
Me’phaa Vátháá is one of the variants of the Me’phaa language. As shown in figure
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
1.3b above, it is centered around the town of Zilacayotitlán in the Atlamajalcingo
del Monte municipality of the state of Guerrero. This variant has not been formally
studied before, which is one of the main justifications for this work. Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
teachers report that their variant is divergent enough to justify study on its own, as
it is sometimes subsumed into Malinaltepec Me’phaa.
¯ ¯¯
Me’phaa Vátháá speakers are discriminated against by speakers of Spanish, a
¯ ¯¯
situation that is still prevalent throughout Latin America. One of the teachers reports
that learning Spanish was:
Somewhat unpleasant because in the city they’ll speak to you in Spanish, and if you don’t understand what they’re saying, well, there are times
when people would be mean to you because you don’t know Spanish. I was
forced to learn it as a student. People would even hit me! They’d call me
dirty words which I couldn’t understand, so I learned to speak it and then
they couldn’t insult me because I could talk back to them.
Me’phaa Vátháá is a minority variant within a minority language, and Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
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speakers also report discrimination against them from speakers of other variants of
Me’phaa. One of the teachers reports this:
¯ ¯¯
During [remote] high school, there was this girl from Malinaltepec who
would call me xabulá, and it would make me angry, thinking ‘What the fuck
¯ ¯
is she saying to me?’. Is she trying to insult me? She was discriminating
against me, she was calling me ‘la-la-dude’ [because of the Vátháá clitic lá
’already’]. Then, at the National Pedagogical University, a teacher asked
me to speak Me’phaa and there were Malinaltepec teachers there. They
¯ ¯¯
laughed at me, saying that ‘you speak weird’ and that ‘you speak ugly’.
Everyone thinks their variety is the best. That’s the big fight between our
people.
In addition to this, one observation from the teachers stands out: That their
tones are both difficult to represent in writing, and that they are different from
those of other Me’phaa variants. Teachers report that they find it difficult to use
¯ ¯¯
the standardized materials in their classrooms due to mismatches in both the tones
and the lexical items represented in the books, compared to those of their variant.
Moreover, they report that they have difficulties spelling the tonal diacritics, and that
this makes their job teaching children to read and write more difficult. In order to
ameliorate this, the teachers have set out to make a dictionary exclusively for Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
Vátháá, and to create materials that better reflect their tones and their language in
general. However, as will be described in section 4.3, 51% of the words written by
Me’phaa Vátháá teachers have some deviation from the norm that they are creating
¯ ¯¯
for themselves in their dictionary, which creates stress for them and makes the job of
writing in Me’phaa Vátháá more challenging.
¯ ¯¯
Me’phaa Vátháá teachers are heavily invested in writing as a way to expand the
¯ ¯¯
contexts of usage of their language and stop the language shift that they see in the
children they teach. Furthermore, the message that writing should be the basis of their
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efforts is reinforced by educational authorities, language revitalization practitioners,
and a surrounding Spanish-speaking culture which also favors writing. It is because
of this that the spelling of the language is one of their concerns as educators.

1.5. Structure of the work
In Fall 2013 the author of this dissertation taught a class where one of the students
was a teacher of Me’phaa Vátháá. He requested help in describing the tones of
¯ ¯¯
Vathaa and studying the orthographic difficulties reported by the teachers. In 2014 a
¯ ¯¯
preliminary workshop took place and an agreement was reached with the Directorate
of Indigenous Education of the Department of Education of Guerrero to study the
language’s tones and to create the first linguistic studies of the Vátháá variant. This
dissertation is the result of that agreement.
This work will argue that there are several causes for the difficulties in spelling
encountered by Me’phaa Vátháá teachers. These are summarized in figure 1.5. There
¯ ¯¯
are three main reasons for the difficulties in writing tones: (i) Some of the tones of
Me’phaa Vátháá are very acoustically similar or are altered acoustically by other
¯ ¯¯
phonetic phenomena such as speech reduction, which makes them hard to identify,
especially because the teachers learned to read and write in Spanish, a language
without tones. (ii) The language ideologies they have acquired during their training
as teachers and by being in contact with speakers of Spanish and with language
revitalization practitioners insist that writing is what they have to be able to do
as teachers, compounding the already difficult situation of creating materials in an
Indigenous language. (iii) Me’phaa Vátháá tones are different from those of the
¯ ¯¯
variants usually represented in writing (such as Malinaltepec), and in general writing
and speaking Vátháá leads teachers to be discriminated against.
Chapter 2 will describe the gathering of recordings and writing samples to study
the interactions between phonetics and orthography. It also describes the computa-
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Figure 1.5: Summary of factors that influence
Me’phaa Vátháá tonal spelling practices
¯ ¯¯
tional procedures used to generate a transcribed speech corpus from the recordings,
and the interviews to inquire about the ideologies of the teachers. Chapter 3 will
describe the phonetics of Me’phaa Vátháá tone, particularly in speech reduction en¯ ¯¯
vironments, and will compare them to both the tone of other Me’phaa Vátháá variants
¯ ¯¯
and to tonal reduction in other languages such as Mandarin, Thai and Triqui. One
important result is that the mid-high tones are more prone to being confused due to
their increased psycho-acoustic proximity in some speakers.
Chapter 4 will use the phonetic results to perform an experiment aimed at determining which tones are more easily confused, and will reinforce the findings about
the similarities between the mid and high tone. This chapter will also examine the
orthographic patterns of the teachers, as well as their background in literacy and how
they have learned to spell tones. Chapter 5 will examine the ideologies that surround the writing practices of the teachers, and how those reinforce a situation where
spelling without alternation is fostered, adding stress to the difficult work of being an
Indigenous language teacher. Finally, chapter 6 will summarize the findings, present
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suggestions derived from this work, and evaluate the dissertation against existing
standards of ethics in language revitalization work.

1.6. Positionality Statement
The author of the dissertation is a Costa Rican citizen of Latin American mestizo
ancestry, who is not a member of an Indigenous community but who is interested in
Indigenous language revitalization. This interest was born out of a realization of the
linguistic and cultural diversity in Costa Rica and Latin America, which occurred
in the early 20s as the author took an “Introduction to the Bribri Language” class.
During his primary and secondary education, the author had learned the dominant
narrative of Indigenous peoples as being part of a glorious past that the Latin American republics had inherited, and not as present-day members of communities with
cultures different from the dominant group. This led to a job as a substitute teacher
in an Indigenous high school in the Bribri territory in Amubri, and ultimately to a
Ph.D. program in Language Revitalization.
During his training in Costa Rica, the author was trained in traditional linguistic research, where Indigenous languages were entities separate from their speakers
and meant to be mined for data. During the Ph.D. program at the University of
Arizona the author became acquainted with participatory research in language revitalization, and this dissertation is an attempt to reflect those research paradigms
(more information in section 6.6).
As for the Me’phaa community, the author starting working with Mexican com¯ ¯¯
munities as part of the SEED/SEMILLA program for training of Indigenous Mexican
school teachers in the United States. This program, administered by Georgetown
University and taught at University of Arizona, brought different groups of Mexican teachers each semester. The author taught the ”Language Revitalization and
Technology” classes during four years, which led to meeting Me’phaa Vátháá teacher
¯ ¯¯
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Gregorio Tiburcio Cano. He relayed the interest of his community of having a linguist
study the tones of Me’phaa Vátháá, and why teachers appeared to have difficulties
¯ ¯¯
spelling them. This led to a formal request from the office of the Secretary of Education in Guerrero (see Appendix B) and to the present work.
Finally, the author wrote this dissertation because he believes that writing is one
of the most valuable tools available for expanding the use of Indigenous language. The
author does not believe that writing is a colonial imposition. On the contrary, there
are languages in the Americas that had writing since before contact with Europe.
Even afterwards, Indigenous community members have time and again appropriated
the tool of writing to defend their rights, express their creativity and to connect with
community members away in space and time. Prescriptivism, on the other hand, has
brought much hurt to the writers of languages from Eurasia, and the author finds it
painful that many of the same attitudes are now being imported into the writing of
Indigenous languages. The main motivation of this dissertation is to try to untangle
the use of the tool from the ideologies about the tool, in the hopes that Indigenous
writers don’t undergo the needless shame that many users of writing systems around
the world undergo while also having to fight for the revitalization of their languages.
this a f
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2.

Compilation and evaluation of experimental materials

This dissertation will study Me’phaa Vátháá tonal reduction and orthography, and
¯ ¯¯
investigate how the differences between careful and reduced tones interfere with school
teachers’ perceptions of tone when writing in their language1 . In order to do this,
both phonetic/quantitative and a sociolinguistic/qualitative information was needed.
The following is a summary of the data collection methods used in this work, and
how each of these will contribute evidence to understand the orthographic patterns
observed in Me’phaa Vátháá writing.
¯ ¯¯
(i) Written materials in Me’phaa Vátháá. These needed to be of two types. The
¯ ¯¯
first one is pre-existing, non-spontaneous materials such as books and dictionaries, to determine the statistical distribution of tonal marking in careful writing
(section 4.3) and to train a language model for the creation of non-words (section
4.4.1). The second type is a separate sample of spontaneous Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
writing, to determine the distribution of non-standard spellings in the teachers’
writing (section 4.3).
(ii) Speech recordings at two different rates, first careful and then conversational,
or reduced. These recordings are accompanied by aligned transcriptions of the
speech contained in them. These were used to determine the changes in segments
(section 3.1.2) and in tones (section 3.2) in reduced speech, and to study how
these correlate with deviations from the orthographic norm (section 4.3).
(iii) Experimental data from a forced lexical decision task. This experiment will be
discussed in section 4.4.
1

Reduced speech refers to rapid speech where syllables and phonemes can be lost or reduced to
single features. Careful speech refers to speech produced at lower speeds and with the expectation
of clear articulation. The justification for these definitions is treated in depth in section 3.1
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(iv) Sociolinguistic interviews, to determine the attitudes of language teachers towards writing in their language (chapter 5).
Section 2.1 will describe the population interviews (Me’phaa Vátháá teachers),
¯ ¯¯
while section 2.2 will describe the compilation of the written materials. Section 2.3
will report on the collection of the recorded audio, and section 2.4 will go into detail
about the process of computer-aided text alignment. Finally, section 2.5 will outline
the interview process and list the questions involved.

2.1. Population
The population studied is a group of Indigenous school teachers from the state of
Guerrero, Mexico. The teachers are native speakers of the Me’phaa Vátháá lan¯ ¯¯
guage, and were raised either in the community of Zilacayotitlán or in the town of
Tlapa de Comonfort. There are approximately 50 such teachers working for Sector
20 of the Dirección de Educación Indı́gena ‘Directorate of Indigenous Education’ of
the Secretarı́a de Educación de Guerrero ‘Department of Education of the State of
Guerrero’. Within this group there are 15 individuals who meet regularly to study
the language and create Me’phaa Vátháá materials. It is this group of 15 teachers
¯ ¯¯
that was interviewed for this dissertation during July 2015 and whose responses are
included in this work. The teachers are 9 women and 6 men, and are between 27
and 53 years old (median=38). They are in charge of school groups ranging from
kindergarten to 6th grade of primary school, and they have completed at least a professional tertiary degree at a Escuela Normal, a teacher training school. The teachers’
phonetics will be studied in chapter 3, their spelling will be analyzed in chapter 4,
and their language histories and attitudes towards literacy and their language will be
reported in depth in chapter 5.
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2.2. Compilation of written data
The first type of data collected were written materials in Me’phaa Vátháá, both
¯ ¯¯
pre-existing in the form of books and as part of the linguistic landscape (Cenoz and
Gorter, 2006), and in the form of hand-written materials by the teachers.
2.2.1. Pre-existing written material
Written samples of Me’phaa Vátháá are almost non-existent, and the only written
¯ ¯¯
materials in everyday use are school textbooks. Two large samples of text, both of
them school related, are included in this research. The first one is the 30,900-word
draft of Tsigu’ Me’phaa Vátháá ‘Me’phaa Vátháá Books’, a series of textbooks from
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
st
th
1 to 5 grade of elementary school. The second source is the 2200-entry draft of the
Githan Nuxi’ ‘New Dictionary’, currently being compiled by the teachers themselves.
There are no known websites or social media platforms where Me’phaa Vátháá is
¯ ¯¯
used as a language of spontaneous communication. Some Me’phaa Vátháá writing
¯ ¯¯
occurs in private instant messaging systems such as Whatsapp, but assembling such
a sample is beyond the scope of this project. There is at least one account Facebook
account which regularly features written Me’phaa, but the language there belongs to
¯ ¯¯
the Mañuwiin (Malinaltepec) variety. Computer-assisted writing in Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
will be further discussed in section 5.6.2.
Finally, samples of public signs were gathered of Me’phaa Vátháá writing in the
¯ ¯¯
linguistic landscape in Tlapa de Comomfort and Zilacayotitlán (Cenoz and Gorter,
2006). However, there are very few signs in the language, and they contributed only
23 words to the sample. The Me’phaa linguistic landscape will be further discussed
¯ ¯¯
in section 5.6.1.
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2.2.2. Collection of writing samples from the teachers
Because there are no samples of spontaneous Me’phaa Vátháá writing, the first step
¯ ¯¯
in the data collection process was to ask the teachers to write stories by hand. They
were given three topics related to stories in the community, and the teachers were
asked to write their own version of their story in their own words and in one page.
The topics were: (i) Ndxuajin’ ‘The (Town) Party’, (ii) Xká’ni Nigi’i Vátháá ‘What
¯
¯
is the origin of the Vátháá people’ (lit. ‘How did the Vátháá begin’) and (iii) Xká’ni
Gájna La’ Ndxoo Vigu ‘How do (people) celebrate the Party of the Thunder’. This
¯ ¯¯
was done to gather information about their orthographic patterns in way that ensures
that many of the teachers will use the same lexical items so they can be compared
across speech styles and speakers. Figure 2.1 contains a small sample of the resulting
writing.

Figure 2.1: Example of Me’phaa Vátháá handwriting by the teachers
¯ ¯¯

2.3. Speech recordings
The next step in data collection was to record speech that would be comparable
in vocabulary to the written sample, so there would be an abundance of the same
tokens in both the careful and reduced versions and their changes could be compared
according to the speech style. A few days after the stories were written, teachers were
asked to come back for a recording of their speech. They were led into an isolated
room where a TASCAM DR-05 digital recorder was recording at a frequency of 44.1
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KHz.2 They were given a cell phone and asked to wait for a phone call. This call
was from a confederate in the experiment, who would first talk to them in Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
Vátháá for 5 to 10 minutes to eliminate interference from Spanish. The predominant
topic that the confederate chose for the conversation was “stories from when we were
children.” After the acclimation period of using Me’phaa instead of Spanish, subjects
¯ ¯¯
were asked to retell the three stories they had written about. This method has been
suggested by Koopmans-Van Beinum (1980) as a way to elicit speech at a naturalistic
and conversational rate, referred to here as reduced speech. Reduced speech will be
described in detail in section 3.1.
After the retelling of the three stories, the confederate would finish the phone
call, go into the room, and ask the teachers to read the three stories from their
own handwriting. This method was used to elicit careful speech versions of the three
stories. This way, the careful and reduced versions had similar themes and vocabulary,
and could also be compared with the handwritten samples from the teachers. The
reduced style recordings showed a significantly higher speech style; this will be further
discussed in section 3.1.1.
Once the collection was completed, the next step was to transcribe the recordings
and align them in the form of a Praat TextGrid (Boersma et al., 2002). The next
section details the semi-automatizated procedure known as forced alignment, which
was used for accelerate the alignment of Me’phaa transcriptions.
¯ ¯¯
2.4. Forced alignment
This section will describe the forced alignment algorithm which was used to prepare
the data for phonetic study. It describes the application of the algorithm and the
2

The room was effective in isolating the teachers from outside sounds, but as figure 2.3 shows, the
room itself was affected by low-frequency humming which is visible in the signal. These environmental conditions do degrade the performance of the forced aligner (Coto-Solano and Flores Solórzano,
2016), but the quality of the recordings was still adequate for the analysis presented here.
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testing of the results, in order to ensure adequate quality of the marking for automatic
data extraction.
Forced alignment is a family of algorithms that take as their input an audio file
and its transcription, and calculate the time points in the audio file that correspond
to each word, and even to each phoneme in the transcription (Wightman and Talkin,
1997; Schiel et al., 2012). Figure 2.2 shows an example in English, where the alignment is presented in the Praat TextGrid format (Boersma et al., 2002). The first
row shows the intervals corresponding to words, while the second row shows intervals corresponding the phonemes in each word. These algorithms are trained using
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) which learn by imposing frames on the recording
and extracting the spectral information for each phone, such as formants and wave
intensity. After training these windows are used to traverse the signal and determine
the potential points of transition between two phones (Yuan et al., 2013).

Figure 2.2: Example of forced alignment for an English recording (Yoon, 2008)
Oral corpus segmentation facilitates the use of data in linguistic research ranging
from phonetics to sociolinguistics, and forced alignment provides drastic savings in
time when segmenting and annotating recordings (Yuan and Liberman, 2009; Adda-
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Decker and Snoeren, 2011; Lin et al., 2005). For example, Labov et al. (2013) report
that up to 300 vowels can be processed with 40 hours of manual work, whereas up
to 9000 vowels can be studied in the same time using the FAVE-align alignment
system3 . This family of algorithms is particularly useful when studying minority
and Indigenous languages, which lack corpora and acoustic models, and in general
resources for their study from computational linguistics (DiCanio et al., 2013; Strunk
et al., 2014; Brognaux et al., 2012). This is possible because, even though existing
systems use acoustic models trained for languages such as English or Spanish, there
is a high level of transfer when these models are applied to other languages (DiCanio
et al., 2013). For example, acoustic models of Hungarian can be used to recognize
Czech phonemes because of the similarities in their phonological systems (Sim and
Li, 2008). Likewise, many of the phonemes in the Yoloxóchitl Mixtec language are
close enough to English that forced alignment produces satisfactory results (DiCanio
et al., 2013).
The method used in this dissertation expands on the methodology of DiCanio
et al. (2013), who used forced transcription with acoustic models of English to process spoken word lists in Yoloxóchitl Mixtec (Otomanguean, Mexico). Here, running
speech will be aligned, including reduced speech. The model used here was an English
model of the FAVE-align system (Rosenfelder et al., 2011), a derivate of the Penn
Phonetics Lab Forced Aligner Toolkit or P2FA (Yuan and Liberman, 2008), trained
at the University of Pennsylvania.
3

While this dissertation advocates for automatic marking, all of the data used throughout this
work was also manually corrected (at both phoneme and word level) in order to measure the performance of the automatic aligner and to insure quality in the alignment. Forced alignment is a means
to accelerate corpus construction, but scientists should continue to perform visual examinations of
the audio signal to look for unexpected phonetic patterns.
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2.4.1. Preparing materials for alignment
The preparation of the data involves the creation of a series of intermediate files,
to allow for the aligner to run, and to convert the output of the aligner back to a
form that contains the full marking of each phoneme. The first file that is needed
contains the temporal limits of each chunk of text to be analyzed. Table 2.1 shows an
example of this file. The first two columns contain identifiers for the type of file and
the subject. The third and four columns contain the starting and end time of each
phrase in seconds, and the fifth column contains the transcription of each phrase. In
this work, the marking of each phrase corresponds roughly to prosodic phrases with
clearly identifiable pauses preceding and following them. This file must also be free
from Unicode characters, so the underline that marks the low tone was replaced by a
grave accent.
Read-Ndxuajin
Read-Ndxuajin
Read-Ndxuajin

S10
S10
S10

0.302 1.053 ndxuàjin’
1.33 3.44 àsndò nàkı́ vajyúu nuthan ràbù dı́
4.49 5.578 mbá xúguı́in

Table 2.1: Structure of the transcription file
The aligner system uses ARPAbet (developed by the Advanced Projects Research
Agency in the early 1970s) as its transcription, so the second necessary file was a dictionary that provided an ARPAbet transliteration for every word in the transcription.
Table 2.2 shows an example of such a file.
ndxuàjin’
àsndò
nàkı́

N JH W AE1 HH IY1
AE1 S N D OW1
N AE1 K IY1

Table 2.2: Structure of the dictionary file
ARPAbet doesn’t have all of the distinctions made in Me’phaa Vátháá, so several
¯ ¯¯
decisions were made when transliterating into ARPAbet. Some decisions merely
involve converting one Me’phaa phoneme for its nearest English equivalent, such as
¯ ¯¯
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transcribing the Me’phaa velar fricative <j> /x/ as the English glottal fricative HH
¯ ¯¯
/h/. Others, however, involved the collapsing of categories such as tone, vowel nasality
and length and consonantal aspiration and prenasalization. Table 2.3 summarizes
these decisions.
Vowels
a
e
i
o
u

IPA
/a/
/e/
/i/, /j/
/o/
/u/, /w/

ARPAbet
AE1
EH1
IY1, Y
OW1
UW1, W

Consonants
b
ch
d
dx
f
g
j
k
kh
l
m
n
ñ
p
ph
r
s
t
th
ts
v
x
y

IPA
/b/
/Ù/
/d/
/Ã/
/f/
/g/
/x/
/k/
/kh /
/l/
/m/, [m ]
/n/, [n ]
/ñ/
/p/
/ph /
/R/
/s/
/t/
/th /
/ţ/
/v/ ∼ [w]
/S/
/Ã/

ARPAbet
B
CH
D
JH
F
G
HH
K
K
L
M
N
N
P
P
R
S
T
T
TS
V, W
SH
JH

Table 2.3: Me’phaa Vátháá phonemes and their ARPAbet transliteration
¯ ¯¯
As for the vowels, the system cannot reproduce the phonemic distinction between oral and nasal vowels, so strings like a [a] and an [ã] are transliterated as AE.
Ă
ARPAbet doesn’t distinguish tones, either, so strings like é [e £], e [eĂ£] and e [eĂ£] are
¯
transliterated as EH. In addition to this, there is no distinction by glottalization, so
both i [i] and i’ [iP ] are transliterated as IY. ARPAbet does not distinguish vowel
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length either, so u [u] and uu [u:] appear as UW. Collapsing these categories did not
significantly affect the recognition of the marked categories, as will be discussed in
section 2.4.4. One final comment pertinent to the vowels is the use of a single digit 1
next to them. This is used in ARPAbet to indicate primary stress in English. Other
options are also available, such as 2 for secondary stress and 0 for an unstressed syllable. Given the preliminary stage of our understanding of Me’phaa Vátháá prosody,
¯ ¯¯
all of the vowels were marked with a number one, but this could change with more
study about accentuation in the language.
As for the consonants, ARPAbet has no aspiration distinction in the phones, so
strings such as k [k] and kh [kh ] are both transliterated as K. There is also no distinction between n and ñ, both of which appear as N. Furthermore, there is no English
representation for the prenasalization in nd [n d] and mb [m b], so these were represented as N D and M B respectively. Finally, the English transliteration does allow
for the representation of an allophonic distinction in Me’phaa, where the phoneme
¯ ¯¯
/v/ is [v] V in word-initial position and [w] W between vowels. As was the case for
the vowels, the collapse of categories such as aspiration and prenasalization had no
significantly adverse effect in the alignment of marked categories: The linear-mixed
effects model in section 2.4.4 found no significant differences in the alignment of consonants by aspiration or by place of articulation (alveolar versus palatal for n versus
ñ).
After the preparation of the transcription and dictionary files, these were provided
as input to the FAVE-align program. The output was a TextGrid file, with the words
in the transcription in one tier and in a second tier the phonemes of each word, as
specified in the dictionary. Next, the collapsed categories had to be reconstituted,
particularly the tones. A third file was prepared for this, an expanded dictionary that
includes the ARPAbet transcription and the strings corresponding to each ARPAbet
glyph. Table 2.4 shows an example as this file. An additional C# program was used
to convert the ARPAbet tier to the system used in the original transcription, which is
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almost identical to that used by the teachers4 . This system also has dots separating
the syllables, which can be used to add an additional tier with the syllables of the
transcription.
ndxuàjin’
àsndò
nàkı́

N JH W AE1 HH IY1
AE1 S N D OW1
N AE1 K IY1

n dx uw à . j in’
à . s n d ò
n à . k ı́

Table 2.4: Example of conversion from ARPAbet to the user’s transcription
Figure 2.3 shows a finished TextGrid where phonemes, syllables and words are
aligned to their time points within the sound file.

Figure 2.3: TextGrid with Me’phaa Vátháá phonemes, syllables and words
¯ ¯¯

2.4.2. Error measurement
After generating the automatic TextGrids these were manually corrected to determine
the accuracy of the forced alignment algorithms. The method of root mean squares
[22] was used to calculate the difference between the center of the words in the automatic and the hand-corrected TextGrids. The word ràbù (rabu [RaĂ£buĂ£] ’person’)
¯ ¯
in figure 2.4 provides an example. The center of the automatically aligned word is
4

The only differences are the use of the grave accent for the low tone, and the conversion of
orthographic i and u to Y and W when they represent the semiconsonants. A detailed recount of
Me’phaa orthography can be found in (Carrasco, 2006c)
¯ ¯¯
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at 93.244 seconds, while the center of the corrected word is at 93.280 seconds. Then,
q
the difference of the center is (93.280 − 93.244)2 = 36 ms. Note that the square
root is used to calculate the absolute difference, in case one of the corrected intervals
is located before the automatic one, which would result in a negative difference. In
order to provide more clarity about the relationship between a time difference and
the specific word, an additional number was calculated, the percentage of error. This
is the percentage of the duration of each word that corresponds to the difference in
the center between the automatic and hand-corrected versions. For example, the corrected word rabu is 289 milliseconds long, so the percent difference of the center is
¯ ¯
36/289 = 12% of the duration of the word rabu.
¯ ¯

Figure 2.4: Error estimation for the alignment of the center of a word
The root mean squares method was also used to calculate the difference in the
beginning and the end of the phonemes. As shown in Figure 2.5, the difference at the
Ă
beginning of the phone áá’ /a: £P / is 15 milliseconds.

Figure 2.5: Error estimation for the alignment of the beginning of a phoneme
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2.4.3. Materials used for testing
In order to test the alignment, recordings from 9 teachers were used (5 women and
4 men), belonging to the population described in section 2.1: Indigenous education
teachers who are native speakers of Me’phaa Vátháá. The recordings used for the
¯ ¯¯
careful speech contained 1089 words, 2219 consonants and 2005 vowels. The reduced
speech recordings contained 462 words, 837 consonants and 787 vowels. (Reduced
speech has significantly more syllables per second than careful speech; see section
3.1.1 for details). Linear mixed-effects models (Bates et al., 2014) were used in the
program R (Team et al., 2013) to calculate any statistical differences between the
careful and reduced versions.
2.4.4. Alignment test results
The linear mixed-effects model in equation 2.1 was used to study the degree of error
when finding the center of words. The model includes the absolute difference
in time between the automatic and the hand-corrected version of the vowel, or root
mean square, as the dependent variable, and speech style (levels: careful versus
reduced) as the independent variable. The model also includes random intercepts for
subject and item, as well as by-subject and by-item random slopes for the effect
of speech style.

∆rms-words = speechStyle+
(2.1)
(1 + speechStyle|subject) + (1 + speechStyle|item)
The aligner had significantly higher precision when finding the center of careful
words when compared to those of reduced words (b=0.014, SE=0.004, t(1076)=3.7;
p<0.0005; difference between null and full model: t(3)=109.5, p<0.0001). As can be
seen in table 2.5, careful words have an error of approximately 11% when finding the
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center, compared to an error of 35% for the center of reduced words.

Error (ms)
Average duration of words (ms)
Error / duration

Careful
3.2 ± 5.9
41
11%

Reduced
4.9 ± 8.1
30
35%

Table 2.5: Difference in the center of words between
automatic and hand-corrected TextGrids
In order to calculate differences in vowel marking between careful and reduced
speech, the linear mixed effects model in equation 2.2 was used. This model includes
the absolute difference in time between the automatic and the hand-corrected
version of the vowel as the dependent variable, and speech style (levels: careful
versus reduced), length (levels: long versus short), anteriority (levels: anterior versus non-anterior), nasality (levels: nasal versus oral), glottalization
(levels: glottal versus non-glottal), tone (levels: low, mid, high, high-mid, mid-high,
mid-low, low-high, low-mid-low) and type of boundary boundary (levels: contact with vowel, contact with consonant, word boundary) as independent variables.
(Vowel height was excluded because vowel harmony processes make it colinear
with length; for example there are no anterior, long, mid-vowels. For more information see (Carrasco, 2006c)). The model also includes random intercepts for
subject and item, as well as by-subject and by-item random slopes for the effect
of speech style Random slopes were only calculated for speech style because
this is the only factor which could cause differences in the duration of vocalic items,
as well as the only factor where individual speaker variation could be expected (see
section 3.4.2).
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∆rms-vowels = speechStyle + length + anteriority+
nasality + glottalization + tone + boundaryT ype+

(2.2)

(1 + speechStyle|subject) + (1 + speechStyle|item)
The only independent variable with a significant effect for the vowels was speech
style (b=0.02, SE=0.004, t(2703)=4.8, p<0.0001; difference between null and full
model: t(14)=36.1, p<0.001): the beginning of the careful vowels had an average error
of 23 ± 6 ms, compared to 41 ± 128 ms for the reduced vowels; the average length of
vowels is 138 ms. The end of the vowels showed interactions between variables, and
will be discussed later in this section.
To calculate the significant differences in consonants between careful and reduced
speech, the linear mixed-effects model in equation 2.3 was used. This model includes
the absolute difference in time between the automatic and the hand-corrected
version of the consonant as the dependent variable, and speech style (levels:
careful versus reduced), place (levels: labial, alveolar, palatal, velar), sonority
(levels: voiced versus voiceless), aspiration (levels: aspirated versus unaspirated)
and type of boundary boundary (levels: contact with vowel, contact with consonant, word boundary) as independent variables. (Manner was excluded because it
is colinear with place). The model also includes random intercepts for subject
and item, as well as by-subject and by-item random slopes for the effect of speech
style. As was the case with the beginning of vowels, speech style was the only
variable with a significant effect. This was true both for the beginning of consonants
(b=0.02, SE=0.005, t(3127)=3.2, p<0.002; difference between null and full models:
t(9)=43.5, p<0.001)5 and the end of consonants (b=0.02, SE=0.003, t(3145)=5.7,
p<0.0001; difference between null and full models: t(7)=38.3, p<0.001). Table 2.6
5

This model has only item as a random variable due to colinearity issues.
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presents the average errors for the beginning of the vowels and the edges of the
consonants (the average duration of consonants is 75 ms), and figure 2.6 shows the
distribution of the errors.

∆rms-consonants = speechStyle + place + sonority + aspiration+
(2.3)
boundaryT ype + (1 + speechStyle|subject) + (1 + speechStyle|item)

Error in careful speech (ms)
Beginning of vowels
23 ± 6
Beginning of consonants
21 ± 53
End of consonants
21 ± 53

Error in reduced speech (ms)
41 ± 128
39 ± 125
39 ± 128

Table 2.6: Average error for segments

Figure 2.6: Distribution of error for segments
The averages, however, hide the fact that the convergence rate onto the correct
alignment is different between the two speech styles. Figure 2.7 shows the cumulative
percentage of items below a difference time. For the beginning of vowels, 80% of the
careful items have an alignment error of 27 ms or less, whereas 80% of the reduced
items have an alignment error of 31 ms or less. As for the beginning of the consonants,
80% of the careful items have an error of 28 ms or less, whereas 80% of the reduced
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items have an error of 34 ms or less. Finally, for the end of consonants, 80% of
careful items have an error of 24 ms or less, compared to 30 ms or less for the reduced
items. The convergence rates also show differences in the starting accuracy for both
systems: 45% of the careful items have an error of 1 ms or less at the beginning of
vowels, compared to 25% of the reduced items. When looking at the beginning of
consonants, 54% of careful consonants had an error of 1% or less, compared to 50% of
reduced consonants. In the case of the end of consonants, 40% had an error of 1 ms
or less, compared to 27% of the reduced ones. In summary, careful speech has more
items with negligible error rates (1 ms or less), and more of the items have smaller
error rates compared to their reduced counterparts. Table 2.7 shows a summary of
the error values.

Figure 2.7: Difference between automatic and hand-corrected alignment
The end of the vowels shows more complex interactions that the other phoneme
edges. There were two independent variables that interacted with boundary (in
this case the type of phoneme following the end of the vowel) and with speech
style: glottalization and nasality. Glottalization can be expressed as a
full glottal stop, as creaky voice on the vowel, or as both cues (see section 3.5.1).
Creaky voice can be the sole cue of glottal stops which divide two vowels in reduced
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Position
speech style
Items with errors
of 1% or less
Error below which are
80% of the items (ms)

Vowels
Beginning
Careful Reduced

Consonants
Beginning
End
Careful Reduced Careful Reduced

45%

25%

54%

50%

40%

27%

27

31

28

34

24

30

Table 2.7: Summary of errors for vowels and consonants
speech, as would occur in the word dxuá’a ‘orphan’. Since creaky voice phenomena
are not part of English phonology, the aligner has greater error rates when marking
them. For example, the error when marking glottalization between reduced vowels is
99 ms, more than three times higher than the average of 30 ms for vowels in other
positions (b=0.12, SE=0.04, t(2692)=3.0, p<0.005; difference between null and full
model: t(17)=114.0, p<0.001). Table 2.8 summarizes the results for glottalization.
Type of vowel
Glottalized

Style
Careful

Following segment
Consonant
Vowel
End of word
Reduced Consonant
Vowel
End of word

Non-glottalized Careful

Consonant
Vowel
End of word
Reduced Consonant
Vowel
End of word

Error (ms)
22 ± 58
26 ± 58
21 ± 41
22 ± 44
99 ± 271
44 ± 22
20
22
32
39
26
56

±
±
±
±
±
±

53
39
71
126
56
159

Table 2.8: Average error for glottalization at the end of vowels
As for nasalization, both nasal and non-nasal vowels have more error when they
are at the end of a word, but nasal vowels have an even larger error rate: 51 versus
61 ms, compared to an average of 29 ms for all other positions (b=-0.05, SE=0.03,
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t(2692)=-2.1, p<0.05; difference between null and full model: t(17)=114.0, p<0.001).
Table 2.9 summarizes the results for nasalization.
Type of vowel Style
Nasalized
Careful

Following segment
Consonant
End of word
Reduced Consonant
End of word

Error (ms)
17 ± 30
38 ± 89
33 ± 93
61 ± 94

Non-nasalized

Careful

21 ± 54
28 ± 59
36 ± 119
51 ± 164

Consonant
End of word
Reduced Consonant
End of word

Table 2.9: Average error for nasalization at the end of vowels
In summary, forced alignment works significantly better for careful than for reduced items, but for both of them, 80% of the items have errors of 34 ms or less.
Given that segments are on average between 75 and 138 ms long, in most cases this
error rate means that the automatic segmentation captures a portion of at least half of
the actual phone in the recording. The system has more difficulties when recognizing
phonetic features that are not present in English, such as vocalic glottalization and
nasalization, but in general the system produces automatic results that can give humans a head start in processing large amounts of phonetic data in an under-resourced
language.
2.4.5. Conclusions and future research in alignment
Given the better-than-chance performance of the FAVE-align system to align phonemes
and words in Me’phaa Vátháá, it can inferred that there is a high degree of transfer
¯ ¯¯
between the English model and the Me’phaa speech. Even with its error rates, this
¯ ¯¯
procedure contributes important savings in time and effort when generating aligned
transcriptions in Me’phaa Vátháá.
¯ ¯¯
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In addition to aiding transcription, this procedure will provide input for Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
Vátháá data to be studied in other areas of natural language processing. Not only will
it allow for detailed studies of the phonetics of Me’phaa, but it will aid in the creation
¯ ¯¯
of a speech corpus for the language, in the training of speech models specific to
Me’phaa Vátháá, and in the future training of automatic speech recognition systems
¯ ¯¯
to further aid in the transcription of speech recordings.

2.5. Sociolinguistic interviews
The data described so far will be used to report on the phonetics of Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
in chapters 3 and 4. However, phonetics and the orthography that represents it do not
occur in a void. Me’phaa Vátháá is a vulnerable language undergoing language shift
¯ ¯¯
(Moseley, 2010) and in competition with both majority languages such as Spanish
and English, and with larger variants of the Me’phaa language. Interviews were used
¯ ¯¯
to put the writing practices of the teachers in the context of Vátháá as a variant of
Me’phaa, as an Indigenous language immersed in Mexican educational and political
¯ ¯¯
processes, and as an Indigenous language struggling to survive and expand. To do this,
the interview first asked about language use within the family and the community.
(i) What languages do you speak, and who do you speak these languages with?
(ii) How and when did you learn to speak these languages?
Second, the interview asked about their reading and writing practices in both
Spanish and in Indigenous languages, and about the expansion of Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
into new contexts of use (Brenzinger et al., 2003).
(iii) How and when did you learn to read these languages?
(iv) How often do you write and read in Me’phaa Vátháá? What kind of things do
¯ ¯¯
you read and write?
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(v) Do you see Me’phaa Vátháá written in public spaces?
¯ ¯¯
(vi) Do you use written Me’phaa Vátháá in computers, social media, instant mes¯ ¯¯
saging or cell phone messaging? If you do, who do you use it with? If you don’t,
why not? Have you faced any challenges when trying to use Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
this way?
(vii) How do you write tones? Are there tones that you find more difficult to identify
than others?
Third, the interview asked about teaching practices, and whether the use of textbooks in variants other than Váthá’a interfered with teaching.
(viii) How did you become a teacher?
(ix) What grade do you teach? Do you use the language in class? If so, how do you
teach the language in class?
(x) Are there differences between Váthá’a and other variants? Do these differences
interfere with your teaching?
Finally, the interview asked the teachers what were their impressions about language shift and what were the teachers’ aspirations for the language revitalization
process.
(xi) Is Me’phaa Vátháá undergoing language shift?
¯ ¯¯
(xii) Are there any obstacles to a more generalized use of Me’phaa Vátháá?
¯ ¯¯
(xiii) What would you like the future of Me’phaa Vátháá to be like?
¯ ¯¯
These interviews were analyzed using directed content analysis (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005). The results are reported in section 4.5 and in chapter 5. The interviews
were analyzed for ideological differences along gender and age, but no clear distinctions in the data could be made along these dimensions.
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2.6. Summary
This chapter described the data collection methods used to gather and prepare the
phonetic, orthographic and sociolinguistics data that will be analyzed in the subsequent chapters of this dissertation. The first challenge is to analyze the phonetics of
Me’phaa Vátháá in order to establish its tonal system, how it is different from the
¯ ¯¯
tones in other variants of Me’phaa, and how reduction affects its tones. This will be
¯ ¯¯
the subject of the next chapter.
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3.

Tonal Reduction in Me’phaa Vátháá
¯
¯¯

Human language is not always produced as the neatly divided units that we perceive
and that we call words. When humans speak in regular conversation, separate words
can be compressed into a single unit, so that the English words I am going to can be
pronounced like the single unit amana [@mæn@]. All sounds can participate in this
process, where an increase in the speech style changes both the specific phones used in
a word and the way the individual phonemes are articulated. Tones are no exception,
and they have been observed to undergo reduction processes that alter their range,
their pitch relative to other tones and their interaction with segments.
This chapter will study tonal reduction in the Me’phaa Vátháá language, and how
¯ ¯¯
the tones change their relationships amongst themselves and with other parts of the
phonological system when speech goes from a more careful speech style to a more
conversational one. The results suggest that (i) the mid and high tones are psychoacoustically closer to each other than the mid and low tones, that (ii) these two tones
come even closer together in reduced speech, and that (iii) the glottalization of vowels
changes pitch values significantly. These results will be important to explain some
of the spelling difficulties observed in the teachers’ writing, which will be analyzed
in chapter 4. In addition to this, the pattern of reduction of Me’phaa Vátháá tone
¯ ¯¯
is different from that observed for other languages where this phenomenon has been
studied, such as Mandarin, Cantonese, Thai and Triqui. Therefore this information
will expand our knowledge of the language-specific mechanisms of tonal and speech
reduction.
Section 3.1 will review the reduction processes observed in previously studied
languages and then describe those found in Me’phaa Vátháá speech. Section 3.3 will
¯ ¯¯
describe the tones in Me’phaa Vátháá and compare them to those found in other
¯ ¯¯
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varieties of the Me’phaa language subfamily. Section 3.4 will focus on tonal reduction
¯ ¯¯
in Me’phaa Vátháá, while section 3.5 will look at the effect that reduction has in
¯ ¯¯
the interaction between tones and other components of Me’phaa Vátháá phonology
¯ ¯¯
such as segments, glottalization and prosody, given previous research that connects
those parts of phonology with microprosody effects on F0 . Finally, section 3.6 will
review the consequences of these findings for the study of Me’phaa tonal phonology,
¯ ¯¯
and section 3.7 will do so for the general study of tonal reduction.

3.1. Speech reduction
Most linguistic descriptions and studies focus on forms of careful speech (Warner
et al., 2012), where people are asked to produce sounds as clearly as possible. However,
the possible forms of speech production fall on a spectrum of more to less careful
forms, and the less careful ones are also of interest to phonetic and phonological
studies. Forms like the reading of elicitation lists and the reading of words in a
laboratory setting are located on the more careful end of the spectrum. Moving
towards the less careful end of the spectrum are continuous or connected speech,
unplanned or spontaneous speech, and conversational speech between two parties.
This continuum refers to the way speech is produced, and the forms in the less careful
end are prevalent in language usage.
Another continuum that can be used to describe speech deals with the resulting
phonetic forms. Whether speech is read or spoken, it can be expressed at different
speech styles, and this continuum seeks to capture this distinction. One end of it
is reduced speech (Warner et al., 2012). Reduced speech is “any speech exhibiting
reduction from the canonical, careful pronunciation e.g. speech with segments or syllables deleted, with expected stops realized as approximants, with vowels approaching
the center of the vowel space, with incomplete tongue closures, etc.” (Warner et al.,
2012, 2-3). This form of speech contains “weaker segments, fewer sounds and even
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fewer syllables” than careful speech (Ernestus and Warner, 2011, 253), and studies
of reduced speech in languages with large conversational corpora such as English and
Dutch have found high rates of occurrence of reduced forms: In English, 5-12% of
word tokens lacked at least a segment and 6% lacked at least a full syllable (Greenberg, 1999; Johnson, 2004), while in Dutch up to 40% of word tokens had a segment
missing or alternating (Schuppler et al., 2011). Segmental reduction has been observed in numerous other languages such as French (Meunier and Espesser, 2011;
Bürki et al., 2011), Finnish (Lennes et al., 2001), Greek (Nicolaidis, 2001), Japanese
(Maekawa and Kikuchi, 2005; Nakamura et al., 2007) and Mandarin (Cheng and Xu,
2009; Tseng, 2005). Moreover, reduction is not restricted to certain sociolinguistic
groups or communities of practice, but appears to be prevalent across all speakers
with only a few differences. For example, men reduce more than women, and young
speakers reduce more than older speakers (Guy, 1991; Keune et al., 2005). Finally, reduction also appears to be sensitive to the morphology of the words: Function words
are reduced more often than content words (Bell et al., 2009).
Speech reduction is not a binary process, but rather a gradient one, where reduced
segments can exist in different forms before disappearing completely (Ernestus and
Warner, 2011). For example, reduced forms of vowels may be used instead of their
full versions, or features such as nasalization, rhotization, and formant lowering can
survive in other segments even after the segment which originally expressed them is
deleted, leaving a residue in the final uttering of the word. Table 3.1 shows examples
of reduced forms in English, from Ernestus and Warner (2011, 254). In the first
example, he already, the reduced form is [iôRI]. Here most of the consonants are lost
completely, and what survives is the vowel of the first word, the onset of the most
prominent syllable in the second word, and the final syllable of the second word with
a reduced syllable. In the second example, do you have time is reduced to [tjut@m],
so that the third word has been lost completely, and the fourth word has both lost
the aspiration and reduced its vowel. Examples (3) and (4) are interesting in that
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they have different phonological forms, you’re just and he was, but they can have the
same reduce form: [hi w2z]. Figure 3.1 shows the spectrograms of examples (5) and
(6). In example (5), weekend has a reduction of the second vowel, and is produced
as [wIç˜@], with a fricative [ç] instead of the stop [k], and the loss of most of the coda
except for the nasal feature, which became part of the vowel schwa. In example (6),
the words we were are collapsed into the sequence [wj @~], where the first phone carries
a palatalization feature in place of the vowel in we, and the second phone carries a
rhotization feature from the consonant /ô/ in were.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Orthographic form
he already
do you have time
you’re just
he was
weekend
we were

Full phonological form Example of reduced form
/hi OlôERi/
[iôRI]
/du ju hæv th aIm/
[tjut@m]
/jOô Ã2st/
[41z]
/hi w2z/
[41z]
/wikEnd/
[wIç˜@]
/wi w@~/
[wj @~]

Table 3.1: Examples of reduced forms in English
Source: Ernestus and Warner (2011, 254)

Figure 3.1: Examples of reduction in English
Source: Warner (2016)
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Table 3.2 shows reduction examples for languages other than English, where it is
also the case that reduced segments survive only as features or completely disappear.
In the Japanese example, the word nihongo ‘Japanese language’ has been reduced to
[ĩj̃õ::j̃], where the nasal consonant in the first syllable survives as a nasality feature in
the first consonant. The second nasal consonant represents a mora, and so both the
nasality and the mora survive as vocalic nasality and lengthening respectively.
Language
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
Japanese
Mandarin
Korean

Orthography
koninklijk
een gegeven moment
volgend
zo zeer
nihongo
bu zhi dao
saenggakp’oda

Meaning
‘royal’
‘a given moment’
‘next’
‘that much’
‘Japanese’
‘don’t know’
‘than expected’

Full
konINkl@k
@nx@’xev@mo’mEnt
’vOlx@nt
zo’zeR
nihoNgo
pu úùô tau
“
sENgak:poda

Reduced
koNk
xefm@n
flnt
s:
ĩj̃õ::j̃
p@ôao
sampoda

Table 3.2: Reduced speech examples comparing full and reduced forms
Source: Ernestus and Warner (2011, 254)
Speech reduction can be studied using at least six techniques (Warner et al., 2012):
(i) Recording a conversation between the researcher and the subject (Pitt et al., 2005).
(ii) Recording a naturalistic conversation between two subjects, who know each other
and are sitting in a sound booth. This might include a confederate third person
who helps start the conversation. (Ernestus et al., 2002; Warner et al., 2012) (iii)
Recording one or two ends of a telephone conversation (Canavan and Zipperlen, 1996;
Bell et al., 2009; Godfrey and Holliman, 1997; Warner et al., 2012), preferably inside
of a sound booth. (iv) Recording spontaneous monologues (Muthusamy et al., 1992).
This technique could be valuable for endangered languages, where more than one
speaker might not be available. (v) Asking the subject to perform a spoken task such
as the map task (Bard et al., 2001; Shattuck-Hufnagel and Veilleux, 2007), where the
subject has to describe locations on a map filled with highly controlled target words.
(vi) Having a subject read out loud a large quantity of text (e.g. 1 hour of newspaper
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reading) (Campbell, 1992, 1999).
As explained in section 2.3, this dissertation used the third technique, where a
confederate makes a phone call to a person in an isolated room, and the receiving
end of the conversation is recorded and then analyzed linguistically. The following
sections will describe speech reduction in Me’phaa Vátháá, and the segmental and
¯ ¯¯
featural interactions found in the recorded speech.
There is one important terminological issue to be noted before continuing. The
information in this section offers an opportunity to clearly define the terms careful
and reduced, used throughout the dissertation. The term careful is meant to refer
to speech produced under the reading condition, where teachers are expected to articulate more clearly and pronounce words more slowly (evidence for this is provided
in the next section). The term reduced refers to the speech produced under the narration condition, where teachers were asked to talk casually for 5∼minutes and then
to narrate the stories in their own words. This speech as faster, and section 3.1.2 will
provide evidence that this narrated text has speech reductions, including deletion
of segments and syllables. While recognizing that these terms are not strictly two
parts of the same continuum, there is no standard for what the [-reduced] end of that
continuum should be called. Furthermore, terms like “narration” or “storytelling”
cannot be used for the fast speech condition because they imply cultural practices to
deliver speech that can occur at both slow and fast rates, depending on how different
cultures tell stories. Therefore, the terms careful and reduced were chosen. The use
of these terms will make comparisons with other languages clearer, and will better
inform the reader about the processes that the dissertation is trying to uncover.
3.1.1. Speech rate of Me’phaa Vátháá Data
¯ ¯¯
In order to obtain recordings at two different speech rates, subjects first had an
unscripted conversation on the phone with the confederate, so as to eliminate inter-
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ference from Spanish. After this, they were asked to narrate a story, and then to read
a written version of the same story (a method similar to that in Niebuhr and Kohler
(2011)). All teachers had the same topics, but they wrote these stories in their own
words, in a workshop that had taken place a few days before the recording sessions.
The procedure is described in detail in sections 2.2 and 2.3 above.
To determine if the recordings in these two different speech styles (careful versus
reduced) actually correspond to two different speech rates, the speech was transcribed
and aligned using Praat TextGrids, as described in section 2.4 above. From there,
the number of syllables per second was calculated for each speech rate and for each
speaker. A linear-mixed effects model was used with syllables per second as
the dependent variable, speech style as the independent variable (levels: careful
versus reduced), and a random intercept for subject as well as a random by-subject
slope for the effect of speech style, as described in the equation 3.1.

syllsP erSecond = speechStyle + (1 + speechStyle|subject)

(3.1)

The reduced speech is significantly faster than the careful speech, with 3.6 ±
0.5 syllables per second compared to 2.6 ± 0.7 syllables per second for careful speech
(b=0.97, SE=0.26, t(6)=3.8, p<0.01; difference between null and full models: χ2 (3)=
9.3, p<0.03).
The data gathered from the teachers contained an additional speech style: free
conversation with the confederate. The confederate would call the person on the
phone and ask them to reminisce on their childhood. These conversations would last
between five and ten minutes, and were meant to set Me’phaa Vátháá as the language
¯ ¯¯
of the experiment and to minimize the influence from Spanish. The free conversation data is not analyzed in this work, but the velocity of speech was calculated for
one speaker as a way to compare velocity between narration and free conversation.
The average velocity from seven spoken passages of free conversation is 3.9 ± 0.5
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syllables per second. In order to compare it with the narrated speech, an ANOVA
model was used, with speech style as the independent variable (levels: careful
versus reduced speech) and syllables per second as the dependent variable.
The model revealed that free speech is not significantly faster than narrated speech
(F(1,14)=1.1, p=0.3).
Given these results, Me’phaa Vátháá conversational speech has a speech style
¯ ¯¯
comparable to that of other languages. Japanese and English, for example, have
conversational speech styles between 4 and 5 syllables per second (Arai and Greenberg, 1997), similar or slightly faster than the approximately 3.6 ± 0.5 to 3.9 ± 0.5
syllables per second in Me’phaa conversation. This also means that the careful style
¯ ¯¯
of Me’phaa Vátháá speech, with its 2.6 ± 0.7 syllables per second, is fairly slow not
¯ ¯¯
only in relation to Me’phaa Vátháá reduced speech but also cross-linguistically.
¯ ¯¯
3.1.2. Speech Reduction in Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
In order to examine segmental and syllabic deletion, two Native speakers of Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
Vátháá provided additional marking to the careful and reduced speech transcriptions,
indicating when a segment was missing from a word. The final count shows that
utterances in reduced Me’phaa Vátháá have 3% fewer syllables and 6% fewer segments
¯ ¯¯
than their careful counterpart. This makes Me’phaa Vátháá reduction similar
¯ ¯¯
There are numerous words that have commonly used reduced versions. Table 3.3
provides four examples. The word rabu ‘person’ frequently loses its second syllable,
¯ ¯
and is pronounced as either [RuĂ£] or [R@Ă£] with a weakened syllable. The same happens to the word nanguáa ‘no’, which becomes [n@NĂ£] with a schwa instead of a full
¯
/a/. In the case of gajmı́ı́ ‘with them’, it is the first syllable that is lost. Finally,
the case of dú’khuı́in ‘that one’ is interesting because it shows a full continuum of
reduction possibilities. In some cases the first stop is expressed as a continuant, as
Ă
in [RuP £kh wĩ:Ć£]. The word can lose the initial syllable and incorporate the continuant
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into the onset of the remaining syllable, so that the result is [Rkh wĩ:Ć£]. Finally, the
first syllable can be lost and there can be a fricativization of the second stop, so the
resulting form is [xĩ:Ć£].
Word
rabu
¯ ¯
nanguáa
¯
gajmı́ı́
dú’khuı́in

Meaning
Full form
‘person’
/RaĂ£"buĂ£/
‘no’
/naĂ£."Ngwa:Ć£/
Ă
‘with them’ /gaĂ£.xmi: £/
Ă
‘that one’
/duP £kh wĩ:Ć£/

Reduced form
[RuĂ£] ∼ [R@Ă£] ∼ [R]
[n@NĂ£]
Ă
[xmi: £]
Ă
[RuP £kh wĩ:Ć£] ∼ [Rkh wĩ:Ć£] ∼ [xĩ:Ć£]

Table 3.3: Frequently reduced lexical items in Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show spectrograms of reduced lexical forms. Figure 3.2 has
the phrase dı́ ndxuajin’ ithan rabu ‘people say that on the Day of the Dead’, where
¯
¯ ¯
the word rabu ‘person’ has been reduced to ru. Figure 3.3 shows a further reduction
¯ ¯
¯
of the word rabu. In the sentence, xúguiin rabu gı́vàán ñú’úún ‘everyone down there’,
¯ ¯
¯ ¯
rabu appears as just an /R/, linked to the word gı́vàán ‘down’ to produce the reduced
¯ ¯
form rı́vàán. Figure 3.4 shows the phrase ri’i dú’khuı́in naxná xi ‘[they] offer those
¯¯
¯
Ć
flowers’, where the word dú’khuı́in ‘that one’ is reduced to [xĩ: £].

Figure 3.2: Reduction of the word rabu ‘person’ to ru
¯ ¯
¯
in the phrase ‘people say that on the Day of the Dead’
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Figure 3.3: Reduction of the words rabu gı́vaán ‘people down [there]’ to rivaán
¯ ¯
¯
¯
in the phrase ‘everyone down there’

Figure 3.4: Reduction of the word dú’khuı́in ‘that one’ to jiin
in the phrase ‘[they] offer those flowers’
Syllables in non-final positions are often deleted. This might be due to the accentuation patterns of the language, which is at least syllable-final, and possibly iambic
(more on this on section 3.5.2). Example 1 shows this process. The first part of the
example shows the full phrase asndo itaán ‘even more’. In example (1b), the first
¯ ¯ ¯¯
syllable of each word is deleted, leaving only the final one. In addition to this, the
fricative /s/ has reduced to the less sonorant fricative /x/.
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(1) a. Full form:
asndo
itaán
¯ ¯
¯¯
aĂ£."sndoĂ£ tã:Ĺ£
‘Even more’
b. Reduced form:
jndo taán
¯
¯
xndoĂ£ tã:Ĺ£
Features from a lost segment can be preserved in a surviving one. Example (2)
shows two syllables in contact, guáa i’, that emerge as one in the reduced form, guı́’.
This new syllable shares features from the two. It has the onset and the high point
of the tonal contour of the first syllables, and the vowel, the vocalic length and the
glottalization of the second syllable.
(2) a. Full form:
nanguáa
i’phu
¯
naĂ£.Ngwa: Ć£ iP Ă£.ph uĂ£
‘They don’t say’
b. Reduced form:
nanguı́’phu
¯
Ă
naĂ£.NgwiP £.ph uĂ£
Finally, series of more than two words can be reduced into a single word. The
spectrogram of the phrase kúviin inuu numbaa ‘[he] lives in the world’ is shown in
¯
figure 3.5 In its reduced form, shown phonetically in example (3b), the three words
are pronounced as one word with four syllables. In the second syllable, vi [wiĂ£], the
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vocalic length and the low tone have been lost. The third syllable, nm [nmĂ£] has a
"
segment from inuu ‘in’ and a syllabic /m/ as its rhyme, originating from the word
numbaa ‘world’.
(3) a. Full form:
kúviin inuu numbaa
Ă¯
ku £wĩ:Ę£ iĂ£nu:Ă£ nuĂ£mba:Ă£
‘[they] live in the world’
b. Reduced form:
kúwinmbaa
Ă
ku £wiĂ£nmĂ£mbaĂ£
"

Figure 3.5: Reduction of kúviin inuu numbaa ‘[he] lives in the world’ to kúwinmbaa
¯
In summary, Me’phaa Vátháá reduction appears to operate very similarly to that
¯ ¯¯
described for English and other languages in the world, such as Russian, Bulgarian,
Italian, Greek, Polish, and Czech Barry and Andreeva (2001). In reduced speech
there can be loss of segments, loss of syllables, and partial loss of segments where
only some of their features survive. One more important detail is worth mentioning.
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When two or more Me’phaa Vátháá syllables combine into one, the resulting tones are
¯ ¯¯
not contours formed out of the tones on both sides, or of a new contour intermediate
in phonetic distance between the two pre-reduction tones. Rather, the forms that
emerge in Me’phaa Vátháá have one tone from either side of the reduced syllable.
¯ ¯¯
Suarez observed this behavior as well: “when speaking rapidly [tonal results of syllable
fusion] can vary: If the first vowel is long, generally both tones can be preserved. If
the two vowels are short, one of the tones is lost” (Suárez, 1984, 56). The data in
this work shows predominantly tonal loss, even in the case of a first long vowel, as
shown in example (2b). This is not the behavior found in these reductions in other
languages. In Mandarin, for example, surface F0 trajectory are formed from the
original phonological targets (e.g. having [55+213] would become [53]). This is called
the Edge-In Model (Yip, 1988). In addition to this, surface contours are determined by
the articulatory effort needed to reach the specific phonological targets (Cheng et al.,
2010). Therefore, Me’phaa Vátháá reduction behaves differently from languages such
¯ ¯¯
as Mandarin in this regard.

3.2. Tonal Reduction in the World
Tonal reduction literature has been studied on Mandarin (Chen et al., 2004; Cheng,
2012; Cheng et al., 2010; Cheng and Xu, 2009, 2014; Chung, 2006; Kuo et al., 2007;
Xu, 2009; Hsiao, 2002; Tseng, 2005) and Thai (Gandour et al., 1999; Nitisaroj, 2006;
Gandour et al., 1993, 1996), only recently paying attention to other languages, like
Malaysian Hokkien (Cheng, 2012), Taiwanese Hokkien (Peng, 1997), Tianjin Chinese
(Zhang and Liu, 2011), and in particular the Otomanguean language Trique from
Mexico (DiCanio, 2008; DiCanio and Nam, 2013).
This corpus of research has found both general and language-specific effects on
the shape of F0 contours in reduced vowels. In Mandarin, for example, the duration
of vowels is strongly correlated with the shape of F0 , and tones in reduced speech
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show narrower pitch ranges and decreased F0 excursions in contours (Cheng and Xu,
2014). Figure 3.6 shows the contours of the rising [35] and the dipping [214] tones in
Mandarin, and how they are produced at different speech styles. Note that in both of
them the fast versions of the tones reach lower F0 values at the end of their trajectory
that the corresponding slow versions. In Thai speaking rate appears to have no effect
on F0 trajectories when coarticulation is not a factor (Nitisaroj, 2006). In Triqui
(Otomanguean, Mexico), experiments have been performed where speakers are asked
to repeat words more and more rapidly. Under this condition, the F0 pitch range
becomes larger rather than becoming narrower (DiCanio and Nam, 2013; DiCanio,
2014).

Figure 3.6: Mandarin tones at different speech styles
Tone 2: Rising [35], Tone 3: Dipping [214]. Source: Sereno et al. (2015)
Reduced tones take place in shorter syllables, and so in order for them to reach
their tonal targets, the speaker has two options: to undershoot the target and therefore make the tonal range smaller, or to accelerate the change of pitch, so that the
targets are reached and the tonal range remains the same or is expanded. Mandarin
shows some acceleration, but it has limits, past which the target is set closer to the
center of the tonal range (Xu, 2004). Figure 3.7 shows the dipping tone [214] under
different speech rate conditions. The tones at the slow and normal conditions end at
approximately the same frequency, while the tone at the fast speech condition has
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both an endpoint at a higher frequency and a more pronounced slope, which equates
to a greater velocity.

Figure 3.7: Slope of Mandarin dipping tone at different acceleration conditions
Source: Xu (2004, 777)
Tones can also be influenced phonetically by the tones that precede and follow
them. The influence of preceding tones on the start point, or onset, of a tone is
referred to as a carryover effect. Mandarin tones appear to have carryover effects,
or the influence that a tone receives from a preceding tone (Xu 1997, 1998, 2009).
Figure 3.8 shows how the high tone, for example, starts at around 140 Hz when it is
preceded by a high or a rising tone. On the other hand, it starts at around 120 Hz
when it is preceded by a falling or dipping tone, both of which have lower endpoints,
or offsets. Mandarin displays carryover effects at all speech styles, but in both Thai
and Triqui carryover is sensitive to speech rate, and only appears in reduced speech
(Gandour et al., 1994; DiCanio and Nam, 2013). Tones in Triqui are also different
in that, as speech rate increases, coarticulated tones in Triqui remain distinct and
dissimilate. This requires larger F0 variation space and hyperarticulation to express
differences in a shorter time (DiCanio and Nam, 2013).
The endpoint of a tone, or offset, is also susceptible to assimilation to the following
tone. Figure 3.9 shows how the offset of Mandarin tones is affected by the tones that
follow it. Mandarin shows a combination of assimilatory and dissimilatory motions
(Xu 1997, 1998, 2009). The high before high condition shows dissimilation, in that
its offset, at around 270Hz, is lower than that for the other conditions (280-290Hz),
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Figure 3.8: Change in Mandarin tones according to the preceding tone (Carryover)
High offset: High and rising tones. Low offset: Falling and dipping tones
Source: Xu (1997, 72)
allowing psychoacoustic space for the second high to be higher than the first one.
The high before falling condition shows assimilation: The offset of the high point is
near 290 Hz, allowing it to be in position to start the fall, whose starting point is
around 300 Hz. Thai and Triqui also present anticipatory assimilation, but it is again
sensitive to speech rate and it appears only in reduced or fast speech (Gandour et al.,
1994; DiCanio and Nam, 2013).
The next section will describe the phonetics of Me’phaa Vátháá tones in their read
¯ ¯¯
(or careful) versions, to later proceed with the analysis of reduced tones. Following
that, section 3.4 will examine the Me’phaa Vátháá data to determine what is the
¯ ¯¯
behavior of its tones at different speech styles. In particular it will study at how the
shapes of the tones change by looking at the tonal range and how it changes with
speech style, at tonal contours and their accelerations, and at the tonal assimilation
to both preceding and following tones. Based on the information available for other
languages, the following hypotheses will be tested:
1. Me’phaa Vátháá tones will change their tonal range due to speech style. Because
¯ ¯¯
the specific effect is different in different language families (contraction in Sino-
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Figure 3.9: Change in Mandarin tones according to the following tone (Anticipatory
assimilation)
Source: Xu (1997, 79)
Tibetan and Tai-Kadai, expansion in Otomanguean), the exact direction of
Me’phaa Vátháá change cannot be predicted yet.
¯ ¯¯
2. Me’phaa Vátháá tones will change their velocity due to speech style.
¯ ¯¯
3. Me’phaa Vátháá will show both carryover and anticipatory assimilation effects.
¯ ¯¯
3.3. Me’phaa Vátháá Tones
¯ ¯¯
This section will study Me’phaa Vátháá tones to determine their phonetic properties,
¯ ¯¯
and to compare them with tones in other varieties of Me’phaa. In order to do so, the
¯ ¯¯
data will be analyzed under the following suppositions:
• As explained in sections 2.3 and 2.4, the input to study the tones were speech
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recordings, aligned with their corresponding transcriptions. These transcriptions were created and corrected by two Native speakers of Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
who are expert writers. The following sections will suppose that their transcriptions represent the output tones in the phonetics. Because of the number
of toned vowels examined (n=3879), the effect of any errors in the transcription
phase should be minimal.
• Despite its tonal complexity, Me’phaa has no documented phonological tonal
¯ ¯¯
sandhi processes (Suárez, 1984, 56). Wichmann (2006) refers to a number of
tonal assimilation processes as sandhi, but those occur at the morphophonological level (i.e. at the deep level of orthography; see section 4.1.1). Section
4.1.1 will provide evidence in favor of supposing that the written form represents the surface forms of the tones. This work will also suppose that, given the
surface nature of Me’phaa spelling, at the stage represented in the orthography
¯ ¯¯
any previously unknown tonal sandhi processes will have applied and that their
output will be visible in the orthography. Therefore, the tones in the corrected
transcriptions should be the tones expected. The results in the tonal assimilation section (section 3.4.4) suggest that this supposition is correct: Tones do
suffer changes, but the changes are never sufficient to suppose that a tone has
passed the threshold into another tonal category (e.g. low gone to mid).
• Even though there is evidence that the mora is the tone-bearing unit, or TBU
of Me’phaa Vátháá (Black, 2004), this work will study tonal phonetics at the
¯ ¯¯
syllabic level. This is a practical decision, taken in order to study the phonetics
of both contour and level tones, as contours only appear in combinations of
moras. This view of Me’phaa tone is also somewhat different from, but not
¯ ¯¯
incompatible with the tonal melodies used in Cline (2013), where a word is
composed of its segments and a tonal melody that is connected to its root,
somewhat similar to the melodies in accentual systems like Japanese.
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3.3.1. Normalization Across Speakers
Normalization of tonal measurements is necessary to compare data from multiple
speakers. (The data for the careful and reduced speech styles comes from 7 speakers,
while the data for the elicitation speech style comes from one speaker). To normalize
the tones across the logarithmic range of hearing and across speakers, the fundamental
frequency (F0 ) measurements were transformed with a natural logarithm, and then recalculated as a z-score (Woodruff et al., 2009). Equation 3.2 shows the normalization
formula, where ln(x)subj is the mean frequency for each speaker ssubj is the standard
deviation for each speaker.

zi,subj =

ln(xi ) − ln(x)subj
ssubj

(3.2)

Figure 3.10 shows the distribution of the normalized tonal measurements for all
speakers and all styles. The normalized F0 has a normal-like distribution in the values
between -2 and 2, which corresponds to the maximum range of the averages and errors
calculated in this work.
3.3.2. Level Tones
The first step was to investigate the three level tones reported for other Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
variants: high, mid and low. To do this, three repetitions of 25 words, for a total of
96 toned syllables were collected from a single speaker, who was asked to pronounce
the words in isolation as clearly as possible.
Figure 3.11 shows the results for the level tones in elicitation form1 . A linearmixed effects model, shown in equation 3.3, was used to determine whether the three
tones were distinct from each other. The model had normalized F0 as the depen1

Figure 3.11 has gray shadowing around the tonal trajectories. This shadowing represents the
variance of the fit of the function used when plotting the trajectory. All subsequent charts will also
have this information. A greater variance in this gray area means that the fit is more uncertain, due
to variance in the data or because of less data being available
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Figure 3.10: Normal-like distribution of normalized Me’phaa Vátháá F0 data at
¯ ¯¯
20%, 50% and 80% of the duration of the tones
dent variable, tone (levels: low, mid, high) as the independent variable, a random
intercept for item and a by-item random slopes for the effect of tone. (There is
no by-subject slope because the elicitation data comes from only one speaker). All
three tones are significantly different at 20%, 50% and 80% of the duration of the
vowel (see Table 3.4 for significance relationships and for the difference between the
null and full models at each percentage of duration of the tone). The tonal space in
elicitation is not symmetrical: There are 1.24 normalized F0 units between the mid
and high tone at 50% of the duration, versus 1.08 units between the mid and low tone,
which means that the space between mid and high is 15% larger. This asymmetry
will also be present in the careful and reduced forms of speech, as will be examined
in section 3.4.2.

normF0 = tone + (1 + tone|item)

(3.3)

Both the mid and the high tones are significantly different from the low tone and
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Figure 3.11: Me’phaa Vátháá level tones from words in elicitation
¯ ¯¯
Time point
Significance
∆(null,full)
2
20%
b=1.00, SE=0.08, t(13)=13.3, p<0.000001 χ (3)=37.7, p<0.0001
50%
b=1.21, SE=0.08, t(13)=16.0, p<0.000001 χ2 (3)=49.9, p<0.0001
80%
b=1.29, SE=0.08, t(13)=15.7, p<0.000001 χ2 (3)=46.0, p<0.0001
Table 3.4: Difference between Me’phaa Vátháá elicitation tones
¯ ¯¯
at 20%, 50% and 80% of the normalized duration of the tones
from one another at 20%, 50% and 80% of the duration of the vowel. Table 3.5 shows
how significantly different two tones are at different points of the normalized duration
of the tone, as well as the difference between the null and full LMER models for each
time point.
Figure 3.12 shows the level tones for the careful and reduced speech styles. A
new linear mixed-effects model, described in equation 3.4 was used to analyze the
differences between the tones within each speech style. The model had normalized
F0 as the dependent variable, tone (levels: low, mid, high) as the independent
variable, random intercepts for item and subject, as well as by-subject and byitem random slopes for the effect of tone. (The careful and reduced speech styles
were studied using the speech of 7 subjects, not just one as was the case of the elicited
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Tones
High-Mid

Time
20%
50%
80%
High-Low 20%
50%
80%
Mid-Low 20%
50%
80%

Significance
b=0.86, SE=0.12,
b=1.18, SE=0.12,
b=1.41, SE=0.18,
b=0.99, SE=0.07,
b=1.22, SE=0.08,
b=1.29, SE=0.08,
b=1.12, SE=0.11,
b=1.25, SE=0.15,
b=1.18, SE=0.17,

∆(null,full)
t(8)=6.9, p<0.0001
χ2 (3)=17.5,
t(8)=9.6, p<0.0001
χ2 (3)=22.7,
t(8)=7.6, p<0.0001
χ2 (3)=19.4,
t(10)=13.4, p<0.0001 χ2 (3)=34.9,
t(10)=15.2, p<0.0001 χ2 (3)=38.9,
t(10)=15.7, p<0.0001 χ2 (3)=22.9,
t(6)=9.9, p<0.0001
χ2 (3)=22.9,
t(6)=8.1, p<0.0001
χ2 (3)=19.6,
t(6)=6.7, p<0.0005
χ2 (3)=17.2,

p<0.0005
p<0.0001
p<0.0005
p<0.0001
p<0.0001
p<0.0001
p<0.0001
p<0.0005
p<0.005

Table 3.5: Significant differences between pairs of Me’phaa Vátháá elicitation tones
¯ ¯¯
style). In the careful rate, the three level tones were different at 20%, 50% and 80% of
the duration of the vowel. Table 3.6 shows the significance of the difference between
the three level tones at the different points of vowel duration, as well as the difference
between the null and full LMER models for each time point.

Figure 3.12: Me’phaa Vátháá level tones in careful and reduced speech styles
¯ ¯¯

normF0 = tone + (1 + tone)|item + (1 + tone)|subject

(3.4)

Before examining the effects of speech style on tone, the next section will present
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speech style Time
Careful
20%
50%
80%
Reduced
20%
50%
80%

Significance
b=0.72, SE=0.04,
b=0.77, SE=0.06,
b=0.78, SE=0.06,
b=0.58, SE=0.04,
b=0.67, SE=0.05,
b=0.60, SE=0.06,

t(63)=17.7,
t(63)=12.9,
t(62)=12.3,
t(70)=13.9,
t(70)=14.7,
t(70)=10.5,

p<0.0001
p<0.0001
p<0.0001
p<0.0001
p<0.0001
p<0.0001

∆(null,full)
χ2 (1)=102.2, p<0.0001
χ2 (1)=80.2, p<0.0001
χ2 (1)=56.3, p<0.0001
χ2 (1)=65.2, p<0.0001
χ2 (1)=82.0, p<0.0001
χ2 (1)=53.4, p<0.0001

Table 3.6: Significant differences between the Me’phaa Vátháá level tones in careful
¯ ¯¯
and reduced speech
the other tones present in Me’phaa Vátháá.
¯ ¯¯
3.3.3. Contour and Convex Tones
Me’phaa is typical among Otomanguean languages in having numerous contour tones.
¯ ¯¯
As shown in figure 3.14, Suárez (1984, 1983) documents three levels, six contour tones
corresponding to every combination of the three levels, and one low-mid-low convex
tone. Each of these tones is assumed to go on a syllable, which can contain more
than one mora, the TBU of the language (Black, 2004). The phonological structure
of Me’phaa Vátháá tone will be further treated in the next section.
¯ ¯¯

Figure 3.13: Malinaltepec/Mañuwiı́n Me’phaa Tones in Suárez (1983)
¯
¯ ¯¯
. 1 : high tone, 2 : mid tone, 3 : low tone
Carrasco (2006a) documents the same contours as 3.14, Suárez (1984, 1983), as
well as a concave mid-low-mid tone and two quaternary tones, high-low-mid-low and
mid-low-mid-low, shown in figure 3.14. The two quaternary tones are documented
in words such as naruthū`ū`n /naĂ£RuĂ£th ũ:ŃŔŃ£/ ‘he cuts something [inanimate implicit]
¯ ¯
Ă
` /naĂ£Su £mbu:ŊŔŃ£/ ‘he
again’, where the last syllable is mid-low-mid-low, and naxúmbûū
grills something [inanimate implicit] again’, where the last syllable is high-low-mid-
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low Carrasco (2006a, 68). These tones are reported for other variants of Me’phaa,
¯ ¯¯
but were not recognized by speakers of Me’phaa Vátháá as part of their variant.
¯ ¯¯

Figure 3.14: Malinaltepec/Mañuwiı́n Me’phaa Tones (Carrasco, 2006a)
¯
¯ ¯¯
A: high tone (alto), M : mid tone (medio), B : low tone (bajo)
In order to examine Me’phaa Vátháá tones, the stories compiled from the Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
teachers were searched for contour and convex tones. In addition to this, efforts were
made to explicitly elicit convex, concave and quaternary tones in the elicitation stage.
The following is a summary of the tones found in the data. As shown in figure 3.15,
careful speech contained high-mid, low-high and mid-low contours.

Figure 3.15: Me’phaa Vátháá tones in careful speech
¯ ¯¯
The linear mixed-effects model in equation 3.4 was used to determine the difference
in starting points between the level and the contour tones. As table 3.7 shows there
were no significant differences between level and contour tones at 20% of the tonal
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duration. There was one pair that presented a significance difference. The high-mid
tone starts off significantly higher than the high tone (b=0.33, S=0.15, t(33)=2.3,
p<0.05, ∆(null,full): χ2 (1)=5.4, p<0.03). For the other two contours (mid-low and
low-high), there were no significant difference between their starting levels and the
corresponding level tones.
High and High-Mid
Mid and Mid-Low
Low and Low-High

p-value at 5% of duration
0.03
0.78
0.44

p-value at 20% of duration
0.18
0.46
0.73

Table 3.7: Difference in tonal starting points for careful contours
The same LMER model was used to determine if there were any significant difference between the endpoints of contours and their corresponding level tones. Table
3.8 shows the summary of the significant differences. There were no differences at
80% of the duration, and there was only one difference at 95% of the duration: The
low-high tone, shown in figure 3.15, starts with a post-low bounce (Xu, 2006), where
the tone reaches a very low target and the muscles have to reset to maintain the “balance” of the laryngeal system, producing a sudden and involuntary increase in pitch.
The low-high tone then rises and reaches the high part of the range at about 80%
of its duration, but it then drops towards the mid level. (b=-0.25, S=0.09, t(28)=2.70, p<0.01; ∆(null,full): χ2 (1)=7.3, p<0.01). The fact that there are no significant
differences in the starting and ending points of the tones at 80% and very few at
95% provides evidence in favor of the contour tones being composed of a number
of primitive level tones. The phonology of tones will be discussed further in section
3.6.2.
Next, figure 3.16 shows the inventory of contour tones in the reduced speech style.
In addition to the three contours present in the careful rate (high-mid, low-high and
mid-low), there’s a fourth contour, mid-high, which appeared in one token but is
included here for completeness. As for the rest of the tones, the linear mixed-effects
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High and Low-High
Mid and High-Mid
Low and Mid-Low

p-value at 80% of duration
0.35
0.41
0.87

p-value at 95% of duration
0.01
0.24
0.71

Table 3.8: Difference in tonal endpoints for careful contours
model described in equation 3.4 was used to compare the beginning points of the
contours with those of the level tones.

Figure 3.16: Me’phaa Vátháá tones in reduced speech
¯ ¯¯
Table 3.9 summarizes the significance relationships for the starting points of the
reduced contours. The mid-low and low-high points have the same starting points as
their level counterparts at both 5% and 20% of their duration. The high-mid tone,
shown in dark-green n figure 3.16, behaves differently. It starts significantly higher
than the high tone (b=0.11, SE=0.04, t(36)=2.5, p<0.02; ∆(null,full): χ2 (1)=5.2,
p<0.02), same as it did in the careful condition in figure 3.7. It then descends to a
level that is within the regression error for the high tone, reaching it at about 20%.
of its duration.
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High and High-Mid
Mid and Mid-Low
Low and Low-High

p-value at 5% of duration
0.02
0.82
0.45

p-value at 20% of duration
0.08
0.52
0.96

Table 3.9: Difference in tonal starting points for reduced contours
The same LMER model was also used to determine the differences between the
endpoints of the contour and level tones. The endpoint of the high-mid tone is
at a position higher than the mid at 80% (b=-0.35, SE=0.11, t(31)=2.9, p<0.01;
∆(null,full): χ2 (1)=7.0, p<0.01), and doesn’t reach the mid level until 95% of the
tonal duration. The low-high tone shows significant undershoot, and it could potentially be characterized as a phonetically low-mid tone. It starts at a low level, and
then at around 80% it is significantly lower than a high tone (b=-0.27, SE=0.08,
t(36)=-3.3, p<0.005; ∆(null,full): χ2 (1)=10.1, p<0.005), but it is not significantly
different from a mid tone (p=0.65). This undershoot repeats itself at 95% of the
tonal duration, where the low-high is lower than the high tone (b=-0.25, SE=0.08,
t(36)=-3.2, p<0.005; ∆(null,full): χ2 (1)=10.1, p<0.005) but not significantly different from the mid-tone (p=0.55). Me’phaa Vátháá has only one rise from the low
¯ ¯¯
level, whereas other variants such as Mañuwiin/Malinaltepec have two (low-mid and
low-high) (see table 3.13). Therefore it could be the case that it is not necessary for
this tone to reach a high target in order to be identifiable. Finally, the mid-low tone
ends in a low tone that is not significantly different from the level low tone.

High and Low-High
Mid and High-Mid
Low and Mid-Low

p-value at 80% of duration
0.003
0.007
0.66

p-value at 95% of duration
0.003
0.06
0.67

Table 3.10: Difference in tonal endpoints for reduced contours
To summarize the patterns observed in the reduced tones, the high-mid tone starts
at a higher level than the high (which it also does in the careful condition), but then
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it barely reaches the mid part of the range. The low-high tone is sensitive to speech
style: In the careful condition it starts at low and then goes beyond the mid tone
and almost reaches a high target. In the reduced condition, it starts at low and then
reaches the mid level and stays there for the duration of the tone. In general, the start
and endpoints of contour tones appear to be the same as those for the corresponding
level tones.
Finally, figure 3.17 shows the inventory of contour tones in elicited speech. Only
one of the ternary tones, the low-mid-low, was confirmed by the speaker of Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
Vátháá; none of the quaternary tones were reported as existing in Me’phaa Vátháá.
¯ ¯¯
The linear mixed-effects model in 3.4 was again used to study the differences between level tones and the beginning and endpoints of the contours. Table 3.11
shows there were no significant differences between the starting points of the contours and their corresponding levels. Furthermore, table 3.12 shows there were no
significant differences in the endpoints of the contours and their corresponding level
tones. The only important difference in levels is in the midpoint of the low-high-low
tone. At around 50% it goes significantly higher than the mid tone (b=0.10, SE=0.03,
t(6)=3.3, p<0.02; ∆(null,full): χ2 (1)=8.1, p<0.005), but it is also significantly lower
than the high tone (b=-0.16, SE=0.04, t(10)=-4.5, p<0.005; ∆(null,full): χ2 (1)=13.4,
p<0.0005). It is possible that the speed needed to produce the convex tone makes it
difficult to stop at the mid level (see figure 3.25 for speed data).
p-value at 5% of duration
Low and Low-High
0.56
Low and Low-Mid-Low
0.51

p-value at 20% of duration
0.23
0.17

Table 3.11: Difference in tonal starting points for elicitation contours
In summary, Me’phaa Vátháá shows three level tones, four contours and one con¯ ¯¯
vex tone, for an inventory that is smaller than that reported for Mañuwiin/Malinaltepec
Me’phaa and larger than that reported for Acatepec Me’phaa. Table 3.13 summa¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
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Figure 3.17: Me’phaa Vátháá tones in elicited speech
¯ ¯¯
Areas without error shading mean that the error in larger than the scale.
High and Low-High
Low and Low-Mid-Low

p-value at 80% of duration
0.31
0.46

p-value at 95% of duration
0.52
0.09

Table 3.12: Difference in tonal endpoints for elicitation contours
rizes the differences between the tones in the Vátháá variety and the tones reported in
previous research on Me’phaa. In general, Me’phaa Vátháá lacks two of the ternary
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
tones and both of the quaternary tones in Mañuwiin/Malinaltepec Me’phaa (Car¯ ¯¯
rasco, 2006a). It has contour tones starting from the mid (i.e. mid-high and midlow), which Acatepec lacks and out of which Mañuwiin/Malinaltepec only has one,
the mid-low. Neither Me’phaa Vátháá nor Acatepec have the low-mid tone, which
¯ ¯¯
Mañuwiin/Malinaltepec does. However, as was discussed above, the Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
low-high manifests itself as a phonetically low-mid tone, possible because it is the
only rise from the low level and therefore doesn’t have to rise to a high target to
be identified. Finally, Me’phaa Vátháá lacks the high-low falling tone, which both
¯ ¯¯
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Mañuwiin/Malinaltepec and Acatepec have.

Low
Mid
High
High-Mid
High-Low
Mid-High
Mid-Low
Low-Mid
Low-High
Low-Mid-Low
Mid-Low-Mid
High-Low-Mid
High-Low-Mid-Low
Mid-Low-Mid-Low

Me’phaa Malinaltepec
Vathaa Suárez (1983)
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
a
(X)
X
X
X

Malinaltepec
Carrasco (2006a)
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Acatepec
Cline (2013)
X
X
X
X
X

X

Table 3.13: Tonal inventory of Me’phaa Vátháá compared to other varieties of
¯ ¯¯
Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
a
Low-high tone is produced as a phonetic low-mid.

3.4. Tonal Reduction in Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
This section will examine how Me’phaa Vátháá tones change when speech becomes
¯ ¯¯
faster and more casual. One factor it will focus on is the inverse relationship between
speech style and tonal range: tonal ranges become smaller as speech becomes faster.
This especially affects the high tone, which becomes closer to the mid tone, creating
the potential for confusion. It will also examine tonal velocity and provide evidence
that, contrary to the case of Mandarin, Me’phaa Vátháá tonal velocity is not sensitive
¯ ¯¯
to speech style.
A third factor the section will examine is tonal assimilation, which also yields
results different from those for other languages. In particular, Me’phaa Vátháá tones
¯ ¯¯
have carryover, where the following tone assimilates to the preceding one. However,
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they do not have anticipatory assimilation, or assimilation where the preceding tone
assimilates to the tone that follows. This result is unique to Me’phaa Vátháá, and
¯ ¯¯
suggests that tonal reduction typologies are more varied than previously documented.
3.4.1. Reduction of Tonal range
The size of the tonal range is one of the most visibly affected variables as speech style
changes. However, the exact behavior of the change is not uniform across languages.
Most languages where reduction has been studied show a contraction of tonal range
as the speech style increases and tonal targets are moved closer to the middle of
the range, as it does in Mandarin (Xu, 1997, 1999, 2009). This, however, is not the
case with the Otomanguean language Triqui (DiCanio and Nam, 2013), where an
acceleration in speech leads to a corresponding acceleration in tones to reach tonal
targets, which leads to higher tonal excursions and an expansion of the tonal range.
Figure 3.18 shows an overlapping of the level tones in the elicitation, careful and
reduced speech styles. As detailed in table 3.14, the careful tones have a range that
is 68% of the elicitation speech. Moreover, the reduced speech has a range that is
85% of the careful range, and only 52% of the elicitation range.
Speech style
Elicitation

Size of tonal range
(Normalized F0 )
2.30

Size relative to:
Elicitation: 100%
Careful: 146%
Reduced: 192%

Careful

1.57

Elicitation: 68%
Careful: 100%
Reduced: 131%

Reduced

1.20

Elicitation: 52%
Careful: 76%
Reduced: 100%

Table 3.14: Size of tonal ranges in elicitation, careful and reduced speech
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Figure 3.18: Tonal ranges for level elicitation, careful and reduced tones
The linear-mixed effects model in equation 3.5, with the difference per speaker
between the average high and low tone at 50% of the normalized tone duration, or
tonal range as the dependent variable, speech style (levels: careful versus
reduced) as the independent variable, and random intercept and slope for subject
was used to determine that these changes in tonal range were significantly different
(b=-0.49, SE=0.16, t(6)=-3.1, p<0.03; difference between the null and full models:
χ2 (3)=10.3, p<0.02).

toneRange = speechStyle + (1 + speechStyle)|subject

(3.5)

The behavior of the tonal range is similar to that observed in Mandarin and Thai,
and different from that observed for Triqui.
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3.4.2. Asymmetries in the tonal space
One important pattern in Me’phaa Vátháá level tones is that the tonal space appears
¯ ¯¯
to be asymmetric: There is less psychoacoustic distance between the high and mid
tones than between the mid and low tones. Figure 3.19 shows the level tones in both
the careful and reduced conditions. The lines represent the distance between the
averages of each tone. In both conditions, the high tone is closer to the mid tone.

Figure 3.19: Distance of high and low tones to the mid tone
This effect is highly subject-specific. If one looks at individual speakers, this
decreased distance can become an overlap of the high and mid tones. As shown in
figure 3.20, for three of the speakers (speakers 9, 11 and 15), the high tone has lowered
so much that it can occupy the mid part of the range.
For speakers with this overlap, the mid and high tone are much closer to each
other than the mid and low tones. Figure 3.21 shows the tonal range of the teachers
who have the overlap (speakers 9, 11 and 15), compared to the tonal range of those
who don’t (speakers 3, 4, 5, 10). The linear fixed-effects model in equation 3.6 was
used to determine if the high tone was significantly closer to the mid than the low.
The model has absolute distance to average mid tone at 50% of tone’s
duration as the dependent variable, and the speech style (levels: careful versus
reduced) and the tone (levels: high versus low) as independent variables.
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Figure 3.20: Level tones by speaker
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absoluteDistanceT oM id = tone ∗ speechStyle + (1 + speechStyle|subject)

(3.6)

There was a significant interaction between tone and speech style for the speakers
with tonal overlap: (b=-0.23, SE=0.08, t(6)=3.1, p<0.03; difference between null
and full models: χ2 (5)=37.6, p<0.0001). For them, the high is significantly closer to
the mid than the low tone, and this effect is stronger in the reduced condition. The
situation was the opposite for the non-overlap group, where there was no interaction
between tone and speech style (p=0.12), no main effect for tone (p=0.12) and no
main effect for speech style either (p=0.54). In this group, the mid and low tones are
roughly equidistant to the mid tone in both the careful and reduced conditions.

Figure 3.21: Level tones for speakers with and without high-mid tone overlap
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For the speakers with the overlap, the mid and high tones could potentially occupy
the same parts of the tonal range. Figure 3.22 shows the tonal range of the teachers
who have the overlap (speakers 9, 11 and 15), compared to the tonal range of those
who don’t (speakers 3, 4, 5, 10). For the overlap group, the reduced-high tone drops
enough that it enters the area occupied by the mid tone at both speech styles. It
overlaps with some of the reduced-mid, but it also overlaps almost completely with
the careful-mid. This could lead to a situation where the speaker could have difficulty
identifying if a tone is high or mid, particularly if speakers say these words back and
forth in introspective speech, as they report that they do (see section 4.5). For the
non-overlap group, the reduced-high tone stays in the higher part of the range, and
has minimal overlap with the mid tone in either speech style.

Figure 3.22: Tonal overlap for different groups of teachers
The ”overlap” group has a mid-high tonal overlap.
Given the subject-specific nature of the overlap, figure 3.23 shows the tonal distributions for two speakers, one with the high-mid overlap and one without it. In the
case of the speaker with the overlap, shown in Figure 3.23a, the reduced high tone has
moved towards the center of the range, and the density functions of the mid and high
tones show a large degree of overlap. In figure 3.23b, the speaker without overlap has
a high tone whose average is closer to the z-score value of 1, and the distributions
of the mid and high tones are more clearly separated. These examples reinforce the
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hypothesis that there is an asymmetry in tonal distance, so that the mid and high
tones are closer to each other than the mid and low tones.

Figure 3.23: Density functions for mid and high tones
(a) Example of a speaker with high-mid overlap, (b) Example of a speaker without
high-mid overlap. Barred lines indicate the average of each function.
What are the potential causes for this asymmetry? One is that there could be a
merger in progress, although this does not seem to be the case. There doesn’t appear
to be a unifying sociolinguistic factor behind the overlap that could point to an origin
for a putative merger. Regarding gender, the speakers with overlap are two males
and one female, and those without overlap are 1 males and three females. As for age,
an ANOVA test was carried out with overlap status as an independent variable
(2 levels: reduced-high tone overlaps or doesn’t overlap with the careful-mid) and
age as the dependent factor. Those with the overlap are slightly older, 42 ± 10 years
old, compared to 34 ± 5 for those without the overlap, but this difference was not
significant (F(1,5)=1.3, p=0.31).
Another possibility is that the mid and high tones both belong to a [+high] register, and therefore have stronger affinity amongst themselves. However, there is no
current evidence for register-oriented morphophonological processes in Me’phaa, so
¯ ¯¯
this hypothesis cannot be proven at the time. One final possibility is that this is
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a saliency issue: Spanish has a two-level accentual system with level and accented
syllables, and therefore the accentuation of Spanish is a correlate to the high tone in
Me’phaa Vátháá. On the other hand, the low tone has no correlate in Spanish, and
¯ ¯¯
this could give speakers an incentive to pay more attention to this tone. In addition
to this, the low tone is the least common tone in the language, occurring in only 16%
of the vowels versus 23% for the high tone and 61% for the mid tone (in a count of
the words in the draft of the Githan Nuxi’ ‘New Dictionary’), providing additional
reason for its saliency.
In summary, some of the speakers have an asymmetric tonal space where the high
tone is closer to the mid tone. This will have repercussions for spelling deviations
Me’phaa Vátháá writing, which will be examined in section 4.3.2.
¯ ¯¯
3.4.3. Tonal velocity
Tonal reduction can affect the velocity of tonal change. As mentioned in 3.2, languages
like Mandarin can speed up the change in pitch so that a reduced tone can reach the
same tonal targets as its careful counterpart in a shorter amount of time. In Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
Vátháá, on the other hand, there appear to be no effects on velocity due to speech
style. Figure 3.24 shows the tone velocity of six of the tones; figure 3.25 shows the
remaining two but at a larger scale to capture the standard error of the fits.
The linear mixed-effects model in equation 3.7 was used to determine that there
are no significant differences in velocity due to speech style. The model includes
velocity of F0 (in normalized F0 units per tenth of second)2 when going from
0% to 20% of the duration of the vowel as the dependent variable, tone (levels:
low, mid, high) and speech style (levels: careful versus reduced) as independent
variables, and random slopes and intercept for subject and item.
2

Tenths of seconds were chosen as the time interval to measure speed because they are similar to
138 ms, which is the average duration of a vowel. See section 2.4.4 for information on the average
length of words and segments.
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Figure 3.24: Speed in tones

velocityN ormF 0 = tone ∗ speechStyle+
(1 + speechStyle|subject)+

(3.7)

(1 + speechStyle|item)
There is no interaction between the variables (p=0.16), nor is there a main effect of speech style (p=0.10). There is a main effect of tone (b=0.80, SE=0.18,
t(2438)=4.48, p<0.00005; difference between null and full models: χ2 (3)=83.6, p<0.0001).
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Figure 3.25: Speed in low-high and low-mid-low tones
Note that the scale is different from the tones in 3.24
This is expected: As can be seen in figure 3.24, in the high tone the speed starts positive as it raises and then approaches zero as it achieves a stable high near the center.
This is the opposite of the low tone, where the speed is negative as the tone drops
and approaches zero as the tone stabilizes. This finding is different from reduction
in other tone languages, where the speed either increases to reach its target earlier,
or decreases to reach a lower target. In the case of Me’phaa Vátháá, it appears that
¯ ¯¯
speakers don’t change the speed of their tones, but instead aim for lower targets from
the beginning.
A second way to study this data would be to study the magnitude of change at the
beginning and at the end of the tones. Is the speed different between the beginning
and the end? If it were, it would be an indicator that the tones are subject to similar
assimilatory pressures from both sides, and of how much the tones move to just
to other tones surrounding it. If, on the other hand, the magnitudes are different,
then it means that one side shows more assimilation. The study was performed
using the equation in 3.8. For each of the level tones, a linear mixed-effects model
was used with speed of tone (absolute value of the velocity) as the dependent
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variable, point of contact (two levels: average velocity between 0% and 20% of
the tone’s duration, and average velocity between 80% and 100% of tone’s duration)
and speech style (levels: careful versus reduced) as independent variables, and
random slopes and intercept for subject and item.

velocityN ormF 0 = pointOf Contact ∗ speechStyle+
(1 + speechStyle|subject)

(3.8)

+(1 + speechStyle|item)
For the low tone, there is a main effect of point of contact (b=-0.43,
SE=0.15, t(1152)=-2.91, p<0.005; difference between null and full models: χ2 (3)=26.2,
p<0.0001), 1.2 versus 0.8 speed units3 . For the mid tone, there is a significant main
effect of point of contact (b=-0.24, SE=0.11, t(2199)=-2.12, p<0.05; difference between null and full models: χ2 (3)=8.2, p<0.05), 0.9 versus 0.7 speed units.
For the high tone there is no effect of point of contact (p=0.15). A second
model with only point of contact as an independent variable shows a main
effect (b=-0.15, SE=0.04, t(1482)=-3.46, p<0.005; difference between null and full
models: χ2 (1)=11.9, p<0.005), 1.0 versus 0.7 speed units. In all three cases, as summarized in table 3.15, the changes at the beginning of the tone are more abrupt than
those at the end of the tone.

High
Mid
Low

0-20% of duration
(Speed units)
1.0
0.9
1.2

80-100% of duration
(Speed units)
0.7
0.7
0.8

Table 3.15: Speed at the beginning and end of tones
Speed units: Semitones per second.
3
The units of speed are normalized F0 per tenth of second. One normalized F0 per tenth of
second is roughly equivalent to the change from mid to high along the duration of an average vowel
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This data indicates that tonal speed does not significantly change with speech
style, making Me’phaa Vátháá dissimilar to languages like Mandarin. However, the
¯ ¯¯
data does indicate that there are more changes at the beginning of the tone than
at the end. Are these differences due to different assimilatory behaviors around the
tones that precede and follow them? The next section argues that, indeed, Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
Vátháá presents assimilation to the preceding but not to the following tone.
3.4.4. Tonal assimilation
The previous section provides evidence that tones show significantly different changes
in speed as they travel to and from their targets. This might be due to differences in
assimilation behavior to neighboring tones. In the same way that segments assimilate
in articulation to their neighbors, reduced tones are susceptible to being more similar
to the tones that precede or follow them. This section examines the changes that
tones suffer at their edges because of their neighboring tones.
The concept of “neighboring” tone is more difficult to define than it would seem at
first. In languages such as Vietnamese, where most words are monosyllabic (Nguyen
and Tran, 2012a,b), contact between tones would entail contact across words. Even in
Mandarin, where there are numerous multisyllabic words, phonetic tonal assimilation
is still assumed to work across word boundaries; the experiments in (Xu, 1997) place
the words studied within carrier sentences so that tones could interact across words
(e.g. wǒ jiào

liànxı́ ‘I study

to practice’). In order to study Me’phaa Vátháá in a
¯ ¯¯
manner that acknowledges its multisyllabic structure, and also the nature of running
speech (where long pauses can render neighboring syllables unable to affect each other
phonetically), the following methodology will used: Two tones will be determined to
be in contact if they are less than 100 milliseconds apart. This boundary was chosen
because it corresponds to the 3rd quartile of the spaces between words (where the
last quartile covers both widely separated words and complete stops), which includes
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most of the data while still leaving out syllables across silences. It is also close
to the 3rd quartile (0.109 s) of the separation between intra-word syllables. The
boundary was also applied within words because Me’phaa can have unusually long
¯ ¯¯
onsets (Carrasco, 2006c), which might diminish the effects of assimilation. After
establishing this boundary, the linear mixed-effects model in equation 3.9 was used to
study assimilation to the preceding tone, or carryover. It includes the normalized
tone at 5% of the duration of the vowel as the dependent variable, the preceding
tone (levels: low, mid, high, none) as the independent variable, and a random slope
and intercept for subject.

normF0(5%) = precedingT one + (1 + precedingT one|subject)

(3.9)

As can be seen in figure 3.26, tones behave differently depending on which tone
precedes them. The low tone, for example, starts at a higher point if it’s preceded by
the high tone (and the mid tone in reduced speech), and these effects become more
marked in reduced speech. In detail, the low tone in careful speech is not significantly different when it’s preceded by a low tone (p=0.11) or a mid tone (p=0.38)
than when it’s preceded by silence, but it is significantly higher when it is preceded
by the high tone (b=0.53, SE=0.15, t(293)=3.63, p<0.0005; difference between null
and full models: χ2 (3)=21.6, p<0.0001). As for the low tone in reduced speech,
it is not significantly different when preceded by the mid tone (p=0.40) than when
it is preceded by silence, but it is significantly different when it’s preceded by a low
tone (b=-0.33, SE=0.12, t(358)=-2.68, p<0.01; difference between null and full models: χ2 (3)=41.1, p<0.0001) or a high tone (b=0.52, SE=0.14, t(358)=3.87, p<0.0001;
difference between null and full models: χ2 (3)=41.1, p<0.0001).
As for the mid tone, it becomes lower when preceded by a low tone (and higher
in the reduced condition if it’s preceded by a high tone), and these effects are again
stronger in reduced speech. The statistics in detail are as follows: As for the mid
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Figure 3.26: Tones by the tone that precedes them
tone in careful speech, it is not significantly different when it’s preceded by a mid
(p=0.55) or a high tone (p=0.11) than when it’s preceded by silence. it is significantly higher when it is preceded by the high tone (b=-0.33, SE=0.14, t(599)=-2.39,
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p<0.02; difference between null and full models: χ2 (3)=9.7, p<0.03). As for the mid
tone in reduced speech, it is not significantly different when preceded by the mid
tone (p=0.12) than when it is preceded by silence. It is significantly different when
it’s preceded by a low tone (b=-0.33, SE=0.10, t(675)=-3.21, p<0.002; difference between null and full models: χ2 (3)=27.9, p<0.0001) or a high tone (b=0.21, SE=0.08,
t(675)=2.59, p=0.01)
The high tone presents a somewhat different pattern from the other two tones in
the careful condition: It becomes significantly higher when preceded by a high tone.
The low tone behaves as expected: it becomes lower when preceded by a low or mid
tone. Statistically, the high tone in careful speech is not significantly different
when it’s preceded by a low (p=0.94) or a mid tone (p=0.61) than when it’s preceded
by silence. It is significantly higher when it is preceded by the high tone (b=0.32,
SE=0.13, t(368)=2.54, p<0.02; difference between null and full models: χ2 (3)=7.8,
p<0.05). As for the high tone in reduced speech, it is not significantly different
when preceded by the high tone (p=0.81) than when it is preceded by silence. It is
significantly different when it’s preceded by a low tone (b=-0.54, SE=0.13, t(519)=4.26, p<0.00005; difference between null and full models: χ2 (3)=22.4, p<0.0001) or
the mid tone (b=-0.21, SE=0.10, t(519)=-2.20, p<0.03).
Table 3.16 below summarizes the patterns of carryover assimilation. In general,
tones become more like their preceding tones in both styles, but the change is more
pronounced in the reduced condition. This matches the findings for languages like
Mandarin, where carryover is present (Xu, 1997, 1999, 2009), and particularly for
Thai, where carryover is stronger in reduced speech (Gandour et al., 1994) (see section
3.7).
The situation is very different when assimilation to the following tone is examined,
or anticipatory assimilation. Here, the effects of assimilation are barely visible, and
become weaker in the reduced condition. The model in equation 3.10 was used to
study this, with normalized tone at 95% of the normalized duration of the vowel
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as the dependent variable, the following tone (levels: low, mid, high, none)
as the independent variable, and a random slope and intercept for subject. The
same boundary of 100 milliseconds was used to determine whether two tones were in
contact.

normF0(95%) = f ollowingT one + (1 + f ollowingT one|subject)

(3.10)

The low tone shows no indication of assimilation to the right. As for low tone in
careful speech, no following tone caused a significant difference from being followed
by silence (low, p=0.10; mid, p=0.45; high, p=0.39). This was also the case for low
tone in reduced speech: (low, p=0.21; mid, p=0.89; high, p=0.75).
The mid tone in careful speech shows no significant assimilation to the right,
(low, p=0.38; mid, p=0.41; high, p=0.51), but the mid tone in reduced speech
does become lower if the following tone is low. While it is not significantly different
when it’s followed by a mid (p=0.17) or a high tone (p=0.67) than when it’s followed
by silence, it is significantly lower when it is followed by a low tone (b=-0.38, SE=0.12,
t(669)=-3.12, p<0.005; difference between null and full models: χ2 (3)=10.5, p<0.02).
The only other category to show a significant assimilation to the right was the high
tone in careful speech, which becomes significantly lower when it is followed by the
low and mid tones. It is not significantly different when it is followed by a high tone
(p=0.07) than when it’s followed by silence. It is however significantly lower when
it is followed by a low (b=-0.28, SE=0.11, t(311)=-2.52, p<0.02; difference between
null and full models: χ2 (3)=14.5, p<0.005) or mid (b=-0.34, SE=0.10, t(311)=-3.32,
p<0.005). Finally, in the high tone in reduced speech condition, no tones caused
anticipatory assimilation (low, p=0.38; mid, p=0.73; high, p=0.31).
It has to be noted that the lack of detectable anticipatory assimilation is not the
result of lack of power. For example, in the careful condition, the low tone preceded
by a high tone is -0.94 ± 0.71 normalized F0 units, and the average of the low tone
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Figure 3.27: Tones by the tone that follows them
preceded by silence is -0.79 ± 0.90 normalized F0 units. There are 195 samples
between the two, therefore the power to detect a difference at α= 0.05 in a two-tailed
test was R=0.863. On the other extreme of the tonal range, in the reduced condition,
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the high tone preceded by a low tone is 0.62 ± 0.76 normalized F0 units, and the
average of the high tone preceded by silence is 0.92 ± 0.75 normalized F0 units. There
are 222 samples between the two, therefore the power is R=1. This situation is similar
throughout the other conditions, which means that there is a strong probability that
this effect is actually absent from Me’phaa Vátháá.
¯ ¯¯
Table 3.16 shows a summary of the statistics presented above. Carryover appears
to be much stronger than anticipatory assimilation, which is also absent. Moreover,
While carryover becomes stronger in higher speech rates, anticipatory assimilation
becomes weaker.
Style
Careful

Tone

High
Mid
Low
Reduced High
Mid
Low

Tones that
Tones that cause
cause carryover anticipatory assimilation
High
Low, Mid
Low
High
Low, Mid
Low, High
Low
Low, High
-

Table 3.16: Tonal carryover and anticipatory assimilation
This asymmetry is important because it is not manifest in other languages where
tonal reduction has been studied. This will be further discussed in section 3.7.
3.4.5. Summary
The present section analyzed tonal reduction in Me’phaa Vátháá, and how it affects
¯ ¯¯
tonal range, tonal acceleration and tonal assimilation. Early in the section three
hypotheses were proposed: (i) That the Me’phaa Vátháá tonal range will be sensitive
¯ ¯¯
to speech style, (ii) that Me’phaa Vátháá tonal velocities will also be sensitive to
¯ ¯¯
speech style, and (iii) that Me’phaa Vátháá will have carryover and anticipatory
¯ ¯¯
assimilation processes.
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The first hypothesis is correct: Me’phaa Vátháá tone has a more contracted tonal
¯ ¯¯
range at higher speech styles. This makes the behavior of Me’phaa Vátháá similar
¯ ¯¯
to Mandarin. This is also different from the results reported for Triqui, a related
Otomanguean language. In that experiment (DiCanio, 2012a), speakers were asked to
repeat words at faster and faster rates, so the methodology is not directly comparable
to the one used in this study. However, with faster rates, speakers of Triqui expanded
their tonal range instead of contracting it. More study needs to be carried out to
compare Me’phaa tonal range contraction with that of other Otomanguean languages.
¯ ¯¯
The second hypothesis, that tonal velocities would be sensitive to speech style
was false: There were no significant differences in velocity between the read and narrated conditions. The analysis of velocities does indicate that there is an asymmetry
between the onset and the offset of the tones: Change is faster at the earlier points
of the tone. This leads to the third hypothesis, whether Me’phaa Vátháá has both
¯ ¯¯
carryover and anticipatory assimilation. Only part of this hypothesis is correct. It
appears that Me’phaa Vátháá not only has robust carryover, but this carryover is
¯ ¯¯
more observable in the narrated condition. On the other hand, Me’phaa Vátháá has
¯ ¯¯
very weak anticipatory assimilation processes, and they are even weaker in reduced
speech.
In summary, Me’phaa Vátháá tones are sensitive to speech style, but the combi¯ ¯¯
nation of these effects (namely the presence of carryover and absence of anticipatory
assimilation) is one that has not been observed in other tonal languages. Section
3.7 will expand on these findings. The next section will discuss the interactions of
Me’phaa Vátháá tone with the segmental and suprasegmental phonology of the lan¯ ¯¯
guage.
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3.5. Interactions Between Tones and Segments and Suprasegmentals
Tones are known to interact with other parts of phonology. Here I investigate potential
interactions with prosody, onset voicing, glottalization and fricative centroids.
The intonational system of the language, and in particular stress, can also interact
with tone. The inventory of Thai tones is larger in stressed syllables (Thubthong
et al., 2001), and tones in stressed syllables have larger F0 excursions (Nitisaroj,
2006). Figure 3.28 shows Thai tones depending on the accentuation of their syllable
and the speech style at which they were produced. The tones in the stressed syllables
are relatively unaffected by speech style, but the tones in the unstressed syllables
change significantly between slow and fast speaking rates. For examples, both the
high and the falling tones lose their curvatures, in the fast rate.

Figure 3.28: Thai tones depending on accentuation and speech style
Source: (Gandour et al., 1999, 131)
Tones also interact with segments, particularly with voicing. Voiced onsets are
associated with lower F0 frequencies at the earlier part of the tone, while voiceless
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onsets are associated with higher F0 (Tang, 2008). This is a synchronic microprosodic
phenomenon which can ultimately lead to phonological reinterpretation. This process
is called tonogenesis (Matisoff, 1973; Svantesson and House, 2006), or the emergence
of tone out of a reinterpreted segmental feature. Table 3.17 shows an example of
this process in the language Kammu (Austroasiatic, Laos). In this language the
Eastern variant preserves an original voicing distinction, while the Northern variant
has reinterpreted the voicing as high or low tones. In the examples taaN ‘pack’ and
raaN ‘tooth’, the voiceless onset in the Eastern dialect is reinterpreted as a high tone
˚
in the Northern dialect. On the other hand, the voiced onset in daaN ‘lizard’ and
raaN ‘flower’ is reinterpreted as a low tone.
Eastern
taaN
daaN
raaN
˚raaN

Northern
táaN
tàaN
ráaN
ràaN

Gloss
pack
lizard
tooth
flower

Table 3.17: Voicing-related tonogenesis in Kammu
Source: Svantesson and House (2006, 310)
Like voicing, glottalization has also been reported to influence tones. Glottalization can raise F0 because of the closure of the vocal cords, which tenses the cords
producing higher frequencies (Ohala, 1978; Kingston, 2005). This raising of pitch can
also lead to tonogenetic processes. Table 3.18 shows examples from Mandarin, where
an Old Chinese word with a glottal coda, such as *ngaP ‘five’ results in a tone with a
rise at its offset. This is visible in the modern form wǔ, which still has a phonological
rise in its dipping [214] structure. If the coda is a laryngeal like ‘h’, as in the word
*njijs → *njijh ‘two’, then the resulting tone is one with a pitch drop at the offset,
such as the modern form èr. This is because of a complex series of vocal cord actions
that diminish the volume of air passing through the cords, creating lower vibration
and therefore lower pitch (Ohala, 1973). This process has also been noted diachroni-
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cally for Vietnamese (Haudricourt, 1954; Thurgood, 2002), which had a similar h∼P
contrast turned into falling and rising tones4 .
Glottalized coda
Old Chinese
*ngaP ‘five’
Middle Chinese
nguP
Modern Mandarin wǔ

Tone
-s∼h coda Tone
None
*njijs ‘two’ None
Rising
nyijh
Departing (Fall)
Dipping [214] èr
Falling [51]

Table 3.18: Mandarin tones emerging from laryngeal codas
Sources: Sagart (1999); Jacques (2006); Baxter (1992)
On the other hand, the opposite effect has also been observed: In Mixtec and
Triqui (Gerfen and Baker, 2005; DiCanio, 2012a), glottalization lowers F0 , and historically, this can lead to tonogenetic processes where glottalization leads to low tones
(Kingston, 2005). In light of this, what can be commented with certainty is that glottalization produces alterations in the phonetic manifestation of tones.
One final interaction that will be examined here will be between tone and fricative
consonants. Table 3.18 included an example of a coda with a fricative /h/ and an
associated drop in tone. Within their noise structure, fricatives have greater energy
within certain frequencies. The average of this concentration of energy is the fricative
centroid (Ladefoged and Disner, 2012). These vary across consonants: consonants
in the front part of the mouth, such as /f/ and /θ/ have lower energies, whereas
consonants further back like /s/ and /S/ have higher energies because they hit a
sharper edge, and because they hit early enough that there is enough distance left in
the vocal tract to constrict the noise. Voiced fricatives like /v/ tend to have lower
energy, but also voiceless fricatives that hit less defined edges, such as /x/ and /h/.
Voiceless fricatives have been shown to raise the F0 onset (Hanson, 2009), and high
intensity, voiceless fricatives such as /s/ have also been associated with high tone
in tonogenesis contexts (Hyslop, 2009). Therefore, a plausible hypothesis is that
Me’phaa Vátháá tone will be affected by the types of fricatives that precede it. Table
¯ ¯¯
4

Coda /h/ does not always have a pitch depressor effect. DiCanio (2008, 319) documents that
coda /h/ raises some tones but lowers others in Triqui.
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3.19 shows the fricative centroids and the intensities of the fricatives found in the
Me’phaa Vátháá language.
¯ ¯¯
Fricative
S
s
x
v

Fricative centroid
2000Hz+
3500Hz+
1000∼3000 Hz
5000 Hz+

Intensity
High
High
Low
Low

Table 3.19: Frequency and intensity of fricatives present in Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
The frequency values of the phones are for English.
Source: (Ladefoged and Disner, 2012)
Based on the findings from other languages, the following hypotheses are expected
for the Me’phaa Vátháá data:
¯ ¯¯
1. Glottalization alters the F0 of the tones, but the effect will not be sensitive to
speech style.
2. Voicing will have an effect on the F0 onset, but the effect will not be sensitive
to speech style.
3. Voiceless fricatives with high intensity will raise F0 onset, but the effect will not
be sensitive to speech style.
4. Tones will have different F0 shapes depending on accentuation. This could be
dependent on speech style.
The following subsections will test these hypotheses to determine the interaction
between Me’phaa Vátháá tone and the segments around it, and to incorporate that
¯ ¯¯
information with the tonal reduction information to produce a model of Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
Vátháá tones.
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3.5.1. Glottalization
Me’phaa has glottalization as a vocalic feature that can distinguish minimal pairs
¯ ¯¯
(e.g. idu ‘eye’ versus idu’ ‘my eye’; agu ‘shrimp’ versus a’gu ‘woman’). As can be
¯ ¯
¯ ¯
seen in figure 3.29, glottalization is expressed through three phonetic cues: a glottal
closure at the end of the vowel, an alteration of pitch (either a rise or a fall) during
the second half of the vowel, and laryngealization of the vowel, which can completely
replace the glottal closure in reduced speech.

Figure 3.29: Glottalization cues in Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
So, does glottalization influence tonal trajectories? Figure 3.30 shows the tonal
trajectories of the level tones depending on whether they are in glottal or non-glottal
vowels. Glottal tones have a greater degree of variability, which could potentially
make them more difficult to identify by the speakers.
In order to quantify the degree of variability, the variance of each tone at 50% of
its duration was measured. Table 3.20 shows the variance in semitones for glottal and
non-glottal vowels in both the careful and reduced conditions. For both the careful
and reduced styles, the variance of glottalized vowels is higher.
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Figure 3.30: Glottalization and speech style
Careful Reduced
Non-glottal 0.72
0.68
Glottal
1.20
0.89
Table 3.20: Variance of tones depending on glottalization (unit: semitones)
3.5.2. Prominence
The prosody of other dialects of Me’phaa has been reported as iambic or at least at
¯ ¯¯
word-final (Cline (2013), Herrera Zendejas, personal communication; Marlett, personal communication), therefore the most prominent syllables phonetically should be
the final syllable and, possibly, the last syllable of each iamb. This section will assume
this to also be the case for Me’phaa Vátháá, but will examine possible cues to verify
¯ ¯¯
that this syllable is the most prominent phonetically.
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One piece of structural evidence for positing a difference between final and nonfinal syllables is that non-final syllables can take fewer tones. As shown in table 3.21,
final syllables can take all eight tones observed in the Me’phaa Vátháá data, whereas
¯ ¯¯
non-final syllables can only accept 5 of them. This situation is similar to that of Thai
(Gandour et al., 1999), where there are asymmetries in the tonal repertoire between
accented and non-accented vowels.
Tone
Non-final syllables
High
X
High-Mid
X
Mid
X
Mid-High
Mid-Low
Low
X
Low-High
X
Low-Mid-Low

Final syllables
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Table 3.21: Distribution of tones by syllable position
If phonetic prominence is correlated to syllable position, then the first question
is: what are the phonetic cues to prominence that distinguish final from non-final
syllables? These could include vocalic pitch, length, quality and intensity, each of
which will be examined in turn by looking at the differences between final and nonfinal syllables, as well as the differences between the first, second and third syllables
from right to left.5
In order to examine the role of F0 with respect to prominence, the linear mixedeffects model in 3.11 was used. It includes speech style (levels: careful versus
reduced), syllable finality (levels: final versus non-final) and tone (levels:
low, mid, high) as independent variables, the z-score normalized F0 at 50% of the
duration of the vowel as the dependent variable, and the random intercept and slope
for subject. There was no three-way interaction between tone, speech style and
5

There were only 5 4-syllable words and 1 5-syllable words, so the only syllables that could be
studied reliably were the first, second and third from right to left.
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syllable finality (low-mid tones: t(3186)=-0.1, p=0.9; low-high tones: t(3186)=0.4,
p=0.7), and no interaction between syllable finality and speech style (t(3186)=-0.3,
p=0.8). This is to be expected, as frequency would be the heaviest cue in an already
congested tonal space.

normF0(50%) = speechStyle ∗ syllableF inality ∗ tone+

(3.11)

(1 + speechStyle|subject)
In the case of length, there were two main effects. The linear mixed-effects
model in equation 3.12 was used, with the interaction of speech style (levels: careful versus reduced) and syllable finality (levels: final versus nonfinal) as independent variables, duration of the vowel as the dependent variable,
and the random intercepts and slopes for subject, tone and phonemic vocalic
length (long versus short). There is an interaction between the independent variables (b=0.02, SE=0.005, t(3507)=3.7, p<0.0005; difference between full and null
models: χ2 (3)=290.88, p<0.0001).

duration = speechStyle ∗ syllableF inality+
(1 + speechStyle|subject) + (1 + speechStyle|tone)+

(3.12)

(1 + speechStyle|vowelLength)
For careful speech, final syllables are 150 ± 64 ms long, whereas non-final syllables
are 124 ± 47 ms long. This means that in careful speech final syllables are 21% longer
than non-final syllables. For reduced speech, on the other hand, final syllables are
142 ± 108 ms long, whereas non-final syllables are 97 ± 48 ms long. This means that
in reduced speech, final syllables are 46% longer than non-final syllables. Table 3.22
summarizes this information. The calculation was repeated for the length of syllables
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as a function of their position from right to left (levels: antepenultimate, penultimate,
last syllable), but there were no significant variable other than speech style: as
expected, syllables are shorter in reduced speech
Speech style Non-final syllable (ms)
Careful
124 ± 47
Reduced
97 ± 48

Final syllable (ms)
150 ± 64
142 ± 108

Ratio final/non-final
121%
146%

Table 3.22: Difference in length between final and non-final syllables
Regarding vocalic quality, there are no effects on the F1 and F2 of vowels depending on the position of their syllable in the word. A linear mixed-effects model,
shown in equation 3.13 was used to test this, with the interaction of speech style
(levels: careful versus reduced) and syllable finality (levels: final versus nonfinal) as independent variables, frequency of F1 or F2 of the vowel as the dependent
variable, and the random intercepts and slopes for subject, tone and phonemic
vocalic length (long versus short). There was no interaction between syllable
finality and speech style for F1 (p=0.65) or F2 (p=0.53).

f requency[F 1,F 2] = speechStyle ∗ syllableF inality+
(1 + speechStyle|subject) + (1 + speechStyle|tone)+

(3.13)

(1 + speechStyle|vowelLength)
Finally, intensity shows a number of effects which point at iambic-like syllabic
prominences for Me’phaa Vátháá, and the linear mixed-effects model in equation 3.14
¯ ¯¯
was used to examine this relationship. The model has the interaction of speech
style (levels: careful versus reduced) and syllable finality (levels: final
versus non-final) as independent variables, the intensity of the vowel (in dB) at 50%
the duration of the vowel as the dependent variable, and random intercepts and slopes
for subject, tone and vocalic length.
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intensity50% = speechStyle ∗ syllableF inality+
(1 + speechStyle|subject) + (1 + speechStyle|tone)+

(3.14)

(1 + speechStyle|vowelLength)
There is an interaction between the two speech styles and syllable finality (b=1.36,
SE=0.29, t(4367)=4.6, p<0.0001; difference between null and full models: t(3)=27.6,
p<0.0001). There is no detectable difference in the careful speech, but there is an
average difference of 1.3 dB between final and non-final syllables in reduced speech, as
shown in table 3.23. One reason for this might be that, in careful enunciation, speakers
neutralized intensity differences as they read, whereas the differences observed in
reduced speech better reflect the conversational prosody of the language. (Notice also
that the averages, which range around 50 dB, are those of a very quiet conversation.
This is due to low levels of gain set at the time of recording. Therefore, this difference
might be greater for regular speech, which has an intensity of approximately 60 dB).
Speech style Non-final syllable (dB)
Careful
50.7 ± 5.3
Reduced
49.8 ± 4.9

Final syllable (dB)
50.6 ± 4.7
51.1 ± 4.4

Table 3.23: Intensity (in decibels) of syllables
depending on whether they are word-final or not
Furthermore, intensity provides evidence for an iambic structure in Me’phaa Vátháá.
¯ ¯¯
A second linear mixed-effects model with the interaction of speech style (levels: careful versus reduced) and syllable position (levels: antepenultimate,
penultimate, final) as independent variables, the intensity of the vowel (in dB) at
50% the duration of the vowel as the dependent variable, and random intercepts
and slopes for subject, tone and vocalic length. Both the antepenultimate
(b=-1.36, SE=0.31, t(4359)=-4.4, p<0.00001; difference between null and full models:
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t(5)=28.6, p<0.0001) and the penultimate (b=-1.30, SE=0.63, t(4359)=-2.0, p<0.05)
syllables have significantly different intensity values when compared to the final syllable, but in reduced speech the antepenultimate syllable is closer in intensity to the
final syllable, as shown in table 3.24. Again, the intensity differences between syllables
appear to be collapsed in careful speech, possibly as an effect of reading.
Speech style
Careful
Reduced

Syllable intensity (dB)
Antepenultimate Penultimate
Final
51.0 ± 4.4
50.7 ± 5.3 50.6 ± 4.7
50.1 ± 4.7
49.8 ± 4.9 51.1 ± 4.4

Table 3.24: Intensity (in decibels) of syllables
depending on their position from right to left
In summary, syllable duration and intensity appear to be cues to prominence in
Me’phaa Vátháá, whereas frequency and vocalic quality appear not to contribute
¯ ¯¯
to distinctions between syllables. Both duration and intensity point to accentual
hypotheses that would make Me’phaa Vátháá accent either word-final or iambic.
¯ ¯¯
Reduction does play a role in phonetic prominence: it appears to make distinctions
more visible. In the case of duration, reduced speech presents greater differences
between final and non-final syllables, and clear intensity differences between them as
well. This is expected, as these cues would help speakers identify words as phonemes
are compressed and lost.
Given that Me’phaa Vátháá appears to have at least word-final phonetic promi¯ ¯¯
nence, the linear-mixed effects model in equation 3.15 was used to study whether
tonal trajectories changed between strong and weak syllables. This model has the
normalized F0 at 50% of the tonal trajectory as its dependent variable, tone
(levels: low, mid, high) and syllableFinality (levels: final, non-final) as independent variables, and random slopes and intercepts for subject and item.
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normF0 = tone ∗ syllableF inality+

(3.15)

(1 + speechStyle|subject) + (1 + speechStyle|item)
Figure 3.31 shows the differences in tonal trajectories between final and non-final
syllables for the careful and reduced speech styles. In careful speech there are no
significant differences in tonal contraction due to syllable non-finality between the low
and mid tones (p=0.19) and the low and high tones (p=0.10). In reduced speech, on
the other hand, there is a marginal contraction in the low tone when compared to the
mid tone (b=0.21, SE=0.12, t(1414)=1.70, p=0.09; difference between null and full
models: χ2 (5)=259.5, p<0.0001) and a significant contraction in the high tone when
compared to the low tone (b=0.37, SE=0.14, t(1414)=2.58, p<0.01). Therefore, as
can be seen in table 3.25, there is a contraction in the tonal range of non-final syllables
in the reduced condition.

Figure 3.31: Tones in final versus non-final syllables
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speech style Tone
Careful

Reduced

Low
Mid
High
Low
Mid
High

Final
Non-final
(NormF0 -50%) (NormF0 -50%)
-1.00
-0.85
0.04
-0.01
0.76
0.63
-0.82
-0.67
-0.01
0.02
0.69
0.56

Table 3.25: Values of tones in final versus non-final syllables
3.5.3. Onset Voicing
Voicing of onsets is a factor known cross-linguistically to shape tone trajectories, to
the point where it can cause tonogenesis (see section 3.5). Since Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
has voicing distinctions in its onsets, the linear-mixed effects model in equation 3.16
was used to study the effects of voicing on tone. This model has normalized F0
at 5% of the duration of the vowel as the dependent variable, tone (levels: low,
mid, high), onset voicing (levels: voiced versus voiceless) and speech style
(levels: careful versus reduced) as independent variables, and random slopes and
intercept for subject and item. Given that Me’phaa Vátháá can have complex
¯ ¯¯
onsets with ascending sonority (e.g. smb, jngr, xtr ) (Carrasco, 2006c, 40), the decision
of whether an onset was voiced or not was made based on the final consonantal
segment of the onset. For example, a word like xna [Sna] ‘feather’ was counted as
voiced.

normF0 = tone ∗ onsetV oicing ∗ speechStyle+

(3.16)

(1 + speechStyle|subject) + (1 + speechStyle|item)
There is no ternary interaction between the factors (p=0.10), and there is no
interaction of onset voicing with tone (p=0.35) or style (p=0.07). There
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is a simple effect for onset voicing: all tones have a lower starting point when
the onset consonants are voiced (b=-0.96, SE=0.44, t(2398)<0.03; difference between
null and full models: χ2 (7)=387.7, p<0.0001). This can be seen in figure 3.32, and
in more detail in table 3.26.

Figure 3.32: Tone depending on the voicing of the onset

Type of onset (normalized F0 )
Tone
Voiceless
Voiced
High 0.97 ± 0.72
0.44 ± 0.93
Mid 0.46 ± 0.69
-0.01 ± 0.78
Low -0.35 ± 1.19
-0.61 ± 0.88
Table 3.26: Tone depending on the voicing of the onset
Given these results, Me’phaa Vátháá is well in line with other tonal languages in
¯ ¯¯
the influence of onset voicing on tone. This influence, however, appears not to be
dependent on speech style.
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3.5.4. Fricative centroids
The final type of segmental influence on tone comes from the type of fricative that
precedes them. In order to investigate these effects in Me’phaa Vátháá, the linear¯ ¯¯
mixed effects model in equation 3.17 was used. It includes normalized F0 at 5% of
the duration of the vowel as the dependent variable, previousFricative (levels:
S, s, x, v, none) and speech style (levels: careful versus reduced) as independent
variables, and random slopes and intercepts for subject and item. The phoneme
/ts/ is included as part of the level ’s’ of the previousFricative variable.

normF0 = previousF ricative ∗ speechStyle+

(3.17)

(1 + speechStyle|subject) + (1 + speechStyle|item)
Figure 3.33 shows the variation of tones depending on their preceding fricatives.
For the low tone, the vowels preceded by /v/ were significantly lower than those preceded by silence in both careful and reduced speech (b=-1.19, SE=0.57, t(25)=-2.08,
p<0.05; difference between null and full models: χ2 (9)=25.0, p<0.005). Also, vowels
preceded by /S/, which were only found in careful speech, were significantly higher
than those in syllables without onsets (b=-4.58, SE=1.18, t(32)=-3.89, p<0.0005).
Vowels preceded by /x/ (p=0.14) and /s/ (p=0.23) showed no significant difference
with vowels preceded by silence.
For the mid tone, there are no significant differences between being preceded by
no consonant, and being preceded by /S/ (p=0.73), /s/ (p=0.74), /x/ (p=0.85) or
/v/ (p=0.33).
In the case of the high tone, a modification of the model in equation 3.17 was used
were the level of ”being preceded by no consonant” was removed, because this case did
not appear in the careful condition, and was not tracked adequately in the reduced
condition. Here, there were no significant differences between being preceded by /v/
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Figure 3.33: Effect of preceding fricative on pitch
by tone and speech style
(p=0.70) and /s/ (p=0.27), and being preceded by /x/. There was a marginally
significant main effect for /S/: Vowels that were preceded by /S/ have a significantly
higher F0 at 5% than vowels preceded by /x/ in either speech style (b=1.40, SE=0.73,
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t(60)=1.91, p=0.06; difference between null and full models: χ2 (7)=29.4, p<0.0001).
In summary, there are some effects of the fricative centroids on the tones: The low
tone is more sensitive to them, and it’s either lower or higher depending on whether
it’s preceded by /v/ or /S/. No effects were found for the mid tone, and the high tone
appears to be only weakly raised by /S/. These results also suggest that the effects
of fricative centroids on tone are not sensitive to speech style.
3.5.5. Summary
This section examined the interactions between Me’phaa Vátháá tone and a number
¯ ¯¯
of segmental features known cross-linguistically to interact with tone. These included
glottalization, accentuation, onset voicing and type of onset fricative. At the beginning of the chapter the following hypotheses were proposed: (i) Glottalization will
have an effect on tone but will not be sensitive to speech style, (ii) voicing will have
on effect on tone but will not be sensitive to speech style, (iii) voiceless fricatives with
high intensity will have an effect on tone, but will not be sensitive to speech style,
and (iv) phonetic prominence will have an effect of tone which will be sensitive to
speech style. The first three effects are hypothesized to be independent from speech
style because they have to do with segments, which have a low probability of being
lost during reduction (approx. 6%). The fourth effect is hypothesizes to be related
to speech style because prominence is connected to timing, intensity, frequency, and
other factors that are highly affected during speech reduction.
The evidence presented suggests that the hypotheses are correct. All of these
factors have an effect on the F0 of Me’phaa Vátháá tones, and only one of them,
¯ ¯¯
accentuation (more specifically, the status of a syllabic as either final or non-final)
was found to interact with tone shape and speech style. These results add to those
of section 3.4.1, where the tonal range and the assimilations of Me’phaa Vátháá were
¯ ¯¯
found to interact with speech style. This information creates a rich panorama for
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what will be the phonetic shapes of Me’phaa Vátháá tones, which might differ a lot
¯ ¯¯
from their expected phonological trajectories.

3.6. Modeling the Me’phaa Vátháá Tone
¯ ¯¯
This section will focus on creating a model for the phonetics of Me’phaa Vátháá tone
¯ ¯¯
based on the findings described above. It will also discuss the consequences of these
findings for current models of Me’phaa Vátháá tonal phonology.
¯ ¯¯
3.6.1. Mathematical Model
The results from the previous sections have shown that there are a number of predictive factors when modeling Me’phaa Vátháá tonal trajectories. There are three
¯ ¯¯
factors which significantly interact with speech style: tone, the influence of the preceding tone at the start of the tonal trajectory, and the contraction in tonal range in
non-final syllables (i.e. accentuation). There are also factors which influence tonal
trajectory but do not appear to interact with speech style. These are glottalization,
onset voicing (levels: none, voiced voiceless) and the type of fricative that precedes
the tone (levels: none, /s/, /v/, /x/, /S/). Finally, there are two random factors
that explain some of the variance in tone, namely subject, and the specific words, or
items in which the tone occurs. This model, shown in equation 3.18, is significantly
different from the corresponding null model at 5%, 20%, 50%, 80% and 95% of the
normalized duration of vowels (table 3.27 shows the exact differences). The random
factors explain approximately 16% of the random variation across durations, leaving
84% as a residual.
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normF0(x%) = (tone + precedingT one + syllableF inality) ∗ speechStyle+
glottalization + onsetV oicing + precedingF ricative+

(3.18)

(1 + speechStyle|subject) + (1 + speechStyle|item)

Time point
5%
20%
50%
80%
95%

∆(null,full)
χ (20)=491.3, p<0.0001
χ2 (20)=506.8, p<0.0001
χ2 (20)=543.0, p<0.0001
χ2 (20)=501.2, p<0.0001
χ2 (20)=507.5, p<0.0001
2

Table 3.27: Difference between null model and model in equation 3.18
at different timepoints of Me’phaa Vátháá tone
¯ ¯¯
Not all factors are equally significant across the duration of the tone. For example,
glottalization is not significant at 20% (p=0.14), but it becomes significant at 80%
(b=0.29, SE=0.06, t(2308)=4.73, p<0.00001). On the other hand, onset voicing is
significant at 5% (b=-0.49, SE=0.06, t(2448)=-8.14, p<0.00001), but not at 95%
(p=0.16). This is also the case with the preceding fricative, where having /S/ makes
the tone significantly higher than when there’s no preceding consonant at 5% (b=1.08,
SE=0.18, t(2448)=6.01, p<0.00001), but not at 95% (p=0.66).
3.6.2. Consequences for Previous Analyses of Me’phaa Tone
¯ ¯¯
The results presented here expand on the knowledge of the tonal inventories of different varieties of Me’phaa. As shown in table 3.13, Me’phaa Vátháá has an in¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
ventory that is somewhat larger than Acatepec’s, but smaller than that of Malinaltepec/Mañuwiı́n. This contributes to the Me’phaa Vátháá teachers’ perception that the
¯
¯ ¯¯
Malinaltepec/Mañuwiı́n variety is “more melodious” and “more sing-songy” (more on
¯
this in chapter 5).
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There are some differences between the phonetics of Me’phaa Vátháá and the
¯ ¯¯
phonetics that Cline (2013) described for the Acatepec variant of Me’phaa. For
¯ ¯¯
example, figure 3.34 shows the tonal trajectories of non-glottal syllables in word-final
position. Cline (2013, 31) makes the following statement about the phonetics of
Acatepec: “the pitch of utterance-final vowels that are not followed by /P/ falls from
its underlying tone height.” So, for example, a word-final non-glottal mid tone would
become a mid-low. The Me’phaa Vátháá data does not show this alternation. The
¯ ¯¯
mid and high tones in both the reading and narration conditions end at roughly the
same tonal height where they began, and the low tone ends lower than its original
height, but still within the expected range for that tone.

Figure 3.34: Non-glottal vowels in word-final position
Another difference is the phonetic description of syllables with a glottal stop.
Cline (2013) states that:
The pitch of syllables preceding /P/ is often perturbed. Sometimes it
is level, but sometimes it rises into the glottal stop from the height of the
underlying tone. If the glottal stop is not a full stop but rather realized
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as laryngealization on the end of the preceding vowel, the pitch of the
preceding vowel may not be discernible. Cline (2013, 31)
The glottalized vowels in Me’phaa Vátháá also rise at their offset. However, even
¯ ¯¯
in the reduced condition, where they regularly occur without a full glottal closure,
the pitch of the preceding vowel is fully discernible and significantly different between
the three primitive levels. This is visible in figure ?? above.
One area where these findings could differ from previous descriptions of Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
tone is the status of mid as a primitive. Given that there is an asymmetry in the
reduction of the high and low tones, it is plausible that this reflects a register relationship between the high and the mid tone, so that the mid would be low tone in
the high register. However, tonal registers have not been observed in Me’phaa, and
¯ ¯¯
proving this hypothesis would require morphophonological evidence from Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
Vátháá which is not available at the present time.

3.7. Comparison of Me’phaa Vátháá tonal reduction with that of other languages
¯ ¯¯
The most relevant result from this section is the information about tonal reduction
in Me’phaa Vátháá, and how it differs from that observed in other languages. This
¯ ¯¯
phenomenon has been studied mainly for languages of Asia, and only for Triqui in
the Americas, and so these new results add to our knowledge of the ways in which
tonal reduction can operate.
Table 3.28 shows a summary of the features of tonal reduction and what their
manifestations are in Mandarin (Chen et al., 2004; Cheng and Xu, 2009; Cheng et al.,
2010; Cheng and Xu, 2014; Cheng, 2012; Chung, 2006; Kuo et al., 2007; Xu, 1997,
1999, 2009; Hsiao, 2002; Tseng, 2005; Yip, 1988; Zhang and Liu, 2011), Thai (Gandour
et al., 1999, 1994; Nitisaroj, 2006; Gandour et al., 1993, 1996; Thubthong et al., 2001),
Triqui (DiCanio 2008, 2013, 2014, in preparation; DiCanio & Nam 2013) and Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
Vátháá. Regarding the total tonal range, it becomes smaller in Mandarin reduced
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speech, it remains unchanged for reduced Thai tones , and it is expanded to ensure
distinctness of tones in Triqui reduced speech. In Me’phaa Vátháá the tonal range
¯ ¯¯
becomes smaller and smaller in faster speech styles, similar to the case of Mandarin.
Closely related to this are tonal excursions, or the maxima that any of the tones reach
during their production. These are reduced in Mandarin, and expanded in Thai and
Triqui. In the case of Me’phaa Vátháá they are reduced; both the high and low tones
¯ ¯¯
show maxima that are closer to the center of the range in the reduced form of speech.
Me’phaa Vátháá shows some similarities with Mandarin, but in other reduction
¯ ¯¯
processes it resembles Triqui, its related language in the Otomanguean family. Regarding tones when segments are reduced, some languages combine the tones so that
resulting tones and contour do not resemble the language’s phonological tones. In
Me’phaa Vátháá the resulting tones from this are phonological tones (one of the two
¯ ¯¯
tones involved in the segmental reduction). It also resembles Triqui in that carryover
(assimilation to the preceding tone) is observed predominantly in fast/reduced speech
and not in slower speech styles. Thai also has this property, but not Mandarin. In
Mandarin, all speech styles show carryover assimilation.
Finally, the main difference between Me’phaa Vátháá and the other languages
¯ ¯¯
analyzed is in the manifestation of the anticipatory assimilation (assimilation to the
following tone). Mandarin, Thai and Triqui all show some form of anticipatory assimilation, appearing at all speech styles or at least in fast/reduced speech. As discussed
in section 3.4.4, anticipatory assimilation is very weak in Me’phaa Vátháá, and it
¯ ¯¯
is even weaker in the careful speech condition. This makes the language different
from any of those examined before. It can be the case that the later parts of the
tonal duration are occupied by other cues (for example, the laringalization related
to glottalization) that make it unavailable to reliably show anticipatory assimilation.
Another possible explanation for the lack of anticipatory assimilation is that non-final
syllables, which are prime candidates for anticipatory assimilation, are weak enough
that they cannot reliably carry the signals of assimilation. A final possibility is that
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the speech studied here was too slow compared to that studied for the other languages. Its speed of approximately 3.5 syllables per second is comparable to that
of other languages, but faster samples of Me’phaa Vátháá could be investigated to
¯ ¯¯
examine anticipatory assimilation more closely.

Tonal range
Tonal
excursions

Mandarin

Thai

Triqui

Reduced

Unchanged

Expanded

Me’phaa
¯
¯¯
Vátháá
Reduced

Expanded

Reduced

Resulting
tones
are
phonological
tones;
there is pressure to keep
them distinct.
There is also
dissimilation
Fast speech

Resulting
tones
are
phonological
tones

Reduced

Tones and segmental reduction

Carryover
(assimilation
from left to
right)
Anticipatory
assimilation
(from right to
left)

Expanded for
accented syllables
Resulting
Varies,
but
tones
don’t resulting
need to be tones
don’t
phonological
need to be
tones
phonological
tones

All
styles

speech Reduced
speech

All
styles

speech Reduced
speech

Fast speech

Reduced
speech

Almost nonexistent,
particularly
in
reduced
speech

Table 3.28: Comparison of tonal reduction phenomena
One important finding is that the type of tonal reduction effects found in a language might be different throughout language families. One plausible hypothesis
would have been that Me’phaa Vátháá would show the same behavior as Triqui, in¯ ¯¯
cluding the expansion of the tonal range and the presence of anticipatory assimilation.
However, this was not the case. Me’phaa Vátháá showed a specific combination of
¯ ¯¯
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possibilities that is not present in other languages where tonal reduction has been
studied.
In conclusion, Me’phaa Vátháá shows phenomena of tonal reduction similar to
¯ ¯¯
those of other languages in Asia and the Americas, but the language-specific expressions of those phenomena form a different combination of possibilities from that found
in other languages. This could be relevant to form a typology of tonal reduction, and
to continue examining the different ways in which this process can become manifest.

3.8. Conclusion
The present chapter studied the tones of Me’phaa Vátháá and how they change
¯ ¯¯
depending on speech style. Section 3.1 studied the general phenomenon of reduction
in Me’phaa Vátháá, and found that reduction in the language is similar to that
¯ ¯¯
in other languages studies: At faster speech styles Me’phaa Vátháá shows 3% fewer
¯ ¯¯
syllables and 6% fewer segments than at careful speech styles. It also shows numerous
reduced forms such as [R@Ă£] for rabu ‘person’, and shows forms where syllables from
¯ ¯
three different words can fuse into one.
Section 3.3 studied the level and contour tones of Me’phaa Vátháá, and found
¯ ¯¯
that the language has three primitive tones (low, mid, high), same as other varieties
of Me’phaa Vátháá. It does, however, have a different tonal inventory from varieties
¯ ¯¯
such as a Acatepec and Mañuwiin/Malinaltepec. Me’phaa Vátháá are susceptible to
¯ ¯¯
change in faster speech styles, which is examined in detail in sections 3.2 and 3.4.
The data collected from the teachers indicates that the mid and high tones are psychoacoustically closer to each other than the mid and low tones, which is true in both
the careful and reduced conditions. Finally, Me’phaa Vátháá has tonal assimilation
¯ ¯¯
to the preceding but not to the following one, which is an unusual combination of
tonal reduction characteristics, and one that has not been observed in other tonal
languages where this phenomenon has been studied.
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Finally, section 3.5 studies the interactions between Me’phaa Vátháá tones and
¯ ¯¯
other parts of the language’s phonology. The tones studied interact with glottalization, onset voicing and fricative consonant type in a manner that is independent
of speech style. Prosody, and more specifically syllable finality, interacts with tone
in different ways depending on speech style: All tones have a smaller range in fast
speech, but non-final syllables have an even smaller range, with less psychoacoustic
distance between the tones. Section 3.6 combined this information with the tonal
reduction data to produce a phonetic model of F0 trajectories for Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
tones.
The two most unexpected results from this chapter are the reduced psychoacoustic
distance between the mid and high tones, and the lack of anticipatory assimilation
in Me’phaa Vátháá tone. These contribute to both our specific understanding of
¯ ¯¯
the phonetics of Me’phaa Vátháá, and to our understanding of the language-specific
¯ ¯¯
aspects of tonal reduction.
Me’phaa tones are very susceptible to phonetic changes due to changes in speech
style and interactions with other segments, and can surface in ways that differ significantly from those expected by simply described them as ‘low’, ‘mid’ and ‘high’.
How do these variations affect the way teachers spell Me’phaa Vátháá? This will be
¯ ¯¯
the topic of the following chapter.
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4.

Spelling in Me’phaa Vátháá
¯
¯¯

All literate speakers of a language with a standard written form have an intuitive
understanding of what a “spelling mistake” is: It is a deviation from the expected
standard forms when writing the words of a language. However, speakers show much
less metacognition to why some things are mistakes, or why mistakes are said to exist
in the first place. Spelling norms are conventional and determined by history and
power relations, and yet literate speakers bestow upon them an undeserved sense of
naturalness and inevitability. Moreover, speakers conflate different types of deviations, namely those involving the specific glyphs that make up written words (e.g.
writing *definately, *alot or *their instead of definitely, a lot or they’re) with the use
of non-standard forms belonging to minority variants (e.g. writing *aks or *clomb
instead of ask or climbed ) or to the expression of minority identities (e.g. writing
querides instead of queridos ‘dear ones’ to express gender non-conformity in Spanish). This chapter will deal with the first family of spelling deviations, those dealing
with the relationship between phonology and glyphs, particularly tonal diacritics,
while chapter 5 will discuss the writing of minority and non-prestigious forms, and
in doing so will frame the written forms of the Me’phaa Vátháá variant within the
¯ ¯¯
universe of written Me’phaa and of the writing of Indigenous languages in Mexico.
¯ ¯¯
4.1. Orthographic Depth and Tone
The degree to which written forms match phonology varies from language to language:
On one extreme there are languages with deep orthographies, where glyphs have a
distant relationship with the phonemes of a word (e.g. Mandarin Chinese, Arabic,
English). On the other there are shallow orthographies, where glyphs bear a close
(but never one-to-one) relationship to phonemes (e.g. Finnish, Spanish) (Katz and
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Frost, 1992). In deep orthographies, speakers have to decode the morphemes that are
part of a written word in order to produce its corresponding phoneme string. One
example of this is the English word read, for which the tense needs to be decoded
before deciding whether to pronounce it as /ôid/ in the present tense, or as /ôEd/
in the past tense. Languages with logograms make similar demands on readers. In
Japanese, for example, the character

is pronounced /i/ if it is part of the verbal

root ik- ‘to go’, /oko/ if it is part of the root okona- ‘to happen’, or /ko:/ if it is
the morpheme for ‘travel’, amongst other alternatives. Distinguishing between these
requires processing the character along with its context to extract the appropriate
morpheme and generate a pronunciation1 . Shallow orthographies, on the other hand,
use graphemes that map to phonological (or even allophonic) units, so that these
strings of phones can be used in the lexical access process. Finnish orthography is a
usual example of such a system, where the graphemes in tuli /tu.li/ ‘fire’, tuuli /tu:.li/
‘wind’ and tulli /tul.li/ ‘customs’ predominantly map to just one phoneme throughout
the written language. Turkish is another example of a language with relatively shallow
orthography: suffix like the 1st person singular suffix -Im are represented in the
orthography in four different ways (-im, ım, -um, üm) to account for vowel harmony
from the verbal root. This division between deep and shallow is correlated with
the division between lexical and post-lexical processes (Roberts et al., 2013, 2015).
Lexical processes are those where the phonological form of a morpheme can change
due to a morphological combination process. An example of this is the root in the
word divine /dI’vI:n/. When the root forms a noun it is divine [dI’vaIn], but when
the root is combined with the morpheme -ity, it is pronounced divinity [dI’vIn]+[@ti].
1

There are several reasons why orthographies become deep. About 10% of Chinese logograms
are derived from drawings of the objects they represent, and so they have no decomposable phonological components (DeFrancis, 1989). In other systems, such as English and Japanese, conservative
tendencies, the incorporation of numerous foreign words and the preference for morpheme base retention despite differences in pronunciation (e.g. nation nationality) combine to make the current
written forms different from their expected phonetic forms. Finally, in consonantal systems such as
Arabic and Hebrew, only some of the phonemes are provided in writing, and readers have to access
their memory to extrapolate the missing sounds and produce a pronounceable form (Frost, 2005).
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Deep orthographies reflect the input of these lexical processes, not the output, so
that in English the morpheme always has the same spelling, and the word divine
is never spelled *devayn. In post-lexical processes, the resulting phonetic forms do
not interact with morphological rules, only with their phonological environment, and
are therefore exceptionless. An example of this would be dogs /dOg+s/, where the
plural morpheme becomes voiced when in contact with a voiced stop and the final
pronunciation becomes [dOgz]. Shallow orthographies express a spectrum between
the input and the output of post-lexical processes, with Spanish nearer the input end
and Finnish and Turkish nearer the output end, also called the surface form (Roberts
et al., 2013). Figure 4.1 shows a diagram with the relationship between deep, shallow
and surface orthographies and the phonological processes captured by each of them.

Figure 4.1: Orthographic depth and phonology (Source: (Roberts et al., 2013, 99)
A related pair of terms is the distinction between transparent and opaque orthographies (Jaffré, 1994, cited in Perfetti et al. (1997)). These terms refer only to the
mapping of the graphemes to the phonology. However, it incorporates directionality
to the understanding of orthography. The examples examined illustrate the fact that
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a grapheme can have more than one pronunciation. This is the phoneme-grapheme
mapping, or PGM (Ehri, 2005). The English language shows a relatively opaque
phoneme-grapheme mapping: The graphemes <ch>, for example, can be mapped to
the phonemes /Ù/ in cheese, /x/ in loch, /S/ in machine, and even /k/ in chianti.
The other direction of this comparison is the grapheme-phoneme mapping, or GPM.
English also has an opaque GPM: The phoneme /i/ can be spelled with multiple
graphemes: <ee> as in need, <ea> as in beat, <ie> as in chief, <ei> as in ceiling,
and <e-e> as in theme 2 . There can be asymmetries in the mapping. While English is
opaque in both directions, German has an opaque grapheme-phoneme mapping, (e.g.
the phoneme /a:/ can be spelled <a> in vater ‘father’, <aa> in staat ‘nation’ and
<ah> in mahnen ‘to warn’), but it has a relatively transparent phoneme-grapheme
mapping, where the pronunciation of most graphemes maps to a single phoneme
(Wimmer and Landerl, 1997).
The orthographies of tonal languages vary widely on how they express the tone in
the deep-shallow and transparent-opaque continua. Chinese characters, for example,
express tone in a deep/opaque way. The characters carry no explicit information
about tone, and the morpheme must be accessed from memory before a tone can
be associated with a character3 . Thai tone is less deep/opaque, in that it is marked
in a complex but systematic way through the interaction of diacritics and different
consonant families. Thai is similar to German in that it shows an asymmetry in
the phoneme grapheme mapping. It is relatively shallow in the phoneme-grapheme
direction, in that a combination of characters will usually have only one pronunciation.
However, it is more opaque in the grapheme-phoneme direction: The high tone,
2

A traditional example of this phenomenon is a word attributed to George Bernard Shaw, the
spelling *ghoti for the word ‘fish’: gh as in enough, o as in women and ti as in nation (Robinson,
2007).
3
There is a notation to mark tone in Classical Chinese poetry, but this is a system that was used
only by literature scholars. It had four tones (level, rising, departing and entering) and two registers
(dark and light), and is likely to have been inspired by the marking of the Indo-European accents
in Sanskrit Buddhist texts. Sanskrit, like Ancient Greek, used three accents when describing poetry
as early as 400 bce. These were the high, low and falling accents (Diller, 1996).
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for example, can be represented in three ways: by using the mai tri diacritic, by
using the mai tho diacritic in a syllable with a ‘low class’ consonant, or by using no
explicit marking in an open, short syllable with a ‘low class’ consonant. The current
Vietnamese orthography uses a series of diacritics to indicate tone and it is written
in a shallow manner, reflecting the tones of the language as is spoken in Northern
Vietnam (Hannas, 1997; Pham, 2004). Finally, pinyin, a romanized orthography used
to teach Mandarin to children and foreign learners, is also a shallow orthography, but
crucially it is not a surface one because it does not reflect post-lexical rules such
as tonal sandhi. There is a process called third tone sandhi where, if there are two
adjacent mid-low-high tones, the first one becomes a (mid-high) rise: the words /woŁŘ£
jeŁŘ£/ ‘me too’ become [woĘ£ jeŁŘ£]. However, there is no indication of this in the writing,
¨ ¨
and these words are always written wǒ yě in Pinyin, with the háček diacritic for the
mid-low-high tone in both of them.
In the orthographies of tonal languages in Africa and the Americas, most of which
were designed by missionaries and linguists, tone is expressed in either a shallow
or a surface manner, with explicit tonal markers expressed predominantly through
diacritics, or not expressed at all. The most common strategy is not expressing them,
commonly referred to as zero marking (Bird, 1999b; Roberts et al., 2013; Venezky,
1970). One alternative is to use of consonantal graphemes to represent tones instead
of consonants. This is used in languages like Hmong in Laos, or Naxi in China, where
Ă
the Roman graphemes lal represent [lA £], laq represents [lAĂ£], and laf represents [lAĘ£]
(Roberts, 2011). A fourth strategy, which has met with limited acceptance, involves
the use of orthographic signs and numbers to mark tone. In the Yacouba language
of the Ivory Coast, for example, a dash before the onset represents a low tone vowel,
while a superscript equal sign represents a low-mid tone (Roberts, 2011). On the
other hand, the orthography of San Juan Lelao Chinantec in Mexico marks tones
with numbers, so that a 1 is a high tone, a 4 is a low tone, and a word like ma3 jaah324
has a mid, a fall, and a low tone on its three syllables (Roberts, 2011). However, when
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an explicit tone marker is used, the most common alternative is to use diacritics like
Ă
those of Pinyin, where a high one is indicated by a macron (e.g. mā [ma £] ‘mother’),
a rising tone by an acute accent (e.g. má [maĘ£] ‘hemp’), a dipping tone with a háček
(e.g. mǎ [maŁŘ£] ‘horse’), a falling by a grave accent (e.g. mà [maĎ£] ‘scold’), and the
low and neutral tones are left unmarked (e.g. ma [maĂ£] ‘question tag’).
Orthographies with diacritics have great variation on whether they reflect the
post-lexical input or output. One example of this is Bribri, a Chibchan language from
Costa Rica. This language has three orthographies in current use (Umaña et al., 1998;
Jara-Murillo and Garcı́a-Segura, 2013; Peña, 2005), all of which are half-way between
shallow and surface in that there are some post-lexical processes that they mark and
some that they don’t. For example, all orthographies use a diacritic to indicate a nasal
vowel, and one of them in particular (Umaña et al., 1998) uses a line below a vowel
Ă
to mark a phonologically nasal vowel (e.g. sèrke /sẽR £.keĂ£/ ‘to live (in a place)’).
¯
This orthography also uses the nasality diacritic to mark the phonetic phenomenon
of nasal spreading from an onset to a rhyme (e.g. mik : /mikĂ£/4 → [mĩkĂ£] ‘from’).
¯
On the other hand, none of the orthographic systems mark the change in register
caused when tonally underspecified or neutral vowels (Coto-Solano, 2015) come in
contact with vowels specified for register. In Bribri these underspecified vowels are
phonetically low when they precede low-register tones like the low and rising tones
(e.g. icha /i.ÙaĂ£/ → [iĂ£.ÙaĂ£] ‘of’), but are phonetically mid when they precede the
Ă
Ă
high-register high and falling tones (e.g. dawàs /da.was £/ → [d@ Ă£.was £] ‘year’).
4.1.1. Orthographic depth of Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
Where is the current Me’phaa Vátháá orthography in the deep-shallow and transparent¯ ¯¯
opaque spectra? Regarding the relationship between writing and morphophonological
processes, the current standards, both the one self-imposed by the Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
4

The underlying form for this word might be /bĩk/, with the nasality spread in the opposite
direction. See Constenla (1985).
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teachers and the Malinaltepec/Mañuwiı́n standard in Carrasco (2006b) are on the
¯
shallow-surface part of the spectrum. Me’phaa does not have a deep orthography be¯ ¯¯
cause numerous morphophonological processes are reflected in its orthography, even
when changing the tone in the written will obscure the identity of a morpheme. Example (4) shows the affixation of the possessive suffix for the second person. This suffix
is {-u’}. For each case, the suffix takes the tone of the vowel immediately preceding
it (Black, 2004; Cline, 2013), and this process is marked in the orthography.
(4) a. Possessive of noun with high tone on final syllable
gúmá + u’
string

1sg.poss

→ gúm-ú’
string-1sg.poss

‘My string’ (Cline, 2013, 23)
b. Possessive of noun with mid tone on final syllable
guma
tortilla

+ u’
1sg.poss

→ gum-u’
tortilla-1sg.poss

‘My tortilla’ (Cline, 2013, 23)
c. Possessive of noun with low tone on final syllable
sinu
+ u’
→ sin-u’
¯ ¯
¯ ¯
grindingStone
1sg.poss
grindingStone-1sg.poss
‘My grinding stone’ (Cline, 2013, 23)
Another example of morphophonological marking is the change in root tones due
Ă
to prefixation of the negative morpheme {da´-} /daĂ£. £/. This morpheme has a low
¯
tone vowel and a floating high tone that attaches to the root. Example (5a) shows the
root mujmu’ /muĂ£.xmuĂ£/ ‘yellow’ with a low tone in the first syllable. In example
¯ ¯
(5b), the floating high tone of the negative prefix is attached to the first syllable of
the root. This process is also indicated in the orthography.
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(5) a. mujmu’ guma
¯ ¯
yellow tortilla.abs
‘The tortilla is yellow’ (Cline, 2013, 98)
b. da-mújmu’ guma
¯
¯
neg.yellow tortillaabs
‘The tortilla is not yellow’ (Cline, 2013, 98)
Finally, Otomanguean languages in general and Me’phaa in particular have irreg¯ ¯¯
ular paradigms and numerous allomorphs for their roots. Example (6) shows a part
of the paradigm for the verb ‘to sleep.’ The conjugations for the first person has the
root with a high tone, whereas the conjugation for the third person has the root with
a mid tone. This irregularity is reflected in the orthography, again sacrificing visual
identity of the morpheme in exchange for a more shallow representation of the tones.
(6) a. na-gú
1sg.abs-sleep
‘I sleep’ (Cline, 2013, 119)
b. na-nú’
abs-sleep.2sg
‘You sleep’ (Cline, 2013, 119)
c. na’-gu
3sg.abs-sleep
‘He/she sleeps’ (Cline, 2013, 119)
Regarding the transparent-opaque spectrum, the current standards are highly
transparent. The grapheme <n> is used to mark three different phonological components of the language: the segment /n/, the nasalization of vowels, and the prenasalization of /n d/ and /m b/. However, all of these are mutually exclusive in the
spelling. The <n> is a consonant only when it precedes a vowel, it is a prenasalization
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only when it precedes a <d> or a <b>, and it is a nasal marking in all other cases.
Another case where a grapheme is mapped to more than one phoneme is that of the
glides. The graphemes <i> and <u> are mapped to both the glides /j/ and /w/
and to the vowels /i/ and /u/. However, their usage is mutually exclusive as well:
These graphemes represent the glides only if they are followed by a vowel different
Ă
from themselves (e.g. dú’khuı́in /duP £.kh weı:Ć£/ ‘that one [inanimate]’). The glides
are the most complex case because they are also double mapped to the graphemes:
The glide /j/ can also be represented by either the vocalic grapheme <i> or by the
consonantal grapheme <y>. These cases are again mutually exclusive: The glide is
written with the consonant only when it is part of the onset of the syllable (e.g. yáá
Ă
/ja: £/ ‘honey’). Finally, /w/ cannot occur as a word-initial segment, but when it occurs in word-medial position, it is represented with the grapheme <v> (e.g. ruvanii
¯
/RuĂ£.waĂ£.ni:Ă£/ ‘elders’).
In summary, most grapheme-phoneme mappings (and viceversa) in Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
are one-to-one, and when they are not, the target phoneme or grapheme can be
uniquely determined from context. Therefore, the orthography appears to be transparent. As for the where in the deep-shallow spectrum is Me’phaa Vátháá located,
¯ ¯¯
the preceding discussion placed it in the shallow end, but it made no mention to its
possible status as a surface orthography. The next sections will continue to build
upon the hypothesis of this chapter: That the teachers are unclear on whether they
should aim for a surface or a shallow orthography, and therefore try to represent
phonetic phenomena in their spelling, such as the overlapping of mid and high tones
in reduced speech. The next section will discuss how children and adults learn how
to read and write tones, and how the lack of exposure to tones in Spanish, the language in which the teachers originally learned to read and write, could affect their
metacognition about the tonal contrasts of Me’phaa Vátháá.
¯ ¯¯
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4.2. Learning to read and write tone
Learning to read is a complex process that spans several years and multiple cognitive
abilities, regardless of the number of graphemes in one’s writing system. The stages
for this process have been mostly studied for children learning in their first language,
who are learning to read and write in a primary school (Wolf and Stoodley, 2008). The
first stage is the emergent pre-reader, in which children who already speak a language
and who are read to by a caretaker can later ‘read’ a story by pointing at illustrations
and repeating the memorized narration. The second stage is the novice reader ,
and this stage will be a central focus of this chapter. During this stage children
begin to understand that print is associated with their spoken language and start
decoding the graphemes. The relationship between novice readers and phonology
is highly dependent on the writing system, and different systems will lead children
to have stronger abilities in decoding syllables, phonemes or tones, depending on
which of these levels is explicitly used by the writing system. In the third stage, the
decoding reader, children can decode the levels of the language and will sound out the
words, albeit with difficulty. They will also become more familiar with combinations
of graphemes, particularly prefixes and suffixes. Despite being able to decode written
symbols into spoken words, they devote so much effort in doing so that they have little
comprehension of what they are reading. It is also in this stage that children realize
they can reread a text until they succeed in understanding the meaning behind the
words. By the time they reach the fourth stage, the fluent, comprehending reader,
children have smoother pronunciations and can now acquire information through
reading. At this point they can connect what they read to their knowledge of the
word, predict where a text is headed, and think critically about the text. This
stage extends into higher schooling, and most of the phonological decoding processes
become automatic during this time. Finally, in the fifth stage, an expert reader will
take fractions of a second to decode a written word and can engage critically with
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the text. Throughout all of these stages the children’s spoken vocabulary will grow,
and this will help them in creating phonological hypotheses to decipher new written
forms from previously known print-word connections. Critically, their development of
reading will also depend on practice and on continued exposure to the written form
of the language.
The process of phonological decoding is of particular relevance because it is at this
stage that readers begin to map the graphemes to phonological units. Learning to
read deep and shallow orthographies entails identifying different linguistic units in the
graphemes, and this leads to differences in which kinds of awareness are developed
in the readers. This theory, the Psycholinguistic Grain Size Theory (Ziegler and
Goswami, 2005), proposes that children learners of an alphabetic system will develop
phoneme awareness sooner than children learning a system like Chinese characters,
who will first develop syllable awareness because that is the most immediate unit
prompted by the writing system. In orthographically opaque alphabetical systems like
English, children can develop multiple grain size strategies (e.g. phoneme and wholeword) to cope with the irregularities of their orthography (Wimmer and Goswami,
1994). Children also develop onset-rhyme awareness cross-linguistically (Chen et al.,
2008; Wimmer et al., 1994), and it is an organizing principle in teaching the writing
of many languages (Seymour, 2005). The development of some of these awarenesses
might be maturational: syllabic and rhyme awareness, for example, develop as a
function of age (Goswami and Bryant, 1990; Treiman and Zukowski, 1991). But levels
such as phonological awareness are more dependent on instruction, and show leaps
after children have been exposed to literacy training in first grade (McBride-Chang
et al., 2004; Seymour et al., 2003). As for tonal awareness, it appears to develop
independently from segmental phonological awareness (Liow and Poon, 1998), and
even though tonal awareness does show improvement with age in languages such as
Mandarin and Cantonese (Ciocca and Lui, 2003), training in writing systems with
explicit tonal marking, such as pinyin, is significantly correlated with enhanced tonal
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awareness in early readers (Siok and Fletcher, 2001; Shu et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2013).
Any kind of awareness gained while learning to read one language can be transferred into a second language. This has been studied for children’s phonological
awareness between English and Spanish (Cisero and Royer, 1995; Durgunoğlu et al.,
1993), Indonesian and English (Liow and Poon, 1998), Arabic and English (AbuRabia and Siegel, 2002) and French and English (Comeau et al., 1999; Lafrance and
Gottardo, 2005). However, even though gaining awareness of a part of phonology
is universal, the language-specific expressions of those awareness can have different
developmental paths and therefore transfer in incomplete ways. This is the case of
tone awareness between two languages with different tonal repertoires. First and second grade children who are Native speakers of Cantonese show a higher awareness of
Mandarin tone than Mandarin native speakers, possibly because the Cantonese tonal
system is more complex (Chen et al., 2004). However, given that Chinese citizens
learn to write and write in Mandarin and exposure to Cantonese in school decreases
with education, the tonal awareness of Cantonese children actually decreases by the
fourth grade, and Cantonese speakers are left with less sensitivity to the more complex
tonal system of their L1 (Chen et al., 2008). It appears that in very early readers,
“it is the complexity and fit between the languages that determine how and when
skills can be applied across languages” (Yeong and Liow, 2012, 123). Indeed, when
dealing with the teaching of literacy to bilingual children who speak languages with
very different structures, Yeong and Liow (2012) issue the following warning:
Intervention programs for second language learners of English need to
address the differences in the phonological structures of bilingual children’s
languages and their potential impact on literacy development. When the
first language is fairly similar to English, young bilinguals are able to
abstract processing rules and apply phonological awareness abilities crosslinguistically [...] However, the positive influence of one language on the
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acquisition of skills in the other language will be more limited when the
phonological and morphological components of the children’s two languages
are as different as Mandarin and English [...] or Cantonese and English.
(Yeong and Liow, 2012, 124)
The research examined so far has focused on children learners, but adults are also
participants in literacy programs. There are no known resources for the acquisition of
tonal awareness in adults learning to read, but there is research on the acquisition of
phoneme awareness. When adults are learning to read, they rely “less on phonological
decoding, which is an area of weakness for them, and more on remembering specific
words and patterns, which is an area of relative strength” (Thompkins and Binder,
2003, 237). They acquire phonological awareness over time, but because they have a
more developed memory, they can discover spelling inconsistencies better than early
children readers (Binder and Borecki, 2008). Thompkins and Binder (2003, 251)
summarize the difference between children and adult learners by positing that adults
have less phoneme awareness, as shown by their difficulties in non-word tasks, but that
they are successful in real word tasks because they bring memory and life experience
into the tasks, which they have developed further than children:
Adults seemed to fare better when the task required use of their accumulated world knowledge and experience. That is, adults performed better
than children when spelling words but did not experience this benefit for
the nonwords. Whereas these adults did not acquire the skill of reading
when they were children, they were nonetheless exposed to years of print
media. One explanation of the results is that this mere exposure may
have benefited them when spelling words, but because they had not at this
point achieved proficiency with sound-to-letter correspondences, their performance suffered when attempting to spell non-words. (Thompkins and
Binder, 2003, 251)
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After examining how reading is learned, a review of how children and adults learn
to spell is in order. Reading and writing share similar underlying representations
(Ehri, 2000), and proficiency in one has been found to be a predictor for the other
(Öney and Durgunoğlu, 1997). The process of learning how to write is relatively
well documented for alphabetic writing systems. There are four main stages (Gentry,
2000), exemplified in figure 4.2. In the prephonemic stage, children learn scribbling
and gradually learn the shapes of the graphemes, but they don’t yet connect them
to sounds of the language. At this stage children can draw a picture or a string of
random letter-like shapes and tell a story from it. In the semiphonemic stage children
begin to associate graphemes with sounds. They frequently use one grapheme to
represent a whole word: in the example in figure 4.2 the string IMPSCR means ‘I am
playing soccer.’ In the transitional stage children make systematic efforts to map the
graphemes to their spoken language and depend heavily on their nascent phonological
awareness. They begin by recognizing the edges of the words (e.g. grs → gres ‘grass’,
fars flas ‘flowers’) and proceed to spelling that are more inline with the orthographic
system of the language. In deeper orthographies the end of the transitional stage
is marked by the recognition of morphological patterns in spelling. Finally, at the
conventional stage, children have learned numerous sound-grapheme correspondences
and can detect their own spelling mistakes. After reaching the conventional stage,
they will begin the process of memorizing the spellings where the orthography differs
from the phonology (e.g. silent letters and irregular spellings), which will extend
throughout schooling. If the orthography is unbalanced between grapheme-phoneme
and phoneme-grapheme mappings, then either reading or writing can develop slower.
For example, if an orthography has a transparent phoneme-grapheme mapping (one
grapheme maps to one phoneme) but an opaque grapheme-phoneme mapping, so
that one phoneme can be represented by different graphemes, then the development
of reading will be delayed relative to that of writing. This is the case for French
(Sprenger-Charolles et al., 1998), Hebrew (Geva et al., 1993), Portuguese (Pinheiro,
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1995), Persian (Rahbari et al., 2007) and Thai (Winskel, 2009).

Figure 4.2: Stages of spelling progress in children
Source: (WETA, 2015)
Because Mandarin does not represent tone in its writing system, and schools
consider Pinyin only an aid in reading (Lin et al., 2010), there is little research about
how children learn to write tone by itself. Shen and Bear (2000) studied spelling
deviations in 1500 Mandarin-speaking from first to sixth grade, and found that first
graders often use Pinyin when they can’t produce the right character, and that in
some cases they had difficulty “assigning the right tone.” There is a larger corpus of
research on how children learn to spell the tone in the Thai writing system (Winskel
and Iemwanthong, 2010; Winskel, 2013). Winskel and Iemwanthong (2010) asked
children from first to third grade to read and spell both real words and non-words.
When the children made a mistake that involved a single component of a syllable (a
tone, a consonant or a vowel), children of all grades made significantly more tonal
mistakes than segmental ones when reading and writing non-words, and when reading
real words. In the case of writing real words, the tonal mistakes were predominant
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only in the first grade. These results mean that children learned the right tone when
spelling familiar words, but they had problems with tonal awareness past the 3rd
grade, and these problems led to difficulties in identifying the tones of non-words.
In practically all languages of Africa and the Americas tone is written using diacritics. However diacritics, tonal or not, are particularly difficult to produce for users
of alphabetic systems. Spanish uses an acute accent or tilde to mark the accented
syllable of a word, and to distinguish a number of homophones (e.g. se ‘3rd singular
reflexive pronoun’ versus sé ‘I know’). Spelling errors involving the tilde are 2-to-1
more common than any other (Saura Rami, 2005), and are prevalent both in children
and in university-level speakers of Spanish (Backhoff et al., 2008; Portilla Durand,
2003). Vernon and Alvarado (2013) conducted an experiment with 550 students in
Mexico, and found that children not only omitted the tilde but in many cases misplaced it in non-accented syllables because they had little metacognition of where the
accented syllable was, and that they received little training to identify such syllables,
particularly in public primary schools5 .
The tildes and diacritics are even more problematic when used to mark tone.
Speakers of tonal languages with recently created orthographies consistently report
that they leave out the tonal diacritics in writing because ambiguities can be resolved
from the context (e.g. Shona (Zimbabwe; (Kadyamusuma and Kadenge, 2013)),
Zapotec (Mexico, (Saynes-Vazquez, 2002, p.181)). Moreover, the orthographies of
languages like Hausa (Niger; (Wolff, 1991, p.26)), Gwere (Uganda; (Stegen, 2005,
p.2)(Nzogi, 2009)) and Kabiye (Togo; (Roberts, 2010b,a; Roberts and Walter, 2012))
choose not to represent tone at all, arguing that, as in the case of Ciyao from Malawi,
“although tone is functionally important in Ciyao, it is suggested that it should not
be represented in writing because of the proven fact that diacritical marks make a
5

As a native speaker of Spanish, I too was exposed to the prescriptive rules for where tildes should
be placed, but I never received explicit training in detecting accentuation in spoken words. When
my parents helped me with homework in first and second grade, they would greatly exaggerate the
pitch of syllables that had a tilde diacritic, but this was not repeated in school.
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text much harder to read” (Kishindo, 1998). Second, as suggested in the last quote,
speakers report that tonal marks are actually a hindrance to reading, slowing the process down, affecting lexical retrieval, and forcing speakers to read ahead for contextual
clues. This has been reported for languages like Kikuyu (Kenya), Siane (Papua New
Guinea; (Koffi, 2014)) and Kasem (Ghana; (Bird, 1999b)), and has been tested experimentally for Effik (Nigeria; (Essien, 1977; Bernard et al., 2002)). Finally, diacritics
lead to the problem of crowding (Roberts, 2009), where languages such as Kabiye
(Togo; (Roberts, 2009)) and Bribri (Costa Rica; (Jara Murillo and Segura, 2009))
would need up to three digraphs mounted on each other, and where languages with
extensive tonal marking would have up to 56% of segmental graphemes with diacritics
on them, leading to high density of the visual field (Bird, 1999a).
Several solutions have been proposed by researchers studying languages in Africa.
Roberts et al. (2015) proposed the lexical depth hypothesis, or “the notion that the
output of the lexical phonology is the most promising depth for an exhaustive representation of tone by means of diacritics” (Roberts et al., 2015, 114). By lexical
phonology the authors mean a shallow but not surface representation of tone, one
which “not only excludes non-contrastive sounds but also those contrastive sounds
that are below the awareness threshold of L1 speakers (i.e., that result from postlexical processes)” (Roberts et al., 2015, 118) (see figure 4.1 above), and that “since
native speakers are less aware of post-lexical processes than lexical ones, post-lexical
tonal processes should never be represented in a tone orthography” (Roberts et al.,
2015, 133). They also suggest that the functional load of tone be examined, because
“The tone orthography of a language with an extremely high functional load of tone
may be more difficult to learn, but the learner has a correspondingly high motivation to overcome the obstacles because tone markings leads to comprehension. In a
language with an extremely low functional load of tone, on the other hand, learner
motivation is correspondingly low, because most of the diacritics are unnecessary and
mastering the system pays no real dividends.” (Roberts et al., 2015, 133). Roberts
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in particular has conducted experiments with orthography where groups of learners
Another solution is to try to mark tone as little as possible, and only where it has the
potential to distinguish homographs. This is a model called Tone Optimality Model
(Koffi, 2014), which gives four recommendations for the writing of tone:
1. Only phonemic tones are to be indicated in the orthography.
2. Only the least frequent tone should be indicated in the orthography.
3. Lexical and grammatical minimal pairs must be represented in the
orthography so as to avoid homographs.
4. Lexical items whose tones are not predictable must also be indicated
in orthography. (Koffi, 2014, 188)
There is little research about the role of tones in the context of language endangerment and revitalization. The information available suggests that tones undergo
leveling during language shift. The Tai Aiton language from India has 1500 speakers
and is currently “severely endangered” in UNESCO’s endangerment scale (Moseley,
2010). It has been described as having six contrastive tones, but speakers at present
cannot consistently produce more than three (Diller, 1992, 18). Deori, a TibetoBurman language from India (28000 speakers; “definitively endangered” (Moseley,
2010)), has tonal minimal pairs, but “speakers know that there are such pairs without knowing very well which in the pair is lower or higher: they just know that there
were such pairs” (Jacquesson p.c., cited in Morey (2013)). Tonal leveling also appears
to happen during creolization. Kikongo, a Bantu language originally from Congo, lost
its Bantu tone system as it underwent restructuring and creolization in Cuba (Schwegler, 2006). There are reports that, contrary to the case of Africa in which the full
marking of tones is discouraged, revitalization practitioners in the Americas choose
to use full tonal marking. This choice is made in order to provide more complete
learning materials for second language learners in revitalization programs. Tlingit,
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for example (630 speakers; “critically endangered” (Moseley, 2010)) is a tonal language, and even though learners have difficulties producing tonal distinctions, there
is an awareness by community members that “tone needs to be indicated, although
this would not be strictly necessary if the language were orally thriving” (Dauenhauer
and Dauenhauer, 1998, 90).
There is no research for how adults who didn’t learn to read in their childhood
learn to write tone. The closest research to this area is that of second language
learners of tonal languages. This line of research confirms that developing tonal
awareness later in life is difficult if it hasn’t been developed during childhood. Englishspeaking learners of Chinese show significantly higher levels of tonal errors (between
40% and 48%) than segmental errors (between 15% and 30%) in lexical decision tasks,
even after a year of training (Wang et al., 2003). Explicit tone training, such as
presenting pinyin accompanied by tone contour drawings, has been proven to reduce
tonal identification errors in L2 learners (Liu et al., 2011). Finally, there are tonal
contrasts that are difficult to distinguish both for native speakers and for learners
because their pitch tracks are phonetically close. This is the case with the rising
(mid-high) and the dipping (mid-low-high) tones in Mandarin. These two tones have
similar rising contours and are perceptually closer than other pairs of Mandarin tones
(Moore and Jongman, 1997; Hume and Johnson, 2003), making them difficult to
distinguish for second language learners regardless of whether their L1 is tonal like
Cantonese or non-tonal like English (Hao, 2012). They are also the most difficult pair
to distinguish for children who are Native speakers of Mandarin (Wong et al., 2005),
who perceive these difference significantly worse than other pairs, and they present
complications even for literate, adult native speakers (Shen and Lin, 1991). Cantonese
also presents evidence of perceptual difficulties due to psychoacoustic similarity. This
language has several tonal pairs with similar contours (e.g. [25] versus [23], where 1 is
lowest and 5 is highest), as well as pairs with short psychoacoustic distances (e.g. [33]
versus [22] and [21] versus [22]). These pairs “can be confusable even for adult native
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speakers” (Mok et al., 2013, 342-343). Mok et al. (2013) and Wong et al. (2009) also
report that children acquiring Cantonese have problems distinguishing the pairs [25][23] and [22]-[23] and that these are the contrasts that they acquire last. In contrast
to this, “tone pairs with large differences in F0 height or contour - such as, T1 [55]
vs. T4 [21] and T1 [55] vs. T2 [25] - are the easiest for children to distinguish” (Mok
et al., 2013, 343).
Finally, there is evidence that speech reduction processes can be incorporated
into spelling. In English, for example, phonetic reduction where several words are
collapsed into one is regularly spelled out non-standard writing, such as that present in
casual, social-media like environments. Examples of this are imma [Am@] ‘I am going
to’, whatcha [wAtÙ@] ‘what are you’ or ‘what have you’, hafta [hæft@] ‘have to’, ’sup
[s2p] ‘what is up?’, and finna [fIn@] ‘fitting to.’ This process is so common in English,
that many of these contractions have become words of their own with standard forms
in spelling, such as isn’t ‘is not’ and aren’t ‘are not.’ This process is also documented
for German non-standard spelling (Androutsopoulos, 2000). German fanzines use
non-standard spellings to mark subcultural status, and many of their spellings involve
phonetic reduction. Some examples are isn for ist ein ‘is a’, hör for höre ‘I listen’
and happs for habe es ‘I have it’ (Androutsopoulos, 2000, 522). These examples
show that users of both deep and shallow orthographies are sensitive to phonetic
processes beyond the phonological domain, and have access to them when deciding
on the graphemes that will represent a stream of spoken language. This can make
orthographies, especially those that occur outside of standardized space, go between
shallow and surface forms.
4.2.1. Spelling and Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
The following is a summary of the ideas presented in the previous section:
1. Readers of alphabetic scripts develop phonemic awareness (Ziegler and Goswami,
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2005). If the writing system represents tone explicitly, tone awareness will also
develop (Shu et al., 2008; Yin et al., 2011).
2. Even in systems that mark tone (e.g. Thai), it takes several years to gain tonal
awareness (Winskel and Iemwanthong, 2010). However, early gains in tonal
awareness can be lost if the language used for writing does not represent the
tonal system of their L1 (Chen et al., 2008).
3. If a student learns a second language, they can transfer their preexisting phonemic awareness into reading and writing the second language (Cisero and Royer,
1995; Lafrance and Gottardo, 2005). If they haven’t developed an awareness
in their childhood, for example tone awareness, it will take them extensive and
explicit training to develop it (Wang et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2011).
4. Writing is more demanding than reading, it takes longer to develop (Backhoff
et al., 2008), and involves higher levels of phonological and tonal awareness.
5. Diacritics are problematic in Spanish, and readers of Spanish get little training
on how to detect accentuation (Saura Rami, 2005; Vernon and Alvarado, 2013).
Diacritics are even more problematic for tone marking, and many writers choose
to use them as little as possible (Roberts et al., 2015; Koffi, 2014).
6. In language endangerment situations tone can undergo leveling (Diller, 1992;
Morey, 2013). When language revitalization efforts are carried out, full tonal
transcriptions are used to help second language learners acquire the language
(Dauenhauer and Dauenhauer, 1998).
7. Adults who didn’t develop an awareness as children (e.g. phonemic awareness)
show it in weaker ways when they learn as adults, and therefore have to depend
on other strategies like memory (Thompkins and Binder, 2003; Binder and
Borecki, 2008).
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8. Languages can have tones that are phonetically close, so that they are more difficult to distinguish for native-speaking children and adults (Hume and Johnson,
2003; Wong et al., 2005; Shen and Lin, 1991; Mok et al., 2013; Wong et al.,
2009) as well as L2 learners (Hao, 2012).
9. Phonetic process can appear in more superficial forms of spelling (Androutsopoulos, 2000). Speakers in alphabetical systems can access phonetics while
writing and use it go between shallow and superficial spelling.
All of these pointers are directly relevant to the subject at hand: Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
school teachers and their written production in the language, particularly their production of tonal diacritics. The teachers learned to write Me’phaa Vátháá later in life,
¯ ¯¯
and have received little training to recognize the tones. This will expanded in sections
4.5 and 5, which will present a detailed account of their language histories. However,
for the purposes of analyzing their orthography, the following information will serve
as a preliminary presentation. None of the teachers received tonal training in their
childhood. They all learned to read and write in Spanish during their first grade of
schooling, but most of them had had no contact with Spanish prior to this. They
didn’t learn to read and write in Me’phaa Vátháá until their early 20s, when they
¯ ¯¯
started their training as teachers, and have access to practically no reading materials
in their language. All of them received their education in public primary schools in
rural Mexico (Guerrero), and they currently present spelling deviations when writing
suprasegmental diacritics in the form of Spanish tildes and Me’phaa Vátháá tones.
¯ ¯¯
Finally, because of the paucity of reading materials in Me’phaa Vátháá, they have
¯ ¯¯
almost no practice in reading, and when they read they usually pronounce words out
loud an in a slow manner. Moreover, when they write a word, they write the segments
first and then repeat the word to themselves (either muttered or out loud) in an effort
to produce the expected tonal diacritics (more on writing practices in section 4.5).
Based on this information, and with the supposition that the phonetics of tonal
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reduction can affect Me’phaa Vátháá spelling as is the case with English and German,
¯ ¯¯
the following section will provide evidence in favor of the following hypotheses:
1. Me’phaa Vátháá teachers will have developed phonemic awareness from learning
¯ ¯¯
to read and write in Spanish. They will have developed some tone awareness
from their development as L1 speakers of Me’phaa, but this awareness will be
¯ ¯¯
weak because they didn’t train on reading and writing tones since their early
schooling. Therefore, they will have more tonal and suprasegmental spelling
deviations than segmental spelling deviations.
2. Given the phonetic similarities between the mid and high tones (see Section
3.4.2), these two tones will cause the most tonal spelling deviations and will be
the most difficult to distinguish.
3. Given the phonetic changes from non-glottalized to glottalized vowels, glottalization will cause tonal spelling deviations.

4.3. Analysis of the teachers’ orthography
Before starting the analysis of the orthography, one point must be made explicit: This
dissertation supports the desire of the Me’phaa Vátháá teachers to decide the direction
¯ ¯¯
in which they’ll develop their language, including the spelling standarization they have
chosen to pursue. It is because of this that this section will analyze deviations from
the norm that the teachers are creating in their class materials and in the Githan
Nuxi’, the draft of their dictionary. However, these deviations will not be called
“mistakes” or “errors”, because (i) this confers a negative value to the trailblazing
work that the teachers are doing in training in their new orthography, and (ii) calling
these deviations “errors” represents an adoption of the Spanish language ideology
that uncritical adherence to an arbitrary spelling norm is a virtue. This topic will be
treated in depth in chapter 5.
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As detailed in section 2.2.2, teachers were asked for handwritten versions of three
Vátháá stories, retold in their own words. These stories were corrected by two Native
speakers of Me’phaa Vátháá who are expert writers (one man and one woman) in
¯ ¯¯
order to find any deviations from the spelling norms proposed by Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
teachers themselves. This norm is different from the Mañuwiin/Malinaltepec norm
in Carrasco (2006b), in that it already incorporates some of the tonal differences
between Mañuwiin/Malinaltepec and Me’phaa Vátháá.
¯ ¯¯
The stories contained 1587 words and 7872 characters, and 809 of the words (51%)
had some deviation from the spelling norm. In total, 1736 spelling deviations were
found, given that one word can contain more than one deviation. Of those, 889 (51%)
were tonal, 297 (17%) were related to the glottal marker, and 550 (32%) were errors
related to segments or to word separation. Table 4.1 summarizes this information.
Type
Orthographic deviations
Tonal
889
51%
Segmental
501
29%
Glottal
297
17%
Word separation 49
3%
Total
1736
Table 4.1: Main types of orthographic deviations
Table 4.2 shows a summary of the spelling deviations involving consonantal glyphs.
There are 174 of these, about 11% of the total. The most common kind of confusion
occurs with the glyphs for the glides. The teachers regularly drop /j/ and /w/ if they
Ă
are homorganic with the preceding vowel, as in *nundı́ı́ for nundiyı́ /nuĂ£.n diĂ£.ji £/
¯
‘[they] play [an instrument]’, or *ruanii for ruvanii /RuĂ£.waĂ£.ni:Ă£/ ‘elders.’ They
¯
would also drop glides that were part of a complex onset, as in *dú’khiı́n for dú’khuı́in
Ă
/duP £.kh weı:Ć£/ ‘that one [inanimate].’
In a second type of confusion, that involving <j> /x/, speakers frequently drop the
glyph in writing, as in *nagayu for nagajyúu /naĂ£.gaĂ£.xju:Ć£/ ‘[it’s] taking a long time.
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The phoneme /x/ has very weak realizations in speech (and even more so in reduced
speech), and this could contribute to its frequent loss in writing. Teachers would also
Ă
use <j> as a replacement for glottal stops, as in *nagá’na for nagájna /naĂ£.ga £.xnaĂ£/
‘there’s celebration, or as a replacement for aspirated stops, as in *jima for khimaa
/kh iĂ£.ma:Ă£/ ‘also.’ Finally, <j> can sometimes replace the fricative <s>, as *ajndo
instead of asndo /aĂ£.sndoĂ£/ ‘until.’ This might be due to a weakening of the fricative
¯
¯
/s/, similar to the phenomenon of aspiration in Spanish, where /s/ in coda position
becomes [h] in numerous dialects outside of Mexico such as Puerto Rican Spanish
and Spanish from Buenos Aires (Romero, 1995; Hualde et al., 2009).
Another type of confusion arises when writing aspirated consonants. Here, speakers were almost as likely to insert an extra aspiration (16/28 times) (e.g. *nixthá
instead of nixtáa /niSĂ£.ta:Ć£/ ‘already’) as to drop an aspiration (14/28 times) (e.g.
*akue instead of a’khuen /aĂ£.kh weeĂ£/ ‘and then’). A fourth type of confusion involves
¯
¯
Ă Ă
the dropping of prenasalization for voiced obstruents, as in *de’la for ndélá /n de £.la £/
‘candles’, and a fifth involves confusions between <v> and <b>, as in *chikubı́n for
Ă
Ă
chikúvı́ı́n /ÙiĂ£.ku £.weı: £/ ‘church.’ These last confusions are probably motivated by
the corresponding confusion between these two glyphs in Spanish writing. The rest
of the consonants errors were not systematic.
Type
Orthographic deviations
Glides
37
21%
[x]-Related
36
21%
Aspirated stops
28
16%
Prenasalization
17
10%
v∼b Alternation
15
9%
Others
41
24%
Total
174
Table 4.2: Consonantal orthographic deviations
Spelling deviations with vocalic glyphs have two main patterns: vowels that are
replaced because of phonetic vowel harmony (26/51, 51%), and vowels in non-accented
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positions that are reinterpreted (10/51, 20%). Regarding harmony, Me’phaa has [α
¯ ¯¯
mid] root-internal vocalic harmony (Suárez, 1984, 48-49), such that there are roots
with only high and low vowels (e.g. gúmá ‘thread’, rúbú ‘chayote (Sechium edule)’,
ichı́ ‘stone’), and roots with only mid vowels (gobo ‘frog’, gome ‘napkin’). However,
¯
¯ ¯
there are words where this harmony does not apply, such as magu ‘will receive’ or
imba ‘another one.’ Because of the perceived harmony, the teachers sometimes write
¯ ¯
these as *mago and *emba respectively. As for vowels in non-accented positions,
¯
these are frequently deleted, as in *xndú for ixndú ‘egg’, *ka for ika ‘[he] goes’, and
¯¯
*matraxnu for mataraxnuú ‘you will give them.’ These weak vowels can also be
¯¯ ¯ ¯
reinterpreted and written using other vowels, as in *savebóón for sevebóón ‘popotillo
¯ ¯
¯ ¯
reed (Ephedra sp.)’, *ganitsu for gunitsu ‘food,’ and *umı́ for gajmı́ı́ ‘with -[them].’
The other 15 vocalic deviations did not have a unified pattern.
There were numerous spelling deviations involving two vocalic features: nasality
and length. In the case of nasality, there were 90 spelling deviations from the norm,
and in most of them (68/90, 76%) the teachers were missing the nasality mark (e.g.
*gudı́ı́ for gudiin ‘I have’). As for vocalic length, there were 186 deviations, and
again in the majority (152/186, 82%) the teachers were missing the second vowel
that indicates length (e.g. writing *inu instead of inúú ‘in front of’).
Finally, there were 49 spelling deviations involving mismarking word boundaries.
These deviations mostly involved clitics such as la’ ‘(repetition)’ (e.g. *nagavala’
instead of naguván la’ ‘they come back again’) and ma’ ‘(emphasis)’ (e.g. *embama
instead of imba ma’ ‘another one’).
¯ ¯
4.3.1. Spelling Deviations Involving the Glottal Stop
The collection of hand-written texts contains 297 spelling deviations related to the use
of the glottal vocalic feature, written with an apostrophe. These deviations account
for 17% of the total, and show a relationship with the tonal phonetics phenomena
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described in section 3.5.1.
Most of the deviations involved leaving out glottal marking (236/297, 79%).
Within those, the majority of the vowels were written using the same tone in both the
attested and the prescriptive forms (134/236, 57%), as in the form *la for la’ /laP Ă£/
‘(repetition)’, where both the prescribed and the observed vowel have mid tones. In
the rest of the cases, the most common situation (57/236, 24%) was for speakers to
leave out the glottal marking but then to ‘raise’ the tone of the preceding vowel. For
example, speakers would leave out the glottal stop in a syllable with a mid tone, but
then compensate for that by marking the syllable as high. This is the case when
using *lá instead of la’ /laP Ă£/ ‘(emphasis)’, which takes a mid-glottalized vowel and
turns it a high one, or with using *gun instead of gun’ /ge
uP Ă£/ ‘moon, month’, which
¯
takes a low-glottalized vowel and turns it in a mid one. As can been seen in figure ??,
repeated below as figure 4.3, glottalization entails a rise in pitch which could be the
cue that the teachers are expressing when writing a tone that is ‘higher’ than that in
the prescriptive version of the word.
Less common but still present (45/297, 19%) is the case where the speakers leave
the glottal stop marking out and then ‘lower’ the tone from its prescriptive value, as
Ă
Ă
in *skie
nu for skı́e
núú’ /ski £ñu:P £/ ‘twenty’, where a prescriptive high tone is replaced
by a mid tone. This last case predominantly involved mid-high pairs (43/45), and
might represent part of the general confusions involving these two tones more than an
issue with pitch rise due to glottalization. Finally, many cases of left-out glottal signs
involve word-medial glottalization, where the actual closer is neutralized in most cases
and reduced to laringalization and pitch rises. This is the case when teachers drop a
Ă
word-medial glottal marker and write *dúkhuı́in instead of dú’khuı́in /duP £kh weı:Ć£/
‘that one (inanimate).’
In a minority of the spelling deviations involving glottal stops, the teachers added
a stop that is not part of the phonemes of the word (61/297, 21%). Parallel to the
situation where they dropped glottal stop markings, in most cases when they add
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Figure 4.3: Level Tones by glottalization and speech rate
them, they add them without modifying the target tone of the syllable (31/61, 51%).
An example of this is writing *va’ni instead of vanii /vaĂ£ni:Ă£/ ‘big, grown’, where
both the prescriptive and the attested words have mid tones. When they modify the
tone, they are slightly more likely to ‘raise’ it (16/61, 26%) than to lower it (14/61,
Ă
23%). Examples of these deviations include writing *digi’ instead of dı́gi /di £giĂ£/
¯
‘this one (inanimate)’ for a raise from low to mid tone, and writing *ndela’ instead of
Ă Ă
ndélá /n de £la £/ ‘candle’ for a lowering from high to mid tone. Both of this can be seen
as cases where the cues for pitch are being confused and only one representation of
them, either the tone or the glottal stop, makes it into the writing. Of special interest
Ă
are cases like *ni’ma for nı́ma /ni £maĂ£/ ‘deceased person’, where the prescribed fall
¯
from a high to a low tone is reinterpreted as the rise and subsequent fall of a glottal
stop.
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To summarize, the glottal stop marking in involved in a number of confusions
related to pitch. In many cases its final pitch rise is reinterpreted as a higher (level)
tone, and this leads to confusions with tonal marks. In others, the disappearance
of glottal closures and its consequent perception issues lead to it being dropped in
writing altogether.
4.3.2. Tonal Spelling Deviations
The bulk of the spelling deviations present in the teachers’ writing involve tonal
markings (51%). Table 4.3 shows the specific kinds of deviations found in the text.
By far the most common ones are those where either a high or low tone mark have
been left out (77% in total), leaving the vowel with no tonal marking. This could be
a where the tone is misidentified, or where the teachers default to an option without
marking as they would in Spanish spelling, where the tilde or acute accent is frequently
left out in spelling (Saura Rami, 2005; Vernon and Alvarado, 2013).
Tone observed Prescriptive tone n
High
Mid
105
Low
53
Mid
High
342
Low
347
Low
High
15
Mid
27
Total
889

12%
6%
38%
39%
2%
3%

Table 4.3: Tonal orthographic deviations
There are parallels between the asymmetries in mid-high and mid-low tonal spaces
observed in section 3.4.2, and the higher frequency of mid-high confusions observed
in the handwritten texts. As can be seen in table 4.4, when all of the syllables in the
corrected text are counted, there is a slightly higher number of syllables where mid
and high could be confused6 . All things being equal, there should be 11 mid∼high
6

To calculate this, the syllables with mid tones and syllables with high tones were added, as these
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confusions for every 10 mid∼low confusions (44/40). However, the actual distribution of mid∼high confusions in the handwritten text is higher than expected, 12.5
mid∼high confusions for every 10 mid∼low confusions (51/41) (χ2 (2)=8.9, p<0.02).

Type of confusion
Mid ∼ High
Mid ∼ Low
High ∼ Low

Syllables where
confusion
could occur
(Dictionary draft)
42%
39%
19%

Syllables where
confusion
could occur
(Teachers’ writing)
44%
40%
16%

Actual percentage of
spelling deviations
51%
41%
8%

Table 4.4: Expected and observed distribution of tonal orthographic deviations
The parallels with the mid-high confusions become clearer when this percentage
is decomposed depending on the actual tone used in the spelling deviation. The
percentage of confusions where the speaker drops a high tone is roughly equal to
when the speaker drops a low tone (38% versus 39%). This is expected, as both
of those cases would involve “forgetting” to mark a tone. However, teachers are
four times more likely to mistakenly write a high tone than a low tone when the
prescriptive tone is mid (105/27 = 3.9/1). In the first case, the teachers write a high
tone instead of the mid, as in writing *ixı́ for ixi /iĂ£SiĂ£/ ‘tree.’ In the second, much
less frequent case, the teachers write a low tone instead of the mid, for example when
writing *xuajin instead of xuajin /SwaĂ£xeıĂ£/ ‘town.’
¯
This situation, where the mid and high tone are more difficult to tell apart than
the mid and low, is correlated with the situation found in the phonetics of tonal
reduction. As shown in figure 3.22, repeated below as figure 4.4, some speakers have
a tonal space where the high tone can overlap with the mid tones in both the careful
and the reduced speech rates. Therefore, a possible hypothesis is that teachers in the
tonal overlap group will produce more tonal spelling deviations involving marking a
mid tone as high.
are the ones where a confusion could occur.
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Figure 4.4: Tonal overlap for different groups of teachers
The ”overlap” group has a mid-high tonal overlap.
In order to study if this overlap is related to spelling spelling, two analysis of
variance (ANOVA) tests were conducted. The first one looked at the amount of
spelling deviations where the speakers dropped a high tone marking, to see if they
dropped it more often because of this overlap. The ANOVA model, presented in
equation 4.1, had the overlap status of the speakers as an independent variable (2
levels: reduced-high tone overlaps or doesn’t overlap with the careful-mid) and the
percentage of high→*mid spelling deviations7 as the dependent variable, but it was
not significant (F(1,5)=0.002, p=0.96)8 . This was expected, as all speakers appear
to drop either tonal mark at approximately the same rate (37% ± 12%).

percentDeviations(high→*mid) = overlapStatus

(4.1)

A second ANOVA test was conducted to test how often speakers added a high
tone mark. This model, presented in equation 4.2, has the overlap status as the
independent variable, and the percentage of mid→*high spelling deviations9 as the
dependent variable. This second test was significant (F(1,5)=13.2, p<0.02): The
7

Spelling deviations where the prescriptive tone is mid but the teacher wrote a high tone.
An ANOVA model was used because there are no random factors of subjects or items that can
be calculated here. Each
9
Spelling deviations where the prescriptive tone is high but the teacher wrote a mid tone.
8
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teachers with the overlap have almost three times the mid→*high spelling confusions
(16% ± 2%) than the teachers without the overlap (6% ± 5%).

percentDeviations(mid→*high) = overlapStatus

(4.2)

In summary, some of the speakers hear the high tone as if it was the mid and
write it accordingly. This is so because the high tone lowers to the mid part of the
tonal range, particularly in reduced speech. This findings leads to the conclusion that
there are relationships between the phonetic patterns of Me’phaa Vátháá tone and
¯ ¯¯
the orthographic patterns of teachers who are working to acquire the writing of their
language to then teach literacy to the next generation.
4.3.3. Tonal Spelling Deviations due to Preceding Tones
One final kind of spelling deviation will be examined here: That caused by assimilation to a tone to its preceding tone, or carryover. This topic was discussed in section
3.4.4, where it was found that Me’phaa Vátháá tones are significantly raised or de¯ ¯¯
pressed by the tone that precedes them. In particular, the low tone, shown below in
figure 4.5 (and shown with the other tones in figure 3.26 above) rises to the middle
of the tonal range when it is preceded by a mid or a high tone.
There are numerous spelling deviations where the norms prescribe a low tone,
but the teachers write a mid tone, 347 out of 889 in total (39%). Of these, 210
occurred in a syllable that was preceded by another syllable in writing. An example
of this is the observed form *dı́gi instead of the prescribed dı́gi /diĂ£giĂ£/ ‘this one
¯
[inanimate]’, where a dropped low tone mark is preceded by a vowel with a high tone.
The syllables where this low→*mid confusion is preceded by a mid or a high syllable
are attested much more frequently (95%) than expected from their distribution in the
prescriptive version of the text (44%) (χ2 (2)=174.9, p<0.001). Both the expected and
the encountered distributions of syllables preceding a low→*mid confusion are shown
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Figure 4.5: Low tone by the tone that precedes it
in table 4.5. Therefore, there is a correlation between the phonetic patterns of tonal
assimilation of the low tone to the preceding tone, and orthographic patterns where
a low tone is represented as mid when it is preceded by a mid or high tone.
Prescriptive
Tone
Preceding ... In the prescriptive ... In the handwritten
tone
encountered
tone...
text (expected)
version (encountered)
Low
Mid
Low
116 (56%)
10 (5%)
Mid
40 (19%)
170 (81%)
High
51 (25%)
30 (14%)
Table 4.5: Low tone spelling deviations due to tonal carryover

4.3.4. Summary
Section 4.2.1 formulated the following hypotheses, summarized below:
1. Me’phaa Vátháá teachers could not develop tone awareness in their youth.
¯ ¯¯
Therefore, there will be more tonal and suprasegmental spelling deviations than
spelling deviations.
2. Most tonal spelling deviations will involve the mid and high tones.
3. There will be numerous spelling deviations related to the glottal tone.
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The analysis of the teachers’ orthography provides evidence in favor of all three
hypotheses. Most spelling deviations (51%) were related to tones, and 17% of the
deviations were related to glottalization. Within tonal errors, most of them (51%)
involved confusions between the high and low tones. One explanation for why this
happens is that the psychoacoustic distance between the high and mid tones, particularly in reduced speech, makes them more difficult to distinguish, and which brings
the orthography of Me’phaa Vátháá fluctuate between a shallow and a surface repre¯ ¯¯
sentation of tone.
One important question is: Why is the low tone easier to distinguish? It might
be the case that this tone is more salient to L1 speakers of Me’phaa Vátháá. It is
¯ ¯¯
the least frequent tone: 16% of vowels have it, compared to 23% of vowels with high
tone and 61% with the mid tone in the draft of the Githan Nuxi’ ‘New Dictionary.’
It also does not exist in Spanish, which could make the phonological tone sound more
salient, and the grapheme associated with it look more foreign. It could also be the
case that the Spanish accent and the Me’phaa Vátháá high tone mark, both of which
¯ ¯¯
use the acute accent, have conflicting cues that distract the teachers, whereas the low
tone and the Spanish accentual system have no overlap. There is one important piece
of evidence in favor of L1 saliency of the low tone: Teachers report that, for children
who have weaker Me’phaa Vátháá proficiency, it is the low tone that is difficult to
¯ ¯¯
both pronounce and write. This will be examined further in section ??.
The next section will provide additional evidence for the three hypotheses mentioned above. In particular, new information about the high tone confusions will be
gathered through a forced lexical decision experiment.

4.4. Tones in Lexical Identification
Given the results regarding the mid and high tone confusions in the orthographic
production data, a forced lexical decision experiment (Meyer and Schvaneveldt, 1971)
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was carried out to determine whether this confusion is also present when processing
written tone.
Reaction to tonal stimuli has been studied within the priming paradigm. Using
both aural (Cutler and Chen, 1997; Lee, 2007) and written stimuli (Li et al., 2013;
Winskel and Perea, 2014; Winskel et al., 2016) in Mandarin, Cantonese and Thai,
results show that tones do produce priming effects, but that these primes offer smaller
gains in time than segmental priming (Zhao and Jurafsky, 2009). The research by
(Pham and Baayen, 2015) might be the closest in methodology to the one proposed
in this dissertation, in that they carried out a forced lexical decision experiment using
DMDX to study Vietnamese compounds. They used tone as a random factor, and
found that tones were significantly correlated with reaction time. Some tones, like
the mid (ngang) had shorter reaction times, while other like the low-falling breathy
(huyen) were associated with longer reaction times. Pham and Baayen go on to state
a hypothesis about tonal diacritics and visual processing:
These tiny diacritics are clearly highly discriminative, and give rise to
strong effects in the reaction times. As these effects vary between whether
their diacritic appears on the vowel in the first syllabeme or that on the
second syllabeme, it is unlikely that the effect of the tone diacritics can be
reduced to a purely orthographic effect. We think it is more likely that it
reflects the involvement of sound structure in reading. (Pham and Baayen,
2015, 22)
There’s relatively little perception research on tonal minority languages that use
the Roman alphabet with diacritics. (DiCanio, 2012b) and (Avelino, 2003) have
studied categorical perception in Triqui and Zapotec (Otomanguean, Mexico) using
forced decision tasks with aural stimuli. Essien (1977) performed an early experiment
in tonal marking, where he compared perception and vocalization time for the Efik
language (Niger-Congo, Nigeria). He presented readers with sentences where tone was
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unmarked, marked only in “nouns and verbs”, and marked in every syllable. Readers
reported shorter times for the unmarked condition. Bernard et al. (2002) replicated
this experiment for Kom (Niger-Congo, Cameroon) and derived strong claims from
their results:
Marking tone contributes nothing directly to a reader’s ability to say
a sentence correctly. However, marking tone contributes indirectly to a
reader’s inability to say a sentence correctly by increasing perception and
vocalization times. Tone marking penalizes readers of even the shortest
sentences and the penalty grows as the length of sentences grow. (Bernard
et al., 2002, 345)
Researchers trained by SIL have continued to experiment with the use of tone
in the languages of Africa. Bird (1999b) and Roberts et al. (2015) have performed
experiments in languages of Togo and Cameroon, and recommend different levels of
marking to improve reaction time and comprehension.
This experiment will assume that tones are accessible during early stages of visual
processing (Winskel and Perea, 2014), and that tonal effects should be distinguishable
in a lexical decision experiment. From these previous results, and given the information on Me’phaa Vátháá tonal phonetics presented in chapter 4, the two following
¯ ¯¯
hypotheses can be formulated:
1. Some Me’phaa Vátháá tones will produce slower reaction times, such as those
¯ ¯¯
involving the high tone. (A possible explanation is the reduced psychoacoustic
distance between the high and mid tones).
2. Not all orthographic tone markings will produce slower reaction times, contra
Bernard et al. (2002). Words with a low tone will not be significantly different
from the control conditions.
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4.4.1. Methodology and Creation of Stimuli
In this test, the teachers looked at the screen and saw a Me’phaa word with no tone
¯ ¯¯
markings. This word was presented in lowercase letter, and the teachers had 2 seconds
to decide whether the word was a real Me’phaa Vátháá word or not by pressing on
¯ ¯¯
a key in a keyboard, as shown in figure 4.6. The two shift keys in the keyboard were
labeled with the Spanish sı́ “yes” and no “no” to avoid confusion with the Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
h
h
Ă
Ă
Ă
Ă
Vátháá terms ikhiin’ /i £"k eı:P £/ ‘correct’ and da’khiin’ /daP £"k eı:P £/ ‘incorrect’ which
appeared on the screen after each response. The time they took to press the button
and respond, or reaction time (henceforth RT) (Baayen et al., 2010; Atkinson and
Juola, 1973; Balota and Chumbley, 1984) reveals the comparative effects of processing
different types of visual stimuli. In order to measure RT in milliseconds, as well as the
percentage of correct answers, the software DMDX (Forster and Forster, 2003) was
used. Stimuli were presented in lowercase, with black letters on a white background.

Figure 4.6: Computer setup for lexical decision experiment
The teachers were presented with three main types of words: (i) A real word, such
as itsu /iĂ£.ţuĂ£/ ‘bone.’ (ii) A real word from which orthographic markings were
removed so that they had to be recovered mentally by the speaker before deciding
whether the word was real or not. This is the case of the stimulus niku, used for the
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Ă
word nikú /niĂ£"ku £/ ‘barely.’ (iii) A non-word as a distractor, such as the nonsense
sequence ranu. The second type of stimuli is subdivided depending on which tone
was removed, as shown in table 4.6. In some stimuli the high tone marking was
removed, as was the case for nikú ‘barely’, while in others the low tone as removed,
as in aga for aga /aĂ£"gaĂ£/ ‘pig.’ In addition to this, some high and low tones were
¯
removed so as to eliminate the indication of a contour tone. This is the case for the
high-mid tone in the second syllable of nixtaa, which is presented in place of nixtáa
/niSĂ£"ta:Ć£/ ‘already,’ and for the mid-low tone in the second syllable of ejmbaa,
presented in place of ejmbaa /eĂ£"xmba:Ć£/ ‘thick.’
¯
Type of stimulus
Control
Eliminating a high tone
Eliminating a low tone
Eliminating a tone from
a high-mid contour
Eliminating a tone from
a mid-low contour
Distractor items

Stimulus example
itsu
niku
aga
nixtaa
ejmbaa
ranu

Target word
Number of stimuli
itsu ‘bone’
20
nikú ‘barely’
20
aga ‘pig’
20
¯
nixtáa ‘already’
10
ejmbaa ‘thick’
¯
-

10
80

Table 4.6: Examples of stimuli for forced lexical decision experiment
Items were chosen from the the 2200-entry draft of the Githan Nuxi’ ‘New Dictionary’, currently being compiled by the teachers (see section 2.2.1), and verified by
the intuition of a collaborator who is a Native speaker of the language. Only bisyllabic and monomorphemic words with no tonal minimal pairs were chosen as items.
Within these, items were chosen where only one orthographic sign had to be removed
for them to be shown on DMDX, which precludes using stimuli with contours such as
high-low. The distractor elements were generated using the Wuggy software (Keuleers
and Brysbaert, 2010). This program analyses a text sample to generate a language
model and generate non-word items that are both statistically and phonotactically
well motivated. To train Wuggy we used the 30,900-word draft of Tsigu’ Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
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Vátháá ‘Me’phaa Vátháá Books’ elementary school textbooks (see section 2.2.1). The
¯ ¯¯
experiment was carried out with 12 teachers, who were first shown 30 training items,
and then 80 words and 80 non-words displayed randomly. The full list of stimuli,
both words and non-words, is available in Appendix ??.
After the experiment 3 teachers were excluded because they had error rates larger
than 50%. In addition to this, 1 item was excluded because of a potentially ambiguous
syllabification and 5 more items were excluded because they had error rates of more
than 50%. Finally 2 individual responses were excluded because they had RTs of less
than 500 ms, meaning that they were too fast to be a real response, and they were
probably an erroneous answer from a previous item.
4.4.2. Forced Lexical Decision results
The results show that teachers had a high success rate in identifying real words,
but they had difficulties making decisions about non-words. Table 4.7 shows the
accuracy results for real words and non-words. Even after having removed the 3
teachers with error rates of more than 50% and removing the error RTs, the nine
remaining teachers correctly identify non-words as such only 42% of the time. (If all
12 teachers are considered, the non-word accuracy rate drops to 39%). The accuracy
for real words is considerably higher, 84%. In the analysis that follows, only the real
words which teachers correctly identified as real words will be considered (n=510).
Type of word
Real words
Non-words
Total

Total items Accuracy
632
84%
640
42%
1272
63%

Table 4.7: Accuracy in forced lexical decisions
The results of the DMDX experiment were analyzed using a linear mixed-effects
model. It includes the natural logarithm of reaction time, or lnRT as a dependent
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variable. It has three independent variables: the type of tonal erasure when the
item is displayed, or condition as the independent variable (5 levels: Eliminating
a high tone, eliminating a high-mid contour, eliminating a low tone, eliminating a
mid-low contour, control), the order in which the item appeared for each speaker,
or displayOrder, and the length of the item in characters, or length. (The
items were already controlled for syllabic length). One important variable, lexical
frequency, could not be included because there are no available sources from which to
calculate frequency, or sufficient written material from which to compile a psycholinguistically representative corpus (Brysbaert and New, 2009). (For more information
on attempts to calculate this, see Appendix ??). Finally, the model random intercepts
for subject, item and computer, as well as by-subject, by-item and by-computer
random slopes for the effect of condition. There were three different laptop computers used during the experiment, so this random factor was introduced as a control
for this. The equation 4.3 shows the complete model. The model includes only the
correct responses of the teachers (n=510).

ln(RT ) = condition + displayOrder + length + (1 + condition|subject)+
(4.3)
(1 + condition|item) + (1 + condition|computer)
There was a main effect of condition: The “eliminate high” condition takes significantly longer time for the teachers to respond to, 1230 ± 28 ms compared to 1157 ±
11 ms for control words (b=0.06, SE=0.03, t(501)=1.97, p<0.05; difference between
null and full models: χ2 (6)=12.9, p<0.05). The other conditions were not significantly different from the control: eliminate high-mid contour (p=0.21), eliminate low
(p=0.98) or eliminate mid-low (p=0.61). There were no effects for displayOrder
(p=0.19) or for length of the word (p=0.08). Figure 4.7 summarizes the differences
in responses between the examined conditions.
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Figure 4.7: Lexical decision reaction times by condition
4.4.3. Summary
Perhaps the most important result from the lexical decision experiment is that it
was possible to conduct it. This means that teachers have enough experience with
Me’phaa reading that they can identify a word and react in less than two seconds.
¯ ¯¯
This is evidence of them having developed enough reading practice that they can
identify words quickly. It could also be evidence for phonemic and tone awareness.
However, it is important to note that many items had to be discarded (478 out of 1272,
38%) because teachers couldn’t identify them correctly. In the case of the non-words,
most items had to be discarded (374 out of 640, 59%). This situation is similar to
that described for older learners of literacy programs (Thompkins and Binder, 2003;
Binder and Borecki, 2008), who had some phonemic awareness due to their age and
their exposure to print, but had more difficulties than children in non-word tasks.
Similarly, Me’phaa Vátháá teachers might be good at identifying both the phonemes
¯ ¯¯
and tones of words that are familiar to them, but then have difficulties translating
those skills into phonemic and tone awareness.
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The response time comparisons, where the high tone is identified slower than
the other tones, is congruous with the phonetic and orthographic results. It is also
congruous with the hypotheses outlined at the beginning of section 4.4: that some,
but not all tonal conditions would produce slower RTs. These results add a piece of
evidence to the idea that there is something about the distinction between mid and
high tones that takes extra time for the speakers to resolve, and that could potentially
confuse them. Notice that the linear mixed-effects model that was used to analyze
the experiment did control for subject, meaning that this effect was observable for all
of the teachers.
One result that was unexpected was the lack of significant difference between
the high-contour and the other conditions. It might be possible that the teachers
identified them from having two vowels in the written word (where the ”eliminate
high” condition only has one vowel in the toned syllable), or that they remember
that there is a contour involved in the tone, and this was enough to identify the word.
This section provided additional evidence for the existence of phonetic factors
behind the orthographic issues experienced by the teachers, in particular the midhigh confusion. The next section will examine the circumstances in which teachers
learned how to read and write Me’phaa Vátháá, and how his influences their present
¯ ¯¯
spelling patterns.

4.5. How teachers write Me’phaa Vátháá tones
¯ ¯¯
Section 4.2.1 outlined three hypotheses about the spelling of Me’phaa. Two of them
¯ ¯¯
are concerned with specific spelling issues: (i) Given the phonetic similarities between
the mid and high tones, these will be involved in most tonal spelling deviations, and
(ii) given the phonetic changes from non-glottalized to glottalized vowels, glottalization will cause tonal spelling deviations. The previous section presented converging
evidence from phonetics, spelling deviations and lexical decision tasks that speakers
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do have difficulties distinguishing the mid and high tones, as well as tones in glottalized syllables. This section presents extracts from the sociolinguistic interviews with
the teachers, and examines details of the teachers’ language history. Specifically, the
section will focus on how they learned to read and write in order to provide evidence
for the third hypothesis: Because teachers learned to read and write Me’phaa at a
¯ ¯¯
late age, they developed phonemic awareness but only weaker forms of tone awareness, which would explain why tone is reported as the most difficult aspect of the
language’s orthography.
The following section will present quotes for the teachers as evidence for how
their schooling shaped their language trajectories. If there is more than one person
in the quote, the letter ‘I’ labels the interviewer, and the letter ‘T’ labels the teacher.
Each of the quotes is preceded by the approximate time when the teachers started
schooling. This is because there are some differences in schooling experience from
having been to primary school in the late 1960s as opposed to having done so in
the mid 1990s. As will be discussed below, the hegemonic position of Spanish in the
classroom has become contested, and this has led to increased use of the Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
language in education.
4.5.1. Learning to read and write
The teachers report that their first experience with writing was learning to read and
write in Spanish, with very little or no writing in Me’phaa.
¯ ¯¯
Start of schooling: Early eighties.
I learned to read at write at school. I learned it in Spanish. Everything
was in Spanish.
Start of schooling: Early nineties.
T: When I was born my mom would speak to me in Me’phaa and that’s
¯ ¯¯
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how I learned. The bad thing is that they wouldn’t teach us how to
write it in school. When I went to school they didn’t teach us to write.
There was none of that. [...] I had learned Spanish by third grade because
I was taught to read and write in Spanish.
I: And before that, in first grade, how did the teachers teach? Did they
explain in Me’phaa and then ask you to write in Spanish?
¯ ¯¯
T: Yes. By third grade I knew how to read in Spanish. By then school is
mostly in Spanish, so that’s how I learned.
Start of schooling: Early nineties.
T: I arrived at school and teachers there spoke two languages, Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
and Spanish. But they... Since they knew that we already spoke Me’phaa,
¯ ¯¯
they used the time teaching us Spanish.
I: So, from age eight, when you entered school, they spoke to you in Spanish?
T: In Spanish, yes.
I: And there was no Me’phaa writing in school?
¯
¯¯
T: No, we didn’t write in Me’phaa.
¯
¯¯
In many cases the children were given explanations in Me’phaa, but the work in
¯ ¯¯
school was meant for children to gain Spanish skills that would serve them to continue
their schooling in Spanish. (To this day, there are no high schools that use Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
as a medium of instruction). However, because Spanish was a new language to the
children, they report that they gained very little proficiency during primary school,
and only learned after being forced to do so for high school.
Start of schooling: Early nineties.
I: When did you learn to write in Spanish?
T: That would be the beginning of primary school. The teachers taught
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it but you couldn’t understand anything. Learning that was a new
thing for us.
I: And, when did you learn how to speak Spanish?
T: When I was twelve, when I left the town to study high school.
Start of schooling: Early eighties.
[When I went to school] they didn’t write the Indigenous language there.
So, I learned to write [Me’phaa Vátháá ] when I grew up. At school teach¯ ¯¯
ers, well, they didn’t teach us the language. Rather, they hispanized us.
They wanted us to speak Spanish, despite them being bilingual [Indigenous]
teachers who spoke an [Indigenous] language. They didn’t want us to
speak an [Indigenous] language, just Spanish.
The following quote is particularly poignant, as it illustrates the pain that many
Indigenous community members suffer when they undergo schooling. One of the
teachers reports suffering physical violence because of a lack of proficiency in Spanish. This type of education would not only leave students unprepared to express
themselves in either Spanish or Me’phaa, but would also engender painful feelings to¯ ¯¯
wards the Spanish language. Moreover, this would leave the students frustrated about
having been surrounded by Spanish for several years without having gained enough
proficiency to express themselves confidently. This situation, where Indigenous students are abused psychologically and physically, has been unfortunately common
throughout the world (Adams, 1995; Moses, 2004).
Start of schooling: Late seventies.
I: And so, in primary school, did they teach you in Me’phaa?
¯ ¯¯
T: No, it wasn’t like that before. The teachers would hit us.
I: They would hit you?
T: They would hit you if we spoke in Me’phaa, or if we didn’t
¯
¯¯
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pay attention, or if we didn’t understand what they were saying. Amongst the kids we would ask “What did he say? I didn’t understand him.” And they...
I: How did they hit you? On the hands, or...
T: Oh, no, on the back, feet, with peach tree sticks, with chokeberry wood
sticks... Yeah.
I: And so, you had your first contact with Spanish in first grade.
T: Yes, you could say so. But it wasn’t a good one because when I got to
high school I spoke practically no Spanish. I didn’t understand
it. It was difficult. I even started crying when I got to high
school because I didn’t understand. They’d talk to me and, yeah, I
can understand what they’re saying, but how would I reply? So, talking to
people was very difficult for me.
Finally, some of the teachers were in schools where the instructors were Indigenous
but not Me’phaas. In this case Spanish would emerge as the lingua franca of the class,
¯ ¯¯
leaving the Me’phaa children with even fewer tools to understand the lessons.
¯ ¯¯
Start of schooling: Early nineties.
When I went to school they’d teach in Spanish, but it was difficult for
me to understand what they were saying. Why? Because I
didn’t speak the language they were teaching me in, I spoke
Me’phaa Vátháá. So I had difficulty understanding what they were
¯
¯¯
teaching, because it as all in Spanish. [...] They would talk to us and
say “Let’s see, write here’ in Spanish, because there weren’t teachers who
spoke our language before. They sent us Nasavi [Mixtec] teachers, and we
couldn’t communicate with them, so they had to speak to us in Spanish.
So, I learned to read and write little by little.
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Start of schooling: Late sixties.
T: I started school when I was six. They had a policy of hispanization back then. [...] Back then they didn’t teach Me’phaa writing. Not
at all. They taught everything in Spanish.
I: Everything in Spanish, even if you couldn’t understand it?
T: Yes, everything was in Spanish, because the teachers were Mixtec,
they spoke a different language. Nowadays it’s Me’phaas with Me’phaas,
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
Nahuas with Nahuas, but it wasn’t that way before. We were all mixed.
There were monolingual Mixtec children in there too... it was a mess.
A mess.
The situation described by the teachers is congruous with the story of Indigenous
education in Mexico during during the late 20th century. The teachers were born between 1962 and 1988; they started primary schooling between the years 1968 and 1994
(average: 1983 ± 9), and moved to middle school between 1974 and 2000 (average:
1989 ± 9). This was before the introduction of Bilingual Intercultural Education in
2003 (Martı́nez Buenabad, 2015). The currently operating model promotes alphabetization in the children’s L1, and in its article 7.4 seeks to ”use teaching to promote the
linguistic plurality of the nation and the respect of the linguistic rights of Indigenous
peoples.” Before these changes, however, Indigenous schools used the indirect method
of teaching, where explanations were given in a minority language but the objective
was to acquaint children with the majority language (Baker, 2011; López and Küper,
2002). This method was pioneered in the French colonies in Western Africa in 1817
(Nadeau and Barlow, 2008, 177), and was introduced in Mexico in 1939 by teachers
trained by the Summer Institute of Linguistics (Martı́nez Buenabad, 2015). This is a
form of transitional bilingual education (Baker, 2011); its social goal is the assimilation of Indigenous children into the majority community, and its linguistic goal is the
adoption of the majority language by the minority population. This style of teaching
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didn’t change even after the incorporation of Native community members as teachers
in 1963, or after the foundation of the General Direction of Indigenous Education
(DGEI) in 1973 (Bello Domı́nguez, 2009). After the foundation of the DGEI more
members of Indigenous communities were trained as teachers. This was beneficial in
some communities, but sometimes Indigenous teachers were assigned to children who
didn’t share their language, and so Spanish emerged as the means of instruction in
these cases. This kind of bilingual education is referred to as submersion education,
and it also results in the assimilation of children to the majority language.
4.5.2. Learning to read and write in Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
This situation, in which the teachers were not taught to read and write in Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
when they were children, is a situation conducive to do not developing tone awareness.
So, when did the teachers learn to read and write Me’phaa? For many of them this
¯ ¯¯
happened in their 20s or 30s because they were required to do so to keep their jobs.
Start of schooling: Early eighties.
I: How did you learn to write Me’phaa?
¯ ¯¯
T: I learned to write when I started coming to the workshops, to these
classes, that’s when I started writing a little.
I: How old were you?
P: I was old, I was about 32... 34.
Start of schooling: Early eighties.
I learned to write when I was hired as a teacher, at about 27 or 28. [...]
I learned because of my job. They sent me to a community where
children didn’t speak Spanish, they spoke an Indigenous language. So, I
was forced to learn their variant [Acatepec Me’phaa ]. So I started writing
¯ ¯¯
Me’phaa. [...] I write little stories [for the students] and we read them
¯ ¯¯
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when we’re starting to read, [...] but I haven’t fully familiarized myself
with the writing of the language yet.
Start of schooling: Late sixties.
I learned 10 years after starting as a teacher, when I was about 30 years
old. I spoke the language, but I hadn’t studied it deeply.
How did they learn it, exactly? In most cases they learned the language at
workshops and seminars organized by community members. They would discuss
the Mañuwiin/Malinaltepec norm during these meetings and adopt it to their own
Me’phaa variant. They would then use it to teach literacy in Me’phaa to their own
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
students.
Start of schooling: Early nineties.
[I started writing Me’phaa ] when I became a teacher. That’s when
¯ ¯¯
I saw the need to learn how to write it, because I did speak it. [...]
So, from gatherings and meetings between teachers and work we’ve done
with the language, now I can read. [...] I started learning it about 5 years
after I starting working as a teacher, when I was about 25 years old.
Start of schooling: Early seventies.
I: How old were you when you learned how to write Me’phaa?
¯ ¯¯
T: Back then they didn’t teach us to write in our language. I learned it
when I was old, when I was working as a teacher, [...] at about 20 years
old. [...] I went to some workshops where they said it was necessary
for us to write the [Indigenous] language, to read and write it. It was
mandatory for us as bilingual teachers, so we needed to read
and write both languages [Spanish and Me’phaa ].
¯ ¯¯
Start of schooling: Early eighties.
T: [I started to write Me’phaa ] at around 35 years old, I was old. I spoke
¯ ¯¯
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it, but couldn’t write.
I: What language did they teach you to write in?
T: In Spanish, Back then, they didn’t make us write our language. We
read in Spanish, but our conversations and the questions the teachers asked
were in Me’phaa.
¯ ¯¯
I: And, did you have to answer in written Spanish?
T: No, in Me’phaa, speaking. When we answered the questions in the
¯ ¯¯
textbook, well, yes, we wrote in Spanish, but it was all wrong, because we
didn’t speak it.
I: And, why did you start writing it now?
T: Because of classes that we’ve taken recently. [...] I started
learning when I was 32. I learned the letters of Me’phaa, the vowels...
¯ ¯¯
But I learned only [that]. Starting three years ago I’ve learned more, and
I feel like I can write it more or less.
Even if learning to read and write Me’phaa was a requirement, it brought with
¯ ¯¯
it an increased appreciation for the Me’phaa language in the teachers. This “change
¯ ¯¯
of heart”, where Indigenous teachers rediscover their language through their teaching
and recover from previous negative experiences with Indigenous languages has been
documented for other Mexican languages such as Tlaxcalan Nahuatl (Messing, 2009).
Start of schooling: Early seventies.
T: I started writing at around the year 2000. People wrote the language
before, they started doing so since 1987. But I didn’t think it was important. I thought “Why should we write Me’phaa if it’s not useful for when
¯ ¯¯
we go to a [government] office?.” But I now realize that strengths that
learning Me’phaa brings.
¯ ¯¯
I: What made you change your mind?
T: They required that I learn it at my job. And, when something
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is mandatory, you practice it more. And, the children understood
better [when I spoke in Me’phaa ], it’s like they care more because you are
¯ ¯¯
speaking to them in their language. This makes the job easier for you as a
teacher, and makes you happy that someone is learning something useful.
During these workshops, teachers have come to strongly associate the writing of
the language with its continued vitality and revalorization.
Start of schooling: Late seventies.
I learned to write it when teacher gatherings started. That’s what they
called them before. We are still working on it. That’s how I started.
They would say to us “Language is important”, and that we
had to value it and write it. So, how do you write it, then? How’s
going to tell us how to do it? So we went to those kinds of events to get
acquainted with the letters. Maybe I don’t write perfectly, but I do feel that
we need to write. Even if it’s wrong we have to do it. [...] I learned when
I was already working, when I was about 28 years old.
Only the youngest teachers were exposed to writing in Me’phaa earlier in their
¯ ¯¯
lives. One of them, who went to school during the mid-nineties, was taught some
Me’phaa writing in third grade:
¯ ¯¯
Start of schooling: Mid-nineties.
T: [I started with Me’phaa ] in primary school because the teachers put
¯ ¯¯
pressure on us, for us to write tales and stories about the community. I
was getting it, I could write and all. But, when I arrived at high school
[it’s all Spanish and] they make you learn English and, well, that language
is different.
I: So, how old were you when you learned how to write Me’phaa?
¯ ¯¯
T: When I was about 9 or 10.
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I: 9 or 10... So you didn’t start in first grade.
T: In first grade they taught us to [read and write] in Spanish.
And they started introducing the language so that it could be
‘rescued’, they said. From there I’ve kept writing. I don’t write
perfectly, but I write. I: And, do you like writing in Me’phaa?
¯ ¯¯
T: Yes, that’s why I started learning again [now] because I would like to
remember the words and to write again. Not perfectly, maybe a little bit,
but to learn and remember the writing again. Because [at work] they’re
asking us to be able to handle the [Indigenous] language, so I have to learn
again. Speaking is easy, but the writing is a different story, with its tones
and all that.
One prevailing issue is that the teachers almost never have the opportunity or
the materials to read and write Me’phaa outside of organized workshops, and this
¯ ¯¯
restricts their exposure to the written form of the language.
I write it at work so that my children will understand me. I write the
numbers in Me’phaa and Spanish so they see which one is which. I write
¯ ¯¯
that way because there are children who speak Spanish but not Me’phaa,
¯ ¯¯
and there are those who speak Me’phaa but not Spanish, so we need both.
¯ ¯¯
[...] I almost never read Me’phaa. I don’t read because when I see
¯ ¯¯
it, well, I read and I understand what I’m reading, but then I
get stuck and I can’t go on.
Start of schooling: Early nineties.
[I started] when I began working as a teacher. Five years ago. I was
24... 25, something like that. The problem is that the [practice] hasn’t
been constant. I’d be great if we had activities [to practice writing] every
weekend or every month or something like that, but, I only [read and
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write Me’phaa ] like on this workshop where we are right now.
¯
¯¯
These are the opportunities when I write. I don’t do it on my own, I don’t
really read or write Me’phaa.
¯ ¯¯
The teacher’s literacy patterns, in particular the way in which they learned Spanish
writing (early in childhood and without speaking it) and Me’phaa writing (later in
¯ ¯¯
life and with few opportunities to practice), are congruous with the hypothesis that
the teachers have developed phonemic awareness but not tonal awareness, and that
learning to write the tonal system later in life is making it difficult for them to identify
tones, especially those that are already perceptually closer such as the mid and high
tones (see section refreduction:tone-mergers).
4.5.3. Writing Me’phaa Tones
¯ ¯¯
In alignment with the results of the previous section, teachers feel that it is difficult
to identify tones adequately, and that this leads them to feeling insecure about their
spelling.
Start of schooling: Early nineties.
I: What has been your experience writing Me’phaa?
¯ ¯¯
T: I am making progress, little by little. What I can’t find is the tone.
Whether it’s a high tone, a low tone, I can’t find it [when I’m writing],
but I’m slowly getting it. I didn’t know you could write Me’phaa, maybe
¯ ¯¯
because I only spoke it, but now I see it’s important to write it, too. My
coworkers also get confused about tone sometimes. I write it with fewer
tones than it should be because they really confuse me. I don’t
know where they go, where to put them, nothing. They confuse
me a lot.
Start of schooling: Late seventies.
I try to write Me’phaa with all its tones, according to what I think. But
¯ ¯¯
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when you go over my work I feel like... I write and I feel like I am doing
well, but then when I tell someone else “hey, check my stuff to see if it’s
okay or not, won’t you?”, they tell me ”no, you’re missing one here, you
have a mistake here, you have an extra letter here, this doesn’t go there,
this goes here, this doesn’t go here either” and things like that.
A crucial point of this argument is the way teachers make the decision of which
tone to mark. They either mark the tones right after writing the vowel, or write all
of the segments and then mark the tones. However, what happens next is key to
the issue. Teachers report that they try to ”read and reread” what they have just
written, in an effort to detect any tonal spelling deviations. This way of writing was
also present during the workshops that the author conducted in Tlapa de Comonfort
in 2014 and 2015, where teachers would write on a board, and then go back and
repeat the sentences to themselves and make changes according to how they felt the
sentence was pronounced.
Start of schooling: Early eighties.
When you write quickly, without thinking about the tones, well, yes, you
miss one here and there. Maybe you don’t mark the tone, maybe you
mark a tone that didn’t go there, so you need to go back and check
it again and read. Reread twice, thrice, four, five, six times so
that you can get the tones right. [...] When you write too fast you
are not careful with the tones, but when you write and read it back
to yourself, then you can hear yourself and mark the tones as
they go.
Start of schooling: Mid nineties.
I mark [the tones] when I can remember to do so. Also, I have to repeat
the word several times to give it the right tone. If I don’t do that,
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well, I have doubts and I have to ask my coworkers if I’m okay or not,
and they correct me.
Start of schooling: Early nineties.
I write the letters sometimes, and then I go back and analyze
it. I try to see whether “this one is high, this one is low.” But I get
confused sometimes. Instead of writing the high I write a low and things
like that. I write [the letters] first and then I write the high or low tone, I
always do it like that.
Start of schooling: Late sixties.
When I’m writing I feel that like I am writing the right tones, but then
I start to reread and I realize that I didn’t. So, I erase and I wonder whether this vowel has a tone mark, whether it doesn’t...
Sometimes I put the mark where it shouldn’t go, so that’s the way I do it,
rereading and rereading so I can get it [right].
Very little is known about introspective speech (Chomsky et al., 2002, 76), but one
hypothesis that could be generated from this information is that, as they try to read
the words and sentences to themselves, teachers might do so at varying speeds, which
will compound the problem of the careful-mid and reduced-high tones coming closer
together. This, combined with a reduced tone awareness from lack of early schooling
in Me’phaa and few opportunities to practice reading and writing in the present,
¯ ¯¯
might be at the core of the orthographic difficulties experienced by the teachers.
When asked explicitly to say which tones they find most difficult to write, the
teacher’s intuitions align well with the results from the orthographic analysis. Table
4.8 shows that teachers feel that they are comfortable identifying the low tone, and
that high and contour tones are difficult. Very high are also tones in glottalized
syllables.
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Orthographic difficulty
All tones equally
Tones in glottalized syllables
Contour
High
Low

Teachers who report it
7
5
5
3
1

Table 4.8: Orthographic difficulties reported by teachers
When asked about specific examples of contours that are problematic, the examples offered involved the high tone.
When there is a combination. For example mbáa [‘one’], where there’s
a high and a mid tone. Or rixiı́ [‘yesterday’], where there is a low and a
¯
high [tone].
In addition to this, when the teachers offer examples of problems with glottalization, they offer examples of low tones with glottalization. As was shown in figure 4.3,
this tone is the one that is raised the most when it occurs in a glottalized syllable.
These spelling deviations happen even in extremely frequent words such as the name
of the language, the word Me’phaa:
¯ ¯¯
Sometimes I even confuse the low with the high. When it has an emphasis [glottalization] it is difficult for me... When say me’, me’phaa,
¯
¯ ¯¯
me’... That when I get stuck. I go me’... me’... And I can’t tell if it’s
¯
¯
¯
high or low... And I don’t know what tone goes there.
The data presented so far supports the hypothesis presented at the beginning
of this section, that because teachers learned to read and write in Spanish and only
learned to do so in Me’phaa Vátháá later, their tone awareness is still developing, and
¯ ¯¯
that this might be why the main spelling difficulties lie in the tones and in phenomena,
such as glottalization, that change F0 . These issues of tonal awareness might be why
phonetics intrudes in teachers’ spelling (as it does with the mid→*high confusion)
and why tones are generally felt to be more difficult to write.
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4.6. Conclusions
This chapter examined the patterns of spelling deviations by the teachers, whether
they corresponded to the phonetic patterns found in chapter 4, and what might be
the possible causes for these deviations. Section 4.3 looked at the spelling patterns in
the writing produced by the teachers. Their most common orthographic confusions,
those related to tones (particularly the mid and high tones) and to the glottal stop are
precisely those were the F0 is most affected in the phonetics and in speech reduction
processes. These phonetic cues are reinterpreted by the teachers when spelling, and
lead to deviations from their self-imposed norm and make the writing system fluctuate
between a shallow and surface representation of tone. Section 4.4 contributed further
evidence to this: The teachers take significantly longer time to process words where
a high tone has been eliminated orthographically and the stimulus given is a word
with the mid tone.
Because of the conditions of their scholarization, which occurred in the context of
Mexican Indigenous education prior to 2003, Me’phaa Vátháá teachers learned to read
¯ ¯¯
and write in conditions that are conducive to low tone awareness and to difficulties
in spelling tone. From learning and using the Spanish writing system they have
gained enough phonemic awareness that they have fewer spelling deviations involving
consonants and vowels. However, the conditions of their contact with Me’phaa writing
¯ ¯¯
are such that it is difficult for them to gain further tone awareness. This, in addition
to the ways in which they try to verify the tone (by repeating words to themselves)
leaves them vulnerable to confusions involving phonetic F0 processes.
The data presented up to this point suggests two factors that shape the difficulties
the teachers face when writing Me’phaa Vátháá: phonetic alterations of the tone and
¯ ¯¯
the way in which they learned to read and write, which excluded tone in favor of
the majority language. These difficulties cause spelling deviations where teachers
deviate from their norm in an unintentional manner. The next chapter will look at
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the second type of spelling deviations, those where teachers choose to deviate from
the norm to express their identity. It will also examine the sociolinguistic context
in which Me’phaa Vátháá writing is developing and the hopes of the teacher for the
¯ ¯¯
future of the language.
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5.

Orthography and Vitality of Me’phaa Vátháá
¯
¯¯

When making decisions on how to spell a word, Me’phaa Vátháá teachers are influ¯ ¯¯
enced not only be phonetics and their background in literacy, but by their beliefs
about what is the form of Me’phaa that they should produce, and their aspirations
¯ ¯¯
for what Me’phaa Vátháá text should look like and achieve. This chapter will use
¯ ¯¯
discourse analysis techniques (Van Dijk, 1993, 2001) on data gained through interviews and observations to identify the ideologies towards writing that exist within
the teacher community and what effect they have on spelling. The goal of doing this
is to uncover the ideologies of prescriptivism and purism that the Me’phaa holds,
¯ ¯¯
in the hopes that “clarifying ideologies held within communities can open a dialog
among groups with differing stances and reduce tensions that may negatively impact
language revitalization efforts” (Kickham, 2015, 26).
Section 5.1 will introduce language ideologies and describe the origin and manifestation of prescriptivism and purism in speakers of Spanish and in practitioners of
language revitalization. Section 5.5 will characterize these ideologies in the community of Me’phaa Vátháá teachers and in those Me’phaas that also have a stake in
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
spelling. Section 5.6 will examine spelling outside of the school environment and how
it is affected by surrounding ideologies. Finally, section 5.7 will bring the ideology
and the phonetics together to describe their interaction in Me’phaa Vátháá spelling.
¯ ¯¯
5.1. Language Ideologies
Silverstein (1979) pioneered the concept of language ideologies, defining them as “a
system of beliefs about the utility, purpose, or norms about language.” Numerous
other definitions have been proposed. (Rumsey, 1990, p.346) defines them as “shared
bodies of commonsense notions about the nature of language in the world”, (Irvine,
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1989, p.255) as a system of “ideas about social and linguistic relationships, together
with their loading of moral and political interests”, and (Woolard and Schieffelin,
1994, p.55-56) conceptualize them as a process to ”envision and enact links of language
to group and personal identity, to aesthetics, to morality, and to epistemology (55- 56).
In general, they are shared ideas about language that connect implicit and explicit
assumptions about language with their linguistic practices and their extralinguistic
political and social environment.
Kroskrity (2004, 501) outlines five characteristics of language ideologies:
1. Language ideologies represent group or individual interests: Ideologies
are “constructed in the interest of a specific social or cultural group. A members
notions of what is ‘true,’ ‘morally good,’ or ‘aesthetically pleasing’ about language and discourse are grounded in social experience and often demonstrably
tied to political-economic interests” (Kroskrity, 2004, 501).
2. Multiplicity of ideologies within a population: Ideologies can differ amongst
multiple social dimensions (class, gender, clan, generations), and are “grounded
in social experience which is never uniformly distributed throughout polities of
any scale” (Kroskrity, 2004, 503).
3. Awareness by the speakers: They may be articulated explicitly, but they
might be unconscious and need to be read from discourse.
4. Ideologies create indexical relatioships between linguistic forms and
sociocultural experience.
5. Ideologies construct identity: They are used used to construct identities;
“language, especially shared language, has long served as the key to naturalizing
the boundaries of social groups” (Kroskrity, 2004, 509).
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An example of an ideology that will be examined here is monoglossia (Blommaert
and Verschueren, 1998), or to belief in a homogeneous society as the most desirable
society:
The view of society in which differences are seen as dangerous and
centrifugal and in which the “best” society is suggested to be one without
inter-group differences. In other words, the ideal society is monolingual,
monoethnic, monoreligious, monoideological. Nationalism, interpreted as
the struggle to keep groups as “pure” and homogeneous as possible, is
considered to be a positive attitude within the dogma of homogeneism.
Pluriethnic or plurilingual societies are seen as problem-prone because they
require forms of state organization that run counter to the “natural” characteristics of groupings of people. (Blommaert and Verschueren, 1998,
362)
This ideology is based on the beliefs of a dominant ethnic or linguistic group to
flatten out any minority identities, and naturalize the connection between themselves
and the state (e.g. setting the foundation of nation-states in the Americas at the
time of contact with Europe and not sooner). The ideology is of course not shared by
everyone in the population (particularly members of minorities). It is usually communicated through education and either made explicit (by tying the current state with
one group), or implicit by teaching that any other minorities have now disappeared
(e.g. teaching that Native Americans are “people from the past”). It creates links
between linguistic and sociocultural experiences (e.g. renaming places, transforming
communities so that they are “English-only” or “Spanish only”). Finally, it constructs
identities, making people believe that speaking English (or Spanish or French) is part
of being a good citizen of a nation-state.
This ideology underlies the two main ideologies that the Me’phaa Vátháá teachers
¯ ¯¯
hold, prescriptivism and language purism. These play a role in shaping literacy deci-
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sions and outcomes, and are influenced by the ideologies of the groups that surround
them, namely Spanish speakers and stakeholders of revitalization efforts. Those ideologies will be described in the next section.

5.2. Ideologies about Writing
Writing is first and foremost a technology to record spoken language (Bloomfield,
1933; DeFrancis, 1989; Ong, 2013). Like other technologies, it can be adapted to serve
a multiple range of needs, which made it possible for it to spread from the locations
where it was originally invented (Mesopotamia and Central Mexico) to be adapted
and used by thousands of languages around the world. It is an incomplete technology,
in that no existing writing system records the full range of phenomena involved in
speech (consonants, vowels, suprasegmentals, prosody and intonation, etc). Also,
like other technologies, it can be prone to failures if its inputs change over time
without a revision of the technology (e.g. knight is no longer pronounced [kni:xt], but
[naIt]). Writing doesn’t need to represent phonemes, and it is not true that phonemebased systems are more efficient than syllables or logograms to represent language
(DeFrancis, 1989), but many writing systems do try to represent some level of the
phonemes of the language (see section 4.1 for a discussion of deep versus shallow levels
of representation).
Writing, however, is much more than just a tool. It is a marker of status, a
determiner of socioeconomic advancement, and a sign of national, regional, or even
countercultural identities. Writing, and more precisely orthography, are cultural practices1 . Orthography is the set of conventions for writing the words of a language,
1

There is a clear difference between the term writing system, which refers to the set of glyphs,
and orthography, which refers to the mapping between glyphs and sounds. Therefore, the Spanish
language uses the Roman writing system as a means to express the orthographic rules described in
the 2010 Orthography of the Spanish Language manual by the Royal Spanish Academy.
The distinction between orthography and spelling is less clear. Orthography refers to the rules
and conventions, while spelling refers to the “application of those conventions to write actual words”
(Sebba, 2007, 11). For example, in the previous chapter, a “spelling deviation” referred to a non-
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including the mapping of sound-to-glyph and glyph-to-sound, the use of non-sound
symbols such as punctuation marks, and the decisions about which spoken words are
acceptable for representation in written form (Baker, 1997; Sebba, 2007). When writing first developed in languages like English and Spanish, individual writers would
make decisions about how to represent their language. Their choices were arbitrary
(but somewhat determined by the writing systems available to them), and the choices
of individual writers can be seen in the fact that spellings of individual words show a
high degree of alternation, even within a single writer, as shown in figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Orthographic variation in non-standardized language
William Shakespeare’s handwritten name in seven forms. From top to bottom:
Willm Shakp, William Shakspēr, Wm Shakspē, William Shakspere, Willm Shakspere,
William Shakspeare. (Source: Wikimedia Foundation).
Once an orthographic norm is set by convention and this convention is enforced
through formal means (education, access to the press), any deviations, even those
that bring writing closer to the perceived phonetic forms, are strongly discouraged and
condemned by those who have acquired the existing orthographic norm. These norms
standard form produced by a teacher (e.g. *inu instead of inúú ‘in front of’). In this case, spelling
refers to the forms actually attested, and orthography refers to the ideal forms proposed by the
teachers.
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are enforced by the gatekeepers of language such as public educational institutions like
schools, education departments and language academies, as well as private entities
such as writers and dictionary publishers, and these entities are so effective to pressure
their established norms that any deviations from them end up being felt as unnatural,
and speakers attack those who spell differently with endless ad hominem fallacies.
Writing guides insist on how writers should be “ashamed” and look “dumb” when they
deviate from the norm, and most language vigilantes spare no words for whoever spells
the English word definitely /"dEf@n@tli/ with the equally possible spelling *definately:
The Urban Dictionary website defines this as “idiot-speak for definitely” (Urban
Dictionary, 2016), while the comic website The Oatmeal says that “if you put an a
in definitely, then you’re definitely an a-hole” (Inman, 2012).
The process described above is part of an ideology called linguistic purism, according to which there are “pure” forms of the language (both in speech and spelling)
whose continued use is a contributing factor to maintaining the linguistic, and by
extension political and civilizational unity of a community (Woolard and Schieffelin,
1994). Accompanying it is the related concept of prescriptivism, where one variety
of a language (or a group of orthographic practices) is deemed superior to others,
which in turn are considered incorrect, improper, illogical or of low aesthetic value
(Woolard and Schieffelin, 1994). As implied by these definitions, linguistic purism
and prescriptivism go hand in hand with “civilization” and its attempts to create a
dichotomy between itself and the “barbarism” of the others targeted by civilizatory
projects, be they the non-elite members of society or those deemed outside of society
(Clastres, 2011; Scott, 2014). Writing serves as a powerful marker of in-group status
(Kroskrity, 2004), but also as a marker of social stratification within societies, and
as a tool of economic and personal advancement. Advancing one’s status depends on
reproducing the markers of civilization, including written forms that are compatible
with the dominant culture’s traditions regardless of their relationship to the current
phonology of the dominant language. In order to do this, it established the binary
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of forms that are “right” because they align with the established traditions, and of
forms that do not align with them and are therefore “wrong”, “faults” or “errors.”
Regarding the features of an ideology, purism represents the elite, who decides
which forms are closer to the ideal. Because it is projected top-bottom, it is distributed unequally amongst the population, and is stronger amongst the elites and
those with an interest in social advancement. It is also contested by elite members of
minorities, who might left out of the purist project. This is most an implicit ideology,
as most people believe that the platonic ideal of the language is the one spoken by
the elites. It links any “non-pure” forms (e.g. borrowings, neologisms) as a threat to
the language, and it rallies people around the “pure” form of the language in calls to
defend the nation’s identity and traditions.
As for the ideology of prescriptivism, it is also meant to represent the linguistic
(and particularly writing) practices of the elite, since they have a vested interest in
continuing the use of the language they have learned for economic and political reasons
(e.g. removing kanji from Japanese has been historically impossible because of the
investment made by those who did learn kanji). Prescriptivism is distributed inequally
according to access to schooling and socioeconomic class. It’s an ideology that is most
implicit: During schooling people are told that their socioeconomic advancement
depends on their acquiring the prescriptive norms of speaking and spelling. However,
they are led to believe that the norms are based on “logic” or on best practices, when
in reality they are mostly arbitrarily set by members of the elite. Prescriptivism not
only creates indexical relations between “correct” linguistic and social norms, but it
also indexes minority, countercultural and divergent linguistic forms with “incorrect”
or unaesthetic language. Finally, prescriptivism promotes the idea that those who
use the correct language are more cultivated, more intelligent, and ultimately morally
superior within the hierarchies of society, helping to delineate identities across social
and ethnic classes.
The phenomenon of language purism and prescriptivism in orthography is much
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deeper than European colonialism, and attempts at creating one orthographic standard for a community have been documented in the “script unification” carried out
in the early Qin Dinasty in China in 221 bce (Ostler, 2005, 138), in the preference
for older forms of the Ch’olti language in Maya scribe writing around 250 ce (Hruby,
2002), and in characterizations of Egyptian Arabic’s unsuitability to be written due
to it being “permissive” and “weak” Haeri (2003).
Linguistic purism and prescriptivism are ideologies that have influenced the development of Me’phaa Vátháá writing, in particular because they were brought into the
¯ ¯¯
community by the language that is in most intense contact with Me’phaa: Spanish.
¯ ¯¯
5.3. Ideologies about Writing in Spanish
Since the arrival of European settlers in Guerrero in the early 1500s, Spanish has
been the main language in contact with Me’phaa. Language purism is visible in
¯ ¯¯
all cultures, particularly those that use writing, but the Spanish language and its
related colonialism are associated with particularly pervasive forms of prescriptivism
and purism. These have in turn shaped the way in which Me’phaa Vátháá teachers
¯ ¯¯
view their written language. This section will examine four manifestations of the
ideologies of purism and prescriptivism in the Spanish language, the first two related
to prescriptivism and the second to purism:
1. Prescriptivism: Writing is superior to speech.
2. Prescriptivism: One should “spell words the way they sound.”
3. Purism: Standardization of language and writing is the way to unify a community.
4. Purism: There is a “right” or “correct” Spanish that everyone should aspire to
write. Deviating from this standard is a “fault.”
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5.3.1. Prescriptivism in Spanish
The idea that writing is superior to speech has a long history in all cultures with
“civilization.” Writing is one of the cardinal tools of this form of social organization,
and those who acquire writing as seen as wiser and more learned than people who
depend on oral transmission of knowledge2 (Ong, 2013). This was the case with
Latin, the precursor language of Spanish. Latin developed writing after contact with
the Greek language (who inherited it from Phoenician and ultimately from Sumeria),
and it quickly associated writing with the higher forms of Roman speech (Penny,
2002). As spoken Latin evolved, the written form continued to reflect the older
styles of speech, which were regarded as superior by newer generations. The spoken
language, or Vulgar Latin, was the predominant way of spoken expression as early
as 200 bce (Väänänen, 1967; Penny, 2002), and there is evidence is the existence
of Vulgar Latin in the writing on public areas, such as gravestone inscriptions and
graffitis, in dialogues written by low class characters in Roman plays, and on explicitly
prescriptive documents such as the Appendix Probi (Penny, 2002)3 . However, Vulgar
2

People have seen through this fallacy from the start. Writing doesn’t require erudition or
knowledge but practice, as well as the socioeconomic status necessary to investing time and resources
to practice. Plato puts forth this argument in a dialogue between the Egyptian king Thamus and
the Egyptian god of letters, Thoth:
You, who are the father of letters, have been led by your affection to ascribe to them
a power the opposite of that which they really possess. For this invention will produce
forgetfulness in the minds of those who learn to use it, because they will not practice
their memory. Their trust in writing, produced by external characters which are no
part of themselves, will discourage the use of their own memory within them. You have
invented an elixir not of memory, but of reminding; and you offer your pupils the
appearance of wisdom, not true wisdom, for they will read many things without
instruction and will therefore seem to know many things, when they are for the most
part ignorant and hard to get along with, since they are not wise, but only appear wise.
Plato’s Phaedrus, 275a-b.
3
The Appendix Probi, written between the 200s and 300s ce, provides a long list of “mistakes”
that people regularly made, and the recommended form in Classical Latin. These mistakes, of
course, either reflected a change from Vulgar to Proto-Latin (e.g. loss of final ‘m’, as in nvmqvam
non nvmqva ‘never’), or lexical items from the Vulgar that would be the basis of Roman words
(avris non oricla ‘ear’).
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Latin was not thought of as acceptable for writing. From Rome to the Middle Ages,
the idea remained that speech on paper was more permanent, more reliable and more
cultivated than spoken speech. Again, this was not unique to Europe, as this is also
true for other civilizations with writing, but it was Latin preference for writing that
informed the development of Spanish.
Within four hundred years of the collapse of the Roman Empire, the speakers of the
nascent Romance languages started facing the problem of how to represent the wide
ranging changes between their languages and Latin. Since there were no authorities to
sanction writing, individual writers landed on their own solutions, and languages like
Spanish slowly developed new orthographic practices. In texts before the 1200s, the
orthography was highly transparent, but it was also highly variable (e.g. both myo
and mio were used for ‘mine’ in the Cantar del Mio Çid ). However, during the 1200s
and particularly during the reign of Alphonse X in the late 1200s, many spellings were
normalized following one principle: phonetic spelling (Sanchéz-Prieto Borja, 2004;
Obediente, 2007; Pountain et al., 2002). Alphonse X normalized the law of Spain
and rewrote it in Spanish, continued his predecessor’s policy of using Spanish as the
language of the state (as opposed to Latin), and launched a program to translate
books from Arabic, Hebrew and Greek. In doing this he expanded the volume of
written Spanish, which provided the base for a set of courtly orthographic practices to
develop, which eventually converged over time. The push to write Spanish according
to phonological principles and away from etymological spellings based on Latin is
observable as early as 1080 (Penny, 2002), but it was Alphonse X who, through his
increase of writing in Spanish, started the push for a phonetically-based orthography
for the five following centuries.
The phonetic spelling ideology was made explicit by Antonio de Nebrija when he
wrote the first grammar of Spanish in 1492, saying that “we have to write like we
pronounce and pronounce like we write” (Nebrija 1492, Book 1). In the late 1400s
the use of phonetic spelling continued to pull words away from etymology, as in the
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words perfeto ‘perfect’, dino ‘dignified’ and esento ‘exempt’ instead of the more Latinlike perfecto, digno and exento (which would later be restored by the Royal Spanish
Academy) (Obediente, 2007, 275). Nebrija included these spellings in his dictionary,
and also systematized numerous graphemes. For example, the glyphs ‘f’ and ‘h’ were
in free variation at the time: He changed ‘f’ for ‘h’ where the consonant was still
pronounced (e.g. fablar → hablar ‘to speak’), and rejected the ‘h’ glyphs that were
not pronounced (e.g. hombre → ombre ‘man’) (which would be later reverted by the
Academy) (Obediente, 2007, 287). He also firmly distinguished between ‘u’ and ‘v’
(whereas before there was only ‘v’), assigning specific values to each of them.
Over time this ideology alternated with a return to etymologically motivated
spellings, but the phonetic principles have remained the cardinal direction of Spanish
prescriptivism. When the Royal Spanish Academy wrote its first orthography manual in 1741, it established as its selection criterion that “when usage and etymology
contradict each other, use will be preferred. When etymology and pronunciation contradict each other, pronunciation will be preferred” (Obediente, 2007, 379). However,
in practice the Royal Academy reincluded numerous etymological spellings such as
efecto and perfecto, and new ones such as replacing aver ‘to exist’ with the Latinate
haber 4 . Overall the tendency has been towards more phonetic writing. Numerous
outdated phonological distinctions were simplified, such as having different spellings
for the words osso ‘bear’ versus oso ‘I dare’, meant to reflect the previous distinction
between /s/ and /z/. The manual itself changed its name from Orthographı́a to Ortografı́a in 1754 (Real Academia Española, 2016), and it progressively changed forms
such as châridad to caridad ‘charity’, theatro to teatro ‘theater’ and philosophia to
4

This is how the word haber ‘to exist’ got its ‘h’. This word was written aver until 1723, having
lost its glottal ‘h’ in the Middle Ages and softened its medial /b/ to [B] from its original Latin form
/habeRe/. This process also happened in other Romance languages, so that the cognates of this
word are still written avere, avoir and avea in Italian, French and Romanian. However, when the
Royal Spanish Academy was founded in 1723, its members felt that the Spanish spelling should
correspond more closely to the Latin form because of etymological concerns, and therefore a silent
‘h’ was introduced. Since then, this common Spanish word is written with an ‘h’ that has no sound,
and this glyph has become a source of frustration for learners of Spanish orthography.
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filosofı́a ‘philosophy’ (Obediente, 2007, 380). The trend intensified during the following centuries. In 1823, the Venezuelan spelling reformer Andrés Bello made phonetic
writing a cardinal effort of his orthographies and grammars:
Etymology is the great source of confusion in Europe’s alphabets. [...]
How contrary this is to reason, to establish as a rule of writing for the currently existing people the pronunciation of people that existed two or three
thousand years ago, leaving ours to serve as the north of the orthography
of peoples that will flourish two or three thousand years in the future? [...]
All reforms should aim at a greater correspondence between the language
and the signs used to represent it, so that to each sound will correspond
one letter invariably, and to each letter will correspond one sound, in the
same invariable way. (Bello and Cuervo, 1823, 78)
While the orthography of Spanish has retained numerous alternations due to the
conservatism of the Royal Spanish Academy (e.g. c∼z, g∼j), the trend of advocating
for an increasingly phonetic spelling has continued to this day. In 1956 the Nobel
prize winner Juan Ramón Jiménez wrote poems in a simplified orthography, justifying this by saying that “one should write the way one speaks, for love of simplicity
and for a hate of pedantry” (Mosterı́n, 1993). In 1997 another Nobel prize winner, Gabriel Garcı́a Márquez, made the following controversial remarks to the Royal
Spanish Academy:
Let’s retire orthography, terror of human beings from the cradle. Let’s
bury the Stone Age ’h’; let’s sign a border treaty between ’g’ and ’j’, and
think a bit more about our diacritics. For no one will ever read te’er
[*lagrima] where it says tear [lágrima], and no one ever confuses ‘rifle’
[revólver] with ‘to stir’ [revolver]. And what about our donkey ’b’ [‘donkey’=burro] and our cow ’v’ [‘cow’=vaca], which our Spanish grandparents
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brought over as if there were two, and we always have one too many of
them?
Prescriptive institutions like FUNDEU BBVA (the “Urgent Spanish” collaboration between the Royal Academy, IBM Spain, and the Spanish news agency EFE)
continue to recommend an official spelling with consonantal alternations, but enforce
phonetic spellings for neologisms from English, such as escáner ‘scanner’ and milenial
‘millennial’, so that they join already accepted forms like béisbol ‘baseball’ and bistec
‘beef steak.’
5.3.2. Purism in Spanish
The discussion so far has focused on prescriptivism, and has mentioned two ideologies
prevalent in Spanish writing: that writing is superior to speech, and that writing
should correspond to the sounds of the language. While these were being cemented,
a third ideology was taking hold of the language: that standardization is a way to
unify a community, a nation, or even a transnational society. This is part of the group
of ideologies referred to as purism.
As discussed in section 5.1, European states sought to create homogeneous communities and to iron out diversity within their territories, and used language as a
tool to achieve this. As for Spanish, Alphonse X started this trend by developing the
Castillian language to be used by his whole kingdom, but also by renaming it Spanish,
identifying for the first time the Castillian language with the whole nation. Nebrija’s
introduction to his 1492 grammar is unusually explicit about this connection:
Language has always been the companion of empire, and has followed
it in such a way that they have jointly begun, grown and flourished. [...]
After Your Highness has put the barbarians and the nations of foreign
tongues under her yoke, upon your victory, these will need to receive your
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laws, those that a conqueror imposes to the vanquished, and with those
laws our language. (Nebrija 1492, Book 1. Translation by Nadeau and
Barlow (2013))5
This quote would not have major repercusions in Spanish linguistic policy until the
1700s (Martı́nez, 2013), and indeed, between 1500 and the mid-1700s the linguistic
policy of the Spanish Empire was to cultivate the largest Indigenous languages, or
lenguas generales (Nahuatl, Quechua, Aymara and Guaranı́ for example) and to make
the rest of the Indigenous populations learn those languages so the priests could
communicate with the people (Garcés, 2005, 72). The learning of Spanish and Latin
was encouraged amongst the Indigenous elite, but the Spanish had no realistic way
of imposing their language. Therefore, between 1520 and the mid 1700s, lawyers,
courts and the Church used these and other languages to communicate with the
general population outside (Lockhart, 2001). This changed definitively in 1770, when
Charles III issued the Royal Summons for banishing the different languages that are
used in these domains, so that only Castillian is spoken. This decree sought to:
Make unique and universal in these dominions the languages of the
[Spanish] kings and the conquistadors, to facilitate administration and to
provide spiritual guidance [lit. fodder] to the locals, so that they can be
understood by their superiors and they can come to love their conquering
nation, [... and to] once and for achieve the extinction of the different
languages used in these dominions, so that only Castillian is spoken.
This process was not isolated, but rather a part of the European process of nationbuilding taking place during the Enlightenment era. All the nations of Europe were
multilingual at the beginning of the 18th century, but the Enlightenment ideals of
5

The ‘barbarians’ in the quote are not the Indigenous peoples of the Americas, but the population
of Southern Spain that spoke Arabic and Mozarabic, a Romance related to Spanish but heavily
influenced by Arabic. The book was published in August 1492, more than a month before contact
with the Americas.
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universality, of language differences as a hindrance to human communication, and of
unitary nation states made it an imperative for the newly forming nations to impose
national languages on their populations (Pupavac, 2012). A particularly poignant
example is La Vergonha, the systematic shaming of speakers of Occitanian by the
French-speaking Parisian government after the French revolution. This deliberate
policy started in 1794, and was carried out between the 18th and 19th centuries
in an attempt to push Occitanian out of public life. The campaign was remarkably
successful: By 1860, 39% of the French population spoke Occitanian, but this number
had reduced to 7% by 1993 (Nadeau and Barlow, 2008). In general, the French
government carried out a massive effort to educate the citizens in the French language,
slowly displacing the local languages and affirming the idea that the nation was
identified with one language. This process also occurred inside of Spain: Between
1781 and 1836, education laws were passed that mandated Spanish-only education
it their territory to the detriment of languages like Catalan, Basque, Asturianu and
Galician6 (Moreno Fernández, 2005; Villa, 2013). The ultimate goal of these programs
was to create good citizens who would be loyal to the state and not to their localities.
Benito San Pedro, the writer of an 18th century Spanish grammar, outlined this
project:
I anxiously wish that every good Spaniard would know his language
as a question of principles and reason, in a time when every European
nation dictates its own language after its own principles and when it is
well known that the state makes every effort to inculcate patriotism into
its citizens, this being one of the most powerful means to achieve such a
task. (San Pedro 1769: XVIII. Cited in Medina (2013))
The Latin American republics were born under Enlightenment principles, and so
6

The process to restrict spaces to other languages of Spain continued during the 19th century.
In 1896, for example, the National Direction of Mail and Telegraphs forbid the use of Catalan and
Basque in their telegrams (Moreno Fernández, 2005, 198).
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they continued the legacy of erasure of linguistic diversity in their territories7 . All
of the republics were founded by mestizos who aligned with Iberian culture, and so
founded countries where “the gulf between white, black and Indian within countries
was always greater than the differences between any of these groups across borders”
(Centeno, 2002, 175). This would have two repercussions: First, mestizo elites would
enshrine Spanish as the unifying language of the nation to the detriment of Indigenous
languages. They would do so either through their constitutions (as countries like
Panama and Honduras have) (Jansen, 2008), or in practice by making Spanish the
language of education and interaction with the state (Segura, 2004; Cifuentes, 1994).
Second, the elites fought the keep centrifugal tendencies at check and to avoid a
splintering of Spanish into multiple languages (Wagner, 2016). The Royal Spanish
Academy founded a system of local Academies late in the 19th century (including
one in Mexico in 1875), to ensure that similar norms were disseminated in all of the
countries. Throughout the 19th century reformers like Andrés Bello continued to
push for the unity of the language:
I think the preservation of our parents’ language in all its possible purity is important, in that this is a providential way of communication and
a bond of fraternity between the various nations of American origin, splattered over the two continents. (Bello 1884, Prologue. Cited in (Wagner,
2016)).
The cultivation of the [good usage] of the language makes the language
uniform amongst all who speak it, and makes much slower the alterations
that time produces in all human things. As languages are fixed and uniformed, one of the most uncomfortable obstacles to the commerce between
7

One circumstance in which the elites of the Republics have embraced Indigenous peoples and
their languages in when they need their help in a fight. The Declaration of Independence of Argentina
is written in Quechua, and in Mexico, Emiliano Zapata wrote manifests in Nahuatl to try to bring
the Indigenous population into the Mexican Revolution in the early 1900s (Portilla, 1996).
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peoples is diminished. (Bello 1884:457. Cited in (Wagner, 2016)).
This process found its parallel in Mexico, where intellectuals never considered
making Nahuatl or any other Indigenous language a language of the state. On the
contrary, they sought to legitimize Mexican Spanish by creating literature written in
it, and to make it a variant within one unified Spanish language (Cifuentes, 1994;
Cifuentes and Ros, 1993). A member of the Mexican Academy of Language, Ignacio
Montes de Oca, said as much in 1876:
When Mexico was emancipated from the Motherland, there were many
people who wanted to break all bonds and to deny the traditions that tied
us to our past. However, no one pretended, or could ever pretend, to
change our language for one of the Indigenous languages, or for a foreign
language. We aspired to modify it, of course, to form a special literature,
and to dress up our letters in the dress of a new and exclusively Mexican
form. Style is to a man what language is to a nation. Memoirs of the
Spanish Academy of Mexico, Vol. I, 1876-1878. Cited in Cifuentes and
Ros (1993, 136))
One final aspect of unity is providing unity against imagined others, both internal
and external, and Latin American countries see threats to the Spanish language in
every direction. Throughout the 20th century and into the 21st, Latin American
countries have adhered to this idea and passed numerous “language defense laws”
(Jansen, 2008). In Panama, for example, article 7 of the current Constitution says
that “Spanish is the official language of the Republic”, and article 78 says that the
state will “strive to defend, diffuse and keep the purity of the Spanish language.”
The Honduran constitution also states in its article 6 that “The official language of
Honduras is Spanish. The state will protect its purity and procure its teaching.” Both
Costa Rica and Mexico had an official “Commission for the Defense of Language” in
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the 1980s8 , and virtually every country currently has laws mandating Spanish in
advertising and product labeling. Following the model of the Académie Française,
Academies have also teamed up to fight against the incorporation of new meanings
for words, and particularly against neologisms and borrowings from other languages.
Bello thinks the following of these:
The greatest evil, and one that, if we don’t catch it, will deprive us of
the unfathomable advantages of a common language, is the coming of new
words, which flood and muddle much of what is written in the Americas,
altering the structure of the language. (Bello 1884:Prologue. Cited in
Obediente (2007, 387)).
To this day, FUNDEU BBVA makes it its mission to keep anglicisms out of Spanish, and to create links with other Spanish-speaking countries to foster a supranational
identity for Spanish speakers. Within each of the countries, government organizations
and private citizens continue to criticize the use of borrowings9 .
This section has discussed the ideologies held by speakers of Spanish of the primacy
of writing over orality, the phonetic spelling of words, and of the standardization of
language as a unifier. The final ideology to be examined is the idea that there is
a “right” Spanish, and that deviation from it is a “fault” on behalf of the writer.
This “right” or “correct Spanish” is almost a platonic ideal, an idealized form of the
language that is embodied in the writing and rhetoric of authorities (i.e. successful
writers) and the ruler against which everyone’s forms must be measured.
Alphonse X took the first steps in creating such an idealization for Spanish. A
book written at the time reports that, upon receiving a text translated from Arabic,
he:
8

The Mexican Comisión has been largely dismantled since, and the Costa Rican one improved
slightly by including Indigenous languages in its “defense” objectives in 1999.
9
Their admonitions are, like everywhere on Earth, cause of moral panic but largely ignored by
speakers.
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fixed it and sent it back for revision, and removed the words that were
superfluous and duplicated and that were not in correct Castillian [castellano drecho], and replaced them for words that he understood would be
appropriate. (Book of the Eighth Wait, 1276).
The elements of “right” Castillian were partially those of Alphonse’s Toledan
speech, but also those that were considered part of the speech of the learned, the
court and the inhabitants of cities. Nebrija continued this tradition, and introduced
two key notions in the story of Romance prescriptivism: the good usage, a continuation
of Alphonse’s ideas, and the fixing of the language. The fixing of a language would
involve the creation, out of the current good usage, of a “pure” form of Spanish that
could serve as a model for the present and for future generations. In effect, this
fixing would keep the language safe from corruption and create a form of “classical”
Spanish.
The renewed attention that nation-state formation processes brought to language
standardization motivated the birth of language academies, institutions that would
dictate usage based on the opinions of authors and other language critics, and thereby
establish a fixed language for authors to use. The Italian language academy, the
Academia della Crusca ‘Academy of the Bran’, was founded in 1583 with a logo
that suggested separating the bran from the chaff. The Académie française ‘French
Academy’ was founded in 1635 with the mission to “clean the language of all the filth
it has caught, either from the mouth of the people or in the crowd of the court and
tribunal or in the bad speech of ignorant courtiers” (Nadeau and Barlow, 2008, 64).
The Royal Spanish Academy, directly inspired by its French equivalent, was founded
in 1723 with the mission to “clean, fix, and give splendor to the language.” By fixing,
they meant consecrating a combination of urban speech and of text by famous writers
as the perpetual norm. By cleaning, they meant removing any language that didn’t
come from these sources. From the beginning the Academy was clear that this task
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would involve coercion:
The Academy is not a teacher and neither are academicians. They
should be seen rather as judges that, after serious study, have judged the
different words and, to support their sentencing, provided the arguments
of the trial, substantiated in quoted authorities. (Royal Spanish Academy
1726; 39:15. Cited in Medina (2013, 87). Emphasis is the author’s.)
Indeed, from very early on, there was an implication that the norm might have to
be imposed by force on the speakers, for the benefit of the language and the nation:
Instead of fixing metals, fire liquefies them, but it is also known that if
these had any slag, whoever may want to fix them without this imperfection
will need to make use of the fire and the crucible, where they get liquefied
to become pure and only then will it be possible to fix them with a new and
greater splendor. It is a fact that no metal can be purged of any impure
blending without having been previously liquefied in the crucible
or under the punishment of the cupel. (Royal Spanish Academy
1726; 39:11. Cited in Medina (2013, 88). Emphasis is the author’s.)
A final contribution to these ideas was made in France. The idea of good usage was
picked up by 17th century French language critics such as François de Malherbe and
the Cardinal Richelieu, and would help spur the creation of the Académie Française.
These founders of the Academy started to associated speech and writing mistakes
with sin. By the 18th century Rousseau spoke of language improprieties (incorrections), which means that this concept was taking hold of the elites. Finally, in the
19th century, France pioneered a public school system to help introduce the French
language to most of its population. These schools introduced the idea of spelling deviations as fautes ‘faults’, and gave them a moral connotation (Nadeau and Barlow,
2008). From this moment on the concept of faltas ortográficas ‘spelling faults’ spread
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throughout Europe, giving birth to the an obsession that we can still see in contemporary Romance culture, where deviations from the spelling norm are conceptualized
as a fault in the writer. In the present, spelling norms are mostly ignored in contexts
where writing is casual, such as social media and other electronic communications
(González, 2010; Rueda et al., 2013). However, users of spelling ignore these rules
at their own risk: If they belong to higher socio-cultural strata they can claim to be
flouting the rules, but if they below to lower strata, they are held as ignorant and
chastized by the rest of the community as the bringers of linguistics chaos.
Spanish writing is not fully transparent, and previous stages of the language have
left behind glyphs that do not correspond to synchronic phonology. The glyph ‘h’,
for example, has no phonological value (e.g. haber /a"beR/ ‘to be’) and it appears in
writing only so that the orthography is faithful to previous stages of the language.
The words written with the present-day glyphs ‘c’, ‘s’ and ‘z ’ had the values /ts”/,
/s„/ and /dz”/ around the 1500s (Penny, 2002), but in the present-day dialects of
Latin America they all correspond to the phoneme /s/, which causes much confusion
to Native speakers learning Spanish orthography. Likewise, the glyphs ‘b’ and ‘v ’
used to correspond to /b/ and /B/ in the late 1400s, but both now correspond to
/b/. The glyphs ‘ll ’ and ‘y’ were used for the phonemes /L/ and /é/, but now are
both used for /é/ in most dialects of Latin American Spanish10 . Finally, the glyphs
‘g’ and ‘j ’ (also written previously as ‘x ’) were used for /Z/ and /S/ respectively,
but both are presently used for the phoneme /x/11 . All of these synchronic glyph
10

This phoneme has numerous realizations throughout Latin America, including [é], [L], [j], [S]
and [Z], but it is still one phoneme. Very few dialects, such as Bolivian Spanish, keep a distinction
between /L/ and /é/ (Callisaya Apaza, 2012, 89).
11
The Academia itself expressed a wish to eliminate the j∼g and c∼z alternations as early as
1815, but then didn’t definitively change the spelling, and left the decision to “the use of instructed
people and good printers” (Obediente, 2007, 380), who had an vested interest in continuing to
write the language with the orthography they had learned. The boldest attempt at solving this
issue was the Chilean Orthography of Andrés Bello. He proposed eliminating all the incongruencies
in the system, so that: (i) the g∼j alternation was eliminated, so that ingenierı́a would become
injenierı́a ‘engineering’, (ii) the i∼y alternation was eliminated, so that ley would become lei ‘law’,
(iii) phonetically null ’h’s be removed, so hombre would become ombre ‘man’, (iv) trilled ’r’ would
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alternations create potential for variation when writing the language. Figure 5.2
shows two examples of these alternations. In the first one, the word ‘bajar ’ /ba’xaR/
‘to bring down’ is written with a ‘v ’. In the second one, every single consonant of
the word ‘cebolla’ /se’bo.éa/ ‘onion’ is expressed with a non-standard glyph. Bear
in mind that there is no possibility of confusion and the orthographic choices made
by the writers are perfectly congruous with Spanish phonology, and yet this word is
spelled ‘wrong.’

Figure 5.2: Examples of Spanish spelling resulting from ambiguous mappings
between phonology and orthography
These spelling deviations, all of which go against current spelling norms, never
arise from ignorance, but from deep sensitivity to the language’s phonology and phonetics. They are never arbitrary: No speaker of English or Spanish would mistake a
‘t’ for an ‘m’ (e.g *melephone, *meléfono) because these two phonemes are clearly
distinguished in both phonology and in their mapping to writing. Spelling norms
break down when there is a mismatch between the writing system and the phonology
always be ‘rr’, so rey would become rrei ‘king’, (v) the z∼c alternation be removed, so that ciencia
would become zienzia ‘science’, (vi) the ‘u’ that makes ’g’ a /g/ would be removed, so guerra would
become gerra ‘war’, and (vii) all hard /k/ sounds become ’q’, so casa would be spelled qasa ‘house.’
The two first points of this norm were adopted by the Chilean government in 1844 and were used for
a time in several countries. In Spain, however, the queen Elizabeth II imposed the Royal Spanish
Academy’s orthography in 1844, and ll the other countries progressively adopted it. Chile finally
adopted the Royal Academy’s orthography in 1927. To this day, the building of the engineering
school of the University of Chile has the words Edificio de Injenierı́a. (Real Academia Española,
1999; Obediente, 2007; Nadeau and Barlow, 2013).
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and phonetics of the language.
Contemporary language vigilantes of Spanish are no less forgiving than their English speaking counterparts or their 18th century forebearers, equating problems with
the ‘h’, c-s-z, b-v and i-y glyphs to “bad breath.” Figure 5.3 shows examples of meme
illustrations seeking to offend those who deviate from orthographic norms. Figure
5.3a says “Orthography is to writing as breath is to speaking, people will understand
you even though it stinks (but it does stink).” Figure 5.3b says “Those who write
‘haber’ (to exist) instead of ‘a ver’ (to see) should ‘boil’ to solve that problem”, using the word hirviendo ‘to boil’ instead of the identical phonological string ir viendo
‘should see how.’ Figure 5.3c says “Let’s make it clear, if you write I’m komin [sic],
please don’t come”, with the word for coming, voy, spelled *boi. Finally, figure 5.3d
says “Orthography won’t make me fall in love, but I don’t see myself with someone
who wants to make me very happy”, with the words hacerme muy feliz ‘make me very
happy’ spelled *aserme mui felis. All of these memes are essentially ad hominem fallacies. They ignore the phoneme-to-grapheme issues underlying the Spanish writing
system, as well as the long history of social and ethnic inequalities inherent in accessing schooling in Latin America (more on this below). Instead of acknowledging these,
they blame speakers for their spelling mistakes, and say that they are disgusting, that
they should be rejected, and that they should, quite literally, be boiled.
It must be noted that properties of linguistic features such as frequency and functional load are relevant to the potential indexicalization between a spelling alternation
and ‘moral faults.’ Spanish has two diacritics, the acute accent tilde and the umlaut
diéresis. The tilde indicates the accented syllables in some words, and leaving out a
tilde makes one the object of scorn, similar to the orthographic alternations observed
above. Figure 5.4 shows memes about the tilde. Figure 5.4a says “The importance of
tildes: I know the password, I hit on her”, with tildes missing and inserted to indicate
the morphological difference between sé ‘I know’ and se ‘reflexive 3rd person’, and to
distinguish the accentual minimal pair clave ‘password’ and clavé ‘I hit on.’ Figure
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Figure 5.3: Examples of memes
offending people with deviations from orthographic norms
5.4b says “If he writes to you with all the tildes, comas and periods in the right place,
don’t let him go’, referring to the connection between spelling and desirability as a
person. Figure 5.4c says “My face when people forget to put the tilde on the personal
pronoun ‘you’”, referring to the fact that there’s a morphological distinction between
tu ‘your’ and tú ‘you.’ Finally, figure 5.4d combines an orthographic and a sexist
insult by saying “The loss of your mother - Your mother the lost one. Tildes, what
would we do without them?”, leaving the tilde of pérdida ‘loss’ to turn it into perdida
‘lost person, sexually inappropriate person.’ This abundance of memes about the tilde
contrasts with the paucity of memes about the second diacritic, the dieresis. This
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mark, used in words like lingüista ‘linguist’ has a fairly complex rule for its usage12 ,
it’s fairly infrequent, and it never distinguishes any minimal pairs. This might be the
reason why errors with this diacritic are barely noticed by speakers, why errors are
committed by very well-read and educated speakers, and why there simply aren’t no
memes to make fun of those errors.

Figure 5.4: Examples of memes critiquing misuses of diacritics
The structure of prescriptivism in Spanish can be described as follows: The ideology represents the interests of elite individual and organizations (first from Spain
only but later from all the Spanish-speaking world), who set the norm and seek topbottom implementation. It is most prevalent in the population that has undergone
schooling; it’s contested only by linguists, and is not present in speakers of reduced
schooling who use writing only for communication (e.g. users of social media). This
12

The diéresis is used on the letter ‘u’ (i) if the ‘g’ is pronounced as /g/ (not as /x/), (ii) and
also the ‘u’ is pronounced as /w/, (iii) and also the rhyme of the syllable has either the vowel ‘e’
or ‘i’ in the nucleus. For example: bilingüe ‘bilingual’, pingüino ‘penguin’ and vergüenza ‘shame.’
The word agua ‘water’ doesn’t use it because it doesn’t have ‘e’ or ‘i’ as the vowel for the relevant
syllable. The word guerra ‘war’ doesn’t use it because the ‘u’ is silent, as is only there to mark the
‘g’ as a ‘hard g.’
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ideology is mostly implicit, in that the norms are communicated as the logical way to
spell Spanish. They index the forms of urban speakers with high schooling with high
prestige, and reject rural or countercultural forms. Finally, prescriptivism in Spanish seeks to consecrate the urban, elite speaker as the model speaker; and phonetic,
written language as the highest norm.
As for the structure of purism in Spanish, the ideology is again constructed from
the elites, who determine which forms are “true” Spanish, which forms are acceptable
regionalisms, and which forms are unacceptable forms due to their ethnic or rural origin (e.g. the urban-rural haya *haiga ‘to exist’ alternation). This ideology is again
stronger in those with higher schooling, and it is more explicit than prescriptivism,
in that speakers are aware of variation and orthographic norms and can articulate
why some forms have more prestige than others. There is a clear indexicalization
between following orthographic norms and ‘morally good’ or ‘aesthetically pleasant’
behavior. It also creates diverse indexicalization relationships between lexical borrowings and ‘outgroup’ behavior, with ‘good speakers’ using non-salient borrowings.
Finally, the purist norms are meant to construct a pan-Hispanic identity, where the
centrifugal tendencies of local centers of power are mitigated and everyone in the
Spanish speaking world shares one standard.
This section has summarized four themes corresponding to the ideologies of prescriptivism and purism in speakers of Spanish: (1) writing is superior to speech,
(2) words should be spelled phonetically, (3) language standardization is the way to
unify a community, and (4) there is a platonic “right” Spanish, and deviating from
it is punished as a moral fault. This is the context in which spelling occurs in the
Spanish-speaking world. Many spelling “mistakes” are caused by incongruities in the
writing system, but the ideologies of prescriptivism and language purism construct an
environment where speakers who deviate from the norm will always have themselves
and their ignorance to blame, and where speakers who deviate from spelling norms
should be kept out of writing lest they bring the edifice down. When minority and
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indigenous languages are thrown into this mix, these ideologies become a combination
that conspires against attempts at expanding these languages into writing.

5.4. Ideologies about Writing in Language Revitalization
The previous section provided information on four manifestations of the ideologies
and purism and prescriptivism in Spanish: (1) Writing is superior to speech, (2)
phonetic spelling, (3) standarization as a way to unify society, and (4) there is a
“right” version of Spanish, and deviating from it is akin to a moral fault. These of
course are not unique to Spanish. These have also been present in the practice of
language revitalization, and have furthered strengthened them in the work about the
Me’phaa Vátháá language. This section will analyze how these themes are present
¯ ¯¯
in the work with Indigenous languages in Latin America and particularly in Mexico,
and how they amplify the input from Spanish to create the ideologies held by the
teachers when producing Me’phaa Vátháá text.
¯ ¯¯
First the idea of writing as a component of language revitalization will be examined. Writing indigenous languages has been a goal of missionaries and linguists
since European contact, but it has also been sought after by community members
who seek the empowerment that writing is thought to bring with it. Outside missionaries, naturalists, anthropologists and linguists have sought to write Indigenous
languages for reasons ranging from fascination to downright exploitation (Leinhard,
1990), but studying literacy in the Americas, Hornberger (1997) states that the successful attempts at the creation of literacy have always come from the bottom-up,
from community members, and that:
In the Americas as elsewhere, it has long been perceived that literacy in
the dominant language of the society is linked to power in the society; while
anyone or anything indigenous has traditionally been powerless [...] For
the indigenous communities, indigenous literacies are increasingly seen as
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providing opportunity and means for empowerment - of indigenous people,
their languages and their cultures. Whatever the differences in specific
rationales and means of implementation among the cases described [...],
they are united in suggesting that indigenous literacies provide a door of
opportunity for those who have been marginalized. (Hornberger, 1997,
360).
Since contact with Europe, Indigenous people have been ambivalent about the
technology of writing13 . Throughout the Americas people could see that writing
was associated with those that held power, such as those working in government,
industry and religion. However, they were aware that writing was a political act,
and that was it represented an alignment either with the policies of missionaries
and anthropologists, or with internally motivated movements for self-determination
(Watahomigie and McCarty, 1997; Bielenberg, 1999). The Cherokee, for example,
created a syllabary in part as a means of resistance. This new tool would ensure that
Cherokees would be treated as equals contracts by the United States government and
could then maintain their sovereignty:
The syllabary was never supposed to change anything about Cherokee
life or culture - it was “just a tool” - a very powerful tool, perhaps, but just
a tool. From a culturally conservative point of view, then, the syllabary
preserved culture and was not intended to change it. Part of the syllabary’s
13

This section will make contact with Europe its starting point because the writing currently used
for Indigenous languages is not directly influenced by previous scriptural practices in the Americas
(because Conquistadors made a concerted effort to destroy hieroglyphic manuscripts and accounting
practices such as quipus in the Andes). However, it has to be remembered that the Maya civilization
independently invented full writing, and that Nahuatl was well on its way to developing writing at the
end of the 1400s. Other Mexican languages like Zapotec, Mixtec and Me’phaa used the International
¯ ¯¯
style of Aztec hieroglyphs and were also developing writing (Justeson, 1986; Vega Sosa, 1992). These
societies made intensive use of writing: Maya scribes recorded all aspects of Maya politics and history,
and scribes were considered extremely important in royal courts (Coe and Kerr, 1998). So much so,
in fact, that when wars broke out between city-states, scribes would get their fingers broken by the
enemy (Johnston, 2009).
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popularity [...] lay in its indigenousness [...]. As a force for revitalization,
it gave Cherokees a sense of pride and indeed was taken as “evidence of
their spiritual worth” [...] In the nineteenth century ‘the Cherokees’ aim
was to accommodate themselves to the ways of the whites only in such a
manner as would peacefully preserve their independence.’ (Bender, 2002,
39)
Other communities in North America have either adopted writing without considering it essential to their revitalization activities, or have rejected writing altogether.
In the Cochiti pueblo in New Mexico, writing is believed to be an obstacle to the
oral learning of the language, as well as a potential means for local knowledge to
spread beyond the control of the community, so writing the language has been discouraged (Hinton, 2001b). Language learning methods such as language immersion,
microteaching and Master-Apprentice choose to focus on orality and consider writing
a distraction from the learning of the spoken language (Ozbolt, 2010; Greymorning,
1997; Hinton, 2001a). Finally, Indigenous scholars have reported that writing can
“freeze” the dynamism of existing genres such as storytelling and ultimately become
an obstacle for the generation of new knowledge, as people would continue to recapitulate the points of view of authorities long gone and would be unable to regenerate
oral knowledge based on contemporary circumstances and needs (Hinton, 2001b)14 .
The example from Ute (Uto-Aztecan, Colorado and Utah) provides a general view of
the doubts about writing in the context of language revitalization. There, the introduction of literacy is seen as a threat to oral tradition, and the resistance towards
writing has been justified in the following ways:
(1) Familiarity with Ute language literacy as a public phenomenon
is not widespread; (2) the illiteracy of elders causes a generational role
14

To understand this, imagine how different would a religion be if, instead of having written books,
their knowledge needed to be regenerated orally from generation to generation, and accommodated
to contemporary circumstances.
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reversal among teachers and learners; (3) available reading material is
limited; (4) literacy does not seem to have practical usefulness; (5) writing
the Ute language is seen as an alteration of its condition as given by the
Creator; (6) the spoken language is seen as unsuitable for representation
by written text; (7) writing and reading to exchange information constitute
a departure from traditional Ute information-sharing strategies; and (8)
the uneven distribution of Ute language literacy likely to result from its
introduction has the potential to complicate Ute social relations. Leap
(1991), cited in Bender (2002, 6).
Despite these concerns, writing has been assigned a role in many language revitalization efforts. Fishman (1991, 95) cites “literacy in home, school and community”
as his stage 5 in reversing language shift, and as the step to be taken after the “attainment of intergenerational informal oralcy.” In UNESCO’s document “Language
Vitality and Endangerment” (Brenzinger et al., 2003), “Sustainable development in
literacy” is one of the essential areas to combat language endangerment, and the development of orthographies and the use of writing in a community is the yardstick
used to measure factor 6, “Materials for Language Education and Literacy.” Regarding efforts in languages where little documentation is available, Seifart (2006) states
that “much of the success of a language documentation depends on casting these
records in an orthography that appeals to the speech community.” In general, writing
is viewed as the logical “next step” in expanding the use of language in the life of
the community, and as a way to further to cultivation of the language. (Lüpke, 2011,
320) criticizes the idea of developing writing systems for Indigenous languages, but
still falls back to the need of Indigenous communities to develop writing:
Another widespread but problematic belief is the necessity for a language to be written in order to be a fully fledged language. The existence
of a written form lends almost mythical qualities to a language. This lan-
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guage ideology , which Blommaert (2004) calls ‘graphocentrism’, means
that revitalization and maintenance campaigns for minority and endangered languages often focus on the introduction of writing. [...] While the
cognitive and socioeconomic benefits of literacy are undisputed, it is an
open question whether this literacy needs to be endographic in all cases,
or whether certain exographic approaches may have equally positive effects
(Lüpke, 2011, 320).
The objections to writing presented above are less strong in Latin America, and
literacy has gained much more traction there as a means of language revitalization.
Latin American scholars have pointed out that, same as in North America, the idea
of writing as the next step is equivalent to “evolutionism” and to the conception of
unwritten languages as inherently deficient, but that “practically all language policies [in the region] are centered in the establishment of writing in the language, in
the development of writing as a ways to make the language equal to other prestige
languages” (Garcés, 2005, 36). There are several reasons for this. First, many of the
languages of Latin America are not as endangered, so the communities don’t have to
work first on establishing an oral proficiency base. Table 5.1 shows the Indigenous
languages of the United States and Mexico divided by vitality, as defined in Moseley
(2010). In Mexico 36% of the languages are vulnerable, which means that “most children speak the language, but it may be restricted to certain domains (e.g., home)”,
whereas only 6% of the languages in the United States have that level of vitality. In
all of the other types of vitality, children no longer speak the language at home.
A second reason why writing is more accepted in revitalization in Latin America is that many Indigenous languages were abundantly written during the Spanish
colonial period, some of them from the very beginning, so people are more used to
the presence of Indigenous writing as a public phenomenon. As was discussed in
the previous section, there was a limited number of Indigenous “general languages”
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Vitality
Vulnerable
Definitely endangered
Severely endangered
Critically endangered
Dormant
Total

Mexico
52 (36%)
38 (27%)
32 (22%)
21 (15%)
0
143

United States
11 (6%)
25 (13%)
35 (18%)
74 (39%)
54 (28%)
191

Table 5.1: Languages in the United States and Mexico by endangerment
(US Percentages don’t add up to 100% because of rounding)
Source: Moseley (2010)
(lenguas generales) and those languages were often used in government and administration, which accelerated the creation of dictionaries, grammars, and orthographic
norms. A third reason is the different relationship between Indigenous communities
and the nation-states in Latin America in the past 200 years. Indigenous communities in Latin America are not conglomerated in autonomous communities like those
in the United States, and living in a “reservation” in Latin America does not entail
self-government. Moreover, there is an important part of the Indigenous population
of Latin America that is urban (Jiménez Quispe, 2013), meaning that their political
participation is not separate from that of non-Indigenous peoples. A consequence of
this is that research on Indigenous languages and the creation of curricula for Indigenous education has never been under the control of communities. Instead, they
are controlled by national departments of education, statewide organizations like the
National Institute for Indigenous Languages of Mexico (INALI), or independent researchers sent by universities, churches or non-government organizations. All of these
are staffed by linguists and anthropologists,overwhelmingly mestizo or foreign, who
are highly amenable to considering writing as the pinnacle of learning. Moreover,
both conservative and progressive sectors of mestizo society see literacy as a highly
positive development, either because it allows further integration with the world, or
because it contributes to the liberation of oppressed peoples (Freire, 1987).
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Before finishing the discussion of writing, a description of the situation in Mexico
is in order. The ideology of writing as a key component of language revitalization has
permeated the institutions that work to create Indigenous curricula and educational
systems, defining success as either literacy in Spanish, or as the expansion of writing
in Indigenous languages. During the 19th and early 20th century Mexican society
was ambivalent towards Indigenous cultures, elevating previous Indigenous peoples
to the status of founders of the nation, but discriminating against living Indigenous
peoples (Bonfil Batalla, 1987). Philological societies started studying the languages
of Mexico in the 1860s (Cifuentes, 1994), but the Indigenous peoples themselves were
predominantly schooled in Spanish-language assimilation programs throughout the
19th century (Bertely Busquets, 2002). After the Mexican Revolution in 1910, the
method of Indigenismo dominated education, which promoted a “planned acculturation” into Mexican society, “the selective removal of bad traits in Indigenous cultures,
and the fight to preserve, increase, improve and enrich those traits that Indigenous
peoples can feel proud of” (Comas 1953, cited in Dietz (1999)). Indigenismo promoted
the direct method of teaching Spanish, where Indigenous children were immersed in
Spanish education without explanations in their own language. This continued until
the mid-1930s, when it became obvious that the results of direct Spanish teaching
were extremely poor. The Summer Institute of Linguistics had worked in Guatemala
and Mexico since 1935, and in 1939 they started literacy projects in Indigenous languages under Maurice Swadesh (Martı́nez Buenabad, 2015), which were aimed at
creating literacy capabilities in Spanish by means of beginning literacy training in Indigenous languages (the indirect method described in section 4.5). During the 1940s,
SIL, the Assembly of Philologists and Linguists (founded in 1939), the Institute for
Literacy of Monolingual Indigenous peoples (founded in 1942) and the National Indigenist Institute (founded in 1948 and the forerunner of the current DGEI, the General
Direction for Indigenous Education) created practical alphabets for Indigenous languages as part of their indirect literacy goals (Castañeda, 2006). The second half
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of the 20th century continued an education based on transitional bilingualism (see
section 4.5), with the goal of gaining skills in Spanish. In 2003 the General Law
of Linguistic Rights of Indigenous Peoples (DOF 13-03-2003) started a process to
change transitional bilingualism into developmental bilingualism, where the child’s
language is used at least 50% in first grade, and there is a progressive transition towards Spanish throughout primary schooling. The main institution created by this
law was the National Institute for Indigenous Languages (INALI), which has among
its responsibilities the creation of normalized writing systems for the languages of
the country. Instances like the Department of Education, which collaborates with
INALI and DGEI, still place writing in a favored position: its proposals to “promote
the linguistic and cultural development of Indigenous peoples” are defined as “study
of the language, development of grammars, writing, lexicon, and the stabilization of
their alphabets” (Aguirre et al., 2013). INALI also considers writing a cornerstone of
its work, saying of it that:
One of the main benefits of the normalization of the writing systems
of the national Indigenous languages is enhancing the status of these languages. When they are cataloged as oral they are minimized when compared to Spanish. Having a writing system makes it easier for the Indigenous population to get access to public administration, particularly to
education, health and justice. [...] Because of the existence of normalized alphabets, languages can be revitalized by teaching them
and their status respective to Spanish can be enhanced. Languages with
writing systems recover spaces of use, particularly in the public sphere,
which reinforces their use in private spaces. The recognition of Indigenous languages as written languages is a strategy to reinforce and give
wider visibility to the linguistic diversity of Mexico because, in as much
as these languages are written, the linguistic and cultural pat-
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rimony [of Mexico] remains, and the risk of its disappearance
is diminished. (INALI, 2012, 46-47). (Emphasis is the author’s).
Based on the evidence presented above, writing is characterized as an important
element of language revitalization. This is particularly true in Latin America, where
the ideologies about the primacy of writing brought in by Spanish have mingled with
those from curriculum developers and revitalization practitioners to steer Indigenous
language teachers to prioritize writing as an element of linguistic and cultural conservation.
The ideology of phonetic spelling as the ideal form of writing has also been relevant
in the design of new orthographies. Since the late 1940s, researchers (many of them
working for the Summer Institute of Linguistics), have worked to publish guidelines
on how to design new orthographies (Pike 1947, 1948; UNESCO 1953:62, cited in
Baker 1997:93; (Cahill, 2011; Cahill and Karan, 2008; Seifart, 2006). This work has
been done in the frame of political decolonization, which brought to the fore the need
to vernacularize the languages that were “minority” under colonial rule, particularly
in Africa and Asia. However, it was also applied to Indigenous languages so that they
could be used in transitional bilingualism programs. UNESCO (1953; cited in Baker
1997), for example, asked corpus planners and linguists to prefer:
(1) Spelling in agreement with contemporary pronunciation (2) Agreement with phonemes of the language (3) Simplicity in typography
(available types, limited numbers of characters, etc.) (4) Letters without diacritics (if equally satisfactory) (5) Digraphs in preference to
new characters unless they cause ambiguity (6) Derivation of new characters from prevailing scientific usage (7) Agreement between different
languages of the region or country, especially with the national or official
language. (UNESCO 1953:62, cited from Baker 1997:93. Emphasis is the
author’s).
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These recommendations focus on an aspect of writing that was uncritically accepted among structuralist linguists, the phonemic principle (Swadesh, 1934; Gudschinsky, 1959). This current of thought, influenced by the work of the School of
Prague and American Descriptive Linguistics, supposes that the optimal orthography would be one where there’s “agreement with the phonemes of the language.”
This ideology is a case where an idea about language is not equally distributed
throughout a population. Since tones are linguistic categories that form minimal pairs
in ways similar to phonemes, this line of thought would propose that they should be
represented exhaustively in the orthography. Intuitively one would suppose that such
a spelling of tone would help readers. However, this intuition has been contested by
numerous writers of tonal languages with newly developed orthographies. As detailed
in section 4.2, there are three justifications for this: (i) tonal diacritics are unnecessary
because ambiguities can be resolved from context, (ii) speakers report that tonal
marks slow down the reading, and that (iii) diacritics make writing systems look
crowded and foreign. Upon seeing this situation numerous linguists have proposed
that tonal marking be reduced to the minimum possible (e.g. only one tone, marking
only for minimal pairs) (Bird, 1999b; Roberts et al., 2013; Koffi, 2014).
Crucially, the idea of minimal marking is not shared by all designers of orthographies. It is most common in languages of Africa where SIL is designing the orthography, and the opposite practice, that of full marking to reflect phonemes, is used in
Latin America. As for Mexico, INALI proposes that as one of its principles for orthographic design that “one grapheme be assigned to one phoneme, and one phoneme
to one graphemes”, and that “orthographic conventions agree with the structural
features of the Indigenous languages, including the suprasegmentals” (INALI, 2012,
26,28).
The belief that marking tone is necessary for writing is also not shared by all
speakers. In Mexico, for example, teachers are adherents to the idea of full marking of
tone, thinking that without this, what is produced is a “fake” version of the language.
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On the other hand, writers who have not gone through schooling or who are not
teachers (poets, for example) often leave tone unmarked. Finally, even within a single
speaker, the idea that marking is necessary can be applied differently to different
scenarios. For example, some teachers use full tonal marking in handwriting, but use
no marking when writing on a smartphone or on the Internet (more on this in section
5.6.2).
Based on this, the idea of phonetic writing is used in Latin America to represent
Indigenous languages. This is magnified by its corresponding ideology in Spanish.
Regarding suprasegmentals, not everyone in the community agrees on whether they
should be marked or not. Teachers, however, are trained in the normalized writing
systems and invested in their diffusion, and so they are more willing to accept phonetic
writing for tones in their languages.
Next, the relationship between language revitalization and the idea that standardization is the way to unify society will be examined. Standardization of Indigenous
languages, and in particular the creation of written standards is always a tricky proposition, because a standard generated out of consensus takes a long time to develop
(in the order of decades if not centuries), so in most cases, one dialect is selected as
the basis for the standard. This is of course also true for non-Indigenous languages
such as French and Japanese, where the standard is largely based on the speech of
one region. In Indigenous communities, however, this disruption can cause severe
imbalances, favoring one dialect and leaving the others with no option but to follow the trend. The specific dialect can be chosen even out of coincidence, because
that community was the first were missionaries arrived, or where a teacher from the
community set their language in writing for the first time. However, once the process begins, the choice of one dialect is explained away by claiming that efficiency
or budget constraints demand the use of a single variant. According to (Kroskrity,
2004):
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Nationalist programs of language standardization, for example, may
appeal to a modern metric of communicative efficiency, but such language
development efforts are pervasively underlain by political-economic considerations since the imposition of a state-supported hegemonic standard
will always benefit some social groups over others. (Kroskrity, 2004, 501)
There are several outcomes to attempts at standardization. In rare occasions,
community members work together to arrive at a consensus, even voting together
to approve a written standard, as the speakers of the Koasati language (Muskogean,
Louisiana) have done (Langley and Langley, 2010). It can be the case that a standard
imposed from top to bottom eventually wins out, either by a pan-communal agreement
to follow it, or by having to accommodate to it due to its imposition. Finally, it can
be the case that the standard is contested, and subgroups of the community create
their own standards. This phenomenon is called an orthography war (Bermel, 2007;
Hinton, 2014), and it can divert attention and resources from the ultimate goal of
orthographic design, the creation of a body of literacy practices for the language.
This is true everywhere on the planet; in Micronesia, (Rehg, 2004), the top-bottom
standardization of languages such as Mokilese (Austronesian) has led to conflicts
which hindered the adoption of literacy:
I think that each of the orthographic systems designed for the languages
of Micronesia violated one or more of the six principles of orthography
design [in (Rehg, 2004)]. A significant consequence is that these orthographies generated a substantial amount of controversy, and such dissension
often came to serve as an obstacle to the development of vernacular literacy programs. Because the community could not agree on how its language
should be spelled, educators and others have found themselves mired in dissent. (Rehg, 2004, 509).
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Mexican communities and policy makers do not have a unified position on how to
standardize the country’s written languages. As for communities, some have embraced
standardization across the variants like the Hñähñu (formerly Otomı́) (SEP, 2008),
while others like the Zapotecs write without norms, and with different folk spellings
for each variety (Lillehaugen, 2016). INALI defends the idea of standards for each
variant within a language (keeping in mind that, in Mexico, a “language” actually
represents a language subfamily):
[A] non-negotiable principle for the normalization of writing systems
is intralinguistic decision making. [...] We have information on variants that could share a single linguistic normalization process. Once there
is adequate information showing that two variants of the same language
grouping should not share a norm, then there is no reason to force the
speakers to develop [a common norm]. (INALI, 2012, 27)
The Department of Education (SEP) and the General Direction for Indigenous
Education (DGEI) have the opposite criterion. Motivated in part by their limited
resources, they support wider-ranging normalization, which would help bring down
the cost of producing school materials. In official documents, this criterion is justified
by appealing to strength in unity for the language:
We distance ourselves from the standardization of writing for each
variant. This would entail stoking ethnic differences. For example, making
materials for each variant isolates and fragments them. In order to acquire
power and expansion, languages can preserve their particularities in the
oral domain and in colloquial writing. Academic writing - that which is
used in school - allows any speaker to understand the language and with
that become stronger. (Aguirre et al., 2013, 28).
The next section will discuss the position of the Me’phaa Vátháá on this issue.
¯ ¯¯
They believe that complete standardization is not a solution because the standard is
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not based on their variant, and that they are discriminated against by the community
on which the current orthographic norm is based.
Finally, a quick note about spelling deviations in Indigenous languages is in order. Spelling “mistakes” can only exist when there is a spelling norm. Rehg (2004)
proposes the phases in 5.1 as those that occur during the birth of literacy practices
in a community.

(1) Illiteracy →

(2) Preliteracy →
(5.1)

(3) Laissez-faire literacy →

(4) Standard language

In the laissez-faire stage, writers have reported a sense of freedom that encourages exploration of the language: “granting more freedom in writing might be more
motivational for a language community to actively engage in literacy practices than
a single prescriptive standard” (Karan, 2014, 107). In Egyptian Arabic, for example,
“individuals are not concerned about making errors. They write freely using their
intuitions for spelling and expect their readers to be able to decipher the message”
(Karan, 2014, 125). In Yucatec Maya, on the other hand, the introduction of standardized spelling made speakers feel intimidated by the new rules, to the point where
they “claimed that they could not write in Maya” (Karan, 2014, 115).
Given the data presented above, a structure of prescriptivism in language revitalization can be described. The ideology is projected by language revitalization practitioners and policy-makers who are outsiders to the community, and who position
writing in a privileged position. This ideology is not shared by all stakeholders; it is
contested by community members, who don’t share the belief that writing should be
the focus of revitalization efforts, but who have little control in revitalization projects,
particularly in Latin America. It is only recently that this ideology has become more
explicit, as in the case of Mexico, where writing is explicitely favored by government
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agencies. (The idea that phonetic spelling is optimal is relatively uncontested). The
stakeholders that project this ideology create indexical relationships between writing and progress, and seek to build from this an identity of Indigenous peoples as
empowered agents within the majority society.
The structure of purism can also be described. The desire to standardize and to
create uniform spelling forms is again projected by outsiders, but it is assimilated by
community member practitioners and teachers who see standardization as a means
of improving the status of their language. This ideology is relatively implicit, and
is usually justified in terms of efficiency or cost-reduction. It creates a relationship
between standardization of written norms and higher levels of linguistic development
and refinement, as well as between standardization and the possibility to produce
written literature. Finally, this ideology seeks to project uniform intracomunal ethnolinguistic identities, and it can lead to ‘fractal reproduction’ of linguistic opression
(Irvine and Gal, 2000), where minority variants within minority languages are erased
in favor of uniformity.
5.4.1. Summary
This section has argued in favor of the existence of two ideologies amongst users of
the Spanish language and amongst stakeholders in language revitalization processes,
prescriptivism and purism. These ideologies have four themes where they are visible:
(1) writing is superior to speech, (2) phonetic spelling is an ideal way to represent
written language, (3) standardization is the way to unite people around language,
and (4) spelling deviations are equivalent to moral faults. Table 5.2 summarizes the
arguments offered in this section. The next section will argue that Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
schoolteachers have faced these ideologies from two different directions (Spanish and
revitalization practitioners), and that this has reinforced them and led to their replication in Me’phaa. These ideologies have specific manifestations in the teachers’
¯ ¯¯
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literacy practices and on how they perform the spelling of their language.
Spanish
Prescriptivism
Writing is superior

Strong preference for writing as a sign of cultivation. Idea inherited from
Latin.

Preference for writing as
a sign of ethnolinguistic
strengthening. Contested
by communities but reinforced by language policy
makers.
Push for phonetic spelling Push for phonetic spelling
since 1200s, reinforced by since 1940s. As for tones,
lexicographers and pre- there is no consensus on
scriptive agencies.
how much to mark them.

Phonetic spelling

Purism
Favoring standarization

Spelling deviations
moral faults

Language Revitalization

Standardization is considered a check against the
centrifugal tendencies of
its large speech community. Language defense
laws abound. Borrowings
are discouraged.
as

Standardization
is
a
projection of power which
favors some variants over
others (intentional or
not), but it is still sought
after citing efficiency
concerns.
Orthography
wars are common.
Extremely aggressive cul- The introduction of stanture towards spelling de- dardized spelling can be
viations.
Idea is pro- intimidating, leading to
jected top-bottom, but it worries by the users of the
is embraced uncritically languages.
by users of the language.
The most common diacritic, the tilde, is highly
monitored, whereas the
least common one, the
umlaut, is not.

Table 5.2: Themes about purism and prescriptivism in writing
and their manifestations in writers of Spanish and
in language revitalization stakeholders
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5.5. Me’phaa Vátháá Ideologies about Writing and Spelling
¯ ¯¯
During their training as teachers, as well as their workshop on Me’phaa writing,
¯ ¯¯
Me’phaa Vátháá teachers have been surrounded by the ideologies of speakers of Span¯ ¯¯
ish and of language revitalization practitioners and policy makers. This has led to a
replication of these ideologies in the Vátháá teachers in ways that influence their decisions about literacy and writing standards. The following section will explore how
the ideologies of prescriptivism and purism are observable in teacher’s statements
and beliefs about language, and how they have shaped their decisions regarding the
present and future of their variant.
5.5.1. Vitality and Writing
As discussed in chapter 1, creating a standardized form of the writing has been an
important component of the push to increase Me’phaa Vátháá use in the last 30 years.
¯ ¯¯
It is probably because of this that Me’phaa Vátháá teachers express the belief that
¯ ¯¯
writing is a key component of the effort to keep the language alive. Teachers also
appeal to the role of top-down institutions like schools in transmitting writing and
therefore contribute to the health of the language.
Age: Late 40s.
I: Do you think there’s any danger that the Me’phaa language will be
¯ ¯¯
displaced by Spanish?
T: Well, if we abandon the work that we are doing [teaching
literacy in Me’phaa Vátháá ], then yes, but if we keep working on
¯
¯¯
it and maybe get some government help to help us to really focus on the
development of the language... If we can do something that isn’t just a
splatter, but something deep, where the speakers feel committed to learning
the language.
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Age: Late 20s.
I: So, do you feel there’s no danger that Me’phaa will be displaced by Span¯ ¯¯
ish?
T: I mean, if we as teachers rescue it, then, yes [there’s no danger]. About a year ago I had a parent that asked “why are you teaching
Me’phaa to my child if he already knows it?” And I replied “he can speak
¯ ¯¯
it, but can’t write it, he can’t read it.” And that’s the most important thing, that he knows how to read and write his language, and
that he speaks it well.
All of the teachers were asked the question “what would you like to see for the
future of writing in Me’phaa Vátháá ”, and they expressed strong associations between
¯ ¯¯
developing writing and the future vitality of the language. Table 5.3 summarizes their
responses to the question. While a few of them expressed interest in the language
becoming a language of wider discourse and being learned as an L2, and of it being
used on new media like the Internet, the most commonly expressed wishes were for
more published material.
# Teachers
(n=13)
Documentation and teaching of the language
7 (54%)
More published material
6 (46%)
More writing (personal messages, etc.)
4 (31%)
More use of the language on the Internet
1 (8%)
Further standardization with other Me’phaa variants
1 (8%)
¯ ¯¯
Language learned as L2 by people outside the community
1 (8%)
Responses

Table 5.3: Responses to the question
“What would you like for the future of Me’phaa Vátháá?”
¯ ¯¯
(Percentages don’t add up to 100% because
teachers can provide more than one answer)
Age: Late 20s.
I: What would you like to see for the future of Me’phaa Vátháá writing?
¯ ¯¯
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T: To see handwritten notes in the language, and that children don’t
lose the language, that they have that desire to read and write
it. I know it’s hard to read and write it and that it’s easy to speak it
because you are born with it, so, I would like it for the language not
to be lost. [...] There’s almost no writing in the language, it’s
all in Spanish, so it would be interesting to see letters, notes, things like
that in the language. And newspapers. It’s not impossible, you know.
Age: Late 30s.
I didn’t use to think that language had value, but with the classes
we’ve done I’ve found out that the language is very interesting and that
we shouldn’t lose it, that we have to preserve it. So I would like to see it
in public places, I would like to see it written, to find books, recipes
even... why not?
Age: Early 30s.
I want that there be books in the language, stories, and even videos
so that the youth doesn’t lose their mother language. There are many of
them that don’t care about the language anymore. Maybe with books, and
even magazines that will draw their attention, with pictures because that’s
what they are interested in. If they don’t have pictures, they don’t care
about them. So it’s important that those materials are produced
so that the language is not lost any further.
Age: Early 40s.
Now with children we are trying to teach them literacy, which we didn’t
learn. So, we are teaching how to read and write so that the language can
be maintained and preserved.
The responses above show that writing is believed to be one of the catalysts of
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revitalization, and that it is sometimes held as a goal that is higher than speaking
(e.g. saying that speaking is ‘easy’ and that reading and writing is difficult).
5.5.2. Phonetic Spelling and Ideologies about Tonal Marking
Phonetic spelling is an implicit but guiding principle for the writing of Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
Vátháá. For example, when Me’phaa Vátháá teachers find differences between their
¯ ¯¯
dialect and Malinaltepec/Mañuwiin, they choose to use the standard orthography in
a way that resembles their words, writing rabu ‘person’ instead of pronouncing an [R]
¯ ¯
when the word is written xabu [SaĂ£buĂ£], as it is in the Malinaltepec variant.
¯ ¯
The principle of phonetic writing applies to tones as well. There are numerous
words which have different tones in both variants (e.g. Vátháá láxá vrs Malinaltepec
láxa ‘orange’). In these cases, the Me’phaa Vátháá teachers prefer to write the tones
¯
¯ ¯¯
of their own variant of the language instead of those of Malinaltepec.
The most important finding is that the writing of the tones is perceived to be indispensable to representing the language. So much so, in fact, that the teachers believe
that, if the tones are not written, the language becomes illegible. There are numerous
tonal minimal pairs, as shown in section 1.2, but there are also circumstances in which
the language is written without tonal markings with very little intelligibility issues,
for example on Facebook or on phone messages (see section 5.6.2 below). Despite
this, teachers express strong beliefs that this is not a real option to represent the
language.
Age: Early 40s.
I: So, when you are writing quickly, do you sometimes not write them?
T: That’s right.
I: And do you feel like those marks are necessary?
T: Well, yes. When you are writing quickly you don’t pay attention to the
tones, but when you write and then read it, and you listen to yourself, you
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can tell where the tones actually go.
I: Do you feel that you could write without the tonal marks?
T: No, because it must have the tones.
I: Why?
T: Because that way people will understand what it says. Because when
the tone is not marked, or if you mark them wrong, it can say
other things that you didn’t mean. So you must give it the adequate
markings so that you can specify what you’re talking about.
Age: Early 30s.
I: Do you sometimes write without the tones?
T: No, I always try to put them in. Maybe I’m wrong from time to time,
but I put them in.
I: Why do you do this? Do you think it could be read without the tones?
T: No. As a matter of fact it has to have the tonal markings because
there are words were [without them] one thing could mean another thing,
so you must write the tone. Sometimes when you’re in a hurry you might
miss one, but that’s because you’re in a hurry. But, if you are writing
something so that someone else can understand it, then you
have to write it the way it is.
This goes beyond simply having an incorrect representation of the language.
Teachers express beliefs that, if the tones are not written, what they would produce would be an illegitimate version of the language, a fake version that would ‘no
longer be Tlapanec’:
Age: Late 20s.
I: When you write, do you sometimes write without tonal markings, or do
you always try to write them?
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T: I try to use the tonal markings.
I: Is there any time when, say, you’re writing something fast and you
decide not to write them?
T: Hmm... if I did that, it would no longer be Tlapanec.
I: What would it be, then?
T: Well, I don’t know. Something meaningless. I mean, the tones
are supposed to give meaning to the words, and if what we’re writing is
supposed to be Me’phaa, then yes, I put them where they go. Because if
¯ ¯¯
someone else was reading it they’d say “oh, I don’t know what this says.”
Right. So, I always try to use them.
One option that was put forward to the teachers was to use some form of minimal
tonal marking (Roberts et al., 2013; Koffi, 2014; Roberts et al., 2015), but this was
not accepted as an alternative, because the underspecification of tone still had the
potential to change the way words are pronounced.
Age: Late 40s.
I: You don’t feel like the language couldn’t be written without the tonal
markings?
T: No, because that would change the way you say it. It would no longer
say what you wanted it to say. It changes into another word.
I: What if you only marked the tones that distinguished between
words? Could you do that?
T: Hmm... yeah? But that’s not... I mean, it would change the way
you say it.
Some teachers report that they have actually tried to read without tonal markings;
for example, the longer materials that their children write, but they report that this
is difficult and creates the potential for confusion.
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Age: Late 20s.
I: Do you write without tones sometimes?
T: Yes, it is easier to write without tones. However, in a way,
the language would no longer be coherent on how to read it. Maybe
I can read out, but other people couldn’t.
I: Do you think it would be difficult to read without the tones?
T: Yes, yes, because the words would be incoherent.
I: Have you ever read something like that, without tones, that somebody
else wrote?
T: Yes, children’s [writing], sometimes, yes.
I: And is it hard to read it, or not so much?
T: It’s a bit hard to read it.
Age: Late 30s.
I: Do you think that the language could be written without tones? Could
it be understood without the tones?
T: The marks are necessary. Why? Because when you write without
tone it gives the words a different meaning, and so you could
end up saying something that wasn’t what you had in mind.
I: Can you think of an example of such a confusion, where you’ve found
it in reading?
T: Hmm.. mikhu ‘he will eat’ and mı́khú ‘he will eat me.’
Interestingly, one teacher was thinking of how full tonal marking could be of use
to future L2 learners of the language, and how they might need full tonal marking.
Age: Early 40s.
I: Do you feel like Me’phaa could be written and read if it didn’t have tonal
¯ ¯¯
markings?
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T: Well, maybe you could eliminate the tonal markings and it
wouldn’t matter so much to us. If someone doesn’t speak it,
though, then it would be a bit complicated because, well, Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
is very tonal, and so we have to mark the tones.
I: So you think they need to be marked?
T: Yes, they are necessary because, if we don’t use them, then the meaning
is changed and it can’t be pronounced correctly. The meaning would change
and people would understand something else.
Bear in mind that there are numerous circumstances where Me’phaa Vátháá suc¯ ¯¯
cessfully write without tonal marking. One of them is online writing, which will be
further discussed in section 5.6.2. Another one is public writing, where some of the
few signs in Me’phaa are written without tones (section 5.6.1). A final one is the
¯ ¯¯
writing of authors who didn’t go through schooling. In 2015 there was an art exposition in New York City featuring writers of Indigenous languages, and one of them is
poet Zenaida Cantú, shown in figure 5.5.
The description of the piece states that Ms. Cantú was not schooled in a place or
time when Me’phaa Vátháá was part of the curriculum, and she writes in a laissez¯ ¯¯
faire form of spelling which nonetheless is useful for artistic creation:
Zenaida Cantú is originally from the town of Malinaltepec, and now
makes her home in the Bronx. She writes in Spanish but performs the
text in Me’phaa. This is a technique that arose from necessity: Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
was not written, and indigenous languages have only recently entered the
educational system. (Holman, 2015)
In the standardized orthography the text would say Mbáa rabu tsı́ nimı́núu nda’yoo
¯ ¯
na’ni ngajoo nú na’ni gumakuii kha’ni dı́ gé’doo, which means ‘A person who has suf¯ ¯¯
¯
fered knows to respect and value the things that they have.’ This piece can be read
without problem by the teachers despite not having tonal markings in the original.
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Figure 5.5: Me’phaa poetry in New York
¯ ¯¯
(Notice the lack of tonal marking).
Interestingly, poets who have gone through schooling do use tone in their written
compositions. Poet Hubert Martı́nez Calle, a speaker of Me’phaa, won the Mexican
¯ ¯¯
National Cenzontle Award for creation of Indigenous literature in September 2016.
He wrote the poem Tsı́na rı́ náyaxaa ‘A scar that is visible’, in which the title has
words with tonal markings.
In summary, teachers hold strong beliefs that all tones must be represented in
order for the language to remain intelligible. This belief, which is part of an ideology
of prescriptivism, has repercussions for the actual practice of Me’phaa writing. As
will be discussed in the section discussing social media, when teachers are given the
choice between writing without tones or not writing at all, some teachers prefer to
not even try to write.
This belief is interesting in that it appears not to be held uniformly throughout
the population. Writers of many languages of Africa feel that their language can be
written without full tonal marking (Bird, 1999b; Roberts et al., 2013), and at least
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some Me’phaa writers appear to share this belief.
¯ ¯¯
5.5.3. Pandialectal Standardization and Me’phaa Vátháá Concerns
¯ ¯¯
As discussed in chapter 1, the standardization of the Me’phaa writing system has been
a 40+ year process where, even if the orthographic system is currently accepted by
all Me’phaa Vátháá teachers, the standardization of the corpus has led to most books
¯ ¯¯
being printed using Malinaltepec words. This has resulted in the teachers feeling that
Me’phaa Vátháá has become marginalized. This situation has been exacerbated by
¯ ¯¯
the attitudes of speakers of other Me’phaa variants towards Me’phaa Vátháá speakers,
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
which they feel are discriminatory.
Me’phaa Vátháá teachers believe that standardization of the writing system is a
¯ ¯¯
positive development, but that the difference in words gets in the way of furthering
the use of Me’phaa.
¯ ¯¯
Age: Early 40s.
I: What are the obstacles that you see for the further use of Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
Vátháá?
T: The obstacle would be that not all variants are spoken in the
same way. Each one wants to defend their variant, but when everyone
else reads their materials, they say “huh, this is hard for me.” That happens to us when we read materials from other variants.
I: What do you think the solution would be?
T: Maybe the solution would be to standardize the language, but
that’d be difficult ’cause we don’t agree on things.
Me’phaa Vátháá teachers feel that their dialect is unique enough in terms of lexi¯ ¯¯
con and of its tonal system to justify constructing a written norm separate from that
of Malinaltepec. They do not dispute the use of the orthography in the 2006 Xtángoo
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norm (Carrasco, 2006c), but do feel that there is considerable lexical divergence between the two.
Age: Late 20s
[I would like] for books to come out, but in the Vátháá variant, so that
we can use them to work with the children. With the Malinaltepec books,
well, we don’t know some of the words... It is Me’phaa Vátháá but it has
¯ ¯¯
variations, so, you get confused. You wonder “what does this word say, is
it this or that”, and you doubt. So, I would like for books to come
out in Vátháá.
Age: Early 30s
There are several differences. Our speech doesn’t match. For example, for
the word ‘mouse’ we say raxı́, and Malinaltepec speakers say tsijnı́. They
have nothing to do with each other; they’re very different. Also there are
words that match, but their tones are different. Malinaltepec generally
uses lower [contour] tones, and we have a very ‘dry’ speech, very direct.
Whereas we say nanidxu, they say nÁáaniidxuùÙ... they give it a certain
tone.
The Me’phaa Vátháá teachers are particularly eager to develop new materials
¯ ¯¯
because they believe that the differences between Vátháá and Malinaltepec make it
difficult for children to acquire the written form of their language. Me’phaa books
¯ ¯¯
from the General Direction for Indigenous Education (DGEI) are printed only once,
using Malinaltepec words, so when the children read them there is potential for confusion.
Age: Late 30s.
It’s difficult for children because, they usually give us book for the Malinaltepec variant, the Mañuwiin variant. So, as a teacher I can interpret
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what’s written in the books. But when children read it, they don’t
understand it because they don’t speak [Malinaltepec]. Children
understand the language of their context, and when they find these [Malinaltepec] words, they have different tones and that’s difficult for them.
Age: Early 40s
I: Have [dialectal] differences ever made it difficult for you to teach?
T: Well, yeah. Children learn from their elders, and in this case, the
people from Malinaltepec want children to speak the way they
do, not the way the children already speak. [The people from Malina]
do not get used to the way the children speak. Instead, they want to
impose their variant. So, yeah, for us this is not convenient, that
children learn to speak the way people from Malinaltepec do. We need
them to understand how the children speak.
I: Do you have a specific example of such a problem?
T: Hmm... some words, for example xabu rabu. [Malinaltepec Vátháá
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
words for ‘person’].
Age: Late 20s.
We have no storybooks in Me’phaa. Well, we do, but they are written in
¯ ¯¯
Malinaltepec Me’phaa. And, it’s not that we want to be mean by saying
¯ ¯¯
‘meh, we don’t get it’, but we really don’t understand it. There’s
small changes but they add up, so we can’t understand.
Age: Late 20s.
T: The books that we [teach with] are made by people who speak Malinaltepec, so, what comes in them is their variant, not ours. I: Have you
ever found it difficult to use those books with the children? T: Sometimes,
because it confuses them. They have other words, and so the
children don’t know what to make of that.
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In order to use the books, the teachers need to either rewrite them into Vátháá
(on the blackboard, for example) or to use them only as “support” for their lessons.
The official policy is for them to try to adapt the books to their students.
Age: Early 50s.
The textbooks that came out made it difficult for the children. Even the
parents would say ‘these books are written in Malinaltepec, how can that be,
why will you teach the way they speak in Malinaltepec? We should teach
the language that is spoken here.” The Department of Education tell
us to “modify them according to your variant, change them,
compensate”, and that’s what we’ve done.
Age: Early 30s.
[I make materials by] translating them from Spanish. Stories most of
all. I have books written in Malinaltepec Me’phaa but I don’t
¯
¯¯
use them because I don’t understand them. I translate some of it
and write them on the board so the children will become familiar with the
writing of the language.
The creators of the current orthographic standard for Me’phaa agree with this
¯ ¯¯
policy, arguing that creating textbooks that reflected the variants would be unfeasible:
Since 1992 the initial proposal for a Me’phaa writing system was used
¯ ¯¯
in the making of free textbooks of the Me’phaa language (from first to
¯ ¯¯
fourth grade), made by the General Direction of Indigenous Education, a
dependency of the Department of Public Education. Despite the effort put
into these books (and the effort to make them simple [to use]), their first
edition was massively rejected by teachers from different regions because
they were written using the speech of a single region, Malinaltepec, and the
lack of materials to help adapt the books to the speech of every region. For
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the bilingual teachers the solution was simple: Let every region have their
own textbook. However, this is impossible in terms of linguistic
and educational planning, so the Me’phaa teachers decided to make
¯ ¯¯
their writing uniform. (Carrasco, 2006c, 16)
The issues with the textbooks are part of the broader picture of power dynamics
amongst Me’phaa groups. Me’phaa Vátháá teachers feel that their speech in general
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
is discriminated against by the speakers of Malinaltepec, as well as from speakers of
other variants of Me’phaa.
¯ ¯¯
Age: Late 20s.
We have very few speakers in the Vátháá variety, so maybe speakers of
other varieties don’t understand us. In fact, other varieties discriminate against us because we speak Vátháá.
Age: Late 30s.
We are very few, the speakers of Vátháá, so maybe that’s people from other
variants can’t understand us. Actually, people discriminate against
us a lot, people from other variants. And sometimes my fellow
teachers feel ashamed of talking, so they’d rather imitate other variants.
I don’t do that. When I talk to someone who doesn’t speak my variant, I
speak the way I normally do, and they do too, and they’ll often ask ”wait,
what do you mean with that word? What is that?” We work our way like
that.
Age: Late 20s.
During [remote] high school, there was this girl from Malinaltepec who
would call me xabulá, and it would make me angry, thinking ‘What the fuck
¯ ¯
is she saying to me?’ Is she trying to insult me? She was discriminating
against me, she was calling me ‘la-la-dude’ [because of the Vátháá clitic
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lá ’already’]. Then, at the National Pedagogical University, a teacher
asked me to speak Me’phaa and there were Malinaltepec teachers there.
¯ ¯¯
They laughed at me, saying that ‘you speak weird’ and that ‘you speak
ugly’. Everyone thinks their variety is the best. That’s the big
fight between our people.
Ultimately, Me’phaa Vátháá teachers link the creation of a separate norm for
¯ ¯¯
the variant to their survival as a separate ethnolinguistic group within the Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
community.
Age: Early 40s
I would like the Me’phaa Vátháá variant to be known by other peoples,
¯ ¯¯
not just those who speak it. There are seven, eight variants, so, I want
people to see that we exist, that we are a minority group but that we
are here. [...] I want people to know that we speak our own variant, and
that we don’t want our group to go extinct. [...] And, yes, this is
our culture, the one we identify with. We are Me’phaa Vátháá.
¯ ¯¯
In summary, the teachers believe in standardizing their own Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
writing to strengthen their claim to a separate ethnolinguistic identity, but they are
aware that standardization can work against them, for example in their variant not
being chosen for the printing of school books.
5.5.4. Intradialectal Standardization and Me’phaa Vátháá Purism
¯ ¯¯
This section will go deeper into standardization within the Me’phaa Vátháá commu¯ ¯¯
nity. Teachers indeed believe that standardization will help them not only solidify
their claim to a distinctive Vátháá identity, but that it will help carry on the language in a “well defined way”, and that this will stop any further “degradation” in
the community’s speech.
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Age: Late 20s.
I know very well what I would like to happen: That there published stories
in my dialect, and that there were enough books for all the children in my
zone, and that every child speaks it and writes it and reads it correctly.
Our language is our origin, it’s what defines us, so that’s what we
want. That’s why we are making a dictionary and why we want to produce
textbooks. That’s why [we] support this, because we want this for our
language. We don’t want it to be lost. On the contrary, we want that our
children and grandchildren keep it going, and that future generations keep
having our Me’phaa, and it’d be even better if it was well defined,
¯ ¯¯
because the way it is right now, it’s been going from generation
to generation, from parents to children, speaking it without a
book or a well defined writing system, and so we’ve degraded
Me’phaa.
¯
¯¯
Furthermore, teachers believe that top-down institutions like schools have a determining role in the strengthening of the language, and that it is the role of schools
to eliminate any “defects” in the language that children might be getting from their
homes.
Age: Late 40s.
We all speak it, but when we speak we mix a lot of Spanish words
in. There are many words that we don’t say in Me’phaa and instead say
¯ ¯¯
them in Spanish because we don’t know how people that came before us
said them. [...] Even small children have this defect because they
get it from their homes, they learn it from what’s spoken there. It’s
very difficult for us at the school to perfect the language because we say
one thing, and then in the house they say another.
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Age: Early 40s.
It’s mixed with Spanish now. It’s not as pure in the young people and that’s
because of TV, radio. They learn to speak Spanish. They speak Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
Vátháá but they no longer speak it they would it’s supposed to. [...] Maybe
some of it is our fault as teachers, too. There’s teachers that speak
the language but prefer to use Spanish with their students. With Nahuatl
too; they might speak it but they children don’t understand something and
then they speak Spanish. So, we are to blame somewhat.
As seen in the quotes above, another aspect of purism in Me’phaa Vátháá is the
¯ ¯¯
rejection of borrowings from Spanish. Teachers are highly sensitive to Spanish finding
its way into Me’phaa, and think that this constitutes a degradation of the language.
¯ ¯¯
During one of the workshops where this data was compiled, one of the teachers made
a joke by blending the Spanish word machete with the Me’phaa chidı́in ‘machete’,
¯ ¯¯
to produce the novel form machidı́in. Another teacher later reacted in the following
way:
We are being bombarded. All in Spanish, all in Spanish. We have
degraded Me’phaa. In the beginning, one word meant one thing, and now
we are reducing these words. [...] We are degrading it, distorting it.
You heard what they said [about machidin]. That’s not Me’phaa anymore.
They’re fucking with it. They take it as a joke. People go north and
they speak English. Even people who speak Mixtec or Nahuatl speak it all
ugly. Tlapanec is being diluted and it won’t exist anymore.
These statements complement the information from the previous subsection, in
that they provide further evidence that Me’phaa Vátháá teachers favor standard¯ ¯¯
ization within their own variant of the language. This could be considered a contradiction, but bear in mind that individuals and communities can hold conflicting
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ideologies (Kroskrity, 2004). The preference for standardization might stem from
the strong influence that both the Spanish speaking environment and the language
revitalization stakeholders exert on the teachers and their literacy practices.
5.5.5. Platonic Me’phaa Vátháá and Spelling Deviations
¯ ¯¯
The following is a repetition from a quote in section 5.5.2, in which one of the teachers
states that they need full tonal marking because they need to write Me’phaa “the
¯ ¯¯
way it is”:
Age: Early 30s.
I: Do you think [Me’phaa ] could be read without the tones?
¯ ¯¯
T: No. As a matter of fact it has to have the tonal markings because
there are words were [without them] one thing could mean another thing,
so you must write the tone. Sometimes when you’re in a hurry you might
miss one, but that’s because you’re in a hurry. But, if you are writing
something so that someone else can understand it, then you
have to write it the way it is.
From the evidence presented in this section, it appears that Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
teachers think that there is a version of the language that is the “correct” version,
and that this version can overlap their speech, but that it has an existence as a
separate, platonic element:
Age: Late 20s.
I try to write the tones. [...] I know they exist, I know where they
should go, but, in my brain I don’t get them yet. I’m not sure of
where they should go.
This could an influence from Spanish, in insisting that there is a form of the
language that the teachers should aspire to. Teachers have an idea that, when they
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write a non-standard form, they are making a “mistake.” They report that they
“laugh” at each other’s mistakes as a way to build camaraderie15 , but the drive to
converge towards a standard seems to be very powerful in the teachers.
Age: Late 20s.
Now that we are in this workshop, well... we’d be messing around and
even if someone speaks a little bit poorly, or writes poorly, well, we laugh
at that person’s weakness.
Age: Early 40s.
I’ve been working on learning how to write, [...] and it’s complicated for
me; sometimes my classmates laugh at me.
5.5.6. Summary
This section has examined how the ideologies of prescriptivism and purism are expressed in the literacy practices of Me’phaa Vátháá teachers. Table 5.4 summarizes
¯ ¯¯
these findings.
First, let’s examine the structure of Me’phaa Vátháá prescriptivism. the ideology
¯ ¯¯
is held by Me’phaa teachers, and was initiated by the stakeholders of the Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
Vátháá orthography creation process, both community members (like the teachers in
both Malinaltepec and Vátháá that started the process) and external individuals and
organizations (e.g. external linguists from SIL and universities, Mexican educational
institutions, etc.). It is not distributed equally between the population; involvement
in formal schooling determines whether people believe that tones must always be
written. The ideology is largely implicit, in that Me’phaa Vátháá teachers assume
¯ ¯¯
the current choices as natural and don’t explore other options for the options for the
strengthening of Me’phaa Vátháá (e.g. the refusal to explore alternatives to current
¯ ¯¯
15

Teasing humor to construct camaraderie is a well-reported phenomenon in Indigenous communities in North America (Gruber, 2008; Garrett et al., 2005).
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Prescriptivism
Writing is superior

Phonetic spelling

Purism
Favoring standardization

Spelling deviations
as moral faults

Me’phaa Vátháá teachers
¯ ¯¯
Writing is a way to ensure present and future vitality.
Speaking is conceived of as “easy”, whereas writing requires work. Teachers, as the transmitters of writing,
are key to preserving language.
Teachers and other writers routinely write without
tones. However, because all phonemes must be written, teachers believe writing Me’phaa Vátháá without
¯ ¯¯
tones would result in a “fake” version of the language.
Teachers believe in standardizing their own variety, but
feel that current standardization is working against
them. Teachers feel that the practice of publishing books only in Malinaltepec Me’phaa discriminates
¯ ¯¯
against them, and that this is part of wider discrimination.
There is a platonic version of Me’phaa Vátháá that
¯ ¯¯
teachers should aspire to. Teachers are teased for their
errors by their colleagues.

Table 5.4: Themes about purism and prescriptivism in Me’phaa Vátháá writing
¯ ¯¯
tonal marking). Me’phaa prescriptivism creates an indexical relationship between
¯ ¯¯
writing and ethnolinguistic vitality, and between phonetic spelling and intelligibility.
Finally, Me’phaa Vátháá prescriptivism allows teachers to construct an identity as
¯ ¯¯
the bearers of a cultivated language that they can feel proud of, and as the cultivators
of a language through their work at schools.
Second, the structure of Me’phaa Vátháá purism will be examined. The ideol¯ ¯¯
ogy is projected by community and external stakeholders, but the Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
teachers feel that they are currently excluded from this group, and that they need to
create their own nor to again gain control of their language. Not only is the ideology
divided along dialectal lines, but it is also divided by involvement in education within
each dialect (e.g. the teachers believe they need to “correct” the bad Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
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habits that the children learn in their homes). Teachers can articulate explicitely that
some aspects of purism derive from power differentials, but also have implicit beliefs
about purism in their own variant. This ideology creates an indexical relationship
between the creation of standards and the continuation of Me’phaa Vátháá people
¯ ¯¯
as a distinct ethnolinguistic group, and between correct spelling and progress in revitalization efforts. The identity that Me’phaa purism seeks to construct is that of a
¯ ¯¯
speaker that is empowered to write its language and use it in its daily life. This is
partially shared by Me’phaa Vátháá teachers, who want control of their own norm so
¯ ¯¯
that they do not replicate the Malinaltepec norm.
One important point is that the key social dimension for the formation of these
ideologies is scholarization, and that there don’t appear to be any clear ideological
distinctions along other dimensions like gender or age.
These ideologies have consequences for the way that Me’phaa Vátháá teachers
¯ ¯¯
write their language. First, the idea that writing is the ideal way to carry the language
forward, combined with the idea that all tones must be marked, combine with the
phonetic mergers observed in chapters 3 and 4 to create a situation where making
spelling “mistakes” is highly probable, but also highly undesirable. This will be
further explored in section 5.7.
Second, the idea that Me’phaa Vátháá has to conform to one standard combines
¯ ¯¯
with Spanish language ideologies of the general population to create a linguistic landscape almost devoid of Me’phaa Vátháá. Third, the idea that spelling all the tones is
¯ ¯¯
necessary keeps some Me’phaa Vátháá teachers from even trying to use their language
¯ ¯¯
on computers and smartphones. These two consequences will be explored in the next
section.
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5.6. Written Me’phaa Vátháá Outside of School
¯ ¯¯
This section will focus on two manifestations of Me’phaa Vátháá writing outside of
¯ ¯¯
the school system: The presence of Me’phaa Vátháá in the linguistic landscape of the
¯ ¯¯
communities where it’s spoken, and the presence of Me’phaa Vátháá in digital media
¯ ¯¯
such as computers and smartphones. This will bring forth some of the consequences
of the ideologies of prescriptivism and purism in Me’phaa Vátháá writing practices.
¯ ¯¯
5.6.1. Me’phaa Vátháá in the Public Space
¯ ¯¯
Writing can also be found in the public arena, where languages compete for attention
in the physical environment of the speakers. The study of the interaction of languages
in written, public spaces is referred to as linguistic landscape. Landry and Bourhis
define it as follows:
The language of public road signs, advertising billboards, street names,
place names, commercial shop signs, and public signs on government
buildings, [which] combines to form the linguistic landscape of a given
territory, region or urban agglomeration. (Landry and Bourhis, 1997, 25)
Linguistic landscapes have been researched in languages in the interaction of world
languages such as English and Russian, with national languages such as Japanese,
Thai, Hebrew and Arabic, Ukrainian (Gorter, 2006; Shohamy et al., 2008; Bever,
2010). The field has also studied the interaction of majority languages such as English
and Spanish with minority languages such as Basque and Gaelic (Gorter et al., 2011;
Hornsby and Vigers, 2012).
(Landry and Bourhis, 1997, 25-29) describe how linguistic landscapes perform
two functions: an information function and a symbolic function. In the information
function, a landscape can serve as a marking of linguistic territories, indicating the
boundaries between two different communities. It also serves to indicate what kinds
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of services can a person have access to by using a certain language. In multilingual
situations, signs provide information not only of what languages are spoken in a
territory, but about the relationship between the government and a certain language
(by supporting or excluding a language from public signs), and about the relationships
of domination between the languages of a territory (by excluding minority languages
or by writing their messages less prominently to those in the dominant languages).
Figure 5.6 provides examples of such subordination relationships.

Figure 5.6: Multilingual signs
Left to right: (a) Trilingual (Tamil, English and Devanagari) sign in Tamil Nadu,
India. (Source: WikiMedia Foundation). (b) Bilingual sign from Scotland showing
the minority language in less prominent typeface (Source: Hornsby and Vigers,
2012, p. 61). (c) Sign with the Cherokee syllabary in Tahlequa, Oklahoma. (Source:
WikiMedia Foundation)
In the symbolic function, languages help establish a connection between the speaker
of a language and its surrounding space, rendering the person as either in-group or
out-group. This is particularly important in settings where language is a marker of
ethnicity, as language visibility in public spaces can be indexed as a marker of ethnolinguistic vitality. This can be a positive development for the community as it hints
at the importance of the group in society, but it can also lead to conflict with other
groups, as they all compete for presence in the linguistic space. Most importantly,
the lack of visibility of a language may help construct the idea in the minds of both
the in-group and the out-group that a language is inadequate for a certain linguistic
domain, and therefore become an additional factor in the reduction of its usage.
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These symbolic connections are particularly relevant to endangered languages.
In these languages, losses of population or of status in the face of a dominant language result in a drastic attrition of linguistic domains, so severe that eventually the
language is no longer transmitted from parents to children (Fishman, 1991, pp. 81121; UNESCO, 2003; Crystal, 2000, pp. 1-19; Nettle and Romaine, 2000, pp. 1-25,
126-149). This phenomenon is caused by a number of political, social and economic
factors (UNESCO, 2003; Hale et.al., 1992), but in the field of linguistic landscapes it
ultimately leads to process described in linguistic ideology as erasure (Irvine and Gal,
2000). In this erasure, the speakers of the endangered languages are made invisible
in order to present an image of social uniformity and the idea of loyalty to the nation
state enshrined in the official language of the polity (Bourhis, 1982). In this process,
“ideology, in simplifying the sociolinguistic field, renders some persons or activities (or
sociolinguistic phenomena) invisible. A social group or a language may be imagined
as homogeneous, its internal variation disregarded” (Irvine and Gal, 2000, 38).
Me’phaa Vátháá is almost completely absent from the linguistic landscape of both
¯ ¯¯
Zilacayotitlán and Tlapa de Comonfort. The town of Zilacayotitlán has been reported
to have several street signs in the language. In Tlapa de Comonfort there were three
signs with the Me’phaa language on them, two of them in Me’phaa Vátháá. All of
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
them were Spanish-Me’phaa bilingual, in all of them Me’phaa is in a smaller and less
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
prominent font, and only one of them provided full sentences in the language. Figure
5.7 shows precisely this one, a sign in the Hospital de la Madre y el Niño Indı́gena
Guerrerense ‘Hospital of Guerrero Indigenous Mothers and Children’ in Tlapa de
Comonfort, asking the public for their suggestions.
Even though this is a hospital targeting an Indigenous population, there was only
one sign in the languages of the area. The sign is not in Me’phaa Vátháá, but in the
¯ ¯¯
more widespread Me’phaa of Mañuwiin/Malinaltepec. The orthography in the sign
¯ ¯¯
does not mark the low tone, and marks only a few of the high tones. Interestingly,
it has more information in Me’phaa than in its Spanish section. In Spanish it says
¯ ¯¯
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Figure 5.7: Me’phaa sign in a hospital in Tlapa de Comonfort
¯ ¯¯
From top to bottom: Spanish, Me’phaa, Mixtec and Nahuatl.
¯ ¯¯
“Box for comments, suggestions and complaints”, while in Me’phaa it says “Write
¯ ¯¯
what you think in a [piece of] paper [and] how you think [things] would be good; also
[the things] you don’t like. Put them in this box.”16
Regarding the informational function, the sign marks the existence of Indigenous
peoples in the region, but privileges the Malinaltepec speakers over the Vátháá. It
16

Even though the sign is in Mañuwiin/Malinaltepec Me’phaa, the spelling on the sign shows
¯ ¯¯
many of the deviation patterns documented for Vátháá in chapter 5.
An examination of the segments shows that several words have any partial versions of their
aspirated stops, such as *najuma for nakhuma’ ‘you think [it]’ and *ju’maa for khuma’ ‘you think’ as
¯
¯
well as dropping of glides, as in *aúun for avúun ‘inside.’ There are some confusions in vocalic length,
as in *inu for inuu ‘on’, *yii for iyi’ ‘paper’, *ná’ for naa ‘in’ and *tsiniguaa for tsı́nı́gua’ ‘you
¯¯
¯ was sensitive to segmental alternations
¯
don’t like [it].’ Finally, there are indications
that the writer
due to speech reduction, as shown by the use of ‘r’ instead of the full stop ‘d’ in words like *ri for
di ‘what’ and rige for digi ‘this one.’ This also appears in the form *jamiri ‘also what.’
¯
¯
Specific patterns of low tone deviations cannot be studied because none of the low tones are
marked. Regarding the high tones, several of them are not marked (e.g. *ri for di ‘what’; *tsiniguaa
¯
for tsı́nı́gua’ ‘you don’t like [it]’), and there is one case of a deviation in contour, *mujuún
for mujúun
¯
‘good’, where the direction of change is reinterpreted from high-mid to mid-high.
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also marks the possibility of using them in a public Mexican clinic. The service of
translation into Indigenous languages is extremely limited but it does exist (Jansenson and Sada, 2008), and the National Institute of Indigenous Languages (INALI)
administers a national database and a training program for Indigenous translators
(http://panitli.inali.gob.mx/). By virtue of its presence, it indicates that suggestions
by Indigenous peoples are at least nominally welcome by the administration. However, the messages in Me’phaa, Mixtec and Nahuatl are presented in much smaller
¯ ¯¯
print than the Spanish, indicated their subordinate status in administrative procedures. Symbolically the sign is an attempt to incorporate Indigenous peoples as part
of the in-group that the clinic seeks to serve. However, the hospital had only one
such sign; the rest were exclusively in Spanish. This sign was also fairly small, hidden
in a corner past the entrance; the hospital’s name explicitly says that the hospital’s
population of interest is Indigenous, but it does not provide this information in the
languages of Guerrero. Figure 5.8 shows the sign and its context, as well as the front
of the hospital.

Figure 5.8: Hospital front and Me’phaa sign’s context
¯ ¯¯
(Source of the hospital front: Periodico El Siglo)
Figure 5.9 shows the front of a store owned by a family member of one of the
teachers. This store sells bottled water, and it’s called “Crystal Water Purifying Where clean water is born.” This store has a translation of its motto in Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
Vátháá (not Malinaltepec) and Spanish, and the Me’phaa Vátháá orthography has
¯ ¯¯
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all the expected tonal markers. The information function of the marker consists of
communicating that Me’phaa Vátháá is spoken there. However, the smaller size of
¯ ¯¯
the font indicates that, even in this Indigenous-owned business, Me’phaa is not the
¯ ¯¯
main language. The sign’s main symbolic function is to communicate that there is a
Me’phaa Vátháá presence in the community, and that Malinaltepec Me’phaa is not
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
the only kind of Me’phaa in the area.
¯ ¯¯

Figure 5.9: Water store sign in Tlapa de Comonfort
and its surrounding area
Figure 5.10 shows a store front with one word in Me’phaa: the name of the lan¯ ¯¯
guage, written with all of its tonal marks. This store sells ground coffee from the
region of Iliatenco (which speaks yet another variant of Me’phaa related to Malinal¯ ¯¯
tepec). The information function of the sign is to indicate that the business targets
Me’phaa people, and that they are part of the commercial world in the city. It is
¯ ¯¯
also the only sign where the Me’phaa is written using the most prominent font in the
¯ ¯¯
sign, privileging the presentation of this information. As for the symbolic function,
this sign can be interpreted as an attempt to index the Me’phaa language as a marker
¯ ¯¯
of an “authentic” commodity (MacCannell, 1973; Rickly-Boyd, 2012), enhancing the
value of the coffee as one that is linked with Indigenous traditions.
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Figure 5.10: Coffee store sign in Tlapa de Comonfort
and its surrounding area
Other than these signs, the teachers reported that they have seen taxis with
Me’phaa Vátháá writing on their windshields, using phrases such as Nayunimi ‘I
¯ ¯¯
am happy’, Analamikui ‘My God’ and Numala numicui ‘Thank you, God’, written
without any tones. One teacher reported seeing signs in the main square of the town
with Me’phaa Vátháá on them, but none of those signs were found during the field
¯ ¯¯
visit. They also report seeing signs in Me’phaa Vátháá in other government buildings,
¯ ¯¯
such as the Federal Electoral Institute, but this building was not visited.
Besides these three signs and the other reported signs, one could travel through
the town of Tlapa de Comonfort without ever realizing that Spanish is not the only
language spoken there. There is an intense process of erasure similar to that of Indigenous languages elsewhere in Latin America, in which Spanish is the only accepted
language for written communication in the community, making Tlapa de Comonfort
seem like a homogeneous, mestizo Mexican town. This is part of a process that
has taken place in all of the Latin American republics but particularly in Mexico,
where Indigenous identity is lauded as a foundational component of the nation, but
present-day Indigenous peoples are actively assimilated into the Spanish speaking
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communities (Bonfil Batalla, 1987).
In summary, there is little Me’phaa Vátháá in the public space of the community.
¯ ¯¯
There are attempts by both the government and private citizens to create signs in
Me’phaa Vátháá, in the form of hospital and store signs respectively. However, only
¯ ¯¯
three signs could be found to create a sample. The lack of Me’phaa Vátháá in the
¯ ¯¯
public space deprives the learners of ways to practice the skills, but most importantly,
it hides the presence of the Me’phaa in the community and creates the impression
¯ ¯¯
of ethnolinguistic uniformity, further erasing the presence and participation of the
Me’phaa in the community. The following section will shift from physical spaces
¯ ¯¯
to virtual ones, and report on the usage of Me’phaa Vátháá in social media, chat
¯ ¯¯
programs and other digital means.
5.6.2. Me’phaa Vátháá and New Technologies
¯ ¯¯
There are numerous factors involved in language vitality, and response to new domains
and media is key to projecting the role of the language into the future (Brenzinger
et al., 2003). UNESCO’s definition of this response emphasizes the role of new media
in nurturing (or losing) new contexts of usage for the language.
New areas for language use may emerge as community living conditions
change. While some language communities do succeed in expanding their
own language into the new domain, most do not. Schools, new work environments, new media, including broadcast media and the Internet, usually
serve only to expand the scope and power of the dominant language at
the expense of endangered languages. Although no existing domains of the
endangered language may be lost, the use of the dominant language in the
new domain has mesmerizing power. (Brenzinger et al., 2003, 11)
The Internet has become an important platform for the dissemination of knowledge and information, and it is in this domain that many practitioners of revitalization
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have focused their efforts in the last 15 years17 (Buszard-Welcher, 2001; Galla, 2009;
Holton, 2011). The appearance of apps based on the Internet infrastructure has also
meant that the learning of numerous Indigenous languages has become available on
smartphone devices (Begay, 2013). All of these efforts run the risk of fetishizing the
use of Indigenous language through technology as an end on itself and not as a means
for creating new speakers (Eisenlohr, 2004), but they also open up the possibility of a
new generation of Indigenous learners being exposed to their languages on a regular
basis.
Figure 5.11 shows community-led examples of such revitalization efforts. Figure
5.11a shows the website Duolingo, where community-members can create interactive language classes, and a module was recently released for the Guaranı́ language
(Tupi-Guarani; Paraguay, Bolivia, Brasil and Argentina). Figure 5.11b shows a message in Twitter written in Zapotec (Otomanguean, Mexico), as part of a project to
train speakers to regularly write their language on digital media (Lillehaugen, 2016).
Figure 5.11c shows the translation of the mobile operating system Firefox OS into
the Zapotec language, done by activist Rodrigo Pérez Ramı́rez. Finally, figure 5.11d
shows a conversation in the mobile app Whatsapp where the participants are learning
the Itelmen language (Chukotko-Kamchatkan, Russia).
Throughout Latin America communication infrastruture has improved in the last
10∼20 years, allowing for the use of the Internet and mobile devices in Indigenous
territories. All the teachers interviewed for this work had smartphones, and all of
them used the phones to access the Internet and message their friends and family.
The rest of the chapter will examine the use that Me’phaa speakers, and in particular
¯ ¯¯
the teachers, make of these tools, and under which conditions they use the Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
language in them.
17

There are other technologies where Me’phaa has an expression, such as the radio. There are com¯ ¯¯
munity radios in Guerrero, including Ñomndaa Radio and Naxme Community Radio, that broadcast
shows in variants of Me’phaa.
¯ ¯¯
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Figure 5.11: Examples of language revitalization using Internet-based technology
(a) Guaranı́ learning module in Duolingo. (b) Twitter messages in Zapotec
(Lillehaugen, 2016). (c) Translation of the Firefox OS mobile operating system into
Zapotec (Source: Rodrigo Pérez Ramı́rez, https://tecno-etnias.net/). (d)
WhatsApp chat in Itelmen (Degai, 2016).
Figure 5.12 shows a message in the public Facebook account Xuajen Me’phaa
¯
¯ ¯¯
‘Me’phaa People.’ The message says “Thanks to those Me’phaas who lead the way,
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
who think of how we’ll live and who will transmit [our knowledge] to our Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
brothers and sisters.” This account regularly posts comments on local or national
issues, and it had almost 700 followers at the time of writing. It is the only one of
its type, and other than here, Me’phaa speakers use their language on Facebook very
¯ ¯¯
sparingly, including the teachers. As for the account’s orthography, it regularly marks
high tones but doesn’t use any low tone marking in its text. This doesn’t mean that
the owner of the account is insensitive to low tone, on the contrary: The logo of the
account itself does have the low tone marking in its words. Writing the low tone is one
of the main obstacles to using the language online because the glyph that represents
it, a line under a vowel, is very difficult to type. There is a keyboard layout and an
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accompanying font designed by the the Summer Institute of Linguistics (Paterson III,
2014) that uses the Unicode combining macron below character (U+0331) to represent
the low tone. This font is used in word processing programs, but cannot be configured
to work directly with websites. The effect of the line below can also be achieved by
pasting the Unicode character after a vowel, but this a time consuming effort which
can further complicate writing.

Figure 5.12: Facebook message in Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
(Source: Xuajen Me’phaa
¯
¯ ¯¯
https://www.facebook.com/www.xuajenmephaa.com.mx/)
Figure 5.13 shows a conversation in Me’phaa Vátháá using the WhatsApp mes¯ ¯¯
saging application. Notice that the speaker on the right has a higher density of high
tones, and that the two speakers use different strategies to represent the low tone:
The messages on the left leave the low unmarked, whereas the messages on the right
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mark it with a grave accent (e.g. ajma versus àjmà ‘two’). WhatsApp presents the
same challenge as Facebook, in that it is almost impossible to mark the low tone
there.

Figure 5.13: WhatsApp conversation in Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
The Me’phaa language is also present on media platforms like YouTube, where
¯ ¯¯
there are several videos spoken in the language. These include official videos from
government agencies such as the Cultural Complex of Guerrero, NGO-financed videos
such as Juba Wajiı́n ‘Dead Man’s Hill’ (pictured on the left on figure 5.14), documenting land rights struggles and made by the Tlachinollan Human Rights of the Mountain
Center, and community produced videos, such as the traditional story Vajin gajmaá
¯
¯ ¯
nduváyu ‘The Rabbit and the Wolf’ made by community member Gregorio Tiburcio
¯ ¯
Cano (pictured on the right of figure 5.14).
The teachers use these tools when they can, but some of them report that the more
rural communities still have some problems accessing the Internet, hindering usage
of Me’phaa in Internet-based communication. For those who live in Zilacayotitlán,
¯ ¯¯
lack of access diminishes the possibility of using their language to send messages, and
they can only send them when they reach the larger town of Tlapa de Comonfort.
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Figure 5.14: YouTube videos in Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
Age: Late 40s.
I use Facebook and also send messages on the phone. I do it when I come
here [Tlapa], where there’s a signal.
Age: Late 20s.
T: [People] almost never [use social media]. Why? Because most people
there don’t have it. It’s a small town and it doesn’t have the Internet.
There are barely two computers there.
I: And how about phone messages?
T: We do send messages on the phone, but that happens rarely. It is a
small town, there’s not much technology.
I: And, do you frequently use Facebook, or phone messages?
T: Only when I come down here, to Tlapa. We use it here. There, in our
town, we don’t.
Age: Early 40s.
I: Do you use Me’phaa on the computer or on the phone?
¯ ¯¯
T: No, almost never.
I: Even with people who speak Me’phaa?
¯ ¯¯
T: Yeah, even with them. We rarely send them even to the other teachers.
We need to start doing that.
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I: Why do you feel you don’t do it as much?
T: Maybe we’re not used to it. Yeah, it’s not a habit.
Some of the teachers report that they have tried to use the language on their
phones or on the Internet, but that they don’t do so because they believe it will lead
to misunderstandings due to the lack of tonal marking.
Age: Late 20s.
T: [I] never never [use Me’phaa on the computer]. In order to write you
¯ ¯¯
need the tones, high and low and so on, an on Facebook and things like
that you can’t write them, so texts can be interpreted in different ways,
and this makes it difficult to write in Me’phaa. [...] Using it on Facebook
¯ ¯¯
is difficult.
I: What do you think could be the solution?
T: It would be to format all of the equipment, I don’t know, so that they
would have the fonts preinstalled.
I: Not, for example, writing it without the tones?
T: No. [If you do it] that way, the words come out, but without the tones,
they’d be understood in some other way.
Finally, in addition to believing that lack of tones causes misunderstandings, there
are teachers who claim that it is simply easier to write in Spanish. Here the influence of
the educational system is visible in the teachers’ decisions. Since their childhood they
have spent thousands of hours practicing literacy in Spanish, but this experience has
not been matched in their Indigenous language. This gives them ground to continue
rejecting Me’phaa as a written language, since they can already perform the functions
¯ ¯¯
of their lives in Spanish (Wyman, 2012; Hinton, 2001b).
Age: Late 40s.
I: Do you ever write messages in Me’phaa?
¯ ¯¯
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T: No, I write them in Spanish.
I: You have never tried?
T: No I haven’t, because the tones that Me’phaa uses, you cannot write
¯ ¯¯
them on the phone. Particularly the low. Maybe the high tone can be
written as an accent, but not the low.
I: And, have you tried to write, even if it is without the tone?
T: No, never.
I: Why?
T: Because it’s easier for us to do it in Spanish. Then we’ll understand
the important words. That’s why we use it in Spanish.
A few of the teachers do use Me’phaa Vátháá on their phones or on the Internet,
¯ ¯¯
regardless of whether the tones can be written or not. This group reports that, despite
the potential for misunderstanding, they have never run into an actual problem caused
by the lack of tonal marking.
Age: Early 40s.
T: I write it without the tones because, in order to write the tones I would
need the font, and Facebook won’t allow me to do that, to write with the
tones.
I: Have you ever had a misunderstanding because you were mising a tonal
mark?
T: No, no. I get the idea of what the person means, and that’s how I do
it.
Age: Late 20s. I: Do you use the marks for the tones?
T: No, because I can’t get them there.
I: Like which ones?
T: Like the low tones. I don’t know how to write those. I write the cutting
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[i.e. glottal] tone sometimes, but I don’t know how to write [the low]
there.
I: Have you ever sent a message where there was a misunderstanding
because there were no tonal marks?
T: No.
When teachers write in Me’phaa Vátháá, they do so mostly in personal domains,
¯ ¯¯
composing direct messages to their friends and family, who might live with them, or
who might live in other states of Mexico.
Age: Late 30s.
I don’t use Facebook. But I have daughters in Tlapa, so whenever we come
here I write text messages to them. I write to them or to my work mates.
Age: Early 30s.
[I talk] with my friends, with the other teachers. We write in Me’phaa,
¯ ¯¯
we talk to each other saying things like “where do we meet?”, “where are
you?”, “what will you have for lunch” and so forth. I write it without the
tones because the cellphone doesn’t let you write them.
As discussed above, there are speakers of Me’phaa who post public messages as
¯ ¯¯
Facebook. However, Me’phaa Vátháá is reserved for close acquaintances and for
¯ ¯¯
familiar topics, not for consumption outside of the teacher’s immediate circle of colleagues and family. As a result of this, when teachers write Me’phaa Vátháá, they do
¯ ¯¯
so in apps like WhatsApp, through SMS cellphone messages and through Facebook
messages, but not on Facebook posts, where they prefer to use Spanish. This is a
situation reminiscent of diglossia (Ferguson, 1959), a situation where two languages
(or variants of the same language) have mutually exclusive uses in a community, and
of them is commonly used for ‘high’ functions such as writing and formal communication and the other for ‘low’ function such as a communication with friends and
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family. In this case, Me’phaa is thought of as an unnatural choice for communication
¯ ¯¯
outside the immediate sphere of the speaker.
Age: Early 40s.
T: I [send messages] but to people that do speak the language. [...] I communicate with them, asking “how are you”, “how is it going?”, and so
forth.
I: Who do you write to?
T: I write to my brother, who is in Cuernavaca. He doesn’t write the language, he’d write back to me in Spanish, but he does speak it. I speak to
him and I write to him, and because he understands me we can communicate.
Age: Late 20s.
I: What kind of things do you chat about?
T: About anything. For example, in my WhatsApp state I have the word
daviyi, which we use to describe the lastborn child of the family, that’s
what we call them in Me’phaa. [...]
¯ ¯¯
I: And the messages you send, are they long? Short?
T: Very short. [...]
I: So... you send messages on WhatsApp. What about Facebook?
T: I post messages there, but only in Spanish, not in Me’phaa.
¯ ¯¯
The connection with diglossia is further established by the teachers when they
explain that they use Me’phaa Vátháá writing as a “code” to keep outsiders from
¯ ¯¯
understanding their communications. This usage of Me’phaa Vátháá in technology is
¯ ¯¯
compatible with a language in a vulnerable condition, where “most children speak the
language, but it may be restricted to certain domains (e.g., home)” (Moseley, 2010).
Age: Early 30s.
I: Do you use Facebook, or text messages, things like that?
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T: Yes.
I: And do you ever use them in Me’phaa?
¯ ¯¯
T: No, no. When I write it’s always in Spanish. [...] If they are messages
sent in confidence, then maybe yes. For example, my brother is in the
United States, and so only he and I know would know what we’d be talking
about, so we write in [Me’phaa ]. [...] We use it just between him and
¯ ¯¯
me.
Age: Early 30s.
I: Do you ever use Me’phaa [on Facebook or text messages]?
¯ ¯¯
T: Yes, yes, yes.
I: Tell me more.
T: I use it as a means to encrypt information. Sometimes, for example,
I talk to [my brother], or to some other person who speaks Me’phaa, and
¯ ¯¯
we’re just being silly, you know, and, it’s a way to encrypt the information
so that only those who speak Me’phaa can understand it. That’s the way
¯ ¯¯
it goes.
Finally, being able to write Me’phaa is seen as a form of cultural capital amongst
¯ ¯¯
teachers, and some of them even see it explicitly as a means to exchange cultural
capital for economic capital (Bourdieu, 1986).
Age: Late 30s.
I: Do you ever write in Me’phaa [on Facebook or using a smartphone]?
¯ ¯¯
T: Yes.
I: With whom?
T: With a friend of mine. He’d ask me something in Me’phaa and then I
¯ ¯¯
wrote back to him. But he couldn’t reply because his variant is different.
So he didn’t reply in Me’phaa, he replied in Spanish asking me what had I
¯ ¯¯
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said. I told him, and then he said “oh, you write better than I do!”
He congratulated me for writing better than him, and realized he
still has to work on it.
Age: Late 50s.
About 80% of the teachers are rising up to the task, there’s only a few that
don’t like the language. But, in the end I tell you that it’s because of
our language that we are getting our salary. It’s because of our
language and nothing else. So, we’re here because of our language, not
because of some other thing. If we didn’t speak Me’phaa, then, what would
¯ ¯¯
we be doing?
The teachers seem to entertain two ideologies towards writing Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
on computers or smartphones: (i) that it is not possible because the tonal marks
can’t be written, and that (ii) it is possible, but it should be reserved to certain
contexts of usage, such as one-to-one communication with friends and relatives. The
first one is related to the ideas about spelling discussed in section 4.5, where teachers
felt that writing Me’phaa Vátháá without the tonal marks somehow the product a
¯ ¯¯
fake version of the language. The second ideology has important consequences for
expanding Me’phaa writing into new domains and media. Teachers might not be
¯ ¯¯
compelled to write Me’phaa Vátháá for the general public, for example on websites
¯ ¯¯
or on social media, and would therefore be less willing to participate in such efforts.
Many of the teachers share this vision of a strong but local language, but a few do
not share this ideology: Table 5.3 shows the responses to the question of what the
teachers want the future of Me’phaa Vátháá to be, and at least one of them would
¯ ¯¯
the Me’phaa Vátháá to become a language “of the whole world.”
¯ ¯¯
In summary, the written form of the Me’phaa language is almost non-existent in
¯ ¯¯
physical space, but it is budding in digital space. The language is making progress
in new domains, including being used on social media, for audiovisual material and
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for communication with close acquaintances and families (in a way that is similar to
diglossia). While there are still access issues keeping Me’phaa out of the Internet,
¯ ¯¯
those are diminishing progressively, allowing for speakers to use their language online.
Some of the glyphs required to write the language are unavailable in current devices,
which leaves the speakers with two choices: not to try, or to try despite the potential
for misunderstandings. When they try, they mostly keep their communications in the
familial and immediate realm.
5.6.3. Summary
This section examined the uses of Me’phaa Vátháá writing outside the school, in
¯ ¯¯
particular in the public signage and in digital media. These uses are ideologically influenced. As for the linguistic landscape, the ideologies of standardization by Spanish
speakers have helped construct a space where Me’phaa is almost completely absent.
¯ ¯¯
As for Me’phaa Vátháá and social media, some teachers report not attempting to
¯ ¯¯
use it as they feel that the language cannot be spelled without tones. When they do
try, they keep their communications within family and friends (in a pattern similar
to diglossia) and very few extend the language into further domains.

5.7. Effects of Phonetics and Ideology on Spelling
Figure 5.15 brings all the strands together from this chapter and the previous two
to provide a panorama of the phonetic, educational and ideological influences on the
spelling of Me’phaa Vátháá by its schoolteachers.
¯ ¯¯
The first box summarizes the information regarding phonetic and literacy acquisition. As discussed in chapters 3 and 4, teachers have difficulties spelling the high
tone because of its reduced psychoacoustic distance from the mid tone, particularly
in reduced speech. This is compounded by other phenomena that alter F0 such
as glottalization and tonal carryover (tonal assimilation to the left) to confuse the
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Figure 5.15: Summary of factors that influence
Me’phaa Vátháá tonal spelling practices
¯ ¯¯
perception of the teachers. These complex tonal phenomena occur in a population
that was trained using transitional bilingualism education, where most of the literacy
training happened in Spanish and so they never had a chance to reinforce the reading
and writing of tone as they were growing up.
The second box summarizes the ideologies that teachers hold and that they are
exposed to. The preference for writing makes it so that they believe that their goal
as teachers is to encourage Me’phaa Vátháá writing, and that the language’s vitality
¯ ¯¯
depends on this. The preference for phonetic spelling justifies their belief that they
have to mark every tone, increasing their potential to encounter and be confused by
the phonetic phenomena described above. Finally, the favoring of standardization
justifies the belief of a platonic form of the Me’phaa language that the teacher have
¯ ¯¯
to pursue, and the idea that spelling alternations are moral faults, which is especially
intense in Spanish language environment, has the potential to make them believe that
their failings are not in the phonetics or in the standard, but in themselves.
These two elements, phonetic and ideology, join to make a powerful combination,
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adding linguistic insecurity to a language with complex tonal phenomena, and making
teachers believe that, if they miss a tone or mark an extra one, they must be the ones
failing to achieve the ideal form of Me’phaa Vátháá.
¯ ¯¯
These factors are made worse by an environment where the standard was designed
with other variants in mind, and where the only written materials that Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
Vátháá teachers and children are exposed to do not reflect their lexemes or their
tonal system. Moreover, this environment is one where, if they use the Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
Vátháá variant with other speakers, teachers might be laughed at or discriminated.
These factors are the major influences behind the alternation in spellings in
Me’phaa Vátháá teachers.
¯ ¯¯
This combination of ideologies has important consequences for language revitalization. The most salient one is the difficulty in expanding the Indigenous language to
new domains of usage, including digital domains. Digital domains have the potential
to be cheap and readily-available tools for language revitalization, and yet those are
rejected by some speakers because of their concern for ‘correct’ writing. In general,
the difficulties faced when writing an Indigenous language where the speakers had
little writing training are compounded by ideologies about right and wrong and by
the discrimination against the speakers, coming even from inside their communities.
This could negatively influence existing initiatives to expand the usage of Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
Vátháá. One of the main goals of future literacy programs in Me’phaa Vátháá should
¯ ¯¯
be to deal with these ideologies and make speakers aware of them, so they can make
literacy decisions that are in line with their desire to expand the language so that it
is ‘known by all of the world’.

5.8. Conclusions
Me’phaa Vátháá teachers have replicated the ideologies of prescriptivism and purism
¯ ¯¯
from speakers of Spanish and language revitalization practitioners, and these ide-
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ologies exarcebate the difficulties in spelling Me’phaa Vátháá tone, a language with
¯ ¯¯
complex phonetic tonal phenomena that have the potential to confuse spellers. These
ideologies lead to the belief that there is a platonic version of the Me’phaa Vátháá lan¯ ¯¯
guage that they must pursue, and they also lead them to believe that, when spelling
alternations appear, this is somehow a sign that they are degrading the language.
This occurs in an environment of ethnolinguistic discrimination, where speakers of
other variants of Me’phaa hold the Vátháá variant as a low prestige variant and one
¯ ¯¯
that should not be considered for writing. In response to this the Vátháá teachers
have set out to create a standard for themselves, but in doing so they have replicated
the purism and prescriptivism around them.
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6.

Conclusions

This dissertation examined the relationship between tonal phonetics, tonal reduction
and orthographic patterns produced by Me’phaa Vátháá speaking teachers. It dis¯ ¯¯
cussed these patterns in the context of Indigenous education in Mexico and of the
language ideologies held by the teachers, which have parallels to those held by speakers of Spanish and practitioners of language revitalization. Its main finding is that
tones undergo phonetic changes which reduce their relative psychoacoustic distances,
and this combines with the writing style of the teachers (one in which they repeat the
words to themselves at varying speeds) to produce hesitation when writing the tonal
markers. This is framed in an ideological process of privileging writing as the ideal
form of language revitalization, and of rejection of variants and spelling ‘mistakes’,
which results in further linguistic insecurity by the teachers.
In studying these phenomena, the dissertation also described the processes of tonal
reduction in Me’phaa Vátháá and described its similarities and differences with the
¯ ¯¯
reduction described for other tonal languages such as a Mandarin, Thai and Triqui.
Tonal reduction processes in Me’phaa Vátháá are not an exact match to any of these
¯ ¯¯
languages, which suggests that, while reduction is universal, it has language-specific
expressions, which suggest that reduction typologies should be further studied. In
addition to this, the dissertation offers a report on the process of tonal spelling learning by adults who didn’t receive this training as children. This is relevant to both
educational and language planners, as well as to practitioners of language revitalization.
This final chapter will summarize the findings in each section, provide an overview
of the process of cooperation with the Me’phaa Vátháá teachers in the context of
¯ ¯¯
research ethics, suggest uses for the results of this research, and list future directions
of research based on those results.
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6.1. Me’phaa Vátháá Spelling
¯ ¯¯
The examination of Me’phaa Vátháá spelling entailed the study of tonal phonetics,
¯ ¯¯
orthographic patterns, educational history of the teachers and the language ideologies
they hold. This section will summarize the findings for each of these factors.
6.1.1. Phonetic Results
Chapter 3 studied the phonetics of Me’phaa Vátháá tones and compared them with
¯ ¯¯
the tones documents for other variants of Me’phaa. Me’phaa Vátháá has the same
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
three level tones (low, mid, high), but lacks some of the contour tones described for
Malinaltepec/Mañuwiı́n and Acatepec Me’phaa. There are also some lexical items
¯
¯ ¯¯
across dialects that share segments but that have different tones (e.g. Vátháá láxá
vrs. Malinaltepec/Mañuwiı́n láxa ‘orange’).
¯
¯
The Me’phaa Vátháá tones were examined across different speech styles, namely
¯ ¯¯
elicitation, careful (reading a story) and reduced (talking at a conversational rate)
speech styles. In general, Me’phaa Vátháá shows the same reduction patterns as other
¯ ¯¯
languages; it shows 3% fewer syllables and 6% fewer segments in reduced speech than
in careful speech. It also has numerous lexical forms that are reduced in a gradient
fashion (e.g. [RuĂ£] ∼ [R@Ă£] ∼ [R] for rabu ‘man’ ), as well as items where features of two
¯ ¯
syllables can be reassembled into a new surface syllable. The tones themselves are
sensitive to speech style, and the data collected indicates that the mid and high tone
are psychoacoustically closer to each other than the mid and low tones are, and in
some speakers, there are overlaps between the mid and high tones in reduced speech.
The tones also suffer other alterations to their pitch due to their phonological
environment. Equation 3.18, repeated below as equation 6.1, represents a model
for Me’phaa Vátháá tonal pitch and lists the factors that influence tonal phonetics.
¯ ¯¯
Some of them are sensitive to speech style, such as assimilation to the preceding tone
and the pitch depending on whether a syllable is word-final or not. Other factors,
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however, are not sensitive to speech style. These includes the changes in vowels due
to glottalization, and the spikes in pitch early in the vowel due to voiceless onsets and
fricatives with high-frequency centroids.

normF0(x%) = (tone + precedingT one + syllableF inality) ∗ speechStyle+
glottalization + onsetV oicing + precedingF ricative+

(6.1)

(1 + speechStyle|subject) + (1 + speechStyle|item)
6.1.2. Phonetics and Spelling
Chapter 4 studied the patterns of spelling in Me’phaa Vátháá teachers, and how those
¯ ¯¯
are correlated with known phonetic phenomena. The chapter focused on tonal spelling
and on the relationship between changes in pitch and spellings where the teachers
deviate from the standard they are constructing for themselves. In particular, the
closer distance of the mid-high tones showed a correlation with a higher probability
of confusing these two tones in spelling. There were other confusions due to phonetic
phenomena, such as spelling a raised version of the tone in phonetic environments
where there was a phonetic spike, such as being preceded by a higher tone and being
in a syllable with glottalization.
The difficulties in tonal spelling were also examined by performing a forced lexical
decision experiment, which presented teachers with words without tonal markings,
and the teachers had to mentally recover the lexical item in order to decide whether it
was a word of the language or not. The experiment showed that teachers are highly
proficient in reading their language; after all they were only given two seconds to
make each decision. It also continue to show the asymmetry with the high tone:
Words where the high tone was missing elicited significantly slower reactions than
words where the low tone was missing.
The hypothesis proposed here is that the teachers’ difficulties with tone is that
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the phonetic factors interact with educational factors. Teachers learned how to read
and write in Spanish, and this lead to lower levels of tonal metacognition. This is
compounded by the strategy that teachers use to spell the language. Teachers have
no problem in compensating for speech style when they are having conversations, but
when they are writing, they repeat the words to themselves at different rates, which
makes them vulnerable to tonal confusions due to tonal reduction.
6.1.3. Spelling Ideologies
Me’phaa Vátháá teachers hold two related language ideologies: (i) Prescriptivism,
¯ ¯¯
or the belief that one variety of a language is superior to others, which in turn are
incorrect, improper, illogical or of low aesthetic. (ii) Purism, or the belief that there
are “pure” forms of the language continued use is a factor in maintaining the unity of
a community. These are expressed in four ways in their literacy practices. Prescriptivism is expressed in the privileging of writing as a way to ensure language vitality,
and in the preference of phonetic spelling even when this would leave teachers more
vulnerable to spelling mistakes due to pitch variations. Purism is expressed in favoring standardization as a way to ensure the vitality of Me’phaa Vátháá, even if the
¯ ¯¯
teachers can see that the current standardization of Me’phaa is also hurting them
¯ ¯¯
by leaving their variant out of the process of school material creation. Purism is
also expressed in their attitudes towards spelling deviations, in that they believe that
there is an idealized form of Me’phaa that they should aspire to and they are not
¯ ¯¯
reaching, which creates further linguistic insecurity and could slow down the process
of reclaiming new contexts of usage for the language.
These ideologies are paralleled by similar ideologies held by speakers of Spanish
and by practitioners of language revitalization, which reinforce. One particularly
harmful aspect of this is the ideology of speakers of Spanish that spelling mistakes
are equivalent to moral faults. This ideology surrounds the teachers, and further
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jeopardizes the success of their efforts to expand Me’phaa Vátháá into written media.
¯ ¯¯
This influence is visible in the way that some teachers refrain from trying to send
messages on social media or on their smartphones because the language wouldn’t be
understood without all its diacritics.
The ideologies of standardization in Spanish, which have historically pushed for
the continued hispanization of the people in their territories, dominate the linguistic
landscape of Me’phaa towns too, to the point where written Me’phaa is almost com¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
pletely absent. In the process of writing this dissertation only three public signs written in Me’phaa could be found. This situation resembles diglossia, in that Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
¯ ¯¯
continues to be the preferred language for family and in-group, and Spanish is the
language for formal and out-group communication. This is further motivated by
the ethnolinguistic environment surrounding Me’phaa Vátháá, on in which Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
speakers suffer discrimination from both Spanish speakers and from speakers of other
Me’phaa variants.
¯ ¯¯
6.1.4. Model of Spelling Deviations in Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
The phonetic, education and ideologies factors described above combine to explain
the patterns in the spelling deviations of the Me’phaa Vátháá teachers. Figure 5.15,
¯ ¯¯
repeated as 6.1 below, summarizes the main findings observed to correlated with
spelling deviations and behaviors in teachers’ writing.
While this list of specific causes within each factor is unique to Me’phaa Vátháá,
¯ ¯¯
the combination of phonetic, educational and ideological factors is applicable to other
Indigenous languages where literacy is being introduced.

6.2. Me’phaa Vátháá Reduction Cross-linguistically
¯ ¯¯
The reduction patterns of Me’phaa Vátháá tone were compared to those of other tonal
¯ ¯¯
languages where reduced speech has been studied, in particular Mandarin, Thai and
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Figure 6.1: Summary of factors that influence
Me’phaa Vátháá tonal spelling practices
¯ ¯¯
Triqui. Table 3.28, repeated below as table 6.1, summarizes the features of phonetic
tonal reduction in these languages.
One interesting result is that the expressions of tonal reduction are unique to each
language. For example, even though Me’phaa and Triqui are from the Otomanguean
¯ ¯¯
family, Triqui expands its tonal range in reduced conditiosn while Me’phaa reduces
¯ ¯¯
it. On the other hand, even though both Me’phaa are Mandarin reduce their tonal
¯ ¯¯
ranges, their patterns of assimilation to neighboring tones are not the same. This
merits more research into the possible typologies of tonal reduction.
Another important result is that Me’phaa has an asymmetry in its assimilation
¯ ¯¯
patterns: It has carryover assimilation (assimilation to preceding tones), but almost
no anticipatory assimilation (assimilation to following tones). In the other examined
languages the two types of assimilation showed differences in their sensitivity to speech
style, but they were always observed on both ends of the vowels.
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Tonal range
Tonal
excursions

Thai

Triqui

Reduced

Unchanged

Expanded

Me’phaa
¯
¯¯
Vátháá
Reduced

Expanded

Reduced

Resulting
tones
are
phonological
tones;
there is pressure to keep
them distinct.
There is also
dissimilation
Fast speech

Resulting
tones
are
phonological
tones

Reduced

Tones and segmental reduction

Carryover
(assimilation
to the left)
Anticipatory
assimilation
(to the right)

Mandarin

Expanded for
accented syllables
Resulting
Varies,
but
tones
don’t resulting
need to be tones
don’t
phonological
need to be
tones
phonological
tones

All
styles

speech Reduced
speech

All
styles

speech Reduced
speech

Fast speech

Reduced
speech
Almost nonexistent,
particularly
in
reduced
speech

Table 6.1: Comparison of tonal reduction phenomena
6.3. Learning of Tonal Spelling in Adults
Another novel result from this dissertation is the documentation of tonal spelling
learning patterns in adults who didn’t learn how to spell their tonal L1 in their
childhood. The data suggests that, while their segmental phonological awareness is
high, their tonal awareness is relatively lower. This was observable in the forced
lexical decision experiment, where the teachers could read words reliably, but had a
low performance (42%) in non-word tasks involving tones. This is supported by data
from spelling deviations, which show that most of the deviations (68%) are due to
suprasegmental factors. Finally, this is also supported by interview data, in which
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the teachers reported that the tones and the glottal stops, features that are absent
from Spanish, are consistently those that are most difficult for them.

6.4. Materials Derived from this Work
During the production of this work, several materials were produced that could be
of further used to the Me’phaa Vátháá teachers. The first of them was a booklet of
¯ ¯¯
exercises in Me’phaa linguistics, written for workshops with the teachers to provide a
¯ ¯¯
pedagogical tool that explain the structure of the language. Most material produced
about Me’phaa is of a highly technical nature, and so this product fills a gap in the
¯ ¯¯
documentation of the language.
A second product, one that was explicitly requested by the teachers and the
educational authorities, was the dissemination of linguistic information about the
Me’phaa Vátháá dialect so that, in a teacher’s words, “the world will know we exist.”
¯ ¯¯
Results from this dissertation have been presented in five academic talks at four
conferences (International Conference on Language Documentation and Conservation
ICLDC, Colloquium of Otomanguean and Neighboring Languages COLOV, Tonal
Aspects of Language TAL, Conference on Indigenous Languages of the Americas
CILLA), with co-authorship to the main Me’phaa collaborator. In addition to this,
¯ ¯¯
the information was disseminated in one invited talk at UNAM in 2015, and will
be disseminated in both academic formats and in a pedagogical format suited for
teachers and policy makers.
Another product was the annotated corpus created for Me’phaa Vátháá, as well
¯ ¯¯
as the computational tools necessary for the forced alignment of Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
speech. This product will be archived in cooperation with the community, and future
research on this data includes the creation of automatic speech recognition and textto-speech tools to help annotate corpora in a faster manner, and to provide tools
for the extension of Me’phaa into technological domains. The linguistic data itself
¯ ¯¯
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can also be used by members of the Me’phaa community that are being trained as
¯ ¯¯
linguists, so that they can mine the corpus for further research.

6.5. Recommendations Derived from this Work
The main product emerging from this dissertation will be a series of recommendations
regarding tonal spelling in Me’phaa Vátháá. In summary, these will include five main
¯ ¯¯
recommendations:
1. Carry out workshops to train teachers in tonal distinctions, particularly in the
mid-high distinction.
2. Train teachers on how to spell the words that are both frequent and that are
frequently spelled in ways that deviate from the norm (e.g. dú’khuı́in ‘that one
[inanimate]’).
3. Train teachers in ways to assuage their worries about tonal spelling. For example, distinctions in writing genres could be pointed out, and how some genres
like informal writing can have more lax spelling rules than formal and classroom
writing. This would help alleviate their linguistic insecurities and help promote
the use of the language without worrying about ‘spelling mistakes.’
4. Continuing with the training of children in the writing of their language since
early age (as the DGEI and the INALI have been aiming to do), and ensuring
that children can express themselves in oral and written forms in Me’phaa
¯ ¯¯
Vátháá. This objective has taken a major step with the publication in 2016
of the educational curriculum for Me’phaa in primary education by the DGEI,
¯ ¯¯
the Department of Education and dozens of Me’phaa teachers, including some
¯ ¯¯
Me’phaa Vátháá teachers.
¯ ¯¯
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5. Generate discussion about the interactions of different dialects, so that a consensus solution can be reached on the publishing of materials and that this solution
also makes the Me’phaa Vátháá teachers and speakers feel more included in the
¯ ¯¯
norm and more respected in general.

6.6. Community-Involvement in this Work
This dissertation has attempted to follow a community-based approach to fieldwork
and linguistic research Czaykowska-Higgins (2009). While this work succeeded in
some regards (e.g. writing with the goal of social justice), it achieved only partial
success in others (e.g. continued coordination of research goals between linguist and
community). Therefore, the present work is halfway between empowering research
and community-based research. This section will describe these and other existing
models of fieldwork research, as well as the steps taken to pursue the goal of performing research that benefits the Me’phaa Vátháá community.
¯ ¯¯
Contemporary fieldwork has attempted to address the defects of previous fieldwork practices, which are thought of as extractive and lacking in benefit for Indigenous
communities. Table 6.2 shows a list of models of fieldwork research, and their description based on their ethical orientation. The traditional method of research is
the linguist-focused model, where speakers of Indigenous languages are deemed as
informants, and the goal of the research is to collect data and perform a study solely
for the benefit of linguistic knowledge. A second model, the ethical linguist-focused
model, seeks to provide ethical treatment to subjects, but doesn’t consider Indigenous
peoples as agents in research.
Cameron et al. (1992) propose three more models for fieldwork research: Advocacy
research, Empowering research and Community-based research. All these are related
to models such as participatory research and participatory-action research in other
social sciences (Stoecker, 2003). In advocacy research, linguists are committed to
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Model
Linguist-focused

Description
The mission of fieldwork is to collect data and study
linguistic phenomena. Speakers are seen as a source
of information.
Ethical linguist-focused
There is a “concern to minimise damage and offset inconvenience to the researched [...] but the underlying
model is research ‘on’ social subjects. Human subjects deserve special ethical consideration, but they
no more set the researcher’s agenda than the bottle
of sulfuric acid sets the chemist’s agenda.” (Cameron
et al., 1992)
Advocacy research
There is “commitment on the part of the researcher
not just to do research on subjects but research on
and for subjects. Such a commitment formalises what
is actually a rather common development in field situations, where a researcher is asked to use her skills
or her authority as an ‘expert to defend subjects’ interests” (Cameron et al. 1992)
Empowering research
“Research on, for and with. One of the things we take
that additional ‘with’ to imply is the use of interactive
or dialogic research methods, as opposed to distancing or objectifying strategies [...] It is the centrality of
interaction ‘with the researched that enables research
to be empowering in our sense” (Cameron et al., 1992)
Community-based research ”Research that is on a language, and that is conducted for, with, and by the language-speaking community within which the research takes place and
which it affects. This kind of research involves a
collaborative relationship, a partnership, between researchers and (members of) the community within
which the research takes place” (Czaykowska-Higgins,
2009, 24).
Table 6.2: Research Models in Linguistic Fieldwork
Source: Czaykowska-Higgins (2009)
researching on behalf of the subjects, and to use their skills to ‘defend’ subjects. This
has been a common trend across linguists, who then use rhetoric of how languages
need to be ‘saved’ in order to preserve global linguistic diversity, but without tak-
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ing the specific objectives of communities into account (Hill, 2002). In the second
model, Empowering research, there is dialogue between the Indigenous communities
and the researcher to coordinate their objectives. Finally, in community-based research, community members are actively incorporated into the project not only as
planners but as researchers themselves, with the objective that linguists will make
themselves obsolete and that community members can continue the work.
Community-based research has four important characteristics (Czaykowska-Higgins,
2009, 24-27): (i) It involves collaboration between the researcher and the community.
(ii) It involves a ‘democratization of knowledge’, so that community members are
trained, and that ‘the community and outsider linguist(s) work together at every
stage of the research process.’ (iii) Its aims are not objective detachment, but social action and change with the purpose of achieving social justice. (iv) Research is
not solely an intellectual act, but also ‘also a practical act that can have practical
implications and applications, especially for improving social conditions.’
One final model that is orthogonal to those discussed here is decolonizing research
(Smith, 1999; Chilisa, 2011; Denzin and Lincoln, 2008). This model is related to
other critical methodologies such as Critical Race Theory, Critical Gender Theory
and Queer Theory. The connection between decolonizing research and fieldwork has
not fully been explored, and it has not frequently been used for quantitative work, with
exceptions such as statistical work by Walter and Andersen (2013) and epidemiological
work by Simmonds et al. (2008). At their core, decolonizing models seek to create
research that (i) accepts Indigenous knowledge as a valid source of knowledge within
the epistemology that underlies the research, that (ii) takes a social stance based on
seeking social justice for Indigenous communities, that (iii) actively asks the question
of whether the research should be performed, and whether performing it will benefit
the community, and that (iv) seeks to dismantle colonial ontologies of knowledge to
uncover systemic inequality, and does so for the benefit of Indigenous communities.
During the present research, the author has attempted to follow a community-
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based research model and to create results that the community can use to achieve its
own purposes. The following is a list of steps taken to ensure this end:
1. The research topic itself was proposed by the community. As was described
in section 1.5, the idea of researching tone in Me’phaa Vátháá was born of a
¯ ¯¯
teacher who participated in an exchange program at the University of Arizona
in 2013. During 2014 the community, through the Me’phaa Vátháá educational
¯ ¯¯
authorities in their school district, refined this goal and asked for research to be
performed on the relationship between tone and orthography (see Appendix B
for the original letter of intent).
2. The dissertation has involved two workshops to train Me’phaa Vátháá teachers
¯ ¯¯
in the linguistic structure of their language.
3. In addition to this, one of the participants (Gregorio Tiburcio Cano) has received training in phonetic tonal research methodologies, has participated in
creating conference presentations from this work, and has been a co-author for
this work.
4. Participants were remunerated for their participation at a rate that was equal to
their salaries as set by the Department of Education of Guerrero. This includes
the participants that were recorded, as well as community members who were
recruited to help in the transcription of the material.
5. One of the explicit aims of the project has been to create awareness of the
perceived discrimination by speakers of Me’phaa Vátháá. This has been done
¯ ¯¯
using whenever possible their own voice and their own words, in the form of
direct quotations.
6. The ultimate goal of the project is to combine linguistic research with the
social justice goal of expanding Me’phaa Vátháá into new contexts of usage by
¯ ¯¯
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studying the interaction between tone and orthography. This is also compatible
with decolonizing methodology objectives of examining whether this research is
worth doing in terms of the benefits it would bring the community.
There have been some aspects of the research where it has failed to live up to
community-based research expectations. For example, communication with the educational authorities has been intermittent throughout the project. They proposed
the project and have had access to finished versions of the chapters for comments
and feedback before its publication, but were not actively involved in the intermediate stages of data analysis. In addition to this, the project has not trained as many
community-members as desired in the techniques used here, so it would be difficult
that, at the present stage, the project could be continued by the community without
a linguist1 . Therefore, given the success in achieving some but not all of the goals of
community-based research, this work falls somewhere in between empowerment and
community-based work.
Further research and sharing of experiences is required so that writers of dissertations can fully attain the goals of community-based research given the time constraints
under which academic dissertations operate.

6.7. Future work
This dissertation has numerous avenues for future research. Some of the possibilities
are listed below:
On the phonetic side, the clearest piece of future work is to compile a written
or oral corpus from which lexical frequency measurements can be reliably extracted.
This will help examine the interactions between lexical frequency and phonetic tonal
reduction. Such a corpus could also allow for the measurement of neighborhood sizes
1

It has to be noted that there are at least two community members currently training as linguists,
which whom the author of this work has interacted. While this dissertation failed to transfer technical
knowledge to teachers, it has transferred some technical knowledge to these community linguists.
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and the study of tonal hyperarticulation in the presence of lexical competitors. A
second suggestion for future work is to perform a perception experiment of categorical perception of tone. This would allow researchers to examine how the high and
mid tone are discriminated in speech, and would both clarify the reduction scenario
presented here and help formulate better training programs for the teachers. A third
suggestion is to continue with the examination of tonal reduction typologies, and to
assemble information from all the languages for which this phenomenon has been
studied.
The construction of an oral corpus allows for the training of automated speech
recognition and text-to-speech tools, which would facilitate the construction of larger
corpora. These tools can also be used for revitalization purposes. One application
of this would be to make educational software that understands Me’phaa and that
¯ ¯¯
interacts with children.
Finally, there is an indisputable political dimension to spelling ‘mistakes’, as learning how to spell in complex orthographies requires practice and memory, which in
turn require extensive schooling. Schooling is a privilege whose distribution is unequal across social strata and ethnicities in Latin America, and this topic needs to
be studied in Me’phaa Vátháá, in Indigenous languages, and even in Spanish in the
¯ ¯¯
Americas, so that writers of these languages can more confidently confront the prescriptive ideologies surrounding them.

6.8. Conclusions
This dissertation presented an analysis of the interactions between tonal phonetics
and orthography in the Me’phaa Vátháá language, and how they are influenced by
¯ ¯¯
Indigenous Education and ideologies from the teachers and surrounding them. In
doing so, this document constitutes a first step in documenting the Me’phaa Vátháá
¯ ¯¯
variant, and in the process of reaching the desire of one of its language teachers, that:
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“the world knows that we are a variant, and that we exist.”
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Appendix A.

Eliminate high tone
Eliminate low tone
Eliminate contour
Control
Non-words
Practice items

Stimuli for Lexical Decision Experiment

Stimuli types
A word where, if a tonal diacritic of high tone is removed, the
resulting word is a spelling mistake
A word where, if a tonal diacritic for low tone is removed, the
resulting word is a spelling mistake
A word where, if a tonal diacritic marked a contour tone and
this diacritic is removed, the resulting word is a spelling mistake
A word with only mid tones
A phonotactically possible but unattested word
Words and non-words presented before the experiment

“Eliminate high tone” items
Stimulus
amba
atsu
chaga
gixmi
ina
ixtu
naxni
mi'xa
ne'ne
raga

Word
ambá ‘excrement’
atsú ‘three’
chága ‘throat’
gixmı́ ‘woven fabric’
iná ‘leaf’
ı́xtu ‘basket’
náxni ‘grass’
mi' xá ‘white’
ne' né ‘pinole corn meal’
rága ‘zapote’ (Diospyros
digyna or Casimiroa
edulis)

Stimulus
niku
pili
rajin'
runa'
rutha
tsaja
vixa'
xana
xpiaja
titaan

Word
nikú ‘barely’
pilı́ ‘swallow’
rájin' ‘bark of cañuela’
(Festuca sp.)
rúna' ‘mammee’
(Mammea americana)
ruthá ‘coal’
tsája ‘paw’
vı́xa' ‘mushroom’
xaná ‘herbs, grass’
xpiája ‘beauty mark’
tı́taan ‘little step’
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“Eliminate low tone” items
Stimulus
adoo
aga
ajmu
a'ma
gi'na
amu
ka'vu
ki'xi
ko'lo
ma'ni

Word
adoo ‘worm’
¯
aga ‘pig’
¯
ajmu ‘pants’
¯
a' ma ‘bee’
¯
gi' na ‘in front of’
¯
amu ‘uncle’
¯
ka' vu ‘spider’
¯
ki' xi ‘garrapata’
(Ixodoidea sp.)
ko' lo ‘young turkey’
¯
ma' ni ‘maybe’
¯

Stimulus
mbege
mbekha'
ruxkun
smagu
sutuun
tsejmba
vajin
xaga
xndafa
xnujun

Word
mbege ‘today’
¯
mbekha' ‘when’
¯
ruxkun ‘beetle’
¯
smagu ‘grass’
¯
sutuun ‘goat’
¯
tsejmba ‘turkey’
¯
vajin ‘rabit’
¯
xaga ‘worm’
¯
xndafa ‘plow’
¯
xnujun ‘harvest season’
¯

“Eliminate contour” items
Stimulus
ajngaa
dxua'a
kutuun
lasuu
nuyaa

Word
ajngáa ‘language, word’
dxuá' a ‘orphan’
kutúun ‘shirt’
lasuu ‘braid’
¯
nuyáa ‘mecapal’ (type of
string or band)
gi'tsiin gi' tsı́in ‘game’
ajmaa
ajmaa ‘vine, root’
¯
e'ñoo
e' ñóo ‘piece’
labuun
labúun ‘small intestine’
ravaa
raváa ‘ceñidor’ (type of
belt)

Stimulus
majñuu
michuun
ejmbaa
nikhii
nixtaa
tse'yoo
tsi'yaa
tumaa
vaxtuu
xlabuun

Word
majñuu ‘in between’
¯
michuun ‘pale’
¯
ejmbaa ‘thick, large’
¯
nikhı́i ‘decomposed’
nixtáa ‘already’
tse' yoo ‘reinforcement’
¯
tsi' yaa ‘handsome man,
¯
ladies man’
tumáa ‘earwig’
(Dermaptera sp.)
vaxtúu ‘shepherd’
xlabúun ‘salamander’
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Control items
Stimulus
ada
ago
ajuan'
ede
gijma
inu
itsu
majan
mañu
nandii

Word
ada ‘boy’
ago ‘underneath’
ajuan' ‘iron’
ede ‘head’
gijma ‘pain, bother’
inu ‘face’
itsu ‘bone’
majan ‘nixtamal corn
dough’
mañu ‘river’
nandii ‘disease’

Stimulus
ña'vun
ravun
rexa
sustaa
thana
tixa
tsilu
viphi
xede
yavi

Word
ña' vun ‘ear’
ravun ‘mouth’
rexa ‘shoulder’
sustaa ‘lie’
thana ‘medicine’
tixa ‘backwards’
tsilu ‘tail, behind’
viphi ‘quick’
xede ‘cow’
yavi ‘bed’

Non-word items
Stimulus
ijla
andi
khava
gu'mi
ibu
indu
la'ni
ri'ba
ge'ge
gibu
sifi
xaja
mavin'
muba'
munga
khava
riba'
raba
dxueja
tiboon

Stimulus
ayuu
abu
andi
i'ba
ri'ba
abi
la'nu
li'bi
ko'me
ra'gi
xtego
xtexta'
rundun
spagan
yubuun
xtejnga
xajan
raja
mbrasa
drujan

Stimulus
ajnduu
xkui'a
dubuun
taluu
gunaa
gi'thaan
adxuu
e'luu
ñatuun
maxtoo
ridxuun
ejngii
nimboo
nindaa
majaa
tse'xuu
khi'baa
duyaa
vanduu
statuun

Stimulus
isa
aje
aviin'
eyo
rijya
ibi
indi
rajun
ranu
nadxoo
la'van
rajan
meya
yundaa
spaya
dida
khibu
xijni
xeyo
daji
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Practice items

Stimulus
vini'
xkua
stavun
smajin
e'ska
ri'i
ga'khu
guma
juvan
khuba
mika
ra'kha
tsaa
xaxi
xtoo

Words
Word
vı́ni' ‘rheum, gound’
xkua ‘plain, valley’
¯
stavun ‘moustache’
¯
smajin ‘sackbut trumpet’
¯
e' ska ‘lazy’
¯
ri' i ‘flower’
¯¯
ga' khu ‘pain’ or gá' khú ‘adobe’
guma ‘tortilla’ or gúmá ‘thread’
juvan ‘seven’
khúbá ‘hill’
mika ‘hot’
ra' kha ‘pumpkin’
¯ ¯
tsáa ‘who’
xaxi ‘forest’
xtóo ‘rind’ or xtoo ‘milpa land plot’
¯¯

Nonwords
Stimulus
xinu'
xkuu
spajun
thavin
i'nda
xe'i
ra'thu
nuxa
jugun
xtuta
riba
xa'tha
tsuu
rayi
xtii
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Appendix B.

Community Authorization Letter

Authorization Letter from Sector 020 Authorities in Guerrero, Mexico:

Figure B.1: Authorization letter
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Translation into English:
Secretariat of Education of Guerrero
Direction of Indigenous Education
Chief of Supervision Zone 020
Letter No. 177/2014
Matter: Field Research
El Rosario, Municipality of Atlamajalcingo del Monte, Guerrero. August 1st, 2014

M.A. Rolando Coto Solano
Department of Linguistics
Arizona
Through this letter we’d like to request your valuable collaboration in carrying out
linguistic fieldwork about the tonal structure of the Vátháá variant, and to community
its existence throughout the state of Guerrero and to other countries in the world.
The educational authorities of Sector 020 are in their best disposition to collaborate
with the research you will carry out with Prof. Gregorio Tiburcio Cano.
Confident in a positive answer to our request, we send you an affectionate and
cordial greeting.
Best regards,
Chief of Sector 020, Prof. Florencio Catalán Bonilla
School Supervisor 47, Prof. Isabel Rodrı́guez Cano
School Supervisor 76, Prof. Marı́a Isidora Felix Bardo
School Supervisor 77, Prof. Enrique Ventura Galvez
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